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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this microethnographic case study was to describe and interpret 

the professional development activities and discourse of a reflection group open to 

educators in a public school setting. Consistent with a reflective-transformative 

perspective on professional development, critical reflection served as the focus of 

activities undertaken by this group. This comparatively long-term, site-based, 

professional development was enabled by a school-university partnership. The following 

research question guided this case study: What are the dynamics of critical reflection as 

the focus of reflective-transformative professional development for site-based, 

school-university partners? 

Analysis of participants' discourse, as interpreted through a transformation 

theoretical framework indicated five phases of reflectivity in participants' approximations 

of critical reflection. These phases ranged from a prereflective phase of perlustration. to 

reflective phases of concatenation, precritical interrogation, and intersubjectification, to 

the critically reflective phase of problematization. Indirect and direct sublimators of 

reflectivity associated with the educators' workplace culture were also identified. Direct, 

interphasial transition, sublimators were most influential vis-a-vis participants' 

reflectivity, as each, concomitantly, operated as a barrier to intersubjectively defined 

collegiality. 

X M 



Taken together, these findings indicate proacti\ e/facilitated paths to critical 

reflection and intersubjectively defined collegiality, each of which is interrelated with the 

other and both of which are powerfully influenced by the culture ofthe workplace. 

Moreover, these findings submit that this culture ofthe workplace may become 

entrenched with frightening rapidity. 

Nonetheless, the finding that practitioners did progress through the fi\ e phases of 

reflectivity identified in this study would propose that reflective-transformative 

professional development focused on critical reflection can sufficiently problematize 

sublimating cultural norms that the intersubjectification of potentially collegial and 

collaborative, professional relationships is facilitated. These findings submit that those 

contrived formats of, and foci for, professional development, including those which 

target reflective practice, but do not also encourage critical reflection, are unlikely to 

enhance the sort of intersubjectively defined collegiality essential for meaningful 

collaboration among practitioners. Accordingly, reflective-transformative professional 

development which simultaneously targets both the facilitation of intersubjectively 

defined collegiality and the facilitation of critical reflection should prove comparatively 

superior to both that which targets only the one and those technocratic-instrumental fornis 

which target neither. 

xvii 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 

1.1 Background of the Study 

1.1.1 Prelude to the Background 

Throughout the first and second waves of educational reform summarized by 

Passow (1989), professional development was time and again called upon as a tool 

essential to achieve the compliance necessary to fulfill the mandates of legislated learning 

(Wise, 1979). Yet, since the tool itself was not also reconstituted and reconceptualized, 

professional development remained a missing element in school reform (Pink, 1986). 

Although the reasons for this standstill in the evolution of professional development, one 

which has persisted into the present (Pink & Hyde, 1992), are obfuscate and complex, 

much ofthe problem rests with an underestimation ofthe need to reexamine the 

terminological, theoretical, and methodological foundations of current perspectives 

(Argyris, 1993; Newmann, Onosko, 8c Stevenson, 1990; Pink & Hyde, 1992; Shulman. 

1986). William Pink (1990) has argued that the importance of destroying the myth of 

one-size-fits-all professional development cannot be overemphasized. A purposeful 

reexamination ofthe terminological, theoretical and methodological foundations of 

professional development further suggests the need for fundamentally different 

approaches to this key element of educational leadership at both the secondary and 

postsecondary levels of education. 



Discussion to follow in this section of Chapter I and extended discussion in 

Chapter II will argue that professional de\ elopment does, indeed, remain the missing 

element in educational reform. Specifically, these discussions will argue that a gap exists 

between descriptive practice in professional development as it exists today, and emergent, 

normative, arguments for both a reexamination of those practices and a consideration of 

alternative perspectives on professional development. These normative arguments: 

(a) encourage a reappraisal ofthe terminological, theoretical, meta-theoretical, and 

methodological foundations of descriptive professional development, and (b) suggest 

guidelines and critical issues to be addressed in a consideration of alternative frameworks 

for reconceptualized notions of professional development. Discussion to follow in this 

introductory section ofthe chapter will first overview these terminological, theoretical, 

meta-theoretical. and methodological foundations of descripti\e practice in professional 

development best characterized as the technocratic-instrumental perspective on 

professional development. In the second section of this background to the study, 

normative arguments concerning the terminological, theoretical, meta-theoretical, and 

methodological foundations of a more reflective-transformative perspective on 

professional development will be explored. Discussion in Chapter II will expand upon 

the specifics of each of these perspectives, the technocratic-instrumental and the 

reflective-transformative, as a prelude to an examination ofthe prospects for some degree 

of closure with respect to this descriptive-normative gap in professional development. 

Mezirow (1975, 1978, 1981, 1990, 1991) in his development of transformation theor>. 



as a substantive theoretical framework for adult learning and professional de\ elopment. 

has purposefully addressed both perspectives relevant to this gap through his elaboration 

ofthe instrumental and communicative learning domains (topics which will be discussed 

extensively in Chapter II). His transformation theon of adult learning pro\ ides a 

promising paradigm for some degree of closure with respect to this descripti\e-normati\e 

gap in perspectives on professional development. Although Mezirow. in his paradigm 

for personal and professional development (transformation theory), tends to favor the 

reflective-transformative perspecfive, he, nonetheless, acknowledges the usefulness of 

technocratic-instrumental approaches in certain environments and under certain 

conditions through his specification of conditions under which instrumental learning 

approaches are appropriate. 

Discussion of these dynamics with respect to the reconstitution and 

reconceptualizxation of professional development will begin with the overviews provided 

in the first section of this chapter relevant to these two perspectives. Specifically, the 

subsections to follow will overview both descriptive practice in professional development 

(the technocratic-instrumental perspective) and normative arguments for reform in 

professional development (the reflective-transformative perspectixe). Discussion of these 

overviews will begin with descriptive practice in professional development; that is the 

technocratic-instrumental perspective. Additionally, each ofthe aforementioned terms 

relevant to the dynamics of professional development will be defined as they are 



addressed in discussion (a definition of those terms not defined in the context of 

discussion will be provided in the glossary designated as Appendix A). 

1.1.2 Descripti\ e Practice in Professional Development 

A descripti\e look at practice today reveals the ineluctable dominance of what is 

best characterized as a technocratic-instrumental perspecti\ e on professional 

development. This perspective will, in the forthcoming subsections, be specified and 

defined according to its terminological, theoretical, meta-theoretical. and methodological 

foundations (Appendix A provides a glossary which explicates these and other terms used 

throughout this document). This perspective generally favors a reductionist orientation 

consistent with a technocracy of education and a technologizing of learning (McLaren. 

1994). In a technocracy of education, "technocratic consciousness is looked upon as the 

new educational mechanism for generating classroom health" (McLaren. 1994, p. 219). 

Accordingly, teachers are prompted to give technocratic theories the benefit ofthe doubt, 

exhibit a distinct deference to so-called experts, and subsume their own perspecti\ es to an 

emphasis on the practical and technical forms of knowledge. Concomitantly, productive 

and transformative forms of knowledge and learning are technologized (McLaren, 1994). 

Approaches to curriculum and implementation quickly become politically laundered and 

culturally sterilized as students assume their role as componential learners and teachers 

are encouraged to be good systems people. 



The aforementioned discussion has introduced descripti\ e practice in professional 

development it exists today. The subsections to follow will address the terminological, 

theoretical, meta-theoretical. and methodological foundations of descriptive practice in 

professional development, especially the dominant technocratic-instrumental perspecti\ e. 

These discussions will begin with the terminological foundations of descriptive 

professional development. 

1.1.2.1 Terminological Foundations 

At the terminological le\'el, a plethora of inadequately grounded and 

conceptualized terms persists, including inservice, staff development, personnel 

development, training, and retraining (Logan: 1987; Neil. 1985; Orlich. 1989; 

Pink 8c Hyde, 1992). Perhaps the strongest thread running through each of these terms is 

the idea of something done/or or to teachers (Richardson & Benton. 1990) and other 

educators, as opposed to education and development with teachers and other education 

professionals. Equalh important to the terminological foundations of descripti\e practice 

in professional development are the theoretical and meta-theoretical foundations of extant 

practice. Accordingly, the subsection to follow explores the theoretical and 

meta-theoretical foundations of descripti\e professional development as dominated by the 

technocratic-instrumental perspecti\e. 



1.1.2.2 Theoretical and Meta-Theoretical Foundations 

Meta-theoretically (see Appendices B and C for a thorough explication of all 

meta-theoretical paradigms discussed in Chapter I and Chapter II), the practice of 

professional development as it exists today, like most educational endeavors, remains 

grounded in the structural-functionalist (Burrell 8c Morgan, 1979) meta-theoretical, 

paradigm (Neil, 1985; Pink 8c Hyde, 1992). This structural-functionalist grounding of 

descriptive professional development variously emphasizes: a positivist (Pink, 1990). 

conservative (Pearl. 1991; Varga, 1991) reliance on behavioral change orientations 

(Hargreaves, 1991; Newmann et al., 1990; Osterman 8c Kottkamp, 1993), effective 

schools philosophies (Hargreaves 8c Dawe, 1990; Robertson, 1991). and training models 

(Sparks & Loucks-Horsley, 1990). Guided by these emphases, school improvement is 

viewed primarily as a process of "tightening-up teacher behavior" (Pink 8c Borman, 1991. 

p. 33). For structural-functionalists, professional development is but the grip with which 

to tighten the cinch. 

At the theoretical level, descriptive professional development, a product ofthe 

dominant, technocratic-instrumental perspective, is systematically criticized for its 

inadequate theorefical and conceptual grounding (Blair. 1988; Fullan 8c Stiegelbauer, 

1991; Pink 8c Hyde, 1992). As Orlich (1989) has observed, professional development 

planning and implementation are "usually conducted in an atheoretical environment" 

where enrichment activities are seldom located in either a global framework or a 

paradigmatic perspective (p. 13). Professional development practice is regularly 



criticized for an inadequate basis in theories of adult learning (Barth. 1990; Logan. 1987; 

Olson, Butler, & Olson. 1991). Remedial approaches dominate practice, according to the 

technocratic-instrumental perspective, and include quick-fix models for teacher deficits 

(Olson et al.. 1991; Orlich, 1989), the make-em-learn attitude for teacher resistance 

(Holly 8c Blackman, 1983), and the teachers as objects expectation (Richardson 8c 

Benton, 1990) ofthe legislated learning (Wise, 1979) legacy. 

The methodological foundations of descriptive practice in professional 

development are explored in the subsection to follow. This exploration begins with 

recent characterizations of those foundations. 

1.1.2.3 Methodological Foundations 

Descriptive professional development, as dominated by the 

technocratic-instrumental perspective, has been characterized as "a standardized 

dog-and-pony blitz" that may or may not address the most relevant and pressing needs of 

practicing teachers (LeCompte 8c Dworkin, 1991, p. 218). This technocratic-instrumental 

blitz typically takes the form of: site-independent topic selection (Fullan 8c Stiegelbauer. 

1991); an expert orientation (Richardson & Benton, 1990); one-size-fits-all programs 

(Pink, 1990); one-shot treatments or workshops (Roberts 8c Massey, 1993). which are 

typically prescriptive (Hillkirk 8c Nolan, 1990), fragmented (Love, 1991; Sleeter, 1990). 

non-interactive (Blair, 1988). cost inefficient (Litfle, 1989; Tumposky, 1987), and 

7 



generally ineffectual (Calabrese 8c Bowser. 1988; Fullan & Stiegelbauer. 1991; 

LeCompte 8c Dworkin, 1991). 

This section ofthe chapter has overviewed the terminological, theoretical, 

meta-theoretical, and methodological foundations of descriptive professional 

development as dominated by the technocratic-instrumental perspective. The section of 

the chapter to follow will explore terminological, theoretical, meta-theoretical, and 

methodological foundations for normative arguments urging a reconstitution and 

reconceptualization of professional development. This discussion will begin with an 

overview of these normative arguments for a more reflective-transformative perspective 

on professional development. 

1.1.3 Normative Arguments in Professional Development 

In his analysis ofthe prospects for meaningful change in education, Hargreaves 

(1991) has cogently argued that the challenge for leadership in education will be the 

abandonment of bureaucratic controls, inflexible mandates, and paternalistic forms of 

trust and quick-fixes. A review ofthe reform literature in education suggests that his 

arguments are no less applicable to the prospects for meaningful change in professional 

development. For example, a national study of developers' perspectives on the current 

state of professional development (Newmann et al., 1990) in the United States has 
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concluded that many of those surveyed expressed a felt need for a general "paradigm 

shift" in the philosophy of administration, of which professional development is a ke\ 

element (p. 53). Hargreaves has contended that an articulation and bringing together of 

the disparate voices of teachers and other educational partners would be a natural 

outcome of this abandonment, with respect to entrenched paradigms. This argument 

primarily relates to the extreme top-down nature of most human resource development 

programs as implemented in districts today. Thus, normative arguments for an altemative 

picture of professional development in the twenty-first century suggest a fresh canvas 

painted in bold new terminological, theoretical, and methodological strokes. These 

challenges for improvement implicate the need for a more reflective-transformative 

perspective on professional development (an in-depth exploration of this argument is 

provided in the subsections to follow). Reflective practice is but one promising avenue 

toward this perspective; "reflective practice is viewed as a means by which practitioners 

can develop a greater level of self-awareness . . . an awareness that creates opportunities 

for professional growth and development" (Osterman 8c Kottkamp, 1993, p. 19). For 

these authors, reflection should prove no less applicable to perspectives on professional 

development than to practice in education. 

The subsections to follow will highlight normative arguments for reformation 

vis-a-vis the terminological, theoretical, meta-theoretical, and methodological 

foundations of professional development. These highlights will begin with the 

terminological foundations. 



1.1.3.1 Terminological Foundations 

At the terminological level, the behavioral change orientation ofthe extant, 

technocratic-instrumental perspective on professional development continues to be 

criticized for its rhetorical advocation of professionalism as contrasted with its practical 

disempowerment of school educators (Fullan 8c Stiegelbauer. 1991; Osterman 8c 

Kottkamp, 1993). Giroux (1988) has defended the case for altemative perspectives which 

promote teachers as "transformative intellectuals who combine scholarly reflection and 

practice in the service of educating students to be thoughtful, active citizens" (p. 122). 

For Giroux, teachers' professional development should be approached as the facilitation 

of self-directed leaming, just as teachers are capable of prompting self-directed leaming 

in their own students. 

Logan (1987) has argued that the conservative nature ofthe school setting and 

teacher development has resulted in a situation where the influence that teachers and 

principals exercise in their classrooms and schools remains in dichotomous contrast to 

their relative powerlessness within the institution and the educational system. "Ihe 

message ofthe rhetoric is be a professional, but the message ofthe structures is be a 

technician" (Logan, 1987, p. 14). In keeping with the notion that our approaches and our 

theories-in-use ought to match our rhetoric, this author has utilized and will utilize the 

term professional development throughout this document to distinguish the facilitation 

and enabling of education professionals rather than altemative temis, such as staff 

development, training, or inservice, and the incumbent failure ofthe latter terms to 
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promote the notion of educators as leaming professionals. The theoretical and 

meta-theoretical foundations of normative arguments for a more reflecti\e-transformati\e 

perspective on professional development will be important foci of extensive analyses in 

Chapter II. The subsection ofthe chapter which follows provides an overview of these 

foundations. 

1.1.3.2 Theoretical and Meta-Theoretical Foundations 

Pink and Hyde (1992) have submitted normative arguments for the reconstitution 

and reconceptualization of professional development. For these authors, meaningful 

reform in professional development will require the exploration of altemative 

perspectives reconceptualized in an interpretive, meta-theoretical paradigm (see 

Appendix C for an explication ofthe interpretive meta-theoretical paradigm). Pink and 

Hyde (1992) have argued that a linking of this reconceptualization to notions of 

collaboration and collegiality could prove the linchpin for sustained school improvement. 

Similarly, alternative recommendations for structure and research in professional 

development variously emphasize: collaborative and collegial structures tied to 

school-university partnerships (Goodlad, 1988; LeCompte 8c Dworkin, 1991; Newmann 

et al., 1990; Sirotnik, 1988); small groups focused on dialogue, inquiry, reflection, and 

transformation (Cochran-Smith 8c Lytle. 1993; Mezirow, 1981, 1991; Osterman 8c 

Kottkamp, 1993); and interpretive or constructivist structural and research paradigms 

(Nowicki, 1991; Pink 8c Hyde, 1992). Similarly, Mezirow (1991) has persuasively 
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argued that the reconceptualization of professional development must encompass theories 

of adult leaming and a redefinition of adult leaming in terms considerably more inclusive 

than notions of behavioral change. Specifically, Mezirow's transformation theor\ of adult 

leaming (1990, 1991) is evolving our understanding of critical reflection as the 

distinctively adult characteristic of leaming and personal development. 

Having discussed the terminological, theoretical, and meta-theoretical. 

foundations of normative arguments for a more reflective-transformative perspective on 

professional dev elopment, the subsection to follow will address the methodological 

foundations of normative arguments in professional development. This subsection will 

begin with a discussion of strategies designed to foster new nomis of professionalism. 

1.1.3.3 Methodological Foundations 

The methodological concems of a more reflective-transformative perspective on 

professional development implicate possibilities for faculty renewal, program innovation, 

and knowledge production as inteiTelated strategies designed to foster new norms of 

professionalism (Fullan 8c Stiegelbauer, 1991). Two essentials of facult}' renewal are 

opportunities for collegiality and a continuous infusion of both relevant knowledge and 

altemative suggestions for practice arising from inquirv̂  (Goodlad, 1988). Program 

innovation strategies stress the clarification of meaning for those impacted by change, 

improvement, or leaming initiafives (Fullan 8c Stiegelbauer. 1991). Ultimately, a 

methodological focus on knowledge production recognizes not only the necessit>' for 
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pertinent knowledge bases in program design but also the role ofthe university as a 

facilitator of constant inquir} within the profession (Fullan & Stiegelbauer. 1991). 

Goodlad (1988) has argued that the mutually beneficial and synergistic outcomes possible 

in a truly symbiotic, school-university partnership are outcomes through which the 

university may enhance this role as a facilitator of constant inquiry within the profession. 

Yet a lack of commitment and well-crafted agreements between parties remains the most 

frequently cited reason (Clark, 1986) that such linkages are v irtually untried and 

unstudied (Arends, 1990; Goodlad, 1988; Stallings, 1991). 

1.1.4 Synopsis ofthe Background 

Discussion provided in the preceding sections of this chapter hav e served to 

highlight a persistent, descriptive-normativ e, gap in professional development. At the 

descriptive level, the technocratic-instrumental perspectiv e on professional development 

remains dominant. At the normative level, an emergent body of critique with respect to 

extant perspectiv es has argued for a more reflective-transformativ e perspective on 

professional development. This emergent and normative line of argument: (a) counsels 

for a meta-theoretical grounding in an interpretive paradigm far more consistent with the 

complexities and realities of schooling than its predecessor; (b) promises to elevate 

professional development from atheoretical dogma to a functional and purposeful 

grounding in adult theories of education and development; and (c) seeks to incorporate 

what we have leamed about the need for site-specific, ongoing, interactive, contextual. 
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experiential, collaborative, dialogic, reflective, transformative, and facilitative 

approaches. 

One promising framework for achieving some degree of closure with respect to 

this descriptive-normativ e gap in professional development has been fumished by 

Mezirow's transformation theory of adult leaming (1990, 1991). At the terminological 

level, transformation theory delivers an appropriate focus on the personal and 

professional development of individuals, a factor increasingly recognized as pivotal 

vis-a-vis organizational improvement (Argyris, 1993; Osterman 8c Kottkamp, 1993; 

Sarason. 1990). At the theoretical level. Mezirow (1990. 1991) has delivered a 

constmctivist theoretical framework for personal and professional development which is 

grounded in the interpretive meta-theoretical paradigm and an adult theory of leaming 

and development. Ultimately, Mezirow's transformation theory of adult leaming (1990, 

1991) fumishes a theoretically sound framework (Brookfield, 1992) through which 

developers may address many ofthe methodological inadequacies extant in 

technocratic-instmmental practice including topic dependence, inadequate site-based 

specificitv. inadequate opportunities and frameworks for reflection, and ineffectual 

structures for collaboration and collegialitv. 

Professional development is inlierently adult education (Logan. 1987; Olson et al. 

1991: Orlich, 1989). Accordinglv Olson and colleagues (1991) have urged that effectual 

professional development should incorporate such research findings as: the multiplicity 
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of leaming styles exhibited by adult leamers, the biopsychocultural and historical 

influences on adult learners (and the incumbent constraints on learning which thev 

may impose, see Subsection 2.1.4.8 of Chapter II), and the need to facilitate 

self-motiv ated and intentional leaming. Transformation theor\' redefines learning as a 

human endeavor considerably more labyrinthine than behavioral change. Instead, 

leaming is understood as: 

the extension of one's ability to make explicit and elaborate (to spell out), 
contextualize (to make associations within a frame of reference), validate 
(to establish the truth or authenticity of an assertion), and/or act (to 
perform) upon some aspect of one's engagement with the world. 
(Mezirow, 1985a, p. 142) 

Thus, for Mezirow, leaming must be understood as a lifelong process of 

contextualization, validation, and action. Transformation theor} also maintains that the 

most significant learning experiences in adulthood involv e critical self-reflection, 

"reassessing the way we have posed problems and reassessing our own orientation to 

perceiving, knowing, believing, feeling, and acting" (Mezirow. 1990. p. 13). Most 

importantly, critical reflections means challenging and confonting presuppositions and 

assumptions in prior learning. 

Life span psychologist John Broughton (1977) has previoush argued that it is 

only in adulthood that we come to acquire a theoretical self-consciousness capable of 

recognizing paradigmatic assumptions in our thinking. He wrote: "What emerges at 

adolescence is not self-consciousness but theoretical self-consciousness, an intellectual 

competence that enables us to articulate and communicate systematic justifications for the 
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felt necessities of our ideas" (Broughton, 1977. p. 95). Broughton's conclusions disaffirm 

those who assume that development, by the age of adulthood, is complete. 

Transformation theory holds that critical reflection means challenging the validitv 

of presupposifions in our prior leaming (Mezirow. 1991). "Critical reflection addresses 

the question of the justification ofthe very premises upon which problems are posed or 

defined in the first place" (Mezirow. 1990, p. 12). From this perspective, critical 

reflection is seen as "the most significant dev^elopmental task of adults in a modem 

society" (Mezirow, 1991. p. 61). For Mezirow, the concept of critical reflection or 

critical reflectiv ity. "which plays so cmcial a role in the adult leaming process . . . needs 

phenomenological study" (1981. p. 11). According to Mezirow. research in adult 

education and professional development has done little to address our descriptive 

understanding of adult dev elopment and the adult capacity for purposeful reflection. 

The preceding discussion has provided an overview ofthe background to this 

research. Discussion to follow will specify the problem which was addressed by. and the 

purpose of this research, beginning with a statement ofthe problem. 

1.2 Statement Of The Problem 

Professional developmental opportunities organized by school districts for 

teachers and other educators are typically technocratic in theorv and practice and, despite 

more than a decade of reforms in education, remain largelv ineffectual. Professional 

developmental opportunities designed for adults and specificalh focused on critical 
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reflection as the central leaming strategy are rare, despite the fact that the prescriptiv e 

literature on the desirability of reflective practice is well known. Nonetheless, this 

prescriptive literature demonstrates an inadequate grounding in empirical ev idence. 

An empirical grounding is essential, not only to inform practitioners in professional 

development, but also to inform adult leaming theory. Concomitantly. Goodlad (1988) 

and Sirotnik (1988) have argued that a school-university partnership can become an 

effectual vehicle for professional development which values inquiry, dialogue, and 

reflection. Having specified the problem which was addressed by this research, 

discussion to follow will explicate the purpose ofthe study. 

1.3 Purpose Of The Studv 

The purpose of this microethnographic case study w as to observe, document, 

describe, and interpret the professional development activ ities and discourse of a 

reflection group open to teachers and other educators in the public school setting. 

Consistent with a reflective-transformative perspective on professional development, and 

the findings ofthe pilot study which preceded this research, critical reflection served as 

the focus of professional development activities undertaken by this group of teachers, 

counselors, and secondary administrators. The selection of the site for this comparativ ely 

long-term, site-based, professional development was enabled by a school-univ ersitv 

partnership. The participating school had been involved in dialogue and field-based 

teacher preparation, the conceptualization of which drew upon Goodlad's (1988) notion of 
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the deliberate joining of school districts and their schools with universities for the 

purpose of targeting improvement of schooling and education. 

1.4 Research Questions 

The following research question guided this microethnographic 

case study: 

> What are the dynamics of critical reflection as the focus of 
reflective-transformative professional development in a site-based reflection 
group? 

Two subquestions to be answered by the study read as follows: 

• How is critical reflection among small-group participants manifested in a 
reflection group structure for reflective-transformative professional 
development? 

• How do factors external to reflectivity influence critical reflection as the 
focus of site-based, reflective-transformative professional development? 

1.5 Definition Of Terms 

The following are concepts germane to the research question and subquestion 

addressed by this microethnographic case study. Other terms, not generally known in the 

literature of professional development and reflective practice are defined in context 

(certain others are defined in Appendix A). 
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1.5.1 Critical Reflection 

Critical reflection is a means to critical consciousness; that is, becoming aware of 

our awareness and critiquing that awareness. "Critical reflection addresses the question 

of the justificafion for the very premises upon which problems are posed or defined in the 

first place" (Mezirow, 1990, p. 12). Although all reflection implies some element of 

crifique, critical reflection connotes the challenging ofthe validity of presuppositions and 

assumptions in prior learning. 

1.5.2 Professional Development 

Analysis by Gitlin and colleagues (1992), as well as Kremer-Hayon (1991), has 

suggested that a definition of what constitutes professional development for a particular 

program or study should prove an emergent, derived, and contextual product of discourse, 

reflective practice, and/or analysis. Indeed, such a product was one outcome anticipated 

in conjunction with the extant case study. Nonetheless, the following provisional 

synthesis of thought guides this microethnographic case study. At a normative level, 

professional development may be summarized as the totality of formal and informal 

leaming experiences occurring over the course of one's career which promote the 

transformative intellectual ism necessary for scholarly reflection and practice (Fullan & 

Stiegelbauer. 1991; Giroux, 1988). 
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1.5.3 Site-Based 

Connotes activities, phenomena or events taking place at the building level of an 

organizational entity. In this case study, site-based professional development took place 

at and within the building of a public school junior high in a metropolitan area and was 

particularized to the dynamics and interests of that entity and the organizational and 

workplace dynamics of that entity. 

1.5.4 Small-Group 

In this case study, the expression small-group refers to a group of less than 25 

educators who voluntarily participated in site-based, site-specific, dialogic, experiential, 

reflective-transformative professional development according to an interactive format 

purposively designed to approximate the conditions of ideal discourse as highlighted by 

Mezirow (1991) and detailed in Subsection 2.1.4.4.2 of Chapter II. 

1.5.5 School-University Partnership 

A plethora of terms have evolved which variously describe interinstitutional 

agreements or arrangements, including networks, district-university cooperatives, 

consortiums, and interinstitutional collectives. However, this study will concentrate 

on the concise but normative concept of a school-university partnership described by 
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Goodlad (1988) as the deliberate joining of school districts and their schools with 

universities for the purpose of targeting the simultaneous improvement of schooling and 

education. 

1.5.6 Reflectivity 

Reflectivity connotes awareness and/or examination of specific perceptions, 

meanings, or behaviors of our own or of habits we have of seeing, thinking, or acting 

(Mezirow, 1991). 

1.5.7 Reflection Group Structure 

An intenelationship among participants which emphasizes descriptive norms of 

group discussion, consensually derived lines of inquiry and dialogue, and assumption 

checking as a means to the facilitation of validity testing, personal growth, and 

professional development. 

The significance of this microethnographic case study is highlighted in discussion 

to follow. This discussion begins with the theoretical significance ofthe study. 

1.6 Significance Of The Studv 

1.6.1 Theoretical 

Normative arguments in professional development strongly suggests the need for 

theoretical frameworks which enable a more reflective-transformative perspective on 
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professional development (Fullan & Stiegelbauer. 1991: Pink. 1990; Pink 8c Hyde. 1992; 

Osterman 8c Kottkamp. 1993). The transformation theory of adult leaming (Mezirow. 

1990, 1991) offers such a framework, grounded in the interpretive meta-theoretical and 

constmctivist theoretical paradigms (see Appendix C for an explication ofthe 

constmctiv ist theoretical perspective). Yet. little is known about the theoretical 

implications ofthe utilization of such a framework for professional development in a 

public school setting. Research can serve to illuminate these speciflcs and these 

dynamics as they apply to our knowledge base conceming more reflective-transformativ e 

frameworks for professional development. 

1.6.2 Pracfical 

The literature in professional development points to the dearth of modem 

approaches which address not only the emergent critique ofthe technocratic-instmmental 

perspectiv e but also the evaluative-affective dissatisfaction among practitioners with 

respect to such approaches as utilized today. A framework for professional dev elopment 

predicated upon the transformation theory of adult leaming promises to address many of 

these practical problems with current approaches as implemented. Yet little is known 

about the practical implications of such a framework for professional development in a 

public school setting. Research would serve to address these inadequacies as related to 

our practical knowledge base. 
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The section ofthe chapter to follow is intended as an overview ofthe research 

design employed in this case study. For detailed explanations ofthe topics covered in 

this section, the reader is encouraged to consult Chapter III. This overview of topics as 

related to the research design begins with a discussion ofthe pilot stud). 

1.7 Design of the Research 

1.7.1 Pilot Study 

A ten-month pilot study conducted at a bellwether junior high school in the 

south-central United States suggested: the purpose, research question, site, and 

methodologies for the extant study. The pilot study, made possible by a school-universitv 

partnership structure, afforded the researcher opportunities for field testing of participant 

observation strategies, audio and video taping equipment. The pilot study facilitated the 

researcher's familiarity with the site and site-based gatekeepers. 

Additionally, this pilot study suggested both foci for site-relevant and site-specific 

professional development and reflective-transformative intervention structures and 

strategies likely to benefit the site-based group of participating educators. Accordingly, 

reflective transformative professional development, focused on critical reflection was 

formulated to address the interests of site-based educators in cross-cultural dynamics and 

notions of reflective practice as a means to personal and professional growth (see Section 

3.2 of Chapter III). 
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Furthermore, the pilot study suggested that the focus of reflective-transformative 

professional development for site-based school-universit\ partners should, for purposes 

of initial research and investigation, emphasize critical reflection rather than the 

perspective transformation as adumbrated by the transformation theory of adult leaming 

(Mezirow. 1975. 1981. 1990, 1991). Despite the primary focus of transformation theor>^ 

and prior research by Mezirow (1975) on perspective transformation, and the limited 

theoretical exploration of critical reflection as a focus of personal and professional 

development, the ten-month pilot study undertaken as a prelude to this microethnographic 

case study indicated critical reflection as the most suitable focus for professional 

development in this context. This indication was particularly cogent given: 

(a) participants' expressed interest in reflective practice particulars, (b) the limited 

understanding of process thinking and reflective practice dynamics evinced in the 

discourse of pilot participants, and (c) indications noted in participants' discourse which 

indicated processual orientations to the approximation of critical reflection in the course 

ofthe ten-month pilot study. 

Hence, the pilot study suggested relevant, etic, coding families (Bogdan 8c Biklen. 

1992) to be utilized in ongoing data analysis, including the process and event coding 

family. This scenario further suggested applicable, etic coding categories taken from the 

substantive theoretical literature (see discussions of data analysis in Chapter III). 
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1.7.2 Site Selection 

A bellwether junior high school in the south-central United States in its second 

academic year of operation was selected as site for the study, according to the sampling 

strategy ofthe same name (Goetz 8c LeCompte. 1984). Bellwether selection is one 

sampling strategy of criterion-based sampling as delineated by Goetz and LeCompte 

(1984). Criterion-based sampling suggests that the investigator establish criteria, bases, 

or standards necessary for units to be included in the investigation. In bellwether 

selection the researcher develops a profile of an instance that would be the best, most 

efficient, most effectiv e or most desirable of some population and then locates a 

real-world situation that most closelv matches the profile (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984). 

According to the findings ofthe pilot which preceded this case studv. the site chosen was 

bellwether for the area according to the following criteria: (a) participation in an 

innovative school-univ ersitv partnership agreement, (b) demands placed upon school 

educators as a result of challenging school structures and student population, and (c) 

willingness to experiment with alternative professional development perspectiv es and 

approaches. 

1.7.3 Sample Selection 

One self-selected group of educators who elected to participate in ongoing, 

site-based, dialogic, interactiv e. and reflectiv e professional dev elopment constituted the 

reflection group for the pilot study. A similar, but much larger. 22 member group 
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comprised the reflection group for the extant, research investigation. This latter group 

was composed of teachers, counselors, and educators at the chosen site who. under 

certain circumstances, also served as secondary school administrators. Five of these 

educators were male and 17 were female. These educators faced formidable challenges 

associated with high-technology, magnet-school curricula and instruction at this site as a 

predominantly Mexican American student population (75 percent ofthe school's student 

population) posed new challenges for many ofthe comparatively young educators (over 

67% ofthe educators in the reflection group had less than ten years of educative 

experience) at this school. 

1.7,4 Research Strategies 

The research was initiated as an interpretive, microethnographic case study of a 

reflective-transformative, professional developmental intervention. Constant with the 

notion of a case study, this research resulted in an intensive, holistic, and multifaceted 

description and analysis of a bounded phenomenon using qualitative research methods 

(Merriam, 1988; Orum, Feagin, 8c Sjoberg. 1991). The reflection group studied was 

bounded to the extent that the final membership ofthe group, as well as the duration of 

the group itself, were circumscribed. The case study was microethnographic in the sense 

that it focused on a quite specific organizational activity (professional development) 

within a very small unit (the reflection group) of an organization and relied upon 
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extensive participant observation as the primary data collection methodology (Bogdan 8c 

Biklen. 1992). This was an interpretive case study in the sense that descriptive data were 

generated and were used to develop conceptual categories and illustrate, support, or 

challenge substantive theoretical assumptions (Merriam. 1988). Because the interpretive 

case study was qualitative, the model of analysis was inductive. 

1.7.5 Data Collection Methods 

Data were collected through participant observation and through participant 

records. Data collection v ia participant obsei-vation emphasized how teachers and other 

educators reflected on their own professional development and interacted on the basis of 

the meanings they generated. The researcher's participant role varied as dictated by the 

demands ofthe reflections and the setting ofthe research (Jorgensen. 1989). Participant 

observation of 15 reflection group sessions w as augmented bv field notes taken by the 

researcher, as well as audiotaping and videotaping of all reflection group discourse. 

Records (Lincoln 8c Guba. 1985) generated b> group participants constituted an 

additional source of research data and. inter alia, included: daily reflective joumals; 

cross-cultural and reflectiv e. educational platforms; reflectiv e progress reports; concept 

maps; reaction papers; critical incident summaries; v ideo reviews; and certain other 

discretionary projects as submitted by reflection group participants. 
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1.7.6 Data Analysis 

The data analysis procedures used in this case studv are thoroughgoing and 

somewhat complex. The reader is encouraged to review applicable sections of 

Chapter III. for details conceming these methods which are not provided in the following 

overview. 

Coding (Bogdan 8c Biklen. 1982. 1992) was used to initiate data analysis. 

Relevant coding families (Bogdan & Biklen. 1982. 1992) were suggested by the prior, 

ten-month, pilot study. These coding families and the pilot study suggested relev ant 

coding categories taken from the substantive theoretical (Mezirow, 1975. 1981. 1990. 

1991) and related literature. 

Data processed through data analysis were also intersubjectiv ely rated and 

subsequenth categorized by the researcher and a colleague familiar with the site, the 

participants, the intervention, and the research study. This was accomplished according 

to categorization protocols. Losing these protocols, categories were developed through 

such families as the process and event coding family (Bogdan 8c Biklen. 1992). As data 

from such families were categorized according to a protocol, they were simultaneously 

and intersubjecfively rated, excerpt by excerpt, on a scale ranging from I-IO. wherein, 

those excerpts intersubjectively considered the most indicative of a particular t\pe of 

phenomenon or event, for example content reflection, were giv en the rating of" 1" on the 

scale. These protocols, and the intersubjective rating systems used in conjunction with 
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them, were developed by the researcher in order to enhance the thoroughness of coding 

and data analysis. 

The coding families utilized, the substantive theoretical and related literature 

summarized, and the coding categories emplov ed. then suggested relevant coding 

subcategories (such as the instmmental and communicative leaming domains). Emic 

commonalities identified among these subcodes, using the constant comparative method 

(Bogdan & Biklen. 1982; Glaser and Strauss, 1967: Fatten. 1990). then suggested themes 

(such as phases of reflectivit}). Supplementation ofthe etic coding perspective with that 

which is emic allowed the researcher to discover principles that represented and 

accounted for the way in which the particular domain was organized in the mental life of 

the participants to the study (Pitman 8c Maxwell. 1992). Finally, a comparison of these 

themes, thus identified, with the time line for the intervention suggested relevant, 

processual dynamics (such as the influence of phase transition sublimators). 

1.8 Chapter Summar\ 

This chapter presented the problem for study. The first section ofthe chapter 

provided a background for the study. This presentation ofthe background for the study 

included: (a) a prelude; (b) an overv iew of descriptive practice in professional 

development including terminological, theoretical, meta-theoretical. and methodological 

foundations; (c) an overview of normative arguments in professional development 
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including temiinological. theoretical, meta-theoretical. and methodological foundations; 

and (d) a synopsis of this background; a synopsis which also discussed transformation 

theorv' as a substantive theoretical framework for achieving some degree of closure with 

respect to the descriptive-nomiativ e gap in professional development. 

The remaining sections of this chapter addressed topics more particular to the 

study itself The second section ofthe chapter provided a statement ofthe problem 

studied. The third section outlined the purpose ofthe research. The fourth section 

specified the research question and subquestions. The fifth, section ofthe chapter 

provided definitions of temis pertinent to the research question and subquestions. The 

sixth section ofthe chapter specified the significance ofthe study, including that 

theoretical and that practical. The seventh section ofthe chapter over\ iewed the design 

ofthe research, including: (a) the pilot study, (b) site selection, (c) sample selection, (d) 

research strategies, (e) data collection methods, and (f) data analysis. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a review of pertinent literature with respect to the problem 

and purpose addressed bv this microethnographic case study of a 

reflective-transformativ e. professional developmental interv ention. The chapter is 

presented in four primarv sections. The first section offers a general overview of the 

background literature as related to the study. 

The second section ofthe chapter takes an in-depth look at descriptive, that is 

technocratic-instmmental. professional dev elopment. After an introductorv' examination 

of this technocratic-instmmental perspective, this section details the emergent critique of 

this dominant perspectiv e on professional development. This examination is followed by 

an exploration ofthe meta-theoretical. theoretical, methodological, and evaluative 

critiques of this technocratic-instrumental perspective on professional development. An 

additional subsection explores a more focused, topic-specific, analyses with respect to 

this perspective. The section closes with a brief look at assumptions in order to illustrate 

the tensions between technocratic-instmmental and reflectiv e-transfonnative perspectives 

on professional dev elopment. 
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The third section ofthe chapter examines the particulars of a more normative, 

reflective-transformative, perspectiv e on professional development. The section first 

takes another look at those assumptions which illustrate the tensions between 

reflective-transformative and technocratic-instmmental perspectives on professional 

development. Second, three guidelines for the development ofthe perspective are 

discussed. Lastly, the perspective is framed w îth respect to extant models of professional 

development. 

The fourth section of the chapter explores the prospects for narrowing the 

descriptiv e-normative gap (as outlined in Chapter I) in today's professional development 

arena. This section ofthe chapter presents a detailed look at the many aspects ofthe 

transformation theory of adult leaming as a promising theoretical framework for 

professional development, including both the contexts in which the theory was developed 

and the particulars ofthe theory itself. Summarily, this section discusses the following: 

(a) transformation theory as a theory of adult leaming applicable to personal and 

professional development; (b) the precedent for broader perspectiv es on educational 

leadership and professional development, of which transformation theory is suggestive; 

(c) theoretical notions of knowledge constitutive interests as developed by Habermas, 

notions which provided the social theoretical context for the dev elopment of 

transformation theory; (d) the intentional leaming aspects of transformation theory, 

especially how our knowledge interests are pursued in two domains of leaming. the 
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instrumental and the communicative, as a third domain is concemed with reflection in 

each ofthe other two; (e) the transformation theoretical notion of reflection; 

(f) clarifications of theoretical nomenclature applicable to transformation theor\; 

(g) transformation theoretical conceptualizations of meaning perspectives and meaning 

schemes; (h) distortions of premise and assumption as a rationale for critical reflection; 

and (i) transformation theoretical conceptualizations of what constitutes adult leaming as 

a means to personal and professional development. 

2.1.1 Background 

The publication of A Nadon at Risk in 1983 sparked a series of reform agendas 

which Pearl has characterized as "a conservative claim on education" (1991, p. 290). 

These agendas and Pearl's characterization are discussed in forthcoming sections of this 

chapter. These reform agendas, in tum, precipitated a series of state mandates frequenth 

referred to as legislated leaming (Darling-Hammond. 1984; Sergiovanni, Burlingame. 

Coombs, & Thurston, 1992; Wise, 1979). Mandated school reform measures awakened a 

technocratic consciousness (McLaren. 1994) in education which resulted in: deference 

to experts, a teacher-proofing ofthe curriculum, and a devaluing and deskilling of 

teachers as they became alienated from decision-making processes and their own 

professional destinies (Hargreaves. 1991; McLaren, 1994). By 1986. twenty-five states 

had mandated programs for professional development and nineteen more had plans to 

implement such programs (Cooley 8c Thompson. 1985-1986). Not surprisingly, the 
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professional development of educators has since become the focus of an intense effort 

aimed at school improvement through teacher change (LeCompte & Dworkin. 1991; Neil. 

1985; Sleeter, 1990). 

2.1.2 The Technocratic-Instrumental Perspective 

This section ofthe chapter takes an in-depth look at the technocratic-instmmental 

perspective dominate in professional development. After an introductory examination of 

the perspective, this section details the emergent critique of this dominant perspective on 

professional development. This examination is followed by an exploration ofthe 

meta-theoretical, theoretical, methodological, and evaluative critiques of this 

technocratic-instmmental perspective on professional development. A more focused, 

topic-specific, analysis ofthe perspective closes this section ofthe chapter. 

Consistent with a technocracy of education and the technologizing of leaming 

(McLaren. 1994). mandated and piloted programs in professional development tend to 

follow stmctural-functionalist, meta-theoretical (see Appendices B and C), models of 

design (Neil, 1985; Pink 8c Hyde, 1992). Further, these programs are frequently 

predicated upon the effective schools (Brookover et al., 1982; Edmonds, 1979) 

philosophy of educational improvement (Hargreaves 8c Dawe, 1990; Pink 8c Borman. 

1991; Robertson, 1991). Moreover, these programs regularly target behavioral change 

among teachers (Page, Iwata, 8c Reid, 1982; Peck, Killen. 8c Baumgart, 1989; Wade, 

1985) as a measure of training effectiveness (Hargreaves. 1991; Olson et al., 1991; 
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Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993). Although each of these concems will be elaborated upon 

in the subsections of this chapter which follow, it is important to note that the behavioral 

change emphasis and stmctural-functionalist bases of these approaches, perhaps best 

characterized as the technocratic-instrumental perspective on professional dev elopment, 

favor a reductionist/inservice orientation normatively embodied in a linear progression of 

needs assessments, specification of behavioral objectives, prescriptive training 

workshops, and testing to measure the effects of treated teaching upon student 

achievement (Neil. 1985; Osterman 8c Kottkamp. 1993; Pink. 1990). 

Using the models of staff development taxonomy (an explication of which 

follows), as elaborated by Sparks and Loucks-Horsely (1990). the 

technocratic-instmmental perspective is most synonymous with, but not necessarily 

limited to, these authors' notion of a training model of professional development. Sparks 

and Loucks-Horsely have reported that the use of this model is sufficiently prevalent that 

the term "training is synonymous with staff development" (1990, p. 241). Although these 

authors have cited the training model as the most researched approach in staff 

development literature, they attribute the most recent and intensive research and 

development efforts related to the training model (additional discussion of this model is 

provided in Subsection 2.1.2.4 of this chapter) to Joyce and Showers (1988). Consistent 

with prior arguments posited by this author regarding the technocratic-instrumental 

perspectiv e on professional development. Sparks and Loucks-Horselv (1990) have noted 

that one critical assumption underlv ing the training model asserts that beha\ iors and 
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techniques exist that "are worthy of replication in the classroom" (p. 241). A second 

assumption ofthe model posits "that teachers can change their behaviors and leam to 

replicate behaviors . . . not previously in their repertoire" (Sparks 8c Loucks-Horselv. 

1990, p. 241). Varga's (1991) historiography of teacher education models found that such 

behavioral replication models were dominant in education as early as 1847. Although the 

training model may, at times, be a cost-effective approach to staff development, its 

applicability may be limited to certain, particular types of knowledge and skills (Sparks 8c 

Loucks-Horsely, 1990). Discussion to follow will elaborate upon these and other 

shortcomings of this technocratic-instmmental perspective on professional development 

through the lens of an emergent critique notable in the literature of education, especially 

educational leadership. 

2.1.2.1 Emergent Critique of the Technocratic-Instrumental Perspective 

The waning years ofthe 1980s tumed the page on more than a decade of various, 

mandated reforms in education and witnessed an emergent critique ofthe 

technocratic-instrumental perspective on professional development. Much of this critique 

has remained relevant throughout the era of legislated leaming (Wise, 1979) and remains 

relevant today. 
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2.1.2.2 Meta-Theoretical Critique 

From a meta-theoretical standpoint, the technocratic-instmmental perspectiv e on 

professional development is. like the field of educafional administration, criticized for its 

invariant grounding in the stmctural-functionalist (Milam. 1991; Newmann et al.. 1990; 

Sheuirch & Imber. 1991; Yeakey, 1987) paradigm (the premises of which are discussed 

below). This paradigm (see Appendices B and C for a detailed explanation of this 

paradigm) takes a realist, positiv ist. deterministic, and nomothetic approach to social 

science (Adams, 1988; Burrell & Morgan, 1979). The social theoretical interests of this 

paradigm stress the status quo. social order, consensus, social integration and cohesion, 

and need satisfaction (Burrell 8c Morgan. 1979). The perspective operates on the 

assumption that the existence of an extemal social reality is worthy of study. 

Organizational theorists seek to explain and predict behavior in the social world through 

the isolation of regular pattems of social relations and causal relationships among its 

constituent elements. Functionalists conceptualize public schools as hierarchical 

organizations in which authority is invested in designated position holders. It is assumed 

that these officers use rational means to pursue agreed upon goals and are accountable for 

the activ ities ofthe institution (Logan, 1987). 

As Pink and Borman (1991). in their discussion ofthe stmctural-functionalist 

paradigm (of which positiv ism is one tenet) and technocratic approaches to human 

resource development have noted, "those using a positiv istic . . . paradigm, 

V ievv school improvement primarily as a process oi tightening-up teacher behavior 
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in the classroom" (p. 33). The stmctural-functionalist. meta-theoretical paradigm for a 

thorough explication of all meta-theoretical paradigms discussed in this chapter) underlies 

both the behavioral change orientation behind the technocratic-instmmental perspectiv e 

on professional development and the effectiv e schools philosoph) so inherent in this 

perspective as it has been implemented in the era of legislated leaming (Pink & Borman. 

1991; Pink cS: Hyde. 1992). 

2.1.2.2.1 Problems with the Effective Schools Philosophy 

The effectiv e schools philosophy suggests that strong instmctional leadership, 

high student expectations, an emphasis on a safe and orderlv environment, frequent and 

systematic student ev aluation. and increased time on task produce substantial 

achievement gains among urban students ((Brookover et al.. 1982; Edmonds. 1979). 

Problematically, an emerging body of literature has criticized the effective schools 

philosophy of education, lamenting the inadequacies and shortsightedness of this 

educational ideologv. 

For example, the multicultural literature (Ladson-Billings. 1992; Pearl. 1991; 

Stedman. 1987) is particularly vehement in hs criticism of inordinate assumptions 

regarding school and classroom homogeneity. Stedman's critique ofthe effective schools 

philosophy has asserted that 'the effective schools movement ignores the cultural nature 

of schooling" (1987. p. 219). embraces a view of school as White and middle class with a 

language and world v iew alien to students from different cultures and classes, and ignores 
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the historical record of indifference and deliberate hostility toward non-mainstream 

students which has contributed to their academic failure. Pearl has written: 

The effective school is not only authoritarian, it is also conservative. Like 
all conservative strategies, its goal is to facilitate assimilation into the 
society. Such assimilation requires an unexamined acceptance of existing 
curriculum and standardized evaluation. The mad rush to erase everything 
real and imaginary attributed to the permissive 1960s and the deleterious 
effects these heady times supposedly had on schooling has led to a general 
acceptance of a challenging 'core' curriculum. That was the central thrust 
of A Nation at Risk. . . . Alan Bloom wants an elite curriculum to 
exclude women and minorities, believing their inclusion has ruined the 
academy. His Closing ofthe American Mind, not coincidentally. has been 
a runaway best seller. (1991, p. 296) 

Pearl's remarks highlight increasing interest in alternatives to assimilationist educational 

goals. Emergent approaches to the increasingly diverse nature of student populations are 

beginning to recognize goals of acceptance and celebration with respect to the variety of 

biopsychocultural histories which today's students bring to the educational arena. 

Increasingly, the literature of educational supervision and staff development is 

critical ofthe effective schools philosophy. Much of this critique is a backlash to an 

excessive emphasis on accountability. King (1985) has recalled that the effective schools 

studies claimed to have identified certain characteristics which reportedly differentiated 

effective schools from those considered ineffective. He has asserted that educators may 

have assumed too quickly that these correlates were causal. King has wamed: "The 

distinguishing characteristics of effective schools may be the result of productive student 

achievement rather than the cause" (1985, p. 3). His observation raises the question of 

whether the effective schools philosophy placed the cart before the horse. 
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Other dangers inherent in the effective schools' strategy hav e largely been ignored, 

but have been summarized by Pink (1988); they include: (a) not developing a single 

definidon of an effective school; (b) failing to compare effective versus average schools; 

(c) employing different instrumentation and in some cases different methodological 

paradigms to generate and analyze data; (d) limiting analysis to correlational data when 

causality was implied; (e) failing to expand upon chosen terminology such as strong 

leadership; (f) failing to specify how so-called effective components related to each other 

and in tum to school effecdveness; and (g) omitdng an elaboration of which instructional 

strategies were effective for which students. Similarly, Robertson (1991) has criticized 

effective schools' proponents for their technologically optimistic claims to scientific 

certainty, their expert-based justifications for interventions in teachers' work, and the 

inordinate confidence they place in so-called hard research, grounded in instrumentalism. 

Discussion in this subsection ofthe chapter has focused on problems with the 

effective schools philosophy, inherent in the technocratic-instrumental perspective on 

professional development and frequently the subject of a meta-theoretical cridque of that 

perspective. Discussion to follow will further elaborate upon that critique through a 

review of problems with the behavioral change orientation inherent in 

technocratic-instrumental approaches to professional development. 
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2.1.2.2.2 Problems With the Behavioral Change Orientation 

Critics ofthe technocratic-instmmental perspective on professional development 

have contended that effective schools and structural-functionalist influences have 

overemphasized a behavioral change orientation which: (a) fails to conceptualize and 

incorporate consequential distinctions among behavior, meaning, intention, and action 

(Erickson, 1986; Gage, 1989; Osterman 8c Kottkamp, 1993; Searle, 1984); (b) is regularly 

implemented according to an instrumental framework underscoring a linear and 

predictable progression from needs assessment, to behavioral objectives, to training, to 

the attainment of specified behavioral change outcomes (Bents 8c Howey, 1981; 

Calabrese & Bowser, 1988; Mezirow, 1981, 1991); (c) pursues a sdmulus-response 

protocol targeting instmctional change at the expense of adequate opportunities for 

reflection on professional perspectives related to those issues, problems, and dilemmas 

addressed by the developmental program (Blase. 1991; Kincheloe. 1991; LeCompte 8c 

Dworkin, 1991; Osterman 8c Kottkamp, 1993); (d) discounts the growing body of 

research evidence which suggests that critical reflection ofthe type associated with 

perspective transformation may be the distinctively adult characteristic ofthe learning 

continuum and personal development (Basseches, 1984; Marsick, 1990; Mezirow, 1975. 

1981, 1990, 1991; Simmons 8c Schuette, 1988); (e) maintains that effective 

developmental programs are those that target school improvement to the exclusion ofthe 

individuals that staff the organization; and (f) has also been indiscriminately applied to 
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educadon meant for aduhs (Mezirow. 1981, 1991; Pink 1991). Each ofthe problems 

with the behavioral change orientation will be detailed in the subsections to follow. 

2.1.2.2.2.1 Conceptualization Failures. Erickson's (1986) illustration of how 

culture can portray an illusion of uniformity of human social life is particularly relevant to 

a question of reliance on behavioral indicators of outcomes in professional development. 

Specifically, shared meaning definitions tend to imply shared meaning interpretations. 

But Erickson cautions against this assumption and points to the possibility of an 

underlying diversit>' in perspectives. Accordingly. Erickson highlights the importance of 

an interpret!ve. meta-theoretical perspective which differentiates between human 

behavior, the physical act. and action, inteipreted as the physical behavior plus the 

meaning interpretations retained by the actor and those with whom the actor interacts. If 

causality may be implied. Erickson concludes that it is the meaning interpretations that 

are causal for humans. 

Similarly. Searle, (1984) has averred that intentions cause actions. Searle argues 

against the positivist notion that contingent regularities in behavior must be established to 

imply causation among humans. Instead he has argued that actions are intentional and the 

associated intentions are causal in that sense irrespective of empirical, verifiable, and 

contingent regularities in behavior. Searle's position, like that of Erickson. also stands in 

stark contrast to those structural-functionalist positions which maintain that the basic unit 

of behavior is action or activity, or that all behav ior is merely a series of activities (Hersev 

cS: Blanchard. 1993). 
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Kennedy (1984) has stated that an applied science conviction in educational 

administration (preoccupation with stmctural-functionalism) portrays a highlv 

instmmental v ievv of knowledge which assumes that professional practice connotes a 

mechanistic process of problem definition and problem solving. Instead. Schon (1983) in 

his study of reflective practice, found that pattems of professional practice are embroiled 

in uncertaintv\ instability and complexity. Consequently, professional knowledge is 

purportedly mismatched to the changing character of field practice. Osterman and 

Kottkamp (1993) have commented: 

Before we can adopt new behaviors, before we can begin to introduce 
reflective practice as a professional development strategy whether in a 
university classroom, a school, or a school district, it is necessarv (a) that 
we develop an awareness of our habitual actions and the assumptions that 
shape those actions and (b) that we consider the effectiveness of actions 
relativ e to intentions, (p. 30) 

Once again these authors' comments point to the important distinction between behavior 

and action highlighted by Erickson (1986) and Searle (1984). As both have suggested. 

action must be understood as behav ior plus intention. Osterman and Kottkamp have 

acknowledged these distinctions and have successfullv applied notions of reflective 

practice (Argyris 8c Schon. 1974. 1978) to their classroom instruction in educational 

leadership. They hav e found these notably effectiv e with teachers, building-level 

administrators, and superintendents. 

Equally as problematic as conceptualizations failures are failures of linearity 

which have been associated with a meta-theoretical critique ofthe behavioral change 
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orientation inherent in technocratic-instrumental approaches to professional development. 

A discussion of these failures of linearity follows. 

2.1.2.2.2.2 Failures of Linearitv. Wade (1985) conducted a meta-analysis of 

those factors which appear to make a difference in teacher development, especially 

inservice education. Her meta-analysis included over 300 journal articles, dissertations. 

ERIC Documents, and presentations at major educational conferences. The meta-analysis 

focused on quantitative studies of public school teachers in grades K-12. As Wade 

(1985) has conceded, there is no magic formula for effective professional development. 

Contextual considerations, including the climate ofthe school, site specific problems and 

constraints, teachers' understandings of problems and issues, adequate prov isions for 

release time and program support, and available resources, must not be underestimated 

(Wade, 1985; Fullan c& Stiegelbauer, 1991). 

Neil, on the other hand, has analyzed the findings of over 20 studies of human 

resource development in education in order to identify causes of failure with respect to 

inservice educadon. He identified what he referred to as five common causes of these 

failures: (a) weak or absent evaluation practices, (b) breakdowns in communication 

between schools and universities sponsoring staff development, (c) failure to galvanize 

teachers' commitments, (d) existing social ambiguities ofthe school milieu, and 

(e) a major problem with oversimplification ofthe process. Neil (1985) found: 

"The linear sequencing of a set questionnaire followed by undifferentiated, 

prescribed treatment of all teachers fails to address the complex, long-term aspects 
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of teacher education" (p. 50). Neil's cridque reinforces prior arguments with respect to 

the fallacy of reducdonist orientations. Moreover. Bents and Howey (1981) have 

cautioned that needs assessments are generally not designed to diagnose professional 

problems; nor are they designed to determine the needs of differing groups (Calabrese & 

Bowser. 1988). 'Finally, Mezirow (1981. 1991) has asserted that adults, because of their 

rich and varied biopsychocultural and linguistic histories, regularly suffer the distortions 

of reductionism. typification, and reification as they approach problem posing, problem 

definition, and problem solving in the organizational milieu. Consequently, an approach 

to professional development which relies upon needs assessments will invariably prove 

problematic unless prior opportunities are provided for critical reflection on the relevant 

perspectives teachers hold with respect to a given issue, topic, or problem. Silvemail and 

Capelluti (1991) have stressed that professional development must address teacher belief 

systems before teachers receive training in innovative instmctional strategies: 

All effective educational practices are based on sound theoretical 
constructs. To skip the process of examining teacher beliefs is to 
guarantee that the new practices will not be understood or fully 
implemented as intended. Schools will not appreciably improve unless 
teachers believe in the pracdces they are required to perform, (p. 76) 

Therefore, the first step in the professional development of educators should be a 

reflective assessment of their awareness and their beliefs regarding those issues, 

problems, or interests to be addressed by developmental activities. This is particularly 

true where topics of professional development relate to deep-seated belief and value 

systems such as those addressed by efforts at anti-racist or multicultural education 

(Banks, 1988; Gay. 1993; Nieto. 1992; Sleeter, 1990). 
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Beyond conceptualization failures, beyond failures of linearit}-, stimulus-response 

failures have also been considered problems ofthe behav ioral change orientation inherent 

in technocratic-instrumental approaches to professional development. Discussion to 

follow will explore these stimulus-response failures. 

2.1.2.2.2.3 Stimulus-Response Failures. The stimulus-response protocol ofthe 

behavioral change orientation sometimes acknowledges school professionals as adult 

leamers but tends to limit that acknowledgment to the parameters of a behavioral change 

imperative. The stimulus-response protocol is typified in the following: "The leamer is a 

person who wants something; the leamer is a person who notices something; the leamer 

is a person who does something; the leamer is a person who gets something" (Kidd, 

1975. p. 17). Similarly, Bradley, Kallick, and Regan (1991) in their guidelines for 

effective staff development have considered it essential that developmental initiativ es be 

stated in behavioral terms. Their perspective, is but one example ofthe protocol; one 

which demonstrably emphasizes content, and especially outcomes, over process: 

First, behavioral objectives are most likely to ensure that all parties 
understand what outcomes are intended from the program. . . . second, 
establishing behavioral objectives simplifies your evaluation process. You 
do the hard work up front in setting the objectives, which include how you 
will measure their accomplishment. (Bradley et al.. 1991, p. 182) 

The stimulus-response orientation ofthe passage is indicated by the following phrase: 

"First, behavioral objectives are most likely to ensure that all parties understand what 

outcomes are intended from the program." Such guidelines, as those embodied in this 

exemplary passage are rife with seemingly unquestioned, structural-functionalist. 
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assumptions about behavior, action, reductionism, predictable outcomes, and the 

measurability of human behavior. 

An inordinate focus in professional development on outcomes versus process 

leaves us with an inadequate understanding and conceptualization of how teachers make 

sense of their professional development and of how their learning is, or is not, 

incorporated into classroom practice. Osterman and Kottkamp (1993) in their analysis of 

dominant approaches to human resource development have written: 

The primary assumpdon is that acquisition of shared knowledge will lead 
to behavioral change. Theory, thoroughly understood and carefully 
applied, means good practice. The traditional approach to professional 
development, then, reflects an underlying assumption that information is a 
stimulus for behavioral change, that individuals receiving knowledge will 
use it to improve performance. Knowing a better way to behave, 
individuals will simply act on the knowledge. This approach places total 
faith in rational processes as the source of behavior. . . . It focuses 
exclusively on changing espoused theory with the belief that, when 
intentions change , behavior will also change. This is a very simple theory 
of behavioral change. It is tenaciously held both in general education and 
in professional development—but the results typically do not match the 
faith put in it. (pp. 32-33) 

These authors' conclusions (as indicated by the phrases, "This approach places total faith 

in rational processes as the source of behavior," "This is a very simple theory of 

behavioral change," and "It is tenaciously held both in general education and in 

professional development-but the results typically do not match the faith put in it") 

question not only the assumptions of behavioral change orientations to human resource 

development, they also question the outcomes claimed for such approaches. Similarlv. 

Neil (1985) has noted that research related to professional development has long 

concentrated itself on what makes teachers effective, as measured against some currently 
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popular criterion, without serious examination of what explains the actions of teachers. 

"Perhaps before seeking behav ioral change we ought to find out why teachers are 

behaving as they do now" (Neil. 1985. p. 52). Neil's observation once again points to the 

question of assumptions as related to the behavioral change orientation. Indeed, shouldn't 

there be some level of analysis or reflection associated with possible rationales or 

intentions behind currentlv observed behaviors as a prelude to the assumption that 

behav ioral change should prove a worthy goal of development? 

Failures of omission have also been associated with a meta-theoretical critique of 

the behavioral change orientation inherent in teclinocratic-instrumental approaches to 

professional development. Discussion to follow elaborates upon these failures of 

omission. 

2.1.2.2.2.4 Failures of Omission. When reflection is critical, it encompasses an 

exploratorv view ofthe unquestioningly accepted presuppositions that sustain our fears, 

inhibitions, pattems of interaction, and their consequences for interactive relationships 

(Mezirow, 1990). Developmentally. children are "critically unselfconscious" and 

typicallv incognizant of how circumstances tend to dictate their relationships and 

commitments to parents, mentors, or those charged with their socialization (Mezirow. 

1981. p. 9). Aduhs, on the other hand, are capable of conscious, critical rejlection in 

effecting their interactive relationships. When this capacity for critical reflection is 

channeled toward an awareness of how and why assumptions hav e come to constrain the 

way we perceive. understand, and feel about our world; changes in these stmctures of 
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habitual expectation make possible a more inclusiv e, discriminating, and integrative 

perspective on choices and action (Mezirow. 1991). This perspective transfonnation fills 

an important gap in our understanding ofthe central, developmental role played by the 

function of cridcal reflection and "may be the most significant and distinguishing 

characteristic of adult learning" (Mezirow. 1981, p. 11). For Mezirow. critical reflection 

is a means to critical consciousness; that is. becoming aware of our awareness and 

critiquing that awareness. When critical reflection leads to perspectiv e transformation 

adult development is the consequence. Mezirow (1991) has summarized: 

[Perspective] transformation can lead developmentally toward a more 
inclusive, differentiated, permeable, and integrated perspective . . . we all 
natural lv move toward such an orientation. This is what development 
means in adulthood. It should be clear that a strong case can be made for 
calling perspective transformation the central process of adult 
development, (p. 155) 

Many tend to assume that development is complete by adulthood. Howev er. Mezirow 

(1991) makes a very strong case that both critical reflection and perspectiv e 

transformation are natural, developmental tendencies toward which we mov e only in 

adulthood. 

Somewhat ironically, reviews by Lanier and Little (1986) and Logan (1987) have 

found technocratic-instrumental programs in professional dev elopment, which also 

provide opportunities for critical reflection, are all but absent in practice. When limited 

opportunities for reflection are provided, technical and practical fomis dominate, 

whereas, opportunities for critical reflection are negligible. The review of research on 

teacher education conducted bv Lanier and Little (1986) included: (a) studies of those 
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who teach teachers, (b) studies ofthe students of teaching, (c) studies ofthe curriculum 

for teaching, and (d) studies ofthe teaching milieu. Logan's (1987) study of school 

experience and professional development summarized the findings of 16 qualitative, case 

studies of school-based, professional development, programs considered exemplary by 

school officials in Queensland, Australia. The accounts were analyzed for design 

characteristics, knowledge construction, and ideological orientation. These reviews 

(Lanier 8c Little, 1986; Logan, 1987) have indicated that the low level of intellectual 

challenge, characteristic of much of professional development (Lanier 8c Little, 1986). 

has two serious consequences. One consequence is the reinforcement ofthe "occult of 

the practical" via the regeneration and revalidation of imitative, "recipe knowledge" 

(Logan. 1987. p. 9). The second consequence highlights the evidence that teachers who 

expect rigorous scholarly dialogue and inquiry concerning professional problems 

increasingly become disillusioned and withdraw from real interests in personal and 

professional development (Cochran-Smith & Lytle. 1993; Logan. 1987). 

Not only failures of omission but failures of exclusion have been the subject of a 

meta-theoretical critique of problems with the behavioral change orientation inherent in 

technocratic-instrumental professional development. A discussion of these failures of 

exclusion follows. 

2.1.2.2.2.5 Failures of Exclusion. The mounting evidence pointing to the 

importance of critical reflection and perspective transformation in adult learning simply 

reinforces the argument that organizational improvement must begin w ith. and must not 
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exclude, for reasons of expediency or otherwise, a focus on the individual (Argyris 8c 

Schon, 1974. 1978; Argyris, 1993; Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993; Sarason, 1971. 1990). 

Osterman and Kottkamp have explained the central notion: 

Although organizadons certainly exert powerful influences on the people 
who inhabit them . . . organizations are human creations guided by 
human intentions and decisions. . . . Organizational change is a result of 
people changing themselves. (1993, p. 6) 

Since, as Osterman and Kottkamp have noted, organizational change is unlikely without 

change and improvement at the level ofthe individual, notions of critical self-reflection 

and reflective practice orientations may provide new grounding for an altemative 

perspective on professional development and organizational improvement. Osterman and 

Kottkamp (1993) have found that reflective practice accompanied by critical analysis can 

change professional practice in education from an intermittent, impersonal process to an 

ongoing process that becomes integrated into one's professional life. Thus, a focus on the 

individual may be emphasized inside and outside the walls ofthe physical organization. 

Although such a perspective does not claim to eliminate the problems and dilemmas of 

daily praxis, it does offer an alternative basis for problem examination as a prelude to 

new and more varied problem responses. 

Finally, failures of application have been the subject of a meta-theoretical 

critique of problems with the behavioral change orientation inherent in 

technocratic-instrumental; professional development. Discussion to follow summarizes 

these failures of applicadon. 
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2.1.2.2.2.6 Failures of Applicadon. Questions conceming the disparity of 

alternative meta-theoretical paradigms in the practice of professional development are 

prevalent. Pink (1986, 1988) has questioned the dearth of developmental programs 

grounded in an ecological, or interpretive meta-theoredcal paradigm. Yeakey (1987) has 

lamented the inadequate consideration of alternate, theoretical perspectives. Mezirow 

(1990,1991) found that adult educators have not only failed to recognize crucial 

disdnctions among learning domains, but have assumed that the mode of instmction 

derived from the empirical-analytical sciences is equally appropriate to all leaming 

domains. Conceming what this document has summarized as the 

technocratic-instrumental approach, Mezirow has wamed: 

The behavioral change model of adult education—derived from this 
approach and therefore appropriate to facilitating leaming concemed with 
controlling and manipuladng the environment-has been indiscriminately 
applied as appropriate. . . . This misconception has become so pervasive 
that the very definition of education itself is almost universally understood 
in terms of an organized effort to facilitate behavioral change. 
Behaviorism has become a strongly institutionalized ideology in both 
psychology and education. (1981, p. 17) 

Mezirow's compliant with the behavioral change orientation is evident in his critique of 

the universality of its application in education. Mezirow is not alone in this concem. 

The findings of other recent research implicate the need for a move away from 

positivistic, developmental models predicated upon perceived skill or ability deficits 

among teachers and other educators toward more interpretive models which engage 

relevant players in collaboration, dialogue, inquiry, and reflection (Cochran-Smith & 
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Lytle, 1993; Fullan 8c Stiegelbauer, 1991; McCaleb. 1994; Pink 8c Borman, 1991; 

Pink cS: Hyde, 1992). 

Unlike the structural-functionalist paradigm, the interpretive meta-theoretical 

paradigm is nominalist, antiposidvist, voluntarist, and idiographic in its approach to 

social science (for a detailed and thorough explication of these meta-theroetical 

paradigms, please refer to Appendices B and C). Although the social regulative approach 

ofthe paradigm is again concerned with the status quo, social order, and solidarity the 

paradigm denies the existence of a single, external, social reality. Interpretive, 

constructivist analysis assumes that individuals construct their own social reality. 

Interpretive research attempts to demonstrate how hard, real, and tangible aspects of 

organizational behavior are dependent upon the subjective interpretations and creations of 

individuals (Logan, 1987). Organizational reality is studied as constructed through the 

words, symbols, and actions ofthe members who constitute that organization. 

Language is realized as, not simply descriptive, but ontological as well (Burrell 8c 

Morgan. 1979). Consequently, the resultant and constructed reality is actively maintained 

through communicative experiences and the meanings enacted from these behaviors 

(Putnam, 1982). 

Recent research adumbrates the need for collaboration, toward the development 

of shared meanings and goals, between teachers and teachers, teachers and administrators, 

educators and educators, and schools and universities (Fullan 8c Stiegelbauer, 1991; 

Goodlad, 1988; Pink 8c Hyde. 1992 ). Pink and Hyde (1992) extensively studied 
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professional developmental programs for teachers of at-risk vouth. These authors hav e 

argued that collaboration must be v iewed from an ecological /interpretiv e 

meta-theoretical paradigm which stresses: (a) extended dialogue among those with a role 

to play in school improvement, (b) proactive inquiry as a means to understanding, and 

(c) critical reflection on taken-for-granted assumptions and perspectiv es which drive 

school practice. Wemer (1991) has supported the strategy of improving schools from 

within rather than reforming them from without. More significant than centralized, 

non-collaborational control models, he has argued, "will be groups of teachers who search 

out and discuss ways to better understand and organize their programs, and who take 

action, in and within the stmcture of their own schools" (Wemer. 1991, p. 151). 

Similarly, Goodlad (1988) has charged that the inservice pattem of drawing teachers 

away from the schools for district-wide institutes, a practice which persists in the L^nited 

States today, has worked against both individual and institutional renewal. 

Goodlad (1988), following his extensive review ofthe literature with respect to 

school-universify partnerships in action, has concluded that a symbiotic partnership 

between a school and a university encourages the sort of collaboration which may foster 

synergistic outcomes, including: (a) a juxtaposition of school and universitv cultures 

such that intractable problems and programs of both are redressed in new and varied 

ways, (b) collaborative dialogue and inquiry into both the problems ofthe schools and the 

relevance of various research paradigms, and (c) a purposeful overlap between the 

improvement agendas needed in the schools and the relevance of teacher education and 
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research programs in the universities such that the mutual self-interests are satisfied 

without redundancy. Similarly, Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991) have commented: 

University-district partnerships . . . are a new wav of life, not just a new 
project. In the process, the culture of the school and the culture of the 
universitv change and begin to overlap in organic wavs. Conducting 
inquirv . . . becomes the interest of teachers as well as researchers, and 
implementing new school-based professional development practices 
becomes the concem of college professors as well as of lead-teachers and 
administrators. . . . We need powerful strategies for powerful change; 
the university-district partnership is one such strategy, (p. 323) 

For these authors, school-universitv partnerships (university-district partnerships) are not 

just the union of two related entities, but powerful strategies for simultaneous renewal 

and innovation, mutually beneficial to both contributors. Fhe best of these partnerships: 

(a) integrate teacher and school development (Fullan & Stiegelbauer. 1991; Goodlad. 

1988). (b) cultivate site-based acdvities designed to foster ongoing professional 

development (Jacullo-Noto. 1988; LeCompte 8c Dworkin, 1991). and (c) seek continuous 

school renewal through the provision for the continuous infusion of knowledge relative to 

quality education in the schools and the informed preparation and professionalization of 

educators (Goodlad. 1988; Sleeter. 1990). 

Summarily, problems with the behavioral change orientation inherent in the 

technocratic-instmmental perspectiv e on professional dev elopment hav e been the subject 

of a meta-theoretical critique ofthe perspective. This critique has faulted the orientation 

for: conceptualization failures, failures of linearity, stimulus-response failures, failures of 

omission, failures of exclusion, and failures of application; each of which were discussed 

in preceding subsections of this chapter. An emergent body of theoretical critique has 
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also addressed the shortcomings ofthe technocratic-instrumental perspective on 

professional development. This critique is the subject of discussion to follow. 

2.1.2.3 Theoretical Cridque 

Perhaps the most fundamental criticism of technocratic-instmmental approaches 

to professional dev elopment has lamented the inadequate theoretical and conceptual 

grounding (Blair. 1988; Fullan 8c Stiegelbauer. 1991; Orlich. 1989; Pink 8c Hyde. 1992) 

of political rationales related, as much to power, territoriality, and bureaucratic 

positioning, as to the erudition of teachers and students (Litde, 1989; Paris, 1989; Pink. 

1990). In a similar vein, others have cridcized mainstream approaches to professional 

development for designs inadequately based in theories of adult leaming (Barth. 1990; 

Logan, 1987; Olson et al., 1991). Instead, district mandated, top-down (Guskey, 1986; 

Knoblauch & Brannon, 1993; Little. 1989), implementations ofthe 

technocratic-instmmental perspective tend to treat teachers and other educators less as 

adults than as children. These remediational implementations are often associated with 

various critical metaphors, including quick fix models for teacher deficits (Olson et al.. 

1991; Orlich. 1989), the make-em-learn attitude for teacher resistance (Holly 8c 

Blackman. 1983), and the teachers as objects expectation that school educators should 

respond in robot-like fashion to the changing role demands of legislated learning 

(Richardson 8c Benton, 1990; Wise. 1979). 
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In addition to the emergent body of critique which has faulted the 

technocratic-instmmental perspective on professional development on theoretical 

grounds, the perspective has also been criticized for methodological and 

implementational weaknesses. This methodological critique is the subject of discussion 

to follow. 

2.1.2.4 Methodological Critique 

LeCompte and Dworkin (1991) have conducted an impressive and comprehensive 

review and analysis ofthe literature with respect to why students give up on school and 

their teachers suffer burnout. This volume which spans four years of analyses offers a 

scathing critique of dominant approaches to the professional development of these 

teachers. In particular, LeCompte and Dworkin have criticized essentially 

technocratic-instmmental approaches to professional development for their reliance on a 

standardized dog-and-pony blitz that may or may not be relevant to the most pressing 

concerns of teachers. This blitz typically follows a predictable scenario. Topics are 

repeatedly selected by people other than those for whom the program is intended (Fullan 

8c Stiegelbauer, 1991). Outside consultants or experts who frequently know far less about 

the realities of teaching than do the schools' experienced teachers (Richardson 8c Benton, 

1990), are solicited to provide one-size-fits-all, staff development to multiple grade-level 

teachers within a school or a mass of teachers from several schools within the district 

(Pink, 1990). 
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This technocratic-instrumental staff development ofthe tvpe described by Pink 

(1990) and others, most often takes the form of one-shot treatments or workshops 

(Firestone 8c Corbett, 1988; Roberts 8c Massev, 1993; Tumposky. 1987) which are: 

prescriptive (Fullan 8c Stiegelbauer, 1991; Hillkirk 8c Nolan. 1990). fragmented (Love. 

1991; Sleeter, 1990), non-interactive (Blair, 1988; Fullan 8c Sdegelbauer. 1991), cost 

inefficient (Little, 1989; Moore 8c Hyde. 1981; Tumposky, 1987). and generally 

ineffectual (Calabrese 8c Bowser. 1988; Fullan 8c Stiegelbauer. 1991; LeCompte 8c 

Dworkin, 1991). Some districts have employed what LeCompte and Dworkin (1991) 

have criticized as a trickle-down version of this perspective: 

An expert is hired to train district personnel-at best one per school, 
but usually limited to a few central office curriculum advisors—who 
then train building level personnel, who then teach the district 
teachers what they have leamed. (p. 218) 

The outcome of this process is often diluted or distorted information. Moreover, both the 

trickle-down and workshop versions ofthe technocratic-instrumental perspective suffer 

from inadequate release time for teacher involvement (Howey 8c Gardner. 1983; Neil. 

1985). a lack of follow-up (LeCompte 8c Dworkin, 1991; Roberts 8c Massey. 1993; 

Sleeter. 1990). and insufficient feedback to teachers on the implementation of what they 

have leamed (Hargreaves, 1984; Howey 8c Gardner. 1983; Wheelock. 1992). 

Not only has the technocratic-instrumental perspectiv e on professional 

development been criticized at the theoretical, meta-theoretical. and methodological 

levels; the perspective has been criticized on evaluative grounds as well. A discussion of 

this evaluativ e critique follows. 
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2.1.2.5 Evaluative Cridque 

Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991) have reminded us that the continuous development 

of all teachers is the "cornerstone for meaning, improvement, and reform" (p. 315). 

Professional development and school improvement are inextricably linked. Logan's 

(1987) review ofthe literature in professional development found that an adult curriculum 

and teacher goodwill are probably the most important and least recognized aspects of 

successful programs in professional development. 

Despite these conclusions, teachers' evaluations of technocratic-instrumental 

programs in professional development reveal extreme dissatisfaction with programs 

originally piloted or mandated in the wake of legislated leaming (Wise, 1979). Niel's 

(1985) comprehensive review ofthe literature in human resource development found a 

high incidence of developmental programs best characterized as 

technocratic-instrumental. His findings highlighted overwhelming dissatisfaction among 

educators as related to these programs. Among inadequacies cited by Neil were, 

insufficient release time, few opportunities for reflection and cooperative planning, and 

inadequate follow-up. Perhaps most telling was Neil's finding that teachers' involvement 

in inservice education was usually fragmentary and inconsistent. 

Blair (1988) surveyed the perceptions of educators teaching in Britain, Ireland and 

the United States with respect to inservice education. Respondents to the survey were all 

educators attending regional, national, and international reading conferences. 

Respondents living outside the United States averaged 17 years in the field of education. 
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Respondents living in the United States averaged 15 v ears in the field. Blair's survev of 

inservice practices in the United States and abroad found an overwhelming majority of 

these educators who expressed dissatisfaction with all facets of inservice programs. 

"From these surveys, it can be concluded that most teachers consider inservice education 

programs to be highly ineffective in meeting their professional needs" (Blair, 1988, 

p. 52). Basically, Blair's respondents found these programs mundane, poorly planned, 

simplistic, and unproductive. 

Evidence of dissatisfaction with the technocratic-instrumental perspective on 

professional development is notable in other literature as well. Tindill and Coplin (1989) 

in their review of staff development activities in Canada concluded that large numbers of 

educators consider modes of inservice training inadequate to the needs of participants and 

largely ineffective. Kane (1985) in an analysis of how schools promote staff development 

found that administrators and teachers responsible for the daily tasks of schooling often 

V iew the occasional workshop and aftemoon lecture more as an intermption than as 

enrichment. Finally. Dettmer's (1986) study of inservice programs for gifted and talented 

educators concluded that general attitudes about inservice range from negative to hostile 

in many school settings. 

Evidence, discussed as meta-theoretical, theoretical, methodological, and 

evaluative critiques ofthe technocratic-instrumental perspective on professional 

development has been provided and has highlighted the serious and disconcerting body of 

critique which regularly targets the dominant, technocratic-instrumental perspectiv e on 
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professional development as practiced today and throughout the era of legislated leaming. 

Given what we know as a result of this critique, a pertinent question concems the extent 

to which this critique is supported in those analyses of professional developmental 

pracdce which are tightly focused and topic-specific. Although the findings of some of 

these analyses have been referred to in prior discussion, the subsection to follow will 

specifically explore the conclusions of such analyses. 

2.1.2.6 Review of Focused, Topic-Specific Analyses ofthe 
Dominant Perspective in Professional Development 

This subsection of analysis and discussion as related to the 

technocratic-instmmental perspective on professional development will explore those 

recent analyses of professional developmental practice which are tightly focused and 

topic-specific in structure. This discussion will begin with Litde's (1989) study of 

professional developmental practices in the state of California. 

Little's (1989) comprehensive analysis of professional development in Califomia 

examined practices in 30 districts according to such criteria as: format, innovation, 

integration with curriculum, consistency with program improvement initiatives, 

participant involvement and commitment, degree of follow-up. and presence or absence 

of program evaluadon. Little (1989) found limited progress toward change. Although 

she found a reduction in the incidence of one-shot treatments, she found few examples of 

serious follow-up. Moreover, most districts studied continued to focus on an extended 
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roster of short-term workshops. Little has described the professional development 

practice she observed as service delivery. 

It [service delivery] is expressed by (a) a range of activity determined 
largely by a marketplace of packaged programs and especiallv trained 
presenters, (b) uniformity and standardization of content, with a bias 
toward skill training, and (c) relatively low intensity with regard to 
teachers' time, teachers' involvement and the achieved fit with specific 
classroom circumstances. (1989. p. 173) 

For Little, the service delivery she found suggests: district-determined programs, 

so-called expert orientations, training versus developmental models, propensities toward 

one-shot-treatments, and a general absence of site-specificity. Thus, Little's findings have 

suggested a persistence of professional development pracdces consistent with a 

technocratic-instrumental perspective. Her findings indicated a particularly persistent 

emphasis on training. 

Newmann and his colleagues (1990) conducted a national survey of professional 

development specialists, including college and university faculty members, curriculum 

specialists in state and local education agencies, and professionals managing special 

projects. Ofthe specialists surveyed, 61 percent emphasized program goals related to 

changes in teachers classroom behaviors, 32 percent stressed goals tied to the facilitation 

of teachers in their roles, and only 16 percent sought to promote reflection among 

teachers. Several ofthe specialists surveyed adumbrated the need for a general, paradigm 

shift in the philosophy of educational administration, especially with respect to 

professional development. The findings of these authors indicated that strained 

ambivalence and formidable organizational obstacles continue to thwart efforts to 
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reconceptualize professional development, especially those efforts targeting 

collaboradon, collegiality, and extended engagement (Newmann et al.. 1990. p. 55). 

Love (1991) conducted a scopic review and analysis of over 35 studies of human 

resource development programs ranging from programs labeled as inserv ice. to those 

labeled training, to those conducted as staff development. Many ofthe studies which 

were reviewed claimed to investigate promising reforms in professional development. 

These studies and the programs they investigated were examined for: strategies used, 

needs addressed, problems encountered, pitfalls to be avoided, efficacy, participant 

satisfaction, and flexibility. Love's (1991) analysis concluded that we have not 

challenged teachers to participate, inquire, criticize or create. Areas which remain 

inadequately addressed by reforms in professional development purportedly include 

inadequate feedback, insufficient teacher involvement, inadequate release time, failure 

to provide follow-up activities, failure to consider individual differences and leaming 

styles, persistently fragmented presentations and inadequate opportunities for reflection 

(Love, 1991). 

In like manner, Sleeter's review (1990) of professional development practices has 

pointed to a persistence of practices based on the technocratic-instrumental perspective in 

professional development. Sleeter's thoroughgoing analysis of developmental programs 

for desegregated schooling found that these practices are particularly ineffectual v is-a-vis 

the problems faced by teachers in schools wrestling with the challenges of 

third-generation desegregation. Sleeter has asserted that developmental practice 
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continues to be characterized by one-shot sessions, superficial needs assessments, the 

exclusion of teachers from topic selection, piecemeal instmctional strategies inadequatelv 

grounded in theory, attempts to paste skills onto unscrutinized institutional pattems. an 

insensitive persistence in a training orientation, and a behavioral change focus. 

Pink (1989) in a detailed study of staff development-based change initiatives in 

four urban school districts found 12 persistent barriers to effective professional practice 

indicative of a pervasive and dominant, technocratic-instmmental perspective. Among 

the barriers identified were an inadequate theoretical basis for implementation, unabated 

propensities toward quick-fix solutions, a lack of support and frameworks for site-based 

implementation, failure to address incompatibilities between project requirements and 

existing organizational policies or structures, and failure to clarify and negotiate 

potentially beneficial relationships between school districts and local univ ersities. 

Osterman and Kottkamp (1993) have asserted that current practice in professional 

development remains typified by rational-empirical approaches; research development 

and diffusion models, non-interactive and non-reflecdve implementation, and an 

inservice orientation. For these authors, the so-called//.Y-/7 orientation to developmental 

programs remains pervasive. 

The lack of inquiry and reflection as incorporated into current practices of 

professional development and typical ofthe technocratic-instmmental perspective, is 
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widely acknowledged (Cochran-Smith 8c Lytle. 1993; LeCompte & Dworkin, 1991; 

Osterman 8c Kottkamp, 1993) and is perhaps epitomized in a summary of modem 

practice as developed by the Holmes Group: 

Inquiry that grows out ofthe school faculty's concerns about their teaching 
and their students' leaming will be more diverse than that arising from 
conventional canons of competent educational research. . . . Teachers 
are often required to take training designed to change the way they teach. 
In most instances, this training is brief—four or five days a year. Often it is 
conducted by outside consultants. Usually, it is the product of 
district-wide priorities rather than concerns of a school faculty. Thus, it is 
seldom connected to the problems that teachers see as most urgent. 
Training rarely entails sufficient follow-up in the classroom to determine 
whether it has influenced the way teachers teach. (1990, pp. 61-62) 

These remarks clearly implicate the many inadequacies of technocratic-instmmental 

professional development that is typically site-independent in subject and focus, oriented 

toward behavioral change, based in a training model, short-term, and inadequately 

evaluated. Despite various claims that have been made for the efficiency ofthe 

technocratic-instrumental perspective and the training model, Osterman and Kottkamp 

(1993), like the Holmes Group, have concluded that this pervasive orientation to 

professional development rarely leads to significant, long-lasting, or widespread change. 

Certain assumptions about the technocratic-instrumental perspective serve to 

illustrate the tension which exists between it and the reflective-transformative perspective 

on professional development to be discussed in Section 2.1.3 of this chapter. Specifically, 

the technocratic-instrumental perspective is based on a structural functionalist paradigm. 

In this paradigm, schools are seen as hierarchical organizations where authority is 

designated by positions held and where employees are viewed as subordinates. This 
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organizational view supports a focus on improvement through behavioral change among 

employees (for example, employees engaged in activities designed to bring their actions 

in line with preferred pattems of behavior idendfied by "experts" as leading to 

effectiveness). The overall goals ofthe organization become product and cost-efficiency 

and accountability (for example, increased student achievement at the lowest cost 

possible). Thus, large group "training" models are associated with the 

technocratic-instrumental perspective. Although these standardized, one-size-fits-all 

workshop formats are criticized for not adhering to adult learning theory (I.e.. they tend to 

be fragmented and inconsistent; and they do not provide adequate time for reflection, 

cooperative planning, and follow-up) and for taking a reductionist and remedial v iew of 

teachers as learners, they are viewed as cost-efficient. 

2.1.2.7 The Technocradc-Instmmental Perspective: Svnopsis 

This section ofthe review of literature has taken an in-depth look at descriptive 

professional development. That is, this section has examined the 

technocratic-instrumental perspective dominant in professional development. This 

section ofthe chapter first summarized the emergent critique of this perspective on 

professional development. This was followed by an exploration ofthe emergent body of 

meta-theoretical critique with respect to the perspective, including analyses of problems 

with the effective schools philosophy and behavioral change orientation inherent in 
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the perspective. Problems with the behav ioral change orientation were discussed in detail 

and included: (a) conceptualization failures, (b) failures of linearity, 

(c) stimulus-response failures, (d) failures of omission, (e) failures, not of omission, but 

of exclusion, (Vi and failures of application. Analysis ofthe meta-theoretical critique of 

technocratic-instrumental professional development was followed by analyses of 

theoretical, methodological, and evaluative critiques with respect to the perspective. 

Lastly, this section ofthe literature review reviewed various focused and topic-specific 

analyses ofthe this dominant perspective on professional development. 

The section ofthe literature review to follow will examine the particulars of a 

more normative, reflective-transformative perspective on professional development. 

Specifically, this section will begin with a discussion of three guidelines for the 

development ofthe perspective, frame the perspective vis-a-vis extant models of 

professional development, and suggest consideradon of a more reflective-transformative 

perspective in summarization ofthe section. 

2.1.3 Toward a More Reflective-Transformative Perspectiv e: 
Confronting the Normative Challenges Which Await 

Educational Leadership 

This section ofthe chapter examines the particulars of a more nonnative. 

reflectiv e-transformative. perspective on professional development. Certain assumptions 

about the reflectiv e-transformative perspective serv e to illustrate the tension which exists 

between it and the technocratic-instmmental perspective on professional development. 

The reflective-transformativ e perspectiv es is based upon an inteipretive paradigm. In this 
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paradigm, schools are seen as linked organizations, interdependent upon other institutions 

such as society, the community, the family, business and industry, community and 

government agencies, and universities. Authority is seen as facilitative. and employees 

are viewed as colleagues. This organizational view supports a focus on improvement 

through collaborative dialogue, learning, and inquiry. The overall goal ofthe 

organization becomes the uncovering of relevant knowledge and practices, assumptions 

and decisions that affect students' and educators' experiences in school. Thus, a range of 

developmentally appropriate leaming group models in an organizational climate that 

values continuous learning, experimentation, and risk taking are associated with this 

normative perspective. Small leaming groups focusing on dialogue and action research 

are preferred. Although these small group formats are applauded for their closer attention 

to adult learning theory, they are criticized for being expensive, time consuming, and 

largely impractical for most schools. This examination of a more normative, 

reflective-transformative perspective begins with three guidelines for the development of 

the perspective. Finally, the perspective is framed with respect to extant models of 

professional development. 

Hargreaves' (1991) analysis ofthe prospects for educational change has concluded 

that the challenge for leadership in education must encompass the abandonment of 

bureaucradc controls, inflexible mandates, and paternalistic fomis of trust and 
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quick-fixes. Hargreaves believes that this abandonment will foster opportunities for the 

articulation and bringing together ofthe disparate voices of teachers and other educational 

partners: 

It is a challenge of opening up broad avenues of choice which respect 
teachers' professional discretion and enhancing their desicion-making 
capacity. It is a challenge of building trust in the process of collaboration, 
risk, and continuous improvement as well as traditional kinds of trust in 
people. . . . It is a challenge of supporting . . . school cultures and 
those involved in them to develop changes themselves on a continuing 
basis. (1991, p. 29) 

Similarly, Pink and Hyde (1992) have adumbrated that meeting this challenge will, from 

the standpoint of professional development, require the exploration of new and altemative 

perspectives reconceptualized in an ecological/interpretive, meta-theoretical paradigm 

(see Appendices B and C) and targeted to the synthesis of theory, research, and 

practitioner reflection. When this reconceptualization is linked to notions of 

collaboration, these authors have asserted that school improvement efforts are far more 

likely to succeed in the short term and prove sustainable over time. 

Consistent with a more ecological/interpretive, meta-theoretical paradigm, Fullan 

and Stiegelbauer (1991) have offered three broad guidelines which provide a useful 

framework for an examination of recommendations related to the reconceptualization of 

professional development. For these authors, continuous learning and development for 

adults is the key to long-term school improvement. 
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2.1.3.1 Guideline One: Professional 
Development Strategies 

Guideline One (Fullan 8c Sdegelbauer, 1991) recommends that faculty renewal, 

program innovation, and knowledge production are three interrelated strategies which 

faculties and schools may use to foster professionalism and professional dev elopment. 

The subsections to follow will discuss each of these three strategies applicable to 

Guideline One. 

2.1.3.1.1 Faculty Renew al 

Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991) have maintained that 'faculty renewal' connotes the 

need for people who are "equally at home in universities and schools" (p. 341); people 

who can collaborate toward the interrelation of inquiry and professional development 

across the continuum. Goodlad (1988) found that two essentials of this renewal were: 

(a) opportunities for collegiality. and (b) a continuous infusion of both relevant 

know ledge and altemative suggestions for practice arising from inquirv. For Goodlad. 

closer linkages between schools and universities increase the probability that the agenda 

of research and the agenda of practice will be parallel and purposeful. Goodlad's v iew 

favors a mutually beneficial conceptualization of school university partnerships grounded 

in negotiadon, adaptation, and reciprocity. Although Goodlad (1988) and Sirotnik (1988) 

believe that a school-university partnership can become an effectual v chicle for 

professional development which v alues inquin, dialogue, and reflection, they and others 
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have cited the dearth of studies relating the two (Hargreaves, 1984; LeCompte 8c 

Dworkin, 1991; Goodlad, 1988; Sirotnik, 1988). 

Further support for developmental collaboration emphasizing a school-university 

partnership arises from the literature which bemoans the gap between the educational and 

professional worlds ofthe university and the public school. Love (1991) has observed: 

Teachers see the development efforts they need as being remote and 
unknown to those who teach teachers. . . . Further, there is a gap 
between ivory tower theories and day to day, practical realities and 
expectations. Universities offer workshops that are convenient to them, 
not necessarily what the teachers need locally . . . and often course 
requests by school districts are not heeded by the universities. ( p. 5) 

Love's observations suggest the need for closer affiliations between schools and 

universities with respect to faculty renewal. Specifically, her remarks adumbrate the need 

for universities to take a closer look at site-specific and site-relevant professional 

development. Nowicki (1991) has concurred with Love's conclusion, citing the gap 

between the agendas of higher education and the teaching culture of most junior and 

senior high school classrooms. Nowicki conducted a qualitative case study of five 

student and four veteran teachers in the Northeastem United States which also concluded 

that the voices of those who practice teaching should provide a critical pool of 

information from which professional developmental programs are designed and modified. 

2.1.3.1.2 Program Innovation 

Program innovation is a second strategy recommended by Fullan and Steigelbauer 

(1991). Inter alia, focused preservice and professional development programs are needed 
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for teachers; programs which stress small cohorts of students structured such "that 

individuals can achieve meanings in their own minds" (Fullan 8c Stiegelbauer, 1991. 

p. 342). These authors' recommendations regarding professional development structures 

centered around small and dedicated learning groups are well supported elsewhere in the 

literature (Argyris, 1993; Mezirow, 1981, 1991; Osterman c& Kottkamp, 1993). Logan 

has written: "The leaming group distinct from location is the most apposite organizing 

center for teacher development activities" (1987, p. 2). Those groups focused on inquiry, 

dialogue, and action in and within the structure ofthe school are, according to Wemer 

(1991), a powerful, altemative strategy for teacher development. 

The clarification of meaning among cohorts of a developmental program 

centered around a small group focus is an exercise, the importance of which, should not 

be underestimated. "Our need to understand our experiences is perhaps our most 

distinctively human attribute. We have to understand them in order to know how to act 

effectively" (Mezirow, 1991, p. 10). Basically, making meaning is central to what 

leaming and acdon based upon learning, are all about. For example, Adams (1988) has 

emphasized that advancement in the theory and practice of planning for education has 

necessitated going beyond the assumptions of externally imposed "autarkic biased 

models" in order to capture the relevant knowledge embedded in educational practice and 

to uncover the assumptions, decisions, and choices that structure meaningful change 

(p. 414). For Adams, the insights to be found in practice and context emerge as a major 

way in which the interpretive paradigm may enrich education. 
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Similarly, Sirotnik (1988) has highlighted the importance of reflective dialogue 

and inquiry which remains cognizant ofthe fact that educational and organizational 

problems have both a current and historical context and must be situated in those contexts 

in order to be understood. For Sirotnik, the achievement of meaning through 

collaborative dialogue and inquiry must provide opportunities for competent discourse 

conceming values and human interests, as well as personal meaning perspectives. A 

recent, national, survey of specialists in professional development, conducted by 

Newmann and his colleagues (1990), has concluded that four hours per teacher per week 

is the minimal amount of time that should be reserved for on-the-job, collaborative 

activities related to professional development. 

However, Sirotnik (1988) wams that programmatic ideas with fluid and emerging 

developmental processes will demand a more phenomenological perspective on 

purposeftal inquiry related to educational issues. This demand suggests the need for more 

constructivist, mostly qualitative methods, of study emphasizing contextualization, 

participant observation, and case study (Sirotnik, 1988). 

2.1.3.1.3 Knowledge Production 

In their discussion of knowledge production as a third strategy relevant to 

Guideline One, Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991) have asserted that the proper role ofthe 

university is to foster constant inquiry within the profession. This role should encompass 
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the use of pertinent knowledge bases in program designs, the conduct of collaborative 

research, and the disseminadon and exchange of findings. 

2.1.3.2 Guideline Two: AduU Learning 

Fullan and Stiegelbauer's second guideline applicable to the reconceptualization 

of professional development, recommends that learning, in the case of adults, must prove 

a central element of school and district activides, especially in the coordination and 

integration of professional development efforts (1991). As previously discussed, much of 

the literature in professional development asserts that the foci of leaming for professional 

development should be: grounded in an adult theory of leaming (Barth, 1990; 

Loucks-Horsley et al., 1987; Olson et al., 1991), committed to the facilitation (Mezirow. 

1991; Newmann et al.. 1990; Osterman 8c Kottkamp, 1993) of reflective and 

transformadve practice (McCaleb, 1994; Sirotnik, 1988), and, to the extent 

possible, situated to foster the critical knowledge of consciousness raising and reflection 

(McCaleb, 1994; Sirotnik, 1988). The contribution of Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) to 

our understanding ofthe facilitation aspect of this guideline is noteworthy: 

We conclude by asserting that no one can empower teachers to respond to 
cultural diversity or to the many other complex challenges that faces 
today's teachers. Instead we argue that only teachers themselves can 
interrogate their assumptions and their interpretive frameworks and then 
decide on the actions that are appropriate for their local contexts, (p. 64) 

The notable differences between these authors' recommendations for self-directed 

leaming among teaching professionals and the behav ioral change foci of 

technocratic-instrumental professional development are ineluctable. Thus, at once, the 
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conclusions of these authors do much to explain the rationale for recommendations 

related to faciliatory, interpretive, dialogic, and transformadve professional development. 

2.1.3.3 Guideline Three: Professional 
Development Culture 

Finally. Guideline Three, as applicable to the reconceptualization of professional 

development and as recommended by Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991). suggests that 

promoters of professional development should emphasize a range of developmental 

activ ities and continuous leaming as a valued and endemic part ofthe culture of schools 

and teaching. To this end. they have recommended the characteristics of successful 

teacher development as detailed by Loucks-Horsley and her associates (1987). Those 

recommended characteristics not already highlighted by prev ious guidelines include: 

(a) experimentation and risk taking; (b) time to work on professional development and 

assimilate new leaming; (c) appropriate incentives and rewards; (d) integration of 

individual goals with school and district goals; and (e) formal placement ofthe program 

within the philosophy and organizational structure ofthe school and district. 

2.1.3.4 Framing the Perspecdve vis-a-vis Extant Models 

Discussion in this section will now tum to ways in which v arious 

recommendations for the reconceptualization of professional development might be 

incorporated into an altemative perspective, as well as a description of what that 

perspectiv e should not include. Normativ e guidelines for restructuring necessarv' to meet 
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the challenges facing educational leadership implicate the need for a more 

reflective-transformative perspective on professional development. Normatively. such a 

perspective should, inter alia, and to the extent feasible, accentuate: (a) an ongoing, small 

group environment of inquiry, dialogue, and reflection as a means to self-awareness, 

meaning interpretation, and professional growth; (b) a site-based approach grounded in a 

theory of adult leaming and consistent with the interpretive meta-theoretical paradigm; 

(c) intragroup, intraschool, school-district, and interinstitutional (school-university) 

collaboration toward the facilitadon of transformative perspectives among those 

participating in professional development; and (d) phenomenological (qualitative or 

constructivist) approaches to the study and exploration of theoretical, methodological, 

and practical concems related to the perspective. 

Clearly, the foregoing analysis indicates that technocratic-instrumental 

approaches, often implemented according to training models (Sparks 8c Loucks-Horsley, 

1990) of development, are ineffectual in fulfilling this need. Similarly, 

observation/assessment models (Sparks 8c Loucks-Horsley, 1990), often tied to 

instructional supervision (Hunter. 1984; Gentile, 1988) or to peer coaching (Joyce 8c 

Showers, 1982), are problematic. A historiography of teacher education conducted by 

Varga (1991) has concluded that these developmental strategies are oriented less toward 

"what teaching could be" than toward tools by which teacher behavior might be 

"recreated within the grid ofthe dominant culture" (p. 23). Varga has written: "The 

observation and evaluation of teachers is a method of regulating the possibilities of 
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human action . . . a method of cultural producdon and reproduction" (1991. p. 24). 

Once again. Varga's observations highlight the emergent critique of conformist and 

assimilationist perspectives on education. However, in this case, Varga adumbrates the 

assimilationist perspectives that dominant educational paradigms tend to hold for both 

teachers and students. 

Beyond the fact that both of these approaches, instructional supervision and peer 

coaching, persist in a behavioral change orientation to leaming and development. Zeicher 

and Liston (1987) found that supervisors often fail to provide opportunities for reflective 

analysis, even in those programs purporting to emphasize reflective thinking. Although 

peer coaching is intended to be non-evaluadve. Fields (1989), in his assessment ofthe 

applicability of peer coaching models to distance leaming education, has argued that such 

observation can be perceived quite differently by some teachers. "Certainly, for it to be 

used effectively it depends upon a high level of trust and collaboration, two 

characteristics which are notably absent in many school staffs" (Fields, 1989. p. 190). 

Furthermore, peer coaching approaches are variously criticized as: expensive, time 

consuming and impractical for many schools (Fields, 1989); unable to demonstrate 

superiority over various workshop methods ofthe same model (Sparks, 1983); and 

unable to demonstrate the potential to alter teacher behavior as asserted (Robertson. 1991; 

Wade, 1985). 
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Equally problematic as a basis for a reflective-transformative perspective on 

professional development are development improvement process models (Sparks 8c 

Loucks-Horsley, 1990). These models variously emphasize curriculum development or 

adaptation, group problem solv ing, or product dev elopment through experiential leaming. 

Sparks and Loucks-Horsley (1990) have highlighted the dependence of these models on 

the assumptions associated with Knowles' (1980) paradigm of andragogv. (Note: the 

specifics of this paradigm are less important to this analysis than whether recent critique 

ofthe paradigm suggests applicability to a reconceptualization of professional 

development) Hartree (1984) has criticized the ambiguitv' surrounding whether Knowles 

(1980). in the formulation of his paradigm of andragogy. has presented a theorv of 

leaming or a theory of teaching, whether Knowles' adult andragogy is different from 

notions of child-centered leaming. and whether Knowles' is a theorv at all versus 

principles of good practice. The assumptions of Knowles' andragogy. she observes, "can 

be read as descriptions of the adult leamer . . . or as prescriptive statements about what 

the adult leamer should be like" (p. 205). In like manner. Brookfield (1986), who has 

developed criteria for the assessment of formal theories of adult leaming, contends that 

Knowles' (1980) paradigm can lead to a narrow reducdonist v iew of leaming. Previous 

discussion has detailed the manv- problems which have been associated with reductionist 

view s on learning, especiallv so called recipe learning approaches to development 

intended for adult leamers. 
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Although the individually guided and inquiry models ofthe Sparks and 

Loucks-Horsley taxonomy of developmental strategies (1990) offer the most promising 

orientations for a reflective-transformative perspective on professional development, the 

extent to which these orientations may be adapted to facilitate reflection and especially, 

transformadon. is likely to prove the delimiting factor in their efficacy. Clearh. the 

individually guided model addresses itself to those w ho argue the need for self-directed 

leaming (Rogers, 1969) in aduh education (Brockett 8c Hiemstra. 1985; Brookfield. 

1985). However, the model fails to reconcile those arguments which maintain that 

effectual reflection on theory and practice is a leaming and developmental strategy 

requiring thoughtful facilitation (Mezirow, 1981; Osterman & Kottkamp. 1993). 

Although reflection is often thought of as a solitary or meditative endeavor, Osterman 

and Kottkamp (1993) have argued that the deeply ingrained nature of our theories of 

action, and our inability to develop critical perspectives on these, suggest the need for 

facilitation in the form of another who has eamed our trust. 

In like manner, the inquiry model, through its framework for action research 

(Loucks-Horsley et al., 1987), does much to narrow the theory-practice gap in classroom 

instruction. However, in those schools where faculty are wrestling with sensitive issues, 

such as a clash between a monocultural staff and a multicultural student population, 

professional development in the form of action research may not provide adequate 

opportunities for reflection sufficient to achieve transformations in the personal meaning 

perspectiv es teachers hold about their students and their families. 
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2.1.3.5 Toward a More Reflective-Transformativ e Perspective 
on Professional Development: Svnopsis 

This section ofthe literature review examined the particulars of a more normative, 

reflective-transformative perspective on professional development. Specifically, three 

guidelines pertinent to the development of such a perspective were discussed. Lastly, this 

section ofthe chapter framed the perspective with respect to extant models of 

professional development. 

The section ofthe literature review to follow will explore the prospects for 

narrowing the descriptive-normative gap in professional development; a gap which has 

been submitted by the various analyses of this chapter (and analyses in Chapter 1). 

Specifically, this section ofthe chapter will present a detailed look at noteworthy aspects 

ofthe transformation theory of adult leaming as a promising theoretical framework for 

professional development. 

2.1.4 Narrowing the Descriptive-Normative 
gap in Professional Development 

The foregoing discussion has served to suggest the basis for the 

descriptive-normative gap in professional development first summarized in Chapter I. 

Perhaps the most promising framework for achieving some degree of closure is provided 

by Mezirow's transformation theory of aduh learning (1990, 1991). A discussion of 

transfomiation theory vis-a-vis this gap will be the focus of remaining arguments in this 

section. 
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At the terminological level, transformation theory appropriately focuses on the 

personal and professional development of individuals. The increasing body of knowledge 

which asserts that organizational improvement must begin with the indiv idual cannot be 

overemphasized (Argyris 8c Schon, 1974, 1978; Argyris, 1993; Osterman 8c Kottkamp, 

1993; Sarason, 1971, 1990). Argyris (1993) has stated that those who conceive of 

organizations as individual, group, or organizational phenomena are correct only so long 

as they limit their propositions to steady states or automated pattems of organization. 

However once the focus shifts to the complex, non-programmable issues of 

organizational dynamics, "the individual becomes the basic social structure, and 

supra-structures cannot be changed without beginning with the individual" (Argyris, 

1993, p. 36). By implication, if we aspire to truly professional, education organizations 

we must begin to treat those educators who comprise those organizations as 

professionals. 

At the theoretical level, Mezirow (1990, 1991) has provided a constmctivist 

theoretical framework for personal and professional development which is grounded in 

the interpretive meta-theoretical paradigm and an adult theory of learning and 

development. Mezirow (1991) has maintained that such a theory must encompass how 

adults learn, make sense or meaning of their experiences, explain the nature of stmctures 

that influence the way they construe experience, describe the dynamics in modifying 

meanings, and explicate the way that structures of meanings themselves undergo changes 

when learners find them dysfunctional. Mezirow believes that such a theory, centered on 
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meaning, can provide a firm foundation for a philosophy of personal and professional 

development through adult education, from which appropriate practices of goal setting, 

program development, and research may be derived. 

Finally, transformation theory has provided a sound theoretical framework 

(Brookfield, 1992) through which developers may address many of the methodological 

shortcomings extant in the practice of technocratic-instrumental professional 

development. Specifically, transformation theory as a framework for professional 

development provides for approaches which are: (a) site-specific and topic-independent; 

(b) faciliatory rather than didactic or Socratic, (c) interactive and ongoing; (d) flexible, yet 

holistic; (e) based in notions of collaboration, partnership and collegiality; (f) dialogic 

and/or interrogative; (g) reflective; and (h) transformative. 

2.1.4.1 Transformation Theory 

Mezirow has, for the past twenty years, been engaged in the development of a 

formal theory of adult learning. His seminal study of women in college re-entry programs 

(Mezirow, 1975) provided the research base from which the process of perspective 

transformation was delineated. Merriam (1987), who conducted a scopic review of adult 

learning and theory building, maintains that Mezirow's theory of transformational 

learning stands apart as a formal theory of adult leaming. 

Similarly, Brookfield (1992) has developed and elaborated specific guidelines for 

the evaluation of formal theory in adult education. Among these guidelines are 
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epistemological criteria, communicative criteria, and critical-analytic criteria for the 

evaluation of formal theory. Conceming Mezirow's transformation theory of adult 

leaming and educadon, Brookfield (1992) has written: 

A formal theoretical elaboration of considerable abstraction . 
Mezirow's . . . theory of adult educadon contains a charter (1981) for 
andragogical practice, descripdons of tools and techniques (1990) to foster 
critical reflecdon in adulthood, and guidelines (1991) for developing 
transformative adult education programs, (p. 88) 

Brookfield's observations highlight the considerable refinement that Mezirow has, since 

1975, undertaken in the purposeful development and elaboration of transformation 

theory. Mezirow has also submitted the theory to open review in the literature of adult 

education and professional development and has responded to critique in various articles 

and symposia devoted to that purpose (Mezirow, 1988, 1989). 

Mezirow has endeavored to understand how adults learn as a foundation for the 

conceptualization of adult education and personal, professional development. 

His efforts have focused on the central role ofthe construct of meaning in the leaming 

process. Mezirow (1989) maintains that this is a dimension missing from major adult 

leaming theories. Mezirow (1985a) has summarized his notions of learning: 

I have found it useful to think of learning as the extension of one's ability 
to make explicit and elaborate (to spell out), contextualize (to make 
associations within a frame of reference), validate (to establish the truth or 
authenticity of an assertion) and/or act (to perform) upon some aspect of 
one's engagement with the world, (p. 142) 

If these functions are indeed definitive of learning, then Mezirow has posited that 

education may be defined as the process of fostering this learning. By extension. 
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Mezirow's view of andragogy refers to the process of fostering this learning effort in such 

a way as to enhance the adult's ability to become increasingly intentional as a leamer. 

The implications of Mezirow's work toward a formal theory of adult education 

are profound both for adult educators and for those professionals seeking an effective, 

theoretically grounded approach to the professional development of adults in 

organizadons. Mezirow (1991) has elaborated upon the consistency ofthe transformation 

theory of adult leaming with theory of action as developed by Argyris and Schon (1974, 

1978). Accordingly, transformation theory provides not only a theoretical 

framework for professional development but also a basis for organizational 

improvement. Mezirow has stated: 

Transformation theory calls for a reassessment of educadonal goals and 
objectives, needs assessments, instmctional methods, and forms of 
evaluation to recognize the significance of communicative competence, 
critical reflection, and critical discourse in adult leaming and development. 
(1988, p. 227) 

As these arguments attest, transformation theory takes a considerably broader perspectiv e 

on adult leaming (as in a reconceptualization of leaming as something considerable more 

complicated than behavioral change) and professional development (as grounded in 

critical reflection and perspective transformation rather than a linear sequence of needs 

assessments, goal-setting, and implementation) than the technocratic-instrumental 

perspective. As both Mezirow (1991) and Osterman and Kottkamp (1993) have argued, 

develop the individual first and those individuals will the develop the kind of 

organization capable of purposeful adaptation to a myriad of environmental changes and 

contingencies. 
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Inter alia, transformation theorv has as its current context "the insurgence of 

constructivism" (Mezirow. 1991. p. xiii). Saunders (1992) has discussed the many ways 

in which this constmctiv ist perspectiv e is fast becoming the dominant paradigm in the 

field of cognitive psychology, while Phillip Candy (1989. p. 98) has identified the 

following assumptions of this constructivist perspective: 

• People participate in the construction of reality. 
• Constmction occurs within a context that influences people. 
• Constmction is a constant activ ity that focuses on change and novelty rather than 

fixed conditions. 
• Commonlv accepted categories of understanding are sociallv constructed, not 

derived from observation. 
• Forms of negotiated understanding are integrally connected with other human 

activities. 
• The subjects of research should be considered as knowing human beings. 
• Locus of control is within the subjects themselves, and complex behav ior is 

constructed purposefullv. 
• Human interactions are based on intricate social roles, the mles goveming w hich 

are often implicit. 

The constmctiv ist elements of Mezirow's theoretical approach are constant with these 

assumptions as detailed bv Candy (1989) and are most consistent with the interpretive 

meta-theoretical paradigm as detailed by Burrell and Morgan (1979). Mezirow (1991. 

p. xiv) has identified the following specific, constmctivist assumptions underlying 

transformation theory: 

• a conv iction that meaning exists within ourselves rather than in extemal forms 
• a conviction that the personal meanings which we attribute to our experience are 

acquired and v alidated through human interaction and communication 
• an understanding that our actions toward things are based on the meanings that the 

things have for us 
• an understanding that these meanings are handled in and modified through an 

interpretive process that we use in dealing with the things we encounter. 
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Additionally. Mezirow's transformation theorv has. as its social theoretical context, much 

ofthe work of Habermas (1971, 1984). especially his deliberations regarding knowledge 

and human interest and his theory of communicative acdon. A discussion ofthe 

contribution of Habermas and others toward a broader perspective on professional 

development and educational leadership is provided in the subsections to follow. 

2.1.4.2 Toward a Broader Perspective 

Yeakey (1987) has contended that attempts to divorce school organizational 

research from its social and political context, that is. the notion of decontextualism, is one 

ofthe more notable weaknesses of orthodox theory and the dominant, 

stmctural-functionalist perspective, in educational leadership. It has been asserted that 

such decontextual presentation of administrative thought in joumals and in 

textbooks removes much of administrative action from the wider context in which it 

occurs, thus rendering administrative theory a sterile mimic ofthe actual world in which 

it is situated (Foster, 1986; Yeakey, 1987). 

Yeakey (1987) has variously advocated the application of many of Habermas"s 

ideas to the search for knowledge regarding the dynamics of organizations. Yeakey has 

been critical ofthe structural-functional ist orientation toward organizational thought, and 

she has cogently argued the need for a broader perspective on organizational dynamics 

and the arena of educational leadership. Yeakey's arguments point to the generally 

technocratic-instrumental character of descriptive, educational leadership (as in an 
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emphasis on tools and techniques), not just with respect to professional development. 

Like Hargreaves (1994a). she does much to highlight the ver} sterile perspecdve this 

predisposition brings to organizational and human resource analyses. 

Yeakey. in explicating her arguments for a broader perspective, has argued that 

perspectives exclusively focused on organizational dynamics are largelv bereft of serious 

efforts to describe or analyze schools themselves (1987). She has found most promising 

the growing acceptance ofthe fact that schools should not be studied as though they were 

something other than schools. For her. schools are not passiv e entities but activ e and 

reactiv e institutional forces which provide legitimacy for the social and 

economic-systemic arrangement and ideologies to which they are so intricately 

connected. 

As Yeakey has noted. Habermas offers a broader perspectiv e on the social and 

political context of human endeavor. His analysis begins with knowledge and its 

inextricable ties to human interests and means of control of social organization. 

2.1.4.3 Knowledge Constitutiv e Interests 

Habermas proceeds from the position that knowledge is historically and sociallv 

rooted and interest bound (Roderick, 1986). His theorv of knowledge constitutive 

interests w as developed to explain the relationship between knowledge and human 

activity. 
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Habermas (1971) has argued that knowledge originates in human interests and 

means of control of social organization. Habermas has differentiated among three generic 

areas in which human interest generates knowledge: technical, practical, and 

emancipator}. According to Mezirow (1991), emancipatory interests are essential to 

adult, self-directed, leaming. This is true because the insights that we may gain through 

critical self-awareness are emancipatory in helping us recognize the correct reasons for 

our problems. The three knowledge constitutive interests differentiated by Habermas are 

grounded in three divergent aspects of social existence: work, interaction, and power. 

The respective coupling of these areas of human interest and social existence leads to a 

particular type of knowledge and a specific means of knowing, or method of inquirv. 

In this way. Habermas (1971) has conceptualized our organization of daily 

experience as a function of three knowlege-constitutive interests. To Habermas. these 

interests stmcture and organize both our perceptions and our knowledge of realitv. 

Although these three discrete cognitive interests each respond to a different problem in 

human experience, these interests also give rise to different forms of knowledge and 

knowing. 

So. this conceptual framework of knowledge constitutive interests maintains that 

different human interests necessitate different forms of knowledge, and each of 

these resultant knowledge domains requires a different method of systematic objective 

inquirv' based on different, but internally coherent, forms of rationality. Habermas has 
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written: "Rationality has less to do with the possession of knowledge than with how 

speaking and acdng subjects acquire and use knowledge" (1984, p. 8). The subsections to 

follow will discuss and elaborate upon each ofthe three knowledge constitutiv e interests 

posited by Habermas. 

2.1.4.3.1 Technical Interests 

The technical interests outlined by Habermas (1971) are reflected in the human 

need to control and manipulate the external environment. Such manipulation and control 

necessitates instrumental actions which are goal-directed, feedback-controlled 

interventions in a world, the objectiveness of which, is presumed. Determination of 

appropriate and effective strategies for instrumental action necessitates an instmmental 

rationality based on empirical knowledge and govemed by technical mles. Habermas has 

warranted that this way of knowing solicits analysis of objects or events in order to 

identify nomothetic regularities among them. Hence, the empirical-analvlic sciences hold 

dominion over this realm of knowledge constitutive interests. 

Habermas has asserted that the instrumental rationality so intricately associated 

with the technical domain has become a pervasive ideology. The indiscriminate 

application of instrumental rationalitv to all objects and events reduces moral, aesthetic, 

political and other issues to technical problems worthy of resolution via 

empirical-analytic methodologies (Bullough 8c Goldstein, 1984). 
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Posidvism provides the philosophical basis for the empirical-analytic 

methodologies which produce technically pragmatic knowledge. Positivism is based 

upon the ontological presupposition of an objective world grounded in and referenced to 

an external reality as experienced by the senses. The empirical analytic sciences 

emphasize the ideals of explanation, prediction, and control. Accordingly, the search for 

cause and effect relationships is the sin qua non of positivistic, empirical-analytic, 

research in education. 

The operational approach ofthe empirical-analytic sciences, grounded in 

instrumental rationality, treats education as the means to a given end. Accordingly, 

teaching and learning behaviors are elements in a system that can, in principle, prove 

controllable as the means to an end (Carr 8c Kemmis, 1986). By extension, educational 

research assumes its empirical-analytic role in the evaluation ofthe efficiency with which 

objectives are achieved. Teaching, under this view, becomes a skilled craft based on 

technical prowess. Two primary criticisms have characterized the Habermasian (1971, 

1984) complaint concerning the almost exclusive application of instrumental rationality 

to explain events of social interaction (such as teaching and leaming). 

First, Habermas found fault with the indiscriminate use of instmmental rationality 

as the criterion for all forms of knowledge. Habermas has not rejected positivism or 

instmmental rationality. He has rejected their universal application as the only way of 

knowing. Instrumental reasoning which denies that values can be rationally discussed 
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within the rubric of its framework is incapable of identifying which values should or 

should not be pursued (Fisher, 1978). Despite its axiological basis in effectiveness and 

efficiency, instmmental rationality categorically dismisses the notion that values may be 

rationally determined. Carr and Kemmis (1986) have described the limitations of 

applying instrumental reasoning to educational situations as "moral constraint" (p.76). 

Similarly. Apple (1975) has criticized the blanket use of technocradc models in education 

for their tendency to obscure the fact that the educator is making profound ethical 

decisions about a group of other human beings. 

Secondly, Habermas (1971, 1984) has distinguished between invariant cause and 

effect relationships that will prove true in all situations, and such relations that exist 

because of extant social factors and conditions that are changeable. Whereas traditional 

science seeks to discover universal laws and then to test them by predicting natural 

behavior, humans, except for certain instinctive and other low-level functions, do not 

behave, they act. As was discussed Subsecdon 2.1.2.2.2.1 of this chapter, actions, unlike 

behavior, are borne of intention. Accordingly, actions have meaning to the extent that as 

preconditions change, intentions may change regardless ofthe sameness of recorded 

behavior. 

The conceptual framework of knowledge constitutive interests, as developed by 

Habermas (1971) encompasses, not just our technical interests, but or practical and 

emancipatory interests as well. The discussion to follow will elaborate upon the 

Habermasian notion of practical interests. 
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2.1.4.3.2 Practical Interests 

According to Habermas, language tends to be the focus of an indiv idual's practical 

interests as it furthers mutual understanding of individual interests and needs. Social 

action is coordinated to satisfy those mutual interests and needs. Practical knowledge lies 

in the norms that form the common tradition underlining society, and it provides the basis 

for the mutual understanding of intentions and actions within the context of rule governed 

institutions (Hoffman, 1987). It is practical in the sense that it clarifies the conditions for 

interaction and communicative action (Hoffman. 1987). Habermas has recapitulated how 

communicative action is a distinctively different way of knowing from the instmmental 

action with which one seeks effective control of reality: 

Communicative action is govemed by binding consensual norms, which 
define reciprocal expectations about behavior and which must be 
understood and recognized by at least two acting subjects. Social norms 
are enforced through sanctions. Their meaning is objectified in ordinary 
language communication. While the validity of technical mles and 
strategies depend on that of empirically true or analytically correct 
propositions, the validity of social norms is grounded only in the 
intersubjectivity of the mutual understanding of intentions and secured by 
the general recognition of obligations. (1970, p. 92) 

For Habermas. mutually decided norms and mutual expectations about behavior govem 

communicative action and these mutually decided norms and expectations must be both 

recognized and understood by at least two persons if communicative action is to prove 

purposeful. Beyond this mutual relationship, certain social norms decided among many 

persons also influence the character of these relationships and are enforced through 

sanctions. The meaning of these norms and these sanctions is clarified and symbolized in 

language communication. What norms and what sanctions will be tolerated must also be 
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decided between and among the persons to whom they will prov e applicable and will be 

secured only through the recognition by those persons ofthe obligations implied. Oft-

times our awareness of our communicative actions would seem far more tacit than our 

awareness of more strategic, instmmental actions. Perhaps this is related to the 

distinctively instmmental preoccupation of so much of our education. 

Habermas (1971. 1984) has argued that it is the interpretive and hermeneutic 

sciences that are the appropriate scientific methodologies for systematic inquiry into the 

domain of practical knowledge. These sciences emphasize intersubjective meaning as 

developed in context and based on consensual norms and expectations. The interpretive 

and hermeneutical approaches acknowledge that the educational drama is enacted amidst 

complex social situations sufficiently dynamic as to preclude systemization. This 

perspective asserts that educational aims are not teleological. but criteria for the process 

of education as a social activ itv (Carr 8c Kemmis. 1986). These criteria are based on the 

experience and the leaming that singularly distinguish educational processes. The 

educational process is not treated as a craft but as an iterativ e practice guided by multiple 

complex intentions modified in context. 

The concept of normativ elv regulated action is. from the interpretive and practical 

knowledge points of vievy. particularly germane to the complexities and constraints of the 

educational milieu. The sociohistorical framework of educative action imposes 

normative constraints delimiting the scope of educational practice. More than a body of 

rules the normativ e framework encompasses both indiv idual and societal expectations for 
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education, as well as the normative expectations of generally accepted educational 

practice constrained by a legal and political context. 

The conceptual framework of knowledge-constitutive interests, as developed bv 

Habermas (1971), describes, not only our technical and practical interests, but also 

our emancipatory interests. These emancipatory interests are discussed in the subsection 

to follow. 

2.1.4.3.3 Emancipatory Interests 

Emancipatory interests are a third set of knowledge constitutive interests detailed 

by Habermas. Self-knowledge, self-reflection, freedom, relational autonomy, and our 

own weltanshauung (world view) define our emancipatory interests (Bullough & 

Goldstein, 1984; Carr & Kemmis, 1986; Min, 1992). This emancipation is from libidinal, 

institutional, and environmental forces or constraints which minimize our options and the 

degree of rational control we have over our lives. Frequently, these constraints are taken 

for granted or reified as being beyond our human control. According to Mezirow (1991), 

the insights that we may gain through critical self-awareness are emancipatory in helping 

us recognize the correct reasons for our problems. 

Systemadc inquiry into emancipatory interests is, according to Habermas, 

accomplished through critique. This critique endeavors to detemiine when theoretical 

statements apprehend invariant regularities of social action, "when they express 
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ideological forced relations of dependence that can in principle be transformed" 

(Habermas, 1971. p. 310). This nodon of cridque underscores an individual's capacity to 

emancipate himself/herself from self-imposed constraints, reified social forces and 

institutions, and conditions of distorted communication. This capacity is based in 

self-reflective and self-determinative potendals. 

Hence, education may be viewed as a social activity with social consequences. 

Actively engaged in social reproduction, it transcends the development of an individual as 

it typifies an intrinsically political process that affects the life chances of those involved 

in that process. Historically located educational activities take place against a 

sociohistorical background and project a perspective on the future. Carr and Kemmis 

(1986) have clarified these arguments by noting that every act of teaching and every 

learning opportunity raises issues about educadonal purpose, the social situation that is 

modeled, the patterning and constraints of these activities on relationships among 

participants, and the type of knowledge that teaching and leaming support. 

Our technical, practical, and emancipatory interests are each essential to our 

capacity for intentional learning, especially in adulthood. Discussion to follow will 

explore these relationships in an analysis ofthe transformation theoretical 

conceptualization of intentional learning. 
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2.1.4.4 Intentional Leaming 

For Mezirow (1991). technical and practical human interests lead to a search for 

knowledge in two distinctive, but interacting, domains of intentional leaming. the 

instmmental and the communicative. Emancipatory human interests result in two 

primary leaming processes applicable to both the instmmental and communicative 

domains, reflective and transformative learning. Each of these learning domains are 

important aspects ofthe transformation theory of adult leaming. 

2.1.4.4.1 Instrumental Leaming 

Mezirow (1991) has explicated how the instmmental domain of leaming is 

predicated upon notions of instrumental strategies and action. This domain heavily 

emphasizes cause-effect relationships and leaming through task oriented problem solving. 

Piaget (1967) described the hypothetical-deductive form of reasoning involved in this 

domain in terms of formal operations and conceptualized it as a final developmental stage 

in human ontogeny, emerging in adolescence. Instmmental leaming. as conceptualized 

within the mbric of transformation theory, seeks meaning deductively, in task-oriented 

problem solving, by testing a hypothetical meaning scheme (a specific attitude or belief) 

that is believed to more effectively influence a cause-effect relationship in a way that 

increases control over a problem situation. 

Instrumental learning revolves around predictions related to observable events, 

predictions that can be proven correct or incorrect. Problem solving emphasizes the 
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analysis of variables and the dissecdon of a whole situadon into its constituent parts. 

Instrumental leaming underlines a prescriptive form of inquiry. Nonetheless. Mezirow 

(1991) cautions that instrumental leaming is, to a considerable degree, dependent upon 

communicative leaming. Specifically, a set of consensually, rather than empirically, 

established meanings is behind each instrumental leaming scenario. Both instmmental 

learning and empirical verification are dependent upon communicativ e leaming premises. 

Consistent with arguments posited by Lincoln and Guba (1985) the search for knowledge 

in the instmmental domain, like all forms of inquiry, is, thus, value laden and/or theor>' 

determined. 

2.1.4.4.2 Communicativ e Leaming 

For Mezirow (1991). leaming in the communicative domain is predicated upon 

our practical knowledge interests. Communicative or dialogic leaming involves 

understanding, describing, and explaining intentions; values; ideals; philosophical, 

psv chological, or educational concepts; and other phenomena. Mezirow has warranted 

that all of these are shaped decisively by cultural and linguistic codes as well as social 

norms and expectations. The purpose of communicative leaming is communication, 

understanding what others mean and endeavoring to make ourselves understood. For 

Mezirow. the most significant leaming in adulthood falls into this domain. 

The goals of understanding and inquiry in the communicative domain 

accent, not only control and manipulation, but clarification of conditions for 
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communication and intersubjecdvity — "the process of relating to another as a 

psychological subject (an agent like oneself) rather than as an object to be controlled and 

manipulated" (Mezirow, 1991, p. 79). The communicadve learner proacdvely and 

purposefully negotiates his or her way through a multiplicity of encounters by using 

language and gesture and by apprehending the actions of others. The communicative 

learning process is governed by social norms which act as a point of reference and as the 

preconditions for understanding. 

Communication (symbolic interaction) subsumes assertions about the meaning of 

an extensive scope of experience in several dimensions ranging form the concrete to the 

abstract. Continuously, we must determine the validity of statements, predictions, 

explications, arguments, and contradictions. We must judge between such dichotomous 

relationships as correct or incorrect, right or wrong, helpful and harmful. The validity of 

these symbolic interactions ofthe communicative learning domain cannot be determined 

through the hypothetical-deductive inquiry particular to instrumentalism. Instead, this 

validity must be established consensually. through rational discourse. 

The sort of universal agreement arising from consensual validation and 

exemplified by the judgment of a jury in a court of law, is an ideal seldom achieved. 

Instead, meaning is validated in dialogic or communicative learning through a best 

judgment consensus arrived at through critical discourse (Mezirow, 1989). The threat of 

coercion as a basis for consensus necessitates standards for defining what constitutes a 

reasonable consensus, reasonably arrived at (Mezirow. 1991). 
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Typically, we assume that what is said to us by others conforms to four criteria: 

the communication is comprehensible, it is true, the speaker is truthful or sincere, and 

what is asserted is appropriate to the context ofthe communication (McCarthy. 1979). 

On those pivotal occasions when any of these four criteria appears questionable. 

Mezirow (1989) has stated that dialogue is temporarily detoured until the concem 

is reconciled. These critical junctures in our experience are the occasions upon w hich 

communicadve leaming assumes a new dimension. According to Mezirow (1985b), 

we enter into a reflective assessment of validity and a form of dialogue in which the 

validity of ideas is seen as hypothetical and is explicitly deliberated as problematic. 

This critical discourse is often predicated on a critical reassessment ofthe assumptions on 

which the prevailing norms of appropriateness are based. Mezirow has warranted that 

discourse involves a suspension of a priori judgment conceming the value of an idea so 

that the weight of evidence or the better argument is able to affirm or negate its validity. 

At the interpersonal level, it is consensus among two or more participants in a discourse 

that determines validity. Normatively, consensual validity is based upon the cogency of 

arguments alone. At the level of discourse, the sort of consensus desired is not limited to 

agreement among those immediately involved. Instead, such discourse striv es for an 

ideal wherein the evidence and arguments offered in support of a claim to tmth are such 

that any rational, objective, and informed judge would arrive at the same conclusion. 

Mezirow (1991) has described two reasons why the verv nature of 

communication implies the existence of optimal condidons for participadon in rational 
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discourse: (a) because validity testing of challenged or disputed meaning is so central to 

understanding the conditions under which the meaning of a communicated idea is true, 

and (b) because so much of what we need to understand must be consensually validated. 

According to Mezirow (1991, pp. 77-78), participants in an ideal discourse would: 

• have accurate and complete information, 
• be free from coercion and distorting self-deception, 
• be able to weigh evidence and assess arguments objectively. 
• be open to alternative perspectives, 
• be able to become critically reflective upon presuppositions and their consequences, 
• have equal opportunity to participate, and 
• be able to accept an informed objective and rational consensus as a legitimate test 

of validity. 

It is Mezirow's contention that these conditions supply the grounds for the determination 

of criteria by which one may judge the developmental level of meaning perspectives 

(perceptual filters), educational process, and social goals. "They become the bridge 

between the is, the present nature ofthe adult learning process, and the ought, an 

educational and social philosophy" (Mezirow, 1991, p. 78). Mezirow (1985a, 1991) has 

persuasively argued that rational discourse under these conditions would foster and 

enable critical reflection and a more purposeful level of commutative competence (see 

Appendix A). Although Mezirow has acknowledged that these ideal discourse conditions 

are seldom attained, he establishes them as a standard against which to assess educational 

and social praxis (see Appendix A). 

These conditions for an ideal discourse also provide the criteria forjudging 

the superiority of a meaning perspective (an orienting frame of reference or 
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personal paradigm). As will be discussed, meaning perspectives are habits of expectation 

which filter the way we perceive and apprehend our experience. They are learned and 

may be transformed through critical reflection upon the premises which constitute 

their foundation. 

Mezirow (1991) has described the form of inquiry involved in communicative 

learning as designative, in contrast to the prescriptive form of instrumental learning. 

Through dialectical reasoning and argumentation, consensual judgments are enabled. 

Cause-effect relationships are not established through dialogic leaming; instead, insight 

and understanding are empowered through symbolic interaction. Metaphors are the tools 

of communicative learning, just as hypotheses are the reasoning tools of instrumental 

leaming. We apprehend what is unknown through associations with what we know. 

Schon (1979) has treated metaphor as central to the task of accounting for our 

perspecdves on the world. This sense ofthe term metaphor designates both a certain type 

of product, (a perspective or frame) and a certain kind of process, (a process by which 

new world views are enabled). The yield of this process, which Schon calls generative 

metaphors, are symptomatic ofthe carryover of these frames or perspectives from one 

domain of experience to another. Mezirow (1991) has challenged that we must become 

aware of and be able to criticize these tacit, generative metaphors. 

Since the production of communicative leaming is a tentative explanation, the 

type of inference involved is called abducdve (Mezirow, 1991). Just as instmmental 

learning employs hypothetical-deductive logic, the logic of communicative leaming is 
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metaphorical-abductive. This latter logic proceeds from the concrete to the abstract, 

rather than from the abstract to the concrete. According to Hanson (1981). induction 

explains what is actually extant, deduction M'hat must be, and abduction what may be (see 

Appendix A). 

Of instrumental learning, communicative learning, and reflectivity; perhaps the 

most important of these three aspects of intentional learning is the transformation 

theoretical notion of reflectivity. Discussion to follow will explore this concept as an 

aspect of intentional learning and as an important constmct in the transformation theory 

of adult leaming. 

2.1.4.4.3 Reflecdvity 

The notion of reflectivity is, according to Mezirow (1991). a process which 

involves an examination ofthe assumptions and premises of either the instmmental or 

communicative domain of leaming. Reflecdvity arises from our emancipatory interests. 

The knowledge of reflectivity is gained through self-reflection, as distinct from the 

knowledge which arises from our technical interest in the objective world or our practical 

interests in social relationships. When self-reflection is critical, it involv es a reappraisal 

of prev iously unquestioned and accepted presuppositions that sustain our fears and 

inhibitions, as well as our pattems of interaction and their consequences in our 

relationships. Mezirow has asserted: 

Knowledge gained through self-reflective learning may be distorted and all 
learning about oneself is not necessarily reflective. Most of what we have 
leamed about ourselves has not been examined for unconsciouslv 
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incorporated assumptions about the stability of our roles, internal 
prohibitions, or pattems of thought, percepdon, and response. (1991. 
pp. 87-88) 

For Mezirow, the key to truly reflective leaming is the realization that the transformation 

theoretical notion of reflection connotes more than introspection or thoughtfulness since 

both of these may be distorted. Instead, the transformation theoretical notion of reflection 

connotes validity testing whereas the notion of critical reflection connotes both validity 

testing and a challenging or confronting of presuppositions and assumptions in prior 

learning. Each of these constructs will be thoroughly explicated in Subsection 2.1.4.5 of 

this chapter. 

Importantly, the self-knowledge gained through reflection is a function of both 

communicadve learning (of how others interpret us) and instrumental learning (the 

feedback we receive on our competence to perform). Similarly, reflection is not limited 

to the hypothetical-deductive methods ofthe instrumental domain; it is also a way of 

leaming in the metaphorical-abductive dimensions ofthe communicative domain. 

Ultimately, the process of reflectivity encompasses both what Mezirow (1991) has termed 

reflective and transformative leaming, both of which, are applicable to either the 

instrumental or communicative domains of leaming. Subsequent discussion will 

elaborate these relationships. 

According to transformation theory (Mezirow, 1991), all self-reflection which is 

critical is appraisive (of presuppositions and assumptions in prior leaming) rather than 

prescriptive (see Subsecdon 2.1.4.4.1 of this chapter) or designative (see Subsection 

2.1.4.4.2 of this chapter). Dramatic personal and social changes are possible when we 
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gain awareness ofthe way that our epistemic, psychological, and cultural assumptions 

(see Subsection 2.1.4.8 for a detailed explication of these assumptions) have created or 

contributed to our dependence on forces that we have regarded as unchangeable. 

Through critical self-reflection: 

the learner is presented with an altemative way of interpreting feelings and 
patterns of action; the old meaning scheme or perspective is negated and is 
either replaced or reorganized to incorporate new insights . . . we come 
to see our reality more inclusively, to understand more clearly, and to 
integrate our experience better. (Mezirow, 1991, p. 88) 

For Mezirow, critical self-reflection thus enables increasingly inclusive, discriminating, 

permeable, and integrative meaning perspectives. Yet, Mezirow (1991) has warranted 

that a transformed consciousness, the product of critical self-reflection, does not 

necessarily and automatically lead to a predictable form of action in a specific situation. 

For Mezirow, there is no basic one-to-one relationship between the transformation of 

critical reflection and a decision to take a specific action or change one's behavior. 

Were this the case, everyone who wished to do so would have quit smoking long ago. As 

learners come to be critically reflective ofthe presuppositions upon which their beliefs 

are predicated, as they learn about the sources and consequences of these presuppositions, 

meaning transformations become possible. A part of this process is the discovery that 

one is not alone in his or her problem. Thus, the potential for individual or collective 

action based upon the transformation may develop and is desirable. 

However, for Mezirow the decision to take such action or engage in behavioral 

change is the learner's decision, not the educator's. According to Mezirow. it must be the 

leamer's decision whether or not to take action based upon critical reflection or a meaning 
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transformation. The educator must realize that action suggested bv critical reflection may 

be impeded bv various contingencies such as lack of information, psychological 

hang-ups. situational constraints, or an absence of required skills. 

Hav ing discussed the importance of reflectiv ity to intentional learning, as well as 

the manner in which reflectivity mav serv e as a foundation for reflection on behaviors, 

feelings, thoughts, and actions, it becomes important to more fully explain the 

transformadon theoretical nodon of reflection. Accordingly. Mezirow's (1991) notion of 

reflection as a theoretical constmct is the subject of discussion to follow. 

2.1.4.5 Understanding Mezirow's Notion of Reflection 

Reflection is an acutely important concept to the transformation theory of adult 

leaming. Reflection is. for Mezirow (1991), the central dynamic in intentional leaming. 

problem solv ing, and validity testing through rational discourse. Essentially, intentional 

leaming typifies the explication ofthe meaning of an experience, reinterpretation of that 

meaning, or application of it in thoughtful and purposeftjl action. Mezirow has supported 

his contention that most theoretical work and research on leaming has inordinately 

emphasized problem solving and the roles of perception, recogmtion, recall, and memorv. 

at the expense ofthe studv of reflection. For Mezirow, it is reflection which enables 

action and reinterpretation as well as a validation of what has been leamed. One reason 

for this failure may be the lack of clarity regarding the concept of reflection in both 

psychological theorv and in common usage. The term is generally used by leaming 
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theorists as a synonym for thoughtful action (Mezirow, 1991). However, transformation 

theory holds that thoughtful action does not necessarily connote reflection. 

For a definition of reflection, Mezirow (1991) has drawn upon, but has not limited 

himself to, the work of Dewey who held that reflective processes must involve critical 

inquiry. Transformation theory holds that reflection means validity testing (Mezirow, 

1991). Accordingly, the validadon of prior learning or the focusing of attention upon the 

grounds or justification for our beliefs is the core function of reflection. If experience 

causes us to doubt the truth, authenticity, or validity ofthe assertions made or implied by 

others, we must, according to Mezirow, resolve these concerns before we can continue 

to leam. 

Mezirow (1991) has charged that critical reflection, on the other hand, is the 

central dynamic of problem solving, problem posing, and the transformation of meaning 

schemes and meaning perspectives. (Note: critical reflection denotes, not just validity 

testing, but a challenging and confronting of presuppositions and assumptions in prior 

learning) In this type of reflection, we critically assess the content, process, or premise(s) 

of our attempts to interpret and give meaning to an experience. In an acutely important of 

theoretical perspectives related to reflectivity, Mezirow has differentiated among these 

three forms of reflection: 

Reflection involves the critique of assumptions about the content or 
process of problem solving. Premises are special cases of assumptions. 
The critique of premises or presuppositions [critical reflection] pertains to 
problem posing as distinct from problem solving. Problem posing 
involves making a taken-for-granted situation problematic, raising 
questions regarding its validity. . . Reflection on the content, process, 
and premises of problem solving is not limited to expediting leaming 
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related to hypothetical-deductive problem solving; it is also the way we 
learn in metaphorical-abductive problem solving. If we are to facilitate 
leaming, we must differentiate among these three tv pes of reflection . . . 
so we may design appropriate educational interventions for each. (1991. 
pp. 105-106) 

Content reflection (reflection on the what of our behaviors, feelings, thoughts, actions, 

leamings, or applications) and process reflection (reflection on the how of our behaviors, 

feelings, thoughts, actions, learnings, or applications) allows us to change (create, 

confirm, negate, transform ) our meaning schemes. Premise reflection (critical reflection 

on the why of behaviors, feelings, thoughts, actions, learnings, or applications) facilitates 

the transformation of our meaning perspectives (see Figure 2.1 for an illustration of these 

relationships among content, process, and premise reflection). A particular type of logic, 

dialectic-presuppositional, is the hallmark of premise reflecdon. Mezirow (1991) has 

characterized dialectic-presuppostional logic as a movement through cognitive structures 

guided by the identification of and judging of presuppositions. 

2.1.4.6 Clarification of Theoretical Nomenclature 

Mezirow has developed perhaps the most complete elaboration and differentiation 

to date with respect to reflective dynamics. However, if one is to purposefully 

comprehend the important dynamics ofthe transformation theory of adult leaming, it 

becomes important to differentiate among various concepts as related to these dynamics. 

Accordingly, some clarification of nomenclature is necessary at this juncture and 
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Figue 2 1: Transformation Theorv Dvnamics. 
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extensive citation ofthe author is consequential in order to establish the validitv 

interpretations the author has made with respect to these concepts and this nomenclature. 

To wit, Mezirow (1991) has stated: 

Transfonnative leaming pertains to both the transformation of meaning 
schemes through content and process reflection and the transformation of 
meaning perspectives through premise reflection. . . . Reflective 
leaming involves the confirmation, addition, or transformation of ways of 
interpreting experience. Transformative leaming results in new or 
transformed meaning schemes or. when reflection focuses on premises, 
transformed meaning perspectives, (p. 117) 

Thus, for Mezirow, reflective learning is but confirmative since neither meaning schemes 

nor meaning perspectives are transformed. Transformative leaming, on the other hand, 

may prompt new meaning schemes, transformed meaning schemes, or transformed 

meaning perspectives. This discussion seems, at first glance, perspicacious with respect to 

reflective dynamics. However, Mezirow also relates the following: 

Reflective leaming can be either confirmative or transformative. It 
becomes transformative when assumptions are found to be distorting, 
inauthentic, or otherwise unjustified. Transformative leaming results in 
new or transformed meaning schemes or when reflecdon focuses on 
premises, new or transformed meaning perspectives—that is, in 
perspective transformation. While not all adult educadon involves 
reflective or transformative learning, reflective and hence transformativ e 
leaming surely should be considered a cardinal goal of adult education. 
(1991,p. I l l ) 

Consequently. Mezirow's explication indicates that reflective learning is a subcomponent 

of reflectivity (an increased awareness conceming or an examination of behaviors, 

feelings, thoughts, actions, leamings, or applications) which may prove either 

confirmative (that is, confirmative-reflective learning) or transformative (that is, 

transformative-reflective leaning). This explication farther submits that transformative 
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leaming (that is. transformadve-reflectiv e leaming) is a subcomponent of reflection 

(which may assume three forms) which is a subcomponent of reflective leaming which is 

a subcomponent of reflectivity. This author's interpretation of these relationships is 

illustrated in Figure 2.1. Cognizant of these relationships, this analysis will proceed with 

Mezirow's temi 'transformative leaming.' recognizing that such leaming is 

transformative-reflective learning. Similarly, this analysis will continue according to 

Mezirow's use ofthe term 'reflective leaming' mindful ofthe fact that such leaming may 

prov e either confirmativ e or transformativ e. 

As the aforementioned discussion has explicated, the transformation in 

transformation theory connotes the transformation of meaning perspectives and meaning 

schemes. A more detailed discussion of these two important constmcts is prov ided in the 

subsection to follow. 

2.1.4.7 Meaning Perspecdves And Meaning Schemes 

Hav ing cited the terms meaning perspectives and meaning schemes in relation to a 

discussion of reflective and transformative leaming. it becomes necessary to elaborate on 

Mezirow's use of these terms with respect to the transformation theory of adult leaming. 

The notion of a conceptual apparatus which helps one define, describe and explain 

problematic matters is pervasive in the social sciences. Even Sztompka's (1974) early 

and casual review of sociological literature discovered no less than thirty-three terms 

attempting to describe this meta-scientific notion. Mezirow (1991) has chosen the temi 
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meaning perspective to refer to "the structure of assumptions within which one's past 

experience assimilates and transforms new experience" (p. 42). This meaning perspective 

constitutes an habitual set of expectations providing an orienting frame of reference that 

one uses in the projection of symbolic models, as it serves as a tacit belief system for the 

interpretation and evaluation of the meaning of experience. This orientating frame of 

reference may also operate as a perceptual filter on experience. Mezirow has detailed 

three types of meaning perspectives: (a) epistemic meaning perspectives embodv the way 

we know and the uses that we make ofthe resultant knowledge; (b) sociolinguistic 

meaning perspectives encompass the notions of social norms/roles, cultural/language 

codes, secondarv socialization, philosophies, theories, and more; (c) psychological 

meaning perspectives include the influences of self-concept, locus of control, lost 

functions, inhibitions, and characterological preferences. 

Mezirow (1991) has asserted that our meaning perspectives filter the way we 

project our symbolic models (frames of reference) imaginatively to interpret and constme 

what we experience through our senses. Language and symbolic interaction 

(communication) objectify and expand upon these models. The most significant 

transformations in leaming are transformations of meaning perspectives (Mezirow. 1991). 

According to Mezirow (1991), each of our meaning perspecdves accommodates 

several meaning schemes. This, temiinologv may at times seem somewhat confiasing. 
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Howev er. Mezirow has prov ided a cogent explanation ofthe latter term and, in order to 

avoid any misunderstanding, the author will cite this explanation: 

A meaning scheme is the particular knowledge, beliefs, value judgments, 
and feelings that become articulated in an interpretation. Meaning 
schemes are the concrete manifestations of our habitual orientation and 
expectations (meaning perspectives) and translate these general 
expectations into specific ones that guide our actions. . . . A meaning 
scheme may pertain to how to do something (instrumental leaming), how 
to understand what others mean (communicative leaming). or how to 
understand oneself Meaning schemes are much more likely to be 
examined critically and transformed bv reflection . . . than meaning 
perspectives. (1991. p. 44) 

As this citation indicates, making meaning is, for Mezirow. central to what leaming is all 

about. Thus, leaming may. in one sense, be understood as the process of using a prior 

interpretation to constme a new or rev ised interpretation of the meaning of one's dailv 

experience in preparation for future action. 

One verv notable reason why Mezirow maintains that critical self-reflection, as a 

component of transformation theorv. is so important is his assertion that our meaning 

perspectiv es. and by association, our meaning schemes, are often based upon distortions 

of premise and assumption. Thus, it is purposefiil to explore these distortions in order to 

fully appreciate the singular importance of critical self-reflection to transformation theory 

and to both personal and professional development in adulthood. 

2.1.4.8 Distortions Of Premise And Assumption 

Mezirow has variouslv asserted that we construe meanings by projecting symbolic 

models v ia meaning perspectives onto the feedback from our senses. Furthermore, we 
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regularly formulate metaphorical inferences to derive the meaning schemes that embodv 

the interpretadons of our experience (Mezirow, 1985a, 1990. 1991). Since these 

symbolic models, metaphors, meaning perspectives, and meaning schemes are frequently 

an outcome of unreflective personal or cultural assimilation, Mezirow (1991) has 

forewarned that the potential for the distortion of assumptions and premises renders 

discourse and critical reflection indispensable for the validation of expressed ideas. Even 

(1987) has summarized the idea of such distortions with the term "Baggage Barriers" 

(p. 22). Distorted assumptions or premises are those that prompt the leamer to view 

reality in a manner that arbitrarily limits inclusion, differentiation, openness, or the 

integration of experience. More or less fully developed meaning perspectives are, 

according to Mezirow (1991). subject to epistemic, sociolinguistic, and psychological 

distortions, each of which, will be discussed in the subsections to follow. 

2.1.4.8.1 Epistemic Distortions 

Geuss (1981) has summarized three types of distorted epistemic premises. One 

such premise is the assumption that propositions are meaningful only if they can be 

verified empirically. A second is the assumption that a phenomenon produced by social 

interaction (such as the government) is immutable and beyond human control (that is 

reified). Geuss has summarized the third epistemic distortion as the use of concepts that 

are descriptive (such as developmental stages) as prescriptive. Basically, epistemic 

distortions deriv e from perspectives carried over from earlier developmental stages. 
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As to the second ofthe epistemic distortions described by Geuss, that of reification. 

Berger and Luckman have anticipated the importance of perspective transformation in 

adulthood through their description of this process: 

The available ethnological and psychological evidence seems to 
indicate. . . that the original apprehension of the social world is highly 
reified both phylogenetically and ontogentically. This implies that an 
apprehension of reification as a modality of consciousness is dependent 
upon at least relative dereification of consciousness, which is a 
comparatively late development in history and in any individual 
biography. (1966, p. 90) 

These arguments as posited by Berger and Luckman are consistent with those of 

Mezirow, since they assert that we may associate adulthood with the development of a 

theoretical self-consciousness capable of recognizing paradigmatic assumptions and 

presuppositions in thinking and interpretation. This theoretical self-consciousness, this 

capacity for critical self-reflection, is essential to deriefication ofthe type discussed by 

Berger and Luckman. 

2.1.4.8.2 Sociolinguistic Distortions 

According to Mezirow (1991), implicit ideologies, social norms, language games, 

culture codes, theories, and philosophies are among the mechanisms by which society and 

language arbitrarily and sociolinguistically shape and limit our perceptions (see Appendix 

A for a definition of these terms). Mezirow has found that we are largely unaware of 

these social norms and cultural codes which we frequently take for granted. One such 

sociolinguistic premise distortion occurs through selective perception. Through selective 

perception, meaning perspectives or world views that do not fit into our prevailing 
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ideology are regularly dismissed as aberrations or are ignored entirely. Basically, we 

perceive only what we prefer to perceive. Other types of sociolinguistic distortions (see 

Appendix A for definitions of these types) are well documented and include Kelly's 

nodon of personal constructs (1963). Friere's conscientization (1970), and Sowell's 

constrained visions (1986). 

2.1.4.8.3 Psychological Distortions 

Lastly, Mezirow (1991) has detailed how psychological premise distortions 

produce ways of feeling and acting that result in pain because they are inconsistent with 

our self-concept or our ideal image of ourselves as adults. Gould (1989), as a result of his 

research in the area of psychiatry, has reported that the adult burdened with a 

psychological block often comes to sense that he or she is not functioning well or that 

some phenomenon is interfering with his or her ability to become the autonomous and 

responsible adult that he or she aspires to be. According to Mezirow (1991). 

psychological distortions frequently issue from anxiety that is generated by parental 

prohibitions learned under traumatic circumstances in childhood. Such distortions may 

take the form of lost adult functions that have been blocked by inhibitions, neurotic 

needs, or psychological defense mechanisms. These distorted assumptions suggest that to 

act or feel in ways perceived as forbidden by the prohibition is to court disaster seen 

though this expectation is usually unrealistic in adulthood. 
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2.1.4.9 Aduh Leaming 

Mezirow (1991), in his explicadon ofthe transformation theory of adult leaming. 

has elaborated four distinct forms in which adult leaming may occur: (a) Leaming may 

occur through meaning schemes. This learning further differentiates and elaborates 

previously assimilated meaning schemes. Fhis learning may also occur within the 

structure of our acquired frames of reference. Such learning is applicable to either the 

instmmental or communicative domain, (b) Leaming may also occur through new 

meaning schemes. This learning facilitates new meanings that are sufficiently consistent 

and compatible with ingrained meaning perspectives to complement them by extending 

their scope. Once again, this leaming may take place instmmentally or communicatively, 

(c) A third form of leaming involves leaming through the transformation of meaning 

schemes. Critical reflection on prior assumptions is central to this form of leaming. 

Leaming which leads to an accretion of transformed meaning schemes can foster a 

transformation in meaning perspective, (d) The fourth form which leaming may take 

involves leaming through perspective transformation. In this mode, we become aware, 

through reflection and critique, of specific presuppositions upon which a distorted or 

incomplete meaning perspective is based. We then transform that perspective through a 

reordering or reorganization of meaning. Such epochal transformations are often 

concomitant with a life crisis which necessities the redefinition of prior understandings. 
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Mezirow's seminal work with women in college re-entry programs (1975) 

extensively studied the dynamics of perspective transformation. This studv found that 

perspective transformation typically includes the following prototypical elements: 

[a] a disorienting dilemma; [b] self-examination; [c] a critical assessment 
of personally intemalized role assumptions and a sense of alienation from 
traditional social expectations; [d] relating one's discontent to similar 
experiences of others or to public issues-recognizing that one's problem is 
shared and not exclusively a private matter; [e] exploring options for new 
ways of acting; [f] building competence and self-confidence in new roles; 
[g] planning a course of action; [h] acquiring knowledge and skills for 
implementing one's plans; [i] provisional efforts to try new roles and to 
assess feedback; and [j] a reintegration into society on the basis of 
conditions dictated by the new perspective. (1981, p. 7) 

For Mezirow, this ten phase model describes a process which may be facilitated from a 

disorienting dilemma to a more inclusive, discriminating, permeable, and integrative 

frame of reference for the interpretation of experience. Of course, perspective 

transformation begins and ends with the capacity for critical self-reflection. Although a 

disorienting dilemma may very quickly prompt the activation of this capacity, such 

dilemmas are normally random occurrences in adulthood. However, that is not to say that 

neither critical reflection nor perspective transformation may be facilitated. Indeed. 

Mezirow (1978, 1981, 1985a, 1990, 1991) as described and specified various 

methodologies and group structures through which either may be facilitated. A 

description of such environments is provided in forthcoming discussion. 

Operationally, Mezirow (1985a) has concluded that effective adult education and 

personal, professional development must begin and end with an acknowledgment ofthe 

importance of critically reflective dialogue and discourse. Although an adult educator 
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may or may not have a clearer perspective than a leamer. both hav e a stake in an inquiry 

and purposeful dialogue related to the reasons for the leamer's formulation of his or her 

interests and the assumptions upon which these are predicated. Adult educators who fail 

to address this cardinal responsibility function at best as academic content specialists or 

as process technicians rather than as professionals. For Mezirow. an adequate theory of 

adult education must recognize the centrality of dialogue. Ihe ideal conditions for the 

facilitation of this dialogue may then serve as criteria for value judgments with respect to 

educational purposes and social practices. 

Mezirow (1981) has highlighted several effective environments, methodologies, 

and materials which may foster dialogic and reflective, adult education. However, he has 

asserted that a reflection group established for the purpose of dialogue, inquiry, and 

reflection is perhaps the most effective format for meaningful adult education and 

personal, professional development: 

Socratic dialogue is used in small group setting involving leamers who are 
facing a common dilemma to elicit and challenge psychocultural 
assumptions behind habituated ways of perceiving, thinking, feeling, and 
behaving. Emphasis is given equality and reciprocity in building a support 
group through which learners can share experiences with a common 
problem and come to share a new perspective. 

Where adults come together in response to the same 
existential dilemmas for the purpose of finding direction and meaning, 
projective instructional materials may be unnecessary. In a support group 
situation . . . conditions for . . . ideal speech are approximated, all 
altemative perspectives relevant to the situation are presented. (Mezirow, 
1981, p. 19) 

This passage highlights the rationale behind the somewhat ironic observation that 

professional development grounded in a theory of adult education could purposefully 
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focus on the individual as the relevant unit of social and organizational change, yet do so 

through a small group focused on dialogue, inquiry, and reflection. As the passage 

elucidates, such groups effectually prompt the sort of sharing and, ultimately, perspective 

taking, which may prompt the critical self-reflection essential for personal and 

professional growth in adulthood. 

2.2 Chapter Summary 

This chapter provided a review of pertinent literature with respect the problem and 

purpose addressed by this microethnographic case study of a reflective-transformative, 

professional developmental intervention. The chapter was presented in four primary 

sections. The first section offered a general overview ofthe background literature as 

related to the study. 

The second section ofthe chapter took an in-depth look at descriptive, that is 

technocratic-instrumental, professional development. After an introductory examination 

of this technocratic-instmmental perspective, this section detailed the emergent critique 

of this dominant perspective on professional development. This examination was 

followed by an exploration ofthe meta-theoretical, theoretical, methodological, and 

evaluative critiques of this technocratic-instmmental perspective on professional 

development. This section ofthe chapter closed with a more focused, topic-specific, 

analyses with respect to this perspective, as well as a brief look at the assumptions and 

tensions as related to the perspective. 
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The third section ofthe chapter examined the particulars of a more normative, 

reflective-transformative, perspective on professional development. An examination of 

assumptions related to the perspective first illustrated the tensions between it and the 

technocratic-instmmental perspective. Second, three guidelines for the dev elopment of 

the perspective were discussed. Finallv. the perspective was framed with respect to 

extant models of professional development. 

The fourth section ofthe chapter explored the prospects for narrowing the 

descriptiv e-normative gap (as first outlined in Chapter I) in today's professional 

dev elopmental arena. This section ofthe chapter presented a detailed look at the many 

aspects ofthe transformation theorv of adult leaming as a promising theoretical 

framework for professional development, including both the contexts in which the theorv 

was developed and the particulars ofthe theory itself Summarily, this section discussed 

the following: (a) transformation theory as a theory of adult learning applicable to 

personal and professional development; (b) the precedent for broader perspectives on 

educational leadership and professional development, of which transformation theory is 

suggestive; (c) theoretical notions of knowledge constitutive interests as developed bv 

Habermas, notions which provided the social theoretical context for the development of 

transformation theory; (d) the intentional leaming aspects of transformation theorv, 

especiallv how our knowledge interests are pursued in two domains of leaming, the 

instrumental and the communicativ e, as a third domain is concerned w ith reflection in 

each ofthe other two; (e) the transformation theoretical notion of reflection; 
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(f) clarification's of theoretical nomenclature applicable to transformation theory; 

(g) transformation theoretical conceptualizations of meaning perspectives and meaning 

schemes; (h) distortions of premise and assumption as a rationale for critical reflection; 

and (i) transformation theoretical conceptualizations of what constitutes adult learning as 

a means to personal and professional development. 

This literature review has pointed to the danger in viewing the 

technocratic-instmmental approach as the one best system for professional development. 

This researcher also recognizes the danger of touting the reflective-transformative 

approach as the new one best system for professional development. It is not the purpose 

of this literature review to suggest that any one approach is the panacea that is correct for 

everyone in every situation. Rather, this literature review points to the fact that there is a 

good deal known about technocratic-instrumental approaches to professional 

development while less is known about reflective-transformative approaches in practice. 

The literature review suggests that there is great promise in 

reflective-transformative approaches, and this study accepts this view as the basis for 

exploration. This study grew out of a recognition that reflective-transformative 

approaches to professional development need further examination, particularly with 

regard to the ways in which they are utilized in a specific school. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

Five important purposes will be served in this chapter on methodology. First, the 

researcher will highlight applicable details of and purposes served by the prior ten-month 

pilot study which preceded this microethnographic case study. Second, the researcher 

will discuss the research design as related to site selection, role management, and research 

strategies. Third, the researcher will describe the specific data collection methods 

employed by the research. Fourth, the researcher will detail the methods of data analysis 

used to generate the data base necessary for the thick description ofthe research. Lastly, 

the researcher will discuss trustworthiness, as well as specifics as to how trustworthiness 

was addressed as a constant focus of this microethnographic inquiry. 

3.2 Pilot Studv 

A ten-month pilot study conducted at a bellwether junior high school in the 

south-central United States suggested the purpose, research question(s), site, and 

methodologies for the extant study. The pilot study, made possible by the schools 

involvement in a school-university partnership: (a) afforded the researcher opportunities 

for field testing of participant observation strategies and audio/video taping equipment, 

and (b) facilitated the researcher's familiarity with the site and site-based gatekeepers. 
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Additionally, this pilot study suggested both foci for site-relevant and site-specific 

professional development and reflective-transformativ e interv ention stmctures and 

strategies likely to benefit the site-based group of participating educators. Accordingly, 

reflectiv e-transformative professional dev elopment, focused on critical reflection, was 

formulated to address the interests of site-based educators in cross-cultural dvnamics and 

notions of reflective practice as a means to personal and professional growth (see 

Appendix D for a sample of formats used and Appendix E for a complete and detailed 

summar}' ofthe theoretical and practical dynamics related to the stmctures and strategies 

which constituted this professional developmental intervention). 

Furthermore, the pilot study suggested that the focus of reflectiv e-transformative 

professional development for site-based school-university partners should, for purposes 

of initial research and investigation, emphasize critical reflection rather than the 

perspective transformation as adumbrated by the transformation theory of adult leaming 

(Mezirow, 1975, 1981, 1990. 1991). Despite the primary focus of transformation theorv 

and prior research by Mezirow (1975) on perspective transfomiation. and the limited 

theoretical exploration of critical reflection as a focus of personal and professional 

development, the ten-month pilot study undertaken as a prelude to this microethnographic 

case study suggested critical reflection as the most suitable focus for professional 

development in this context giv en: (a) participants' expressed interest in reflective 

practice particulars, and (b) the limited understanding of process thinking and reflective 

practice dvnamics evinced in the discourse of pilot participants, and (c) indications noted 
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in participants' discourse which suggested processual orientations to the approximation of 

critical reflection in the course ofthe ten-month pilot study (as an example, the reflective 

skills of many pilot participants seemed to improve markedly over the course ofthe pilot 

while that of others did not). 

Lastly, the pilot study suggested relevant edc coding families (Bogdan 8c Biklen, 

1992) to be udlized in ongoing data analysis, including process and event codes. This 

scenario further suggested applicable etic coding categories taken from the substantive 

theoretical literature (see Section 3.8 of this chapter for specific details on this scenario). 

To recapitulate, the pilot: (a) suggested the purpose, research question(s), site, 

and methodologies for the extant study; (b) provided opportunities for the field testing of 

data collection methods and equipment; (c) suggested foci for site-relevant and 

site-specfic professional development; (d) suggested reflective-transformative 

intervention stmctures and strategies likely to benefit the site-based group of participants 

to the study; (e) suggested critical reflection as the purposeful focus of this 

reflective-transformative professional development; (f) suggested relevant etic coding 

families to be utilized in ongoing data analysis; and (g) suggested applicable etic coding 

categories, taken from the substantive theoretical literature, and to be used in data 

analysis. Discussion to follow will address site and participant selection as approached in 

this case study and suggested by the pilot study. 
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3.3 Site and Sample Selection 

3.1.1 Site Selection 

A bellwether junior high school in the south-central United States (hereinafter 

referred to by the pseudonym. Valverde) in its second academic year of operation was 

selected as site for the study, according to the sampling strategy ofthe same name (Goetz 

8c LeCompte, 1984). Bellwether selection is one sampling strategy of criterion-based 

sampling as delineated by Goetz and LeCompte (1984). Criterion-based sampling 

suggests that the investigator establish criteria, bases, or standards necessary for units to 

be included in the investigation. In bellwether selection the researcher develops a profile 

of an instance that would be the best, most efficient, most effective or most desirable of 

some population and then locates a real-world situation that most closely matches the 

profile (Goetz 8c LeCompte, 1984). According to the findings ofthe pilot which 

preceded this this case study, the site chosen was bellwether for the area according to the 

following criteria: (a) participation in an innovative school-university partnership 

agreement, (b) demands placed upon school educators as a result of challenging school 

structures and student population, and (c) willingness to experiment with altemative 

professional development perspectives and approaches. 

3.3.2 Sample Selecdon 

One self-selected group of educators who elected to participate in ongoing, 

site-based, dialogic, interactive, and reflective professional development constituted the 
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reflection group for the pilot study. A similar, but much larger, 22 member group 

comprised the reflection group for the extant, research investigation. This latter group 

was composed of teachers, counselors, and educators at the chosen site who, under 

certain circumstances, also served as secondary school administrators. Five of these 

educators were male and 17 were female. These educators faced formidable challenges 

associated with high-technology, magnet-school curricula and instmction at this site as a 

predominantly Mexican American student population (75 percent ofthe school's student 

population) posed new challenges for many ofthe comparatively young educators (over 

67% ofthe educators in the reflection group had less than ten years of educative 

experience) at this school. 

3.4 Role Management 

Researchers who conduct qualitative studies propose and develop roles that ease 

entry, facilitate the receptivity of environments and participants, address questions of 

reciprocity, and demonstrate ethics in the conduct ofthe research (Marshall & Rossman, 

1989). Each of these, vis-a-vis the design of this research study, are addressed separately 

in the subsections to follow. 

3.4.1 Entry 

Permission to enter the field was secured as part ofthe school-university 

partnership arrangement which enabled the prior pilot study. Members ofthe support 
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team representing the university, including the investigator, met with the school 

administrator and discussed proposed research and professional development activities, 

whereupon, site-level approval was secured. The director ofthe support team then 

outlined the study for, and secured the approval of district officials. 

Details ofthe school-university partnership agreement with respect to the 

reflective-transformative, professional developmental intervention were negotiated 

between the researcher and the school's principal. The intervention was stmctured as a 

graduate-level, university extension course for credit. The district was approached by the 

school's principal and subsequently approved the principal's plan to pay one-half of the 

cost of each volunteer participants' tuition from the school's staff development funds. 

The remaining half was paid by each volunteer participant. In addition, a reduced tuition 

rate was negotiated for site-based participants by the researcher. The researcher and the 

school's principal negotiated a classroom within the school as the site for the professional 

developmental intervention. 

School educators who participated in the professional developmental intervention 

were provided with course handouts (see Appendices D, F ,G. and H for examples) and 

were each assigned: two reflective progress reports, daily joumaling, a cross-cultural and 

reflective educational platform, and an individualized course project. Grades were based 

on attendance and the products ofthe assignments. No educator/student failed. The 

course instructor facilitated all descriptive-feedback-driven discussions, participative 

simulations, sessions with guest speakers, critical incident analyses (occasionally also 
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co-facilitated by reflection group members), critical debates, and other course activ ities 

such as role playing (see the Methodological Section of Appendix E). 

3.4.2 Reciprocity 

The prior pilot study suggested the following ways in which the investigator could 

reciprocate research access: (a) by providing university-based literature resources to 

school educators upon request, (b) by facilitating contact with university faculty members 

or specialists knowledgeable in particular problem areas, (c) by offering occasional 

services at the site, such as the grading of papers, (d) by providing a reflective mirror for 

the concems and frustrations of school educators, and (e) by providing network contacts 

to community based service agencies. Additionally, a reduced tuition rate was negotiated 

for site-based participants by the researcher. 

3.4.3 Ethics 

An expedited review of this study by the Human Subjects Committee at Texas 

Tech University was conducted and the plan of research was approved. School educators 

who participated in the pilot study were: (a) assured that their course grades would not be 

adversely affected by the research component ofthe intervention, (b) assured that their 

anonymity with respect to the study would be protected through assigned numbers used as 

pseudonyms (see Appendix A for a definition of this term as used in this case study), 

(c) assured that all records generated in conjunction with the intervention would be kept 
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confidential to the researcher except where participants wished to share them or agreed to 

have them shared. Pseudonyms were also used in all documentation related to the site, 

the informants, and the gatekeepers. 

3.5 Research Strategies 

Two important research strategies will be discussed in this section on 

methodologies. The first is defining the problem. The second is defining the case. 

3.5.1 Defining the Problem 

Merriam (1988) has differentiated among three basic types of research problems: 

conceptual, action, and value. Since this study sought to address the problem of how best 

to describe, document, and interpret dynamics pertinent to an altemative perspective on 

professional development, the study addressed an action research problem. According to 

Merriam (1988), action research problems address situations and contingencies that do 

not seem to provide clear choices among alternative courses of action (the reader should 

note that this definition addresses an action research problem not action research, an 

entirely separate and distinct phenomena). This study of an action research problem 

pursued the primary question: What are the dynamics of critical reflection as the focus of 

reflective-transformative professional development for site-based, school-university 

partners? According to guidelines utilized by Yin (1984) and Merriam (1988), this action 

problem and the primary research question suggested a qualitative research methodology. 
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Specifically, the nature ofthe research quesdon (Yin, 1984) emphasized understanding 

[What are ...?] and the potential for process issues [dynamics, critical reflection]. Both of 

these emphases suggested qualitative research methodologies (Merriam, 1988; Patton, 

1985). Qualitadve research is, according to Patton, 

an effort to understand situations in their uniqueness as a part of a 
particular context and the interactions there. This understanding is an end 
in itself, so that it is not attempting to predict what may happen in the 
future necessarily, but to understand the nature of that setting-what it 
means for participants to be in that setting, what their lives are like, what's 
going on for them, what their meanings are, what the world looks like in 
that particular setting-and in the analysis be able to communicate that 
faithfully to others who are interested in that setting. . . . The analysis 
strives for depth of understanding. (1985, p. 1) 

Accordingly, it is perhaps not surprising that so much of qualitative research centers upon 

notions of prolonged engagement and persistent observation; topics which will be 

addressed in a forthcoming section. Merriam (1988) has further suggested that qualitative 

analyses are primarily concemed with process rather than outcomes or products. This 

microethnographic case study approached the questions of reflective-transformative 

professional development, dynamics, and critical reflection each as phenomena bound to 

notions of process. 

3.5.2 Defining the Case 

This research was an interpretive, microethnographic case study. A case study 

may be defined as an intensive, holistic and multifaceted description and analysis of a 

bounded phenomenon using qualitative research methods (Merriam. 1988; Orum. Feagin. 

8c Sjoberg. 1991). This case study was micro to the extent that it focused on a verv 
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specific organizational activity [professional development] within a verv small unit [the 

reflection group] of an organization (Bogdan 8c Biklen, 1992). This case study was 

ethnographic in the sense that it was a sociocultural (see Appendix A for a definition of 

this term) analysis ofthe unit of study and was concemed with the cultural context ofthe 

study (Merriam, 1988). Patton (1990) has asserted that the critical assumption guiding 

ethnographic or microethnographic inquiry is that every human group that is together for 

a period of time will evolve a culture. Goodenough has described culture as that 

aggregation of action patterns and beliefs that constitute. 

standards for deciding what is, standards for deciding what can be, 
standards for deciding how one feels about it, standards for deciding what 
to do about it, standards for deciding how to go about doing it. (1971. pp. 
21-22) 

By extension, both the reflection group, as discussed in this document, and the culture of 

the workplace (Hargreaves, 1994a) each constituted a culture which could be studied 

microethnograpically. 

The research was also an interpretive case study in the sense that descriptive data 

were generated and were used to develop conceptual categories or to illustrate, support, or 

challenge substantive theoretical assumptions (Merriam, 1988). Because the interpretive 

case study was qualitative, the model of analysis was inductive. 

What makes an inquiry a case study is "the decision to focus on inquiry around an 

instance" (Adelman, Jenkins, 8c Kemmis. 1983, p. 2). Adelman and colleagues have 

summarized: "First an issue is decided upon and a bounded system (the case) is selected 

as "an instance drawn from a class" (Adelman et al., 1983, p. 3). In this case study, the 
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reflection group provided an instance of ongoing, site-based, collaborative and collegial 

professional development oriented toward critical reflection and premised upon the 

transformation theory of adult learning. Furthermore, the reflection group was bounded 

in the sense that the final membership ofthe group , as well as the duration ofthe group 

itself, were circumscribed. Finally, selection of a sample within the case (Merriam, 1988) 

has been discussed within the rubric of site selection and was done according to 

criterion-based sampling (Goetz 8c LeCompte, 1984). 

3.6 Data Collection 

This microethnographic case study utilized participant observation and the 

collection of certain records as the primary data collection strategies. All meetings ofthe 

reflection group were audiotaped using two (90 minute) cassette tapes which were 

switched at breaks taken at about the midpoint of each session ofthe reflection group. 

These meetings were also videotaped using VHS, T-l20 tapes. Additionally, field notes 

were recorded by the researcher during, and sometimes immediately after, sessions of 

participant observation. Finally, the researcher, according to guidelines outlines by 

Lincoln and Guba (1985). maintained a reflexive joumal throughout the tenure ofthe case 

study. According to the manner in which these data collection methods hav e been 

introduced, the first of these data collection methods, participant observation, is discussed 

in the subsection to follow. 
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3.6.1 Participant Observation 

The following conditions which have been associated with this case study are also 

among minimal conditions where participant observation is most appropriate (Jorgensen 

1989, pp. 12-13): 

• little is known about the phenomena to be studied 
• the research problem is concerned with human meanings and interactions v iewed 

from the insiders' perspective 
• the phenomenon of investigation is observable within an evervday life situation or 

setting 
• the phenomenon is sufficiently limited in size and location to be studied as a case 
• study questions are appropriate for case study 
• the research problem can be addressed by qualitativ e data gathered by direct 

observation and other means pertinent to the field setting. 

This methodology of participant observation, often utilized in qualitative case studies, 

involves "a flexible, open-ended, opportunistic process and logic of inquiry through 

which what is studied constantly is subject to redefinition based on field experience and 

observation" (Jorgensen, 1989, p. 23). Participant observation, from the perspective of 

insiders, is important because those insiders make sense of their world and interact on the 

basis of the meanings they attribute to it. As has been observed by Thomas and Thomas 

(1928), a situation defined as real, is real in its consequences. Although the researcher's 

participation may range along a continuum from nominal or marginal to native or 

member (Bogdan 8c Biklen. 1992), the researchers' role as participant observ er in this 

case study most often involved full participation in the facilitation of discussions and in 

experiential activities, especially simulations (all of which were audiotaped and 

videotaped so that audio tapes could be transcribed and video tapes reviewed at a later 

time for analysis). 
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Several methodological strengths may be associated with participant observation, 

each of which was applicable to this case study: (a) Direct observation permitted 

contextual, ethnographic, understanding (Erickson, 1986; Patton. 1990). This advantage 

held singular implications for the study of a site-based professional development 

program. As Patton has noted: "Understanding the program context is essential to a 

holisdc perspective" (1990, p. 203). Patton's conclusions were especially applicable in 

this case study as the researcher's full participation in reflection group activities enabled a 

purposeful understanding ofthe research context and the research participants, 

(b) Participant observation allowed the investigator to witness and describe group 

activities and discourse (Merriam. 1988). (c) The approach permitted the investigator to 

be open, discovery oriented, and inducdve in approach (Erickson, 1986; Patton, 1990). 

This microethnographic case study sought discovery with respect to the dynamics of 

critical reflection as a focus of reflective-transformative professional development. 

Participant observation facilitated the researcher's understanding ofthe particulars of 

educator-educator interrelationships at Valverde. (d) Participant observation facilitated 

the generation of data which uncovered cultural typifications (Mezirow, 1981). 

(e) Observational field work provided the researcher opportunities to "see things that may 

routinely escape conscious awareness among participants" (Patton, 1990, p. 204). 

Similarly, it was possible for this investigator to engage participants in real time so that 

their understandings of particular reflections or events were disclosed, (f) Direct 

observation allowed the researcher to uncover knowledge about participants and their 
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perspectives which was in the nature of information thev might othenvise have proved 

unwilling to discuss in an interview (Jorgensen. 1989; Patton. 1990). (g) Participant 

observation generally reduced the tension which might otherwise have accompanied the 

physical presence ofthe investigator as a perceived outsider to the group (Goetz 8c 

LeCompte. 1984). (h) Participant observation permitted the investigator to move beyond 

selectiv e perceptions and to access personal knowledge arising from direct experience in 

the program (Patton. 1990). A sense of continuitv about the evolving perspectives and 

reflections of group members was thus enabled in this microetlmographic case study. 

3.6.2 Records as Data Collection 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) have differentiated between a record, "any written or 

recorded statement prepared by or for an individual or an organization for the purpose of 

attesting to an ev ent or prov iding an accounting." and a document "any written or 

recorded material other than a record that was not prepared specifically in response to a 

request from the inquirer" (p. 277). The following first principles (Lincoln 8c Guba. 1985) 

applied to the methodology which preceded the qualitative analysis of reflection group 

records: (a) an event implies the nature of its incumbent record, and (b) familiarity with 

records and reflection group activities from which they were generated will suggest which 

records are most relev ant to the case studv. 
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Records produced by members ofthe reflection group as the result of professional 

development activities were collected, photocopied, and returned to group participants 

before the researcher left the field. Inter alia, these records thus collected included: daily 

reflective joumals prepared by participants; cross-cultural and reflective, educational 

platforms; reflective progress reports; concept maps; reaction papers; critical incident 

analyses; video reviews; and certain other discretionary projects (such as the transcripts 

of community involvement projects) as submitted by reflection group participants. 

Utilizing records as data collection provided the researcher with many advantages 

in data collection which were relevant to this study and are frequently overlooked or 

underestimated (Lincoln 8c Guba. 1985). Specifically, the utilization of records was 

advantageous because: (a) records were consistently available and a low-cost source of 

information, (b) records were stable both in terms of what was recorded at a point in time 

and in terms of re-analysis over time, and (c) records were contextually relevant and 

generated in context. 

3.6.3 Field Notes 

Descriptive field notes endeavor to capture a "world-picture ofthe setting, people, 

actions, and conversadons as observed." (Bogdan 8c Biklen. 1992, p. 108). Field notes 

recorded in the conduct of this case study and arising from participant observation of 

reflection group activities served as an adjunct to audiotaped and videotaped data. 
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In order to maintain a written account ofthe activities and events observed in the 

reflection group as a result ofthe participant observation methodology, the researcher 

recorded field notes in the conduct of this field study, except for: (a) those conditions and 

situations in which the researcher determined that the data needed would be captured on 

either audio tape or video tape, and (b) those conditions and situations in which the 

researcher was a full participant in particular experiential learning activities ofthe group. 

3.6.4. Reflexive Journal 

In the reflexive sense, the reflexive joumal provides data related to the human as 

an instrument of research (Lincoln 8c Guba, 1985). From a methodological perspective, 

the joumal elucidates both the methodological decisions made in the course of an 

evolving research investigation and the radonale behind those decisions (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985). 

Throughout the case study, the research maintained a dated account of personal 

thoughts, experiences, ideas, conclusions, breakthroughs, and problems as they arose in 

the course ofthe research investigation. This reflexive joumal later served as a valuable 

source in the contextualization of prior data collection. Given the very emotional side of 

reflective-transformative professional development, this reflexive journal was often times 

as therapeutic and reorienting as it was valuable as a data collection tool. The reflexive 

journal helped the researcher further establish the tmstworthiness ofthe research (Lincoln 

c&Guba, 1985). 
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3.6.5 Audiotaping and Videotaping 

Scheduled weekly meetings ofthe reflection group observed in this 

microethnographic case study were audiotaped and videotaped. Audiotaped data were 

transcribed and served as one unit of qualitative data analysis. Tape quality was assured 

immediately before and after each meeting ofthe reflection group and tapes were stored 

in a safe and secure location until transcription could be effected. Despite preparatorv 

trials, audiotaping problems were experienced with respect to the taping of initial 

meetings ofthe reflection group. An extension microphone was first added to rectifs the 

problem, but later proved ineffectual. Ultimately, the recorder itself was changed and the 

microphone suspended from the ceiling ofthe meeting room in order to rectify these 

problems. 

Volunteers from the reflection group altematelv v ideotaped reflection group 

meetings in order to leam the specifics of video equipment use. especiallv with respect to 

individual action research or shadowing projects. Each volunteer was provided a 

demonstration of equipment check-out and use bv the school's audio'v ideo technician. 

Each was given discretionary project points toward the course grade for their efforts in 

audiotaping and videotaping. 

3.6.6 Data Management 

Field notes not record in situ were scripted immediately after reflection group 

meetings. Audiotaped data were transcribed as soon as possible after field recording. 
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Reflexive joumal entries were usually a weekly, and sometimes a daily, ritual whenever 

feasible. An analysis of records collected as data was undertaken as frequently as records 

were received. Written or tvped fleld data arising from the various methodologies ofthe 

study were maintained in a research notebook according to source (for example records as 

data collection) and type (for example an educational platform). The safety and 

confidentiality of this research notebook remained of ongoing and paramount concem to 

the investigator. 

3.6.7 Exit From the Field 

Reflection group participants in this case study were notified at the 

commencement ofthe research study what they could expect in terms ofthe duration and 

date of completion for the research. As data collection neared completion, participants 

were again notified ofthe time frame for the case study and were provided with an 

opportunity for questions related to the study. These opportunities were provided after 

each ofthe final three meetings and at a closure party thrown for participants and 

sponsored by the school-university partnership. 

3.7 Data Analysis 

Coding was used to inidate data analysis (Bogdan 8c Biklen, 1982, 1992; 

Strauss, 1987). Coding involves the sorting ofthe descriptive data generated by the 

study so that material bearing on a given topic can be physically separated from 
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other data (Bogdan 8c Biklen, 1992). A coding convention, encompassing all data 

sources, was developed by the researcher and utilized in the analysis of data arising from 

this microethnographic case study. For example the following code, at a glance, provides 

the researcher with all pertinent informadon about a data source: plr012143k. The first 

place ofthe ten place code designates the coding family into which this data was 

classified: in this case, the process and event coding family (Bogdan 8c Biklen. 1992). 

The next two places ofthe code designate the data source; in this case, the first reflective 

progress report. The next two places ofthe code designate what page numbers ofthe 

source contain these data; in this case, page one. The next four places ofthe code identity 

the participant who contributed the data by his/her assigned code number. The final place 

ofthe code is a confidential researcher tracking designation. These codes will precede all 

citations of participants' discourse in text (see Chapter IV. and Chapter V). 

Relevant coding families (Bogdan 8c Biklen, 1982, 1992) were suggested by the 

prior ten-month pilot study. These included tht process and event coding family which 

proved pertinent to the dynamics of critical reflection as the focus of 

reflective-transformativ e professional development. These families also included the 

activity coding family and the relationship and social structure coding family as related 

to those factors extemal to reflectiv itv which might influence critical reflection. These 

coding families and the findings from the pilot suggested apposite coding categories 

taken from the substandve, theoretical (such as, Mezirow, 1975, 1978, 1981. 1990. 1991; 

Osterman 8c Kottkamp. 1993) and related literature. For example, a categorization 
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protocol, detailed in Figure 3.1, was used to categorize participants discourse (classified 

as relevant to the process and event coding family) according to whether that discourse 

was suggestive of basal reflectivity, content reflection, process reflection, or premise 

reflection (Mezirow, 1991). Data from the process and event, activity, and 

relationship/social structure coding families (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992) utilized in data 

analysis was intersubjectively categorized by the researcher and a colleague familiar with 

the site, the participants to the research, the professional developmental intervention, and 

the design ofthe case study. This was accomplished using categorization and 

subcategorization protocols detailed in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, respectively. For 

instance, a categorization protocol (See Figure 3.1) facilitated the separation of data in the 

process and event coding family (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992) according to categories of 

reflectivity including content, process, and premise reflection. As data from the process 

and event coding family (Bogdan 8c Biklen, 1992) was categorized according to a 

protocol, it was simultaneously and intersubjectively rated, excerpt by excerpt, on a scale 

ranging from I-10. wherein those excerpts intersubjectively considered the most 

indicative of a particular type of reflectivity, for example content reflection, were given 

the rating of" 1" on the scale. These protocols, and the intersubjective rating system used 

in conjunction with them, were developed by the researcher in order to enhance the 

credibility of coding and data analysis. 
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Does the participant's discourse (with respect to behavior(s). feelings, thoughts, 
actions, leamings, and/or applications) provide evidence ofthe following: 

1. AWARENESS/EXAMINATION 
Yes = Reflectivity, Proceed to No. 2 No = Stop 

2. VALIDITY TESTING 
Yes = Reflection, Proceed to No. 3 No = Retum to No. 1 

3. CHALLENGE TO THE VALIDITY [WHY] OF 
PRESUPPOSITIONS/ASSUMPTIONS 

Yes = Premise Reflection No = Proceed to No. 4 

4. VALIDITY TESTING OF HOW ONE PERCEIVED. THOUGHT, FELT. ACTED. 
OR THE EFFICACY OF ANY OF THESE 

Yes = Process Reflection No = Proceed to No. 5 

5. VALIDITY TESTING OF WHAT WE THINK, PERCEIVE. ACT, OR FEEL 
Content Reflection 

Guidelines: 

REFLECTIVITY: 
Becoming aware of a specific perception, meaning, or behavior of our own or of 
habits we have of seeing, thinking, or acting. 

CONTENT REFLECTION: 
Reflection on what we perceive, think, feel, or act upon 

PROCESS REFLECTION: 
Reflection on how we perform the functions of perceiving, thinking, feeling, or 
acting and an assessment of our efficacy in performing them. 

PREMISE REFLECTION: 
Reflection on why we perceive, think, feel or act as we do and any ofthe reasons 
for and consequences of our possible habits of hasty judgment, conceptual 
inadequacy, or error in the process of judging. 
Challenging the validity of assumptions or presuppositions in prior learning. 

Figure 3.1: Reflectivity Categorization Protocol 
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Essential Idendfication Guidelines for Subcategorizing 
Reflecdvity In Each ofthe Two Leaming Domains: 

Note: Each ofthe following characteristics which may 
be associated with each ofthe two learning domains are 

paraphrased from the following sources: 
Mezirow, 1978, 1981, 1990, 1991 

INSTRUMENTAL: 

The dynamics of learning to control and manipulate the environment 

The \va\ s we control and manipulate our environment including other people 

Strategic Action/Planning 

Involves predictions about observable events. ph> sical or social, which can prove correct or incorrect 

The best strategy depends upon correctly assessing alternative 

Centrally involves determining cause-effect relationships and learning through task-oriented 
problem solving 

Testing of a hypothetical meaning scheme which we believe will more effectively influence a cause-effect 
relationship so as to permit greater control over a problem situation 

COMMUNICATIVE: 

The dynamics of learning to understand others 

The purpose is communication: leaming to understand what others mean and to make ourselves understood as we 
attempt to share ideas through speech, the written word. pla> s. moving pictures, television, and art 

Involves understanding, describing and explaining intentions; values: ideals: moral issues: social, political, 
philosophical, psychological or educational concepts; feelings and reasons 

Govemed by binding consensual norms which must be understood and recognized by at least 
two acting subjects 

The clarification of conditions for communication and intersubjectivity. the process of relating to another as an 
agent like oneself rather than as an object to be controlled and manipulated 

The learner actively and purposefully negotiates his or her way through a series of specific encounters h\ using 
language and gesture and b> anticipating the actions of others. The process is govemed by social norms which 
provide a frame of reference and preconditions for understanding 

We learn to understand what is designated rather than to dictate what we should do 

The focus is on increasing insight and attaining common ground through symbolic interaction 

Metaphors are the tools of communicative learning 

Reasoning is abducti\e, drawing upon our experience to explain that of someone else or of others; from the 
concrete to the abstract 

Figure 3.2: Reflectivity Subcategorization Protocol 
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The coding families utilized, the substantiv e theoretical and related literature 

summarized, and the coding categories employed, then suggested relevant coding 

subcategories, such as instrumental and communicative, in the case of reflectivity (see 

Figure 3.2). Emic commonalities identified among these subcodes, using the constant 

comparadve method (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982: Glaser & Strauss. 1967; Patton. 1990). 

then suggested themes (including phases of reflectivity, such as precritical interrogation). 

The constant comparative method facilitated ratiocinative comparisons of data arising 

from both participant observation and record analysis (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982: Patton. 

1990). 

Finally, a comparison ofthe aforementioned themes (such as phases of 

reflectivity) with the time line for the intervention suggested relevant, processual and 

activity dynamics, including the influence of phase transition sublimators. Illustrative 

products of this data analytical process are presented and discussed in the chapters 

(Chapters IV and V) to follow. 

The emic perspective on research seeks to describe not only w hat the researcher 

sees participants doing or hears them saying, but primarilv what these human 

participants see themselves doing or hear themselves saying (Harris, 1976: Pitman & 

Maxwell, 1992). Harris has written: 

Operationallv. emic refers to the presence of an actual or potential 
interactive context . . . [It] is deemed productive to the extent that the 
ethnographer discovers principles that represent and account for the way in 
which the domain is organized or structured in the mental life of the 
informant[s]. (1976, p. 331) 
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Thus, these comments as submitted by Harris, suggest that as the extent ofthe 

researcher's participation in the reflection group increases, and as contextual data and 

pattems are analyzed, coding decisions should increasingly shift to an emic perspectiv e. 

These suggestions were implemented in this case study. Nonetheless, the potential for the 

reification, reduction, and typification (Mezirow, 1981) of problems and issues addressed 

by reflection group participants necessitated that the investigator remain cognizant ofthe 

value of etic perspectives on data analysis. 

3.8 Trustworthiness of the Research 

All systematic inquiry into the human condition must respond to canons that stand 

as criteria against which the tmstworthiness (Lincoln & Guba. 1985) ofthe research may 

be evaluated (Marshall & Rossman, 1989). The interpretive, meta-theoretical and 

constructivist theoretical foundations of this interpretive, microethnographic case study 

render credibility and transferability the relevant trustworthiness criteria for the research. 

3.8.1 Credibility 

Establishing credibility involves: (a) conducting the inquiry such that the 

probability of credibility is enhanced and (b) verifying interpretations of reality 

constructions with the constructors themselves (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The 

following methodological strategies suggested by Lincoln and Guba (1985) were 

utilized in this case study in order to operationalize the credibilitv criterion of 
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trustworthiness: prolonged engagement, persistent observation, triangulation, peer 

debriefing, negative case analysis, member checking and referential adequacv. 

A prolonged period of participant observation in situ and sustained engagement 

with reflection group participants were essential elements of this study and served to: 

(a) enable the investigator to capture the character of contextual human actions through 

firsthand contact (Hammersley, 1990), (b) enable a reconciliation of personal distortions 

arising from the overreaction of respondents to the researcher and distortions introduced 

by the respondents themselves (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), and (c) enable an improved 

quality of field data facilitated by tmsting and cooperative relationships with people in the 

field (Jorgensen, 1989). Additionally, persistent observation enabled a purposeful 

transition from an etic to an emic perspective on data collection and data analysis 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Pitman & Maxwell, 1992). 

During this microethnographic case study, the researcher: (a) compiled in excess 

of 120 hours in the field during the pilot study, more than 70 of which were used in 

persistent and purposeful observation ofthe reflection group; (b) compiled in excess of 

105 hours in the field during the case study, more than 50 hours of which were used in 

persistent and purposeful observation ofthe reflection group and its various activities. 

This case study employed multiple sources of data and multiple methods of data 

collection as a means to the trianguladon (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) of emergent research 

findings. This microethnographic case study combined participant observation and 

record collection as data collection strategies. Additionallv. 22 research participants 
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served as multiple sources of data. Audiotaped, videotaped, field note, and record-based 

data were compared and contrasted in data analysis with a deliberate focus on 

participants' actual discourse, either in group or in the multiplicity of records they 

generated in conjunction with the professional developmental intervention. Forty-five 

hours of videotape and four notebooks (approximately 2,800 pages) of participants' verbal 

(transcribed) and written discourse, from more than 10 data types were analyzed in the 

development ofthe conclusions which issue from this microethnographic case study. 

Peer debriefing between the investigator and those familiar with the site was 

regularly undertaken in order to enrich the trustworthiness of research findings. Peer 

debriefing helps the researcher establish credibility through a process of exposing himself 

to peers in order to explore aspects ofthe inquiry that "might otherwise remain only 

implicit within the inquirer's mind" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 308). Additionally, as was 

discussed in a prior section of this chapter, peer debriefing was a regular part ofthe 

intersubjective categorizadon and rating of data conducted during data analysis. 

Just as the researcher may carry out triangulation with respect to research data, 

the researcher may also engage in member checking with respect to the 

constructions/interpretations the researcher has derived. Member checking in the 

extant case involved the recycling of data and interpretations back to the reflecdon 

group members from whom they were derived in order that these participants 

might question them as to whether the interpretations/constructions derived were 
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plausible (Merriam, 1988). This was most often accomplished through various reciprocal 

feedback loops, especially with respect to participant generated records and provided 

opportunides for editing and clarification. Lincoln and Guba (1985) have suggested that 

this member checking is perhaps the most crucial strategv for establishing credibility. 

Finally, referential adequacy involves the archiving of selected data collected from 

a site, data which are recalled after tentative findings have arisen from data analvsis 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The researcher, or those not associated with the inquirv. may 

then utilize such materials in a determination ofthe meaningfulness of findings and 

interpretations deriv ed from research data. In this case study, pilot studv data w ere 

archived until primary data analysis was complete with respect to extant research data. 

Archived data were then analyzed according to identical techniques in order to assess the 

adequacy of data analysis undertaken to date. The adequacy of those techniques was 

established. 

3.8.2 Transferabilitv 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) have warranted that meaningful knowledge about the 

effectiv e applicability of particular research findings requires knowledge about both the 

context ofthe research (sending context) and the context to which one proposes to applv 

the findings of that research (receiv ing context). Lincoln and Guba (1985) have written: 

If there is to be transferability, the burden of proof lies less with the 
original investigator than with the person seeking to make an application 
elsewhere. The original inquirer cannot know the sites to which 
transferability might be sought, but the appliers can and do. The best 
advise to give anyone seeking to make a transfer is to accumulate 
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empirical evidence about contextual similarity; responsibility of the 
original investigator ends in providing sufficient descriptive data to make 
such similarity judgments possible, (p. 298) 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) have held that the naturalist seeking transferability can provide 

only the thick description essential for the individual desiring to make a transfer from the 

sending (research) context to a receiving (altemate) context. It is "not the naturalist's task 

to provide an index of transferability; it is his or her responsibility to provide the data 

base that makes transferability judgments possible on the part of potential appliers" 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 316). The thick description (Geertz, 1973) provided as a 

product of this microethnographic case study is an effort aimed at interpretation, 

non-superficial aspects of human nature, and the construction of meaning. 

3.9 Chapter Summarv 

This chapter addressed five important purposes. First, the chapter summarized 

the applicable details of, and purposes served by, the prior ten-month pilot study which 

preceded this microethnographic case study. Second, the chapter summarized the 

research design as related to site selection, sample selection, role management, and 

research strategies. This was followed by a specification ofthe specific data collection 

methods employed by the research. Fourth, the chapter summarized methods of data 

analysis used to generate the data base necessary for the thick description ofthe research. 

Lastly, this chapter on methodology summarized qualitative criteria of trustworthiness 

relevant to this research, as well as specifics as to how trustworthiness was addressed as a 

constant focus of this microethnographic inquiry. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DESCRIPTIONS: PHASES OF REFLECTIVITY 

IN THE APPROXIMATION OF CRITICAL REFLECTION 

4.1 Introducdon 

The primary research question which guided this microethnographic case study 

asked: What are the dynamics of critical reflection as a focus of reflective-transformative 

professional development in a site-based reflecdon group? Two related subquestions 

were addressed. The first of these subquestions asked: How is critical reflection among 

small-group participants manifested in a reflection group structure for 

reflective-transformative professional development? The second subquestion asked: 

How do factors extemal to reflectivity influence critical reflection as the focus of 

site-based, reflective-transformative professional development? This chapter addresses 

the first of these subquestions—that is, the question of critical reflection. The dynamics of 

critical reflection identified in this microethnographic case study were expressed as five 

phases of reflectivity observed and recorded in participants' approximations of critical 

reflection. The term approximations is used to connote both critical reflection as the 

focus ofthe professional developmental intervention and the finding participant discourse 

associated certain ofthe five phases identified more closely approximated critical 

reflection than did others, especially the phase of problematization. These 

approximations, wherein participant discourse indicative ofthe perlustration phase was 
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least indicative of critical and that associated with the problematization phase was most 

indicative, are illustrated from left to right in Figure 4.1 (the details of which are 

presented in Chapter IV, Section 4.2 to follow). The first section of this chapter prov ides 

an intraphasial perspective on the five phases of reflectivity according to the phase 

identified which is preceded by an overview and followed by a discussion as related to 

each ofthe five. The second section ofthe chapter summarizes the findings and 

discussions presented in this chapter, through the lens of a broader, interphasial 

perspective on the five phases, their characteristics, and how they each interrelated. 

4.2 Five Phases of Reflectivity in the Approximation 
of Critical Reflection-Intraphasial Perspective 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Analysis of participants' discourse in this microethnographic case study indicated 

five phases of reflectivity observed and recorded in participants' approximations of 

critical reflection. Figure 4.1 illustrates each of the five phases: perlustration, 

concatenation, precritical interrogation, problematization, and intersubjectification (the 

source of each of these terms will be discussed as each phase is presented). Participants' 

movement over time is illustrated from bottom to top in Figure 4.1-that is, from the first 

observed phase of perlustration to the last observed phase of intersubjectification. 

However, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, this progression was not necessarily linear (as in the 

case of steps or stages of reflectivity). Discussion to follow will explicate that, from a 

substantive theoretical perspective, intersubjectification does not represent the most 
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inclusive and discriminating form of reflectivity, it was simply the last phase noted in this 

study. The horizontal spirals in Figure 4.1 illustrate the observation that participants in 

the study did not necessarily begin reflectivity with perlustration. nor did their reflective 

thinking necessarily culminate in intersubjectification. The vertical spirals illustrate the 

observations that participants: (a) were variously engaged in different phases of 

reflectivity at different points in time throughout the study, and (b) could alternate 

between the various phases of reflectivity, irrespective of what phase their last recorded 

discourse had indicated Thus, each ofthe five illustrations in the figure represent not 

steps, but phases of reflectivity. 

Figure 4.2 illustrates one ofthe ways in which participants' discourse during the 

tenure of this case study indicated the five identified phases of reflectivity according to 

the longitudinal frequency distribution specified. As designated in the figure, instances of 

reflectivity noted in participants' discourse were intersubjectively rated on a scale ranging 

from 1-10 (for example, a rating of 1 was considered archetypal or prototypical of a 

particular type of reflectivity, a rating of two was considered typical, and so on to a 

rating of 10 considered nonindicative of reflecdvity). This intersubjective rating system 

was interpretive (that is, it was used to develop conceptual categories). Two 

intersubjective rating systems were used in this case study. The general nature of these 

systems was discussed in Chapter III. As to the first of these, multiple sources of data 

such as audio transcripts of reflection group meetings, video tapes, field notes from 

participant observation, and the participants' own discourse associated with a particular 
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phase were triangulated (see Subsecdon 3.8.1 of Chapter III for a detailed explanation of 

this concept). This triangulation by the researcher and another thoroughlv familiar with 

the study, the site, and the participants (see discussion in Subsection 3.8.1 of Chapter III 

conceming peer debriefing) was used to derive an intersubjective and interpretive rating 

of participants' discourse associated with a particular phase; discourse subsequently rated 

as being primarily negative, ambivalent, or positive in character and tone. The reader 

should note that all discourse relating to reflectivity was also intersubjectively rated (in 

the same manner) as to the extent the discourse provided evidence of: (a) mere 

awareness/examination of behaviors, feelings, thoughts, actions, leamings, or 

applications; (b) awareness plus reflection, as evinced by validity testing on content or 

process; (c) reflection plus a challenging or confronting of assumptions and/or 

presupposifions in prior leaming (critical, premise reflection); and (d) reflectivity in the 

instrumental or communicative learning domain (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). This 

discourse, rated according to these protocols, was rated "1" if most indicative and "10" if 

least indicative of these criteria (see Figure, 4.2). As stated. Figure 4.2 illustrates the 

distribudon of instances of reflectivity intersubjectively rated better than 5 on that scale. 

For purposes of perspicuity, a convention was employed in generating the figure, 

whereby, each numerical data point ofthe figure connotes five or more instances from the 

designated source of discourse which received that numerical rating. 

Before tuming to a presentation of findings as related to each ofthe five phases of 

reflectivity identified in this case study, the reader should note that Figure 4.3 summarizes 
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I. PERLUSTRATION {Note: phases are not necessarily sequential} 
A. Description of Reflectivity: Prereflective Mental Wandering 
B. Cfiaracteristic of Reflectivity: Prereflective 
C. Type(s) of Reflectivity: Instrumental Awareness 
D. Nature of Related Discourse {Negative, Ambivalent, Positive}: Instrumental Reflectivity Mostly Negative (Ratio: 7:5:3) 
E. Primary Focus of Instrumental Reflectivity: Major Emphasis on Strategic Planning/Action 
F Primary Focus of Communicative Reflectivity: Not Applicable [N/A] 
G. Other Notable Specifics of Reflectivity/Discourse in Phase: 

a. Phase marks participants transition from essentially nonreflective thinking (such as recapitulations of the day's events) to 
awareness/examination of behaviors, feelings, thoughts, and leamings 
b, Phase characterized by awareness/examination that fell short of validity testing in either the instrumental or the communicative 
learning domain 

. CONCATENATION 
A. Description of Reflectivity: Linking | 
B. Characteristic of Reflectivity: Reflective 
Q,. Type(s) of Reflectivity: Instrumental Content Reflection and Communicative Awareness I 
D. Nature of Related Discourse {Negative, Ambivalent, Positive}: Instrumental Reflectivity Ovenwhelmingly Negative, 
(6:1 Negative/Positive Ratio); Communicative Ratio of 8:3:4 also mostly Negative 
E. Primary Focus of Instrumental Reflectivity: Major Emphasis on Problem Solving 
F. Primary Focus of Communicative Reflectivity: Reflectivity Ovenwhelmingly Stressed Teacher-Student Foci 
G. Other Notable Speciflcs of Reflectivity/Discourse in Phase: 

a. Phase follows progression begun in perlustration phase, wherein, the most inclusive, discriminatory, and integrative thinking first| 
I related to instrumental issues and concems then those issues and concems which were communicative i 
I III. PRECRITICAL INTERROGATION | 

A. Description of Reflectivity: Questioning/Testing 
B. Characteristic of Reflectivity: Reflective I 
C. Type(s) of Reflectivity: Instrumental Process Reflection and Communicative Content Reflection | 

D. Nature of Related Discourse {Negative, Ambivalent, Positive}: Instrumental Reflectivity Primarily Negative but Less so Than in the | 
Concatenation Phase of Reflectivity; Communicative Ratio of Negative to Positive, 2:1 

E. Primary Focus of Instrumental Reflectivity: Major Emphasis on Strategic Planning/Action, Virtually Equal but Lesser Emphases on 
Problem Solving, Control, and Cause-Effect Relationships 
F Primary Focus of Communicative Reflectivity: Complete Reversal of Emphases from Concatenation Phase ~ Reflectivity focused 
on Teacher-Teacher versus Teacher-Student Issues and Concerns According to Ratio of 2:1 
G. Ottier Notable Speciflcs of Reflectivity/Discourse in Phase: 

a. Validity testing (Reflection) in both leaming domains 
a. Reflections in the leaming instrumental domain were focused on questions of 'how," whereas, reflections in the communicative 
learning domain were focused on questions of "what" 

1. Phase continues pattern noted in concatenation and perlustration phases, wherein, discourse indicative of content 
reflection in a particular domain tended to precede that indicative of process reflection (validity testing) in the same domain 

IV. PROBLEMITIZATION 
A. Description of Reflectivity: Challenging/Confronting/Problemitizing 
B. Characteristic of Reflectivity: Critically Reflective 
C. Type(s) of Reflectivity: Instrumental and Communicative Premise Reflection 
D. Nature of Related Discourse {Negative, Ambivalent, Positive}: Instrumental Ratio of Negative to Positive Virtually Unitary (1:1); 
Communicative Ratio of Negative to Positive Virtually Unitary (1:1) 
E. Primary Focus of Instrumental Reflectivity: Issues of Control and Strategic Planning/Action According to a Unitary Ratio (1:1) 
F Primary Focus of Communicative Reflectivity: Teacher-Student and Teacher-Teacher foci According to Virtually Unitary Ratio (1:1) 
G. Other Notable Specifics of Reflectivity/Discourse in Phase: 

a. Most inclusive, pemieable, discriminatory, and integrative reflectivity noted throughout the study 
1. Premise reflection in both the instrumental and communicative leaming domains 

b. Communicative reflectivity more attentive to social and consensual norms underlying relationships between teachers and 
students, parents, administrators, and other teachers 

V. INTERSUBJECTIFICATION 
A. Description of Reflectivity: Inten-elating/Collegialiting/Collaborating 
B. Characteristic of Reflectivity: Reflective 
C. Type(s) of Reflectivity: Communicative Process Reflection | 
D. Nature of Related Discourse {Negative, Ambivalent, Positive}: Increasingly Positive 
E. Primary Focus of Instrumental Reflectivity: N/A 
F. Primary Focus of Communicative Reflectivity: Teacher-Teacher, Teacher-Student, and Teacher-Parent, Reflections (Ratio 17:4:3) 
G Other Notable Specifics of Reflectivity/Discourse in Phase: 

a. Validity testing on process in the communicative leaming domain 
b. Participants centrally concemed with questions of "how" in relating to others as agents capable of interrelation, collegiation, 
and collaboration; intersubjectively defined collegiality variously and increasingly negotiated between participants - - ^-^f-- •• 

>>>>»w>w>N<^:-:*: 

Figure 4.3: Outline of the Essential Features of Five Phases of Reflectivity Observed/Noted in Participants' Approximations of Critical Reflection 
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key findings for each ofthe five phases. This figure, in summary form, outlines key 

features to note in findings related to each ofthe five phases identified. An overview of, 

and presentation of findings pertinent to the first of these phases, perlustration, follows. 

4.2.2 Perlustration 

4.2.2.1 Overview 

Analysis of participants' discourse using the reflectivity categorization scheme 

detailed in Chapter III, indicated a phase of reflectivity characterized by a movement from 

nonreflective discourse toward increasing awareness of personal perceptions, thoughts, 

feelings, or actions. Primarily focused on the self, this heightened awareness tended 

toward notions germane to the instmmental domain (for example, strategic planning). 

This instrumental awareness dominant in this phase of reflectivity is most notable for the 

range of perceptions, thoughts, feelings, and actions toward which awareness was 

directed. The perlustration phase proper is notable for an absence of validity testing in 

either the instmmental or the communicative leaming domains (the relationship between 

validity tesdng and reflectivity has been detailed in Figure 3.1 of Chapter III). 

Essentially, the perlustradon phase of reflectivity is most distinguishable as a period of 

instmmental and prereflective mental wandering among perceptions, thoughts, feelings, 

and actions characterized by increasing awareness but an absence of validity testing. 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, perlustration is derived from the Latin 

perlustrare, to wander, to survey, to examine (Simpson & Weiner, 1989). 
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Consequentially, the author has chosen to designate this phase of instrumental and 

prereflective mental wandering as perlustration. The phase of perlustration is best 

illustrated with excerpts taken from participant discourse; excerpts which are presented in 

the subsection to follow. 

4.2.2.2 Findings 

The selection of participant discourse which follows was taken from the transcript 

of a videotaped class session. It is typical of participants' discourse in the perlustration 

phase of reflectivity. 

p7v000000k Pep rally, faculty meeting before school (I forgot). I 
took my classes to the library. They were required to check out one book. 
I was surprised at the different reactions between the 7th and 8th grade 
students. The 8th graders did NOT want to go. 'Library's boring.' They 
said they would rather do worksheets! (Ugh!). However, the 7th graders 
were excited and looked forward to it all week. 

The reflectivity in which this teacher is engaged surrounds problem solving in the 

instrumental learning domain. For example, the phrase, "Why didn't the 8th graders want 

to go," is indicative. This phrase indicates that the teacher perceived the students' 

disinterest as a problem to be solved. The selection further exhibits awareness of feelings, 

as evidenced by the fourth sentence, but does not indicate evidence of validity testing 

(that is, it does not indicate, for example, the question: Should I have assumed that thev 

would want to go to the library?). As with this excerpt from participants' discourse, much 

ofthe reflectivity noted in this phase of perlustration tended to focus on instrumental 
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problem solving. The following selection from participants' discourse associated with 

this phase of reflecdvity is also illustradve this focus on problem solving. 

p2j068746e Where were the Mexican-American students the 
first half of my career? Who was teaching them or were they being taught 
at all, as a matter of fact? Where were the mostly Hispanic schools and 
were there any Mexican American teachers -- anywhere? 

Did I ever think about there being not a single Mexican-American 
student in my high school. . . or the fact that there was not one single 
minority student in my college? There were several Orientals and many 
Jews among my best friends, but the term 'minority' hadn't been used much 
at that time. I wonder how many sharp minds were never challenged 
because they didn't have the opportunity. 

The phrases of this selecdon which read, "Did I ever think about there being not a single 

Mexican-American student in my high school," and "1 wonder how many sharp minds 

were never challenged because they didn't have the opportunity," indicate awareness of 

personal rethinking with respect to the participant's prior experiences in school. The 

participant's concems about minorities and their educational opportunities (or lack 

thereof) is indicative ofthe instrumental problem solving character of this particular 

selection. 

Further, most discourse associated with this perlustration phase of reflectivity 

indicated a negative tone and/or content. The following passage taken from a teachers' 

reflective joumal is indicative of this negative tone and content. 

plj063266k Today was the second time we met. I have some 
really negative feelings to deal with conceming the material. I am 
a Hispanic Female who had to overcome several obstacles in my 
educational life. Many times I was the only Hispanic in the entire school. 
But I had a force behind me that would never let me fail no matter how 
many times the teachers ignored me or students made fun of me. That 
force is my mother! She continues to be a strong force for me even though 
I will soon be forty years old Thank God she is behind me. 
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The teacher's "negadve feelings" (about the material discussed in prior reflection group 

sessions) are evident in her discourse. At a more general level, reflectiv ity in this 

perlustration phase could be characterized (intersubjectively rated) as negative, positive, 

or ambivalent by a rado of 7:5:3, respectively. 

Other participant discourse relating to instmmental awareness in the perlustration 

phase of reflectivity tended to focus on strategic action issues and concems (such as 

instmctional efficacy or curriculum planning). This was particularly ev ident in the 

following excerpt taken from a participants' discourse provided in a project in which two 

ofthe reflection group members elected to shadow each others' classroom instmction, 

document their experiences, and submit a report for discretionary project points. 

poc024111k I enjoyed observing this classroom [this teacher 
shadowed another teacher who taught within the school] and would like to 
visit others in the future. It would be beneficial to me as the observer in 
that it makes me, as a teacher, more aware of actions and behaviors as well 
as those ofthe students when an 'outsider' is in the room. 

Once again, this excerpt of teacher discourse demonstrates awareness of personal actions 

and behaviors as related to classroom instmction, but little or no evidence of validity 

testing. For example: Did the teacher's observations of another teacher in practice 

suggest that certain personal actions in practice might be counterproductiv e? 

Nonetheless, since the teacher is concemed with her own classroom actions and behaviors 

as a means to improved instruction, reflectivity in this excerpt does indicate awareness 

focused on issues and concems germane to the instmmental leaming domain, especially 

strategic actions in classroom instmction. This inclination toward instmmental awareness 

focused on strategic action was the most recurrent inclination associated with the 
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perlustration phase of reflectivity and is typified in the following, additional excerpt taken 

from participants' discourse. 

plj023266k I want to write about what happened Tues. Aug. 
30th. I left an hour and a half early to take my son to the doctor. Another 
teacher covered the last 20 min. of the 6th and 7th periods. A few 
minutes after I left, two of my 9th grade boys got into a knockdown, 
drag-out fight in my classroom! I was so shocked. 

This last excerpt is indicative of participants' discourse in this phase of reflecdvity; 

discourse which indicated instmmental awareness but fell short of validity testing. As 

detailed in Chapter ll, reflectivity connotes awareness/examination of behaviors, feelings, 

thoughts, actions, leamings, or applications. This teacher's heightened awareness is 

evident in the sentence: "I was so shocked!" However, the excerpt provides no 

additional evidence of reflection as opposed to basic reflectivity since the excerpt does 

not also suggest validity testing. For example, the teacher does not provide evidence that 

she has examined the validity of assumptions she may hold about: (a) what student 

behaviors are likely when another teacher covers the class, and (b) how she might have 

handled the contingency in a different manner. The perlustration phase of reflectiv ity, as 

indicated by this and other participant discourse, is discussed in the subsection to follow. 

4.2.2.3 Discussion 

As the excerpts from participants' discourse illustrate, this phase of instmmental, 

prereflective mental wandering, is best characterized by a basal sort of awareness 

conceming or examination of personal perceptions, thoughts, feelings, actions, learnings, 

and/or applications as related to daily personal and professional experience that fell short 
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of reflection (validity testing) but was more focused than the sort of nonreflective 

discourse (such as simple recapitulations ofthe day's events) among participants which 

preceded it. Prior to the kinds of instrumental awareness exhibited in the perlustration 

phase of reflectivity, participants' discourse, especially in their reflective journals, was 

best characterized as a simple recapitulation of a particular day of events in their 

classroom, their school, or their home. Mezirow (1991) has observed that we can and do 

regularly use higher-order cognitive functions without consciously focusing on and 

deliberately examining our perceptions, thoughts, feelings or actions as related to a 

particular experience. The resulting action taken may be thoughtful but nonreflective (see 

Subsection 2.1.4.5 of Chapter II for a detailed discussion of these differences). As the 

Wildman and Niles study (1987) ofthe tensions between abstractions and realities in 

reflective practice has revealed, reflection on complex tasks such as teaching is not as 

easy as it may first seem (this conclusion and these authors' notion of reflectivity are each 

consistent with that of Mezirow [1991]). As these authors point out, substantial training, 

resources, trust and patience are required just to get started. 

While it is clear that teachers understand their classrooms well 
enough . . . their understanding is more utilitarian than analytical and not 
rich or detailed enough to drive systematic reflection. . . . We found that 
few teachers had opportunities to observe peers and that several teachers 
had never observed a colleague. . . . Given these realities of no training 
and little opportunity to participate in observation, we were not surprised 
or disappointed that teachers' descriptions of classroom events lack the 
focus and elaboration required for productive reflection. (Wildman & 
Niles, 1987, p. 26) 

Like the teachers in the study conducted by Wildman and Niles (1987), educators 

participating in the reflection group at Valverde had, almost to a person, never observed 
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or shadowed a colleague, nor had they ever considered audiotaping or videotaping their 

own teaching for analysis; this despite the fact that Valverde is a high-technology, magnet 

school. 

Ofthe teachers, counselors, and secondary administrators at Valverde who 

participated in the reflection group, only two of twenty-three had ever maintained a dail} 

journal. In fact, for many of these participants, the activities associated with this 

professional developmental intervention (such as joumal in a descriptive format) were 

their first serious attempts to organize thinking according to a particular format (such as 

process thinking). Only one ofthe twenty-three teachers had ever taken a course which 

taught or even emphasized any form or framework for process thinking. Both the critical 

incident format for class discussions and the learning wheel format for reflective 

journaling (see Appendices G and H, respectively) were purposefully utilized to 

encourage teachers' approximations of critical reflection toward process orientations that 

differentiated events from behaviors, from feelings, from thoughts, from leamings, from 

applications. Not surprisingly, pardcipants' adjustment to the use of these heuristics 

coincided with initial transitions into the second observed phase of reflectivity, that is the 

phase of concatenation or linking, an overview of which immediately follows. 
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4.2.3 Concatenation 

4.2.3.1 Overview 

Analysis of participants' discourse using the reflectivity categorization scheme 

detailed in Chapter III, indicated a phase of reflectivity, the hallmark of which, 

emphasized a linking of awarenesses and examinations in thinking to the need for validity 

testing about habitual ways of interpreting the experiences of everyday life. Not unlike 

the perlustration phase of reflectivity, this increasing inclination in participants' discourse 

toward validity tesdng most frequently focused on issues and concems germane to the 

instrumental learning domain. This validity testing, this (by way of definition) reflection 

(Mezirow, 1991), tended to concem itself with the M'hat of participants' perceptions, 

thoughts, feelings, and actions. Therefore, this validity testing indicated what 

transformation theory (Mezirow, 1975, 1981, 1991) would define as instmmental content 

reflection: that is validity testing on content (the M'hat of behaviors, feelings, thoughts, 

actions, learnings, and/or applications) germane to the instrumental (see Figure 3.2) 

domain. 

Concomitantly, participants' discourse in this phase of reflectivity indicated an 

increasing awareness of various links or possible avenues of mutual understanding 

between educators in the reflection group and other school educators inside and outside 

the group, as well as, between educators in the group and their own students. These links 

indicated by participants' increasing communicative (see Figure 3.2) awareness, as well as 

the instrumental linking discussed earlier, indicated concatenation as the appropriate 
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designation for this phase of reflectivity. Indeed, the Oxford English Dictionarv 

(Simpson & Weiner, 1989) variously defines concatenadon as a linking together of events 

or phenomena. Findings related to this concatenation phase of reflectivity will be 

presented in two parts, those relating to instmmental content reflection, and those relating 

to communicative awareness. Those findings ad rem to instrumental content reflection 

will be presented first. 

4.2.3.2 Findings 

The following passage of representative discourse taken from a transcript of a 

videotaped class session, is typical of instmmental content reflection in participants' 

discourse associated with the concatenation phase of reflectivity. Problem solving 

concems and issues dominated participants' instrumental content reflection in this phase 

of reflectivity and this educator's discourse is no exception. 

p6v000000k Going back to my negative feelings, I have a real 
problem with some of the literature I read about Mexican-Americans. I 
feel that many times it's just a cop-out for those students. I don't believ e in 
their timidity or their feelings of inferiority in dealing with the 'other 
culture.' If they feel this way. I believe it is their problem. I overcame 
many obstacles to get to where I am today and I came from a home where 
Spanish is the dominant language, where monev was very scarce, and 
where we didn't know if there would be food on the table the next day. 
But, 1 made it, my family made it: and both without food stamps or 
welfare. I also worked my butt off to pay for college, and no one helped 
me in my way. No one told me that all sorts of scholarships are available, 
or help with tutoring. Nothing! I feel that if I can do it. anyone can! 

The first and second sentences ofthe passage evince not only awareness and examination 

as related to reflectiv ity, but also validity testing regarding feelings. To begin w ith, this 
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participant's discourse provides evidence of awareness examination of feelings he has 

experienced in reading about Mexican Americans. Secondly, his discourse (especially 

the second sentence ofthe passage) indicates that he has tested the validitv of those 

feelings (for example, the validity ofthe feelings he experienced in reading literature 

about Mexican Americans, especially literature suggesting the potential for conflicts 

between their culture and that of European Americans). The remainder ofthe passage 

goes on to rationalize the validity of those feelings. Note, however, that although validity 

is tested it is not also challenged; that is. most ofthe discourse ofthe passage rationalizes 

the participant's assumptions and feelings about the literature he has read conceming 

Mexican Americans. Accordingly, as is typical of instrumental reflection in this 

concatenation phase of reflectivity, this participant's discourse in the instmmental domain 

indicates reflectivity more complex than awareness or examination, but less inclusiv e 

than premise reflection. Other excerpts of participants' discourse are denotative of these 

problem solving emphases in participants' instrumental content reflections associated 

with the concatenation phase of reflectivity. 

p2j063266k Are we (the schools, educators) supposed to bend 
the mles to accommodate each and everv student? Each student has his 
problem. Ev ery student needs the mles bent for them. I just can't see this! 
No one bent the mles for me. . . . Eventuallv. we all have to follow the 
rules if we plan to succeed in this societv. Ev en. [name withheld] had to 
leam to follow mles. She tells me that a teacher bent the rules for her 
because she was a migrant student. I understand and I am happv that 
someone helped her out. But the bottom line is that she eventuallv had to 
follow the rules set by our society' or she wouldn't be the success she is 
now. 
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The first sentence of this prototypical excerpt indicates awareness/examination ofthe 

suggestion that rules should be bent to accommodate children who may come to the 

school from a variety of cultural backgrounds (the participant was discussing Mexican 

American students at the time). At the same time, this sentence also indicates validity 

testing on thoughts as to whether rules should be modified to meet such student needs. 

However, discourse within the excerpt goes on to support the original argument 

(thoughts) that accommodation is not required. Therefore, while the excerpt indicates 

awareness/examination and validity testing, it does not also indicate a challenging of 

presuppositions and assumptions as related to the argument (thoughts). Accordingly, the 

passage does not indicate premise (that is, critical) reflection. The reflection (validity 

testing) that is indicated, is instrumental since it focuses on rules, order, and control 

vis-a-vis students (especially Mexican American students) within the school 

(see Figure 3.2 for criteria that fit the instrumental leaming domain). Another selection 

of participant discourse taken from a teacher's out-of-class project is indicative of this and 

other pattems in discourse associated with the concatenation phase of reflectivity. 

pocO 17532k Since I really don't have a lot of experience with 
inservice, I only have a workshop on ESL to compare it [this class] with. 
This workshop is with Dr. [a local consultant] and occurs in a series once 
a month. This class [the professional developmental class] is very 
different in a lot of ways. First of all. I didn't realize that this was 
comparable to an 'inservice.' 

In this selection, the participants' awareness/examination ofthe differences between this 

and other human resource development she has experienced are evident, especially in the 

third sentence ofthe selection. Reflection (validity testing) on content is also indicated in 
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this third sentence ofthe selection as the participant discusses the M'hat ofthe intervention 

undertaken in this case study as compared with other forms of human resource 

development she has experienced. Finally, the selection is concemed with issues and 

thoughts germane to the instrumental leaming domain, first because it does not discuss 

communications or understandings between two or more people, and second, because it 

addresses differences between alternatives and the problem that, for this participant, the 

extant intervention had not been perceived as "inservice" (for additional information on 

bases for this analysis, see the criteria listed in Figure 3.2 of Chapter III). 

Additionally, this selection of instrumental content reflection is one of many 

which indicated that, for a variety of reasons, most of which were positive (in particular 

the very dialogic and experiential aspects ofthe intervention were galvanizing 

experiences for many of these educators), most participants in the reflection group did not 

perceive the extant intervention as "inservice" or staff development. This finding will be 

discussed later in relation to a broader perspective on the findings of this research. 

Other passages from participants' discourse indicated instmmental content 

reflection in the concatenation phase of reflectivity which followed a pattem similar to 

those concemed with problem solving. However, these passages (such as the one to 

follow) tended to focus on instrumental issues and concems of strategic action. 

p6v000000k Today, I had mv ninth grade English students write 
their feelings in their joumal about this statement: 'There is onlv one 
thing more painful than leaming from experience-not leaming from 
experience!' . . . The statement made me think about our educational 
system. I see many changes occurring in education. I feel confiised about 
many of them. I recall when the teacher evaluation was first introduced. It 
was intended to weed out those teachers who didn't do their jobs. 
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Well, that didn't work but we still continue with it. We have also had 
several new teaching techniques introduced to help the at risk student. 
Many of these techniques I have used without much success. One 
ingredient seems to be missing ~ How to get the students to do their part? 

This archetypal selection of participant discourse associated with the phase indicates 

awareness/examination of thoughts related to the "educational system." Additionallv. 

the phrase: "It was intended to weed out those teachers who didn't do their jobs" is also 

indicadve of validity testing (reflection) of thoughts the participant is having on the 

strategic action of teacher evaluation, but falls short of premise reflection (challenging 

and confronting of presuppositions and assumptions about its purpose) on these thoughts. 

This passage is also illustrative ofthe pattem in participants' instmmental content 

reflection associated with the concatenation phase of reflectivity, wherein, most of this 

discourse tended toward negadve versus positive reflectivity, by a ratio of 

approximately 6:1. The phrases: (a) "There is only one thing more painful than leaming 

from experience ~ not leaming from experience" and "Well, that didn't work but we still 

continue with it," and especially the context ofthe passage are each indicative ofthe 

pattern. 

Still other instances of instrumental content reflection in the concatenation phase 

of reflectivity were identified in participants' instrumental discourse conceming 

predictions about observable events, physical or social, which could prove correct or 

incorrect. An example of this pattem of reflectivity is as follows: 

p4v000000k I have requested several parent conferences these 
last two weeks. The response has been wonderfiil! So many of our 
Mexican American parents are truly interested in their children's 
education. My question is why don't the students do better? Our 9th 
grade class is the smallest, but it has the highest failure rate! They don't 
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care and have no motivation. The negativ e things that I hear from parents 
are that the don't know what to do with their children: their bad behavior. 
Why not? Did they not discipline their children when they were voung? I 
know that 14, 15, 16 yr. olds are too old to be spanked, but there are other 
ways of disciplining. It seems our parents need some parenting classes. 
But at least the interest, on the part of the parents, is there and that is a 
wonderful sign. 

Queries ofthe type notable in this passage from participant discourse are epitomized by 

such questions as: "Why don't the students do better?" Such queries capture the 

instrumental flavor of this passage of participant discourse. 

The concatenation phase of reflectivity as identifled in this study is not strictly 

limited to concems and issues ofthe instrumental leaming domain. The concatenation 

phase of reflectivity was also indicated by participants' discourse in the communicative 

domain. Specifically, participants' discourse in this phase of reflectivity began to reflect a 

heightened awareness conceming, and a more intense examination of, perceptions, 

thoughts, feelings or actions as related to more intersubjective matters including, but not 

limited to: communication, mutually understood meanings, intentions, consensual 

norms, and interpersonal relations between, among others, educators and other educators, 

educators and their students. Occasionally participants' discourse in this phase of 

reflectivity, as it related to the communicative domain, tended toward validity testing, as 

well as awareness. However, this reflectivitv (in this concatenation phase of reflectivity) 

as related to the communicative domain was overwhelmingly restricted to awarenesses 

and examinations of perceptions, thoughts, feelings, or actions. The following passage 

from a teacher's reflective joumal is a prime example of this increased communicative 

awareness in the concatenation phase of reflectivity. 
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plj073266e This year, I feel verv comfortable with my 9th grade 
students. I had many of them as seventh graders and I guess that is one 
reason I feel as a I do. These students also have more school spirit and a 
better attitude toward school. I have been thinking of trying something 
with these kids. I am thinking of having them write down how they 
perceive me. I am really interested in knowing how 'they' see me. Do they 
see me as a teacher only? Do they see me as a Hispanic teacher? Do they 
see me as being White? A wanna-be White? I am going to try and ask 
them. I have to do it in such a way that they won't feel threatened because 
I want them to be truly honest about their feelings: I hope I can handle 
their responses. 

The reflectivity exhibited in this prototypal passage from a teacher's discourse clearly 

indicates a communicative concern about what relationship exists between this teacher 

and her Mexican American students. Additionally, both the first and last sentences ofthe 

passage exhibit a reflective awareness about, or examination of, feelings (especially 

feelings about whether the teacher can accept potentially captious student comments). 

As did this passage, most participants' communicative awareness in this concatenation 

phase of reflectivity tended to center on communicative issues and concems between: 

(a) educators and their students, (b) school counselors and their student clients, or 

(c) secondary school administrators and students from the various grade levels within the 

school. The following passage is also indicative of this pattern of reflectivity centered on 

communicative issues and concerns between various school educators and their students. 

plr014111k Reflection is distancing yourself from a situadon. 
looking at that situation without bias, presumptions, or emotion, and 
leaming from the situation - reflecting back to the situation later to apply 
what was learned. Being a member of this class has really helped me look 
objectively and reflectively at my students and compare this to what I want 
in my classroom. . . . In my personal life. I've thought more about why 
people do the things they do - reasons behind actions. 
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The second sentence of this passage reflects the participant's prior examination ofthe 

communicative relationship between her and her students (a relationship previously 

approached strictly from an objective, instrumental perspective, but now approached from 

a reflective, intersubjective viewpoint as well). Although the teacher's comments would 

suggest reflection on this relationship, this discourse indicates reflectivity 

(awareness/examination) but not reflection (validity testing). Participants' 

communicative awareness in the concatenation phase of reflectivity was also concemed 

with communicative issues between both teachers and students and teachers and parents. 

p2j035986k There is a student who does not do any work in my 
class. He is not a 'bad' kid, but does not want to work. . . . I feel this 
student does not have an interest in school. I'm going to research this 
situation deeper. I'm going to call his parents and make an effort to work 
together. 

The third and fifth sentences of this excerpt taken from participants' discourse reflect this 

communicative awareness about relationships between teachers and their students, as 

well as, teachers and the parents of students. The fifth sentence ofthe passage illustrates 

the sorts of links teachers were beginning to make between their reflections and potential 

benefits to practice such as improved and purposeful relationships between teachers and 

parents. Likewise, participants' discourse in this phase of reflectivity indicated that 

participants were just beginning to forge links between their communicative awarenesses 

about teacher-student relationships and the actions of their students in the classroom. 

pic038851 k Manuel also objects to my touching him on the back 
or shoulder which I tend to do frequently, or on the hand if the student is 
talking while I'm talking. . . . Students in this class (especially boys) 
work less, bring books less, and generally want to keep my instruction 
time shorter than my other classes. 
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Although the first sentence of this teacher's discourse highlights awareness/examination 

of her student's reaction to her contact, the reflectivity indicated does not also extend to 

validity testing on assumptions in the teacher's discourse. For example: Do the bov s in 

the class actually want to shorten the teacher's instmction time or has the teacher failed to 

account for such factors as student boredom or inadequate efforts to involv e the students 

in particular modes of instruction. Thus, the validity ofthe teacher's generally negative 

assumptions about the students in the class was not tested. As did this passage, 

participant's communicative awareness/examination in the concatenation phase of 

reflectivity centered around teacher-student relationships versus those relating to 

teacher-teacher relationships by ratio in excess of 2:1. 

However, some passages of participants' discourse in this concatenation phase of 

reflectivity were denotive of communicative awareness as related to interactions and 

experiences between educators within the school. The following passages are illustrative 

of this archetype. 

plro 17532k It [in-class collaboradon on various projects] has 
given me source of people I feel very comfortable talking to and confiding 
in for help. As a new teacher, I think this is extremely important. Some of 
the teachers who have been teaching for a while have some of the same 
problems I have. 

plrOl7532k I think it is very important to maintain a strong 
support system. When teachers get together and share problems, good 
things, fmstrations, a positive school climate can occur. 

picO 18851 k Today one of the teachers I share rooms with, 
Mrs. B., confronted me about my allowing students to get out of their 
seats during class. . . . Either I control these students or Mrs. B. will 
step in by sitting in on my class, or presenting my situation to the principal 
and he will cite me in my personal life, as he has done in the past. 
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Communicative awareness in the first of these passages focused on interactions and 

experiences between educators in the reflection group. In the second of these passages, 

communicative awareness focused on more global interactions between all teachers 

within the school. Communicative awareness in the last of these passages was much 

more tightly focused on the interactions and experiences between two particular educators 

within the school. The generally negative tone of this final passage (as submitted by the 

teacher's use ofthe term "confronted") is also indicative of a more general trend in 

participant discourse associated with communicative awareness/examination in this 

concatenation phase of refiectivity. Indeed, participant discourse associated with this 

phase was intersubjectively rated negative, positive, or ambivalent according to the 

following ratio, 8:3:4. The extent of negativity in this discourse ranged from the implied 

sort highlighted in the previous passage to explicit cridcism of certain teachers who 

taught at the school by other teachers within the reflection group. 

Finally, participants' discourse in the concatenation phase of reflectivity would, on 

rare occasions, propose increasing communicative awareness about, or examinations of, 

their relationships with the parents of Mexican American students. The following 

passage is typical. 

p2j015986k I wonder why Mexican-American parents are not 
teaching their children how to speak Spanish - or why students are not 
asking their parents to teach them Spanish? It's almost a denial! If they 
only knew and realized how beneficial it is. 

That this awareness concerning Mexican American parents did not extend to validity 

testing is evident in the counselor's failure to question the assumption that speaking 
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Spanish at school is beneficial for Mexican American students. Additionally, this 

awareness raising rarely extended to a personal, one-on-one, home visit to a Mexican 

American student's home. Often this awareness raising as associated with the 

concatenation phase of reflectivity was purely speculative. A discussion of this 

concatenation phase of reflectivity is provided in the subsection to follow. This 

discussion first addresses reflectivity in the instrumental domain as associated with the 

phase 

4.2.3.3 Discussion 

The foregoing passages from participants' discourse illustrate that the 

concatenation phase of reflectivity encompasses mostly content reflection in the 

instmmental leaming domain and, to a lesser extent, heightened awareness in the 

communicative learning domain. From the instrumental perspective, participants' 

discourse is distinguished by reflectivity that is more inclusive than awareness (since this 

discourse also indicated validity testing), but reflectivity that falls short of regularly 

challenging assumptions and presuppositions as related to perceptions, thoughts, feelings, 

or actions (that is, critical reflection). Instead, the instrumental content reflection, most 

notable in the passages of participant discourse which indicated this concatenation phase 

of reflectivity, is indicative of validity testing on the content of personal perceptions, 

thoughts, feelings, or actions; most germane to the instrumental domain (see Figure 3.2 

for an explication of matters which are germane to the instrumental domain). 
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This reflection (validity testing) in the instrumental leaming domain was generally either 

immediately preceded by, or conducted in conjunction with, instrumental awareness. For 

example, in the following excerpt of participant discourse, the teacher's awareness of her 

frustration (feelings) precedes her validity testing (reflection) concerning whether she has 

time for the class. 

pocO 18851k I was very frustrated by the journal writing 
which I had little time to do. I did not completely understand what was 
expected. . . . Many, many times I have questioned whether I have time 
for this class. 

Similarly, this passage, like many others associated with this phase of reflectivity, is 

indicative of a linking of awarenesses and examinations in thinking to the need for 

validity testing about habitual ways of interpreting the experiences of everyday life. For 

example, this participant's awareness of her frustration has preceded her validity testing 

about whether her frustration is linked to a lack of time for the class. Problem solving 

emphases as the primary target of instrumental reflectivity in this phase (see Subsection 

4.2.3.2) are consistent with observations by Dewey (1933) and Mezirow (1991) that much 

of our learning is traditionally cast in the form of problem solving because of its 

congruity with the logic followed with such notable success by the physical and natural 

sciences (for example the emphasis on objectivity in one's approach to an analysis of 

problems, events, or phenomena experienced in practice [see the excerpt of participant 

discourse coded plr01411 Ik in Subsecdon 4.2.3.2 of this chapter]). Having made the 

transition from prereflective, instrumental awareness (as in awareness of thoughts about 

solving a problem in pracdce) to instrumental reflection on content in the concatenation 
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phase of reflectivity (as in validity testing on the what of this problem in practice), it is 

not surprising that participants' discourse in this phase would begin to indicate reflectiv ity 

as related to the communicative domain, especially an increasing awareness of their 

relationship to their own students (as in the question "How do 1 feel about my students 

and the way in which they perceive me as an educator). Transformation theory (Mezirow, 

1991) asserts that reflectivity in the communicative domain necessarily begins a concern 

with how we communicate with or relate to others, not as objects of control and 

manipulation (instrumental relationships), but as agents like oneself. It is likely that the 

discoveries and realizations regularly mentioned in participants' discourse during this 

phase of communicative awareness and examination (see Subsection 4.2.3.2) served as a 

recurrent precursor to the sort of communicative validity testing notable in the precritical 

interrogation phase of reflectivity, an overview of which follows. 

4.2.4 Precritical Interrogation 

4.2.4.1 Overview 

Analysis of participants' discourse using the reflectivity categorization scheme 

detailed in Chapter III, indicated a phase of reflectivity which may be differentiated from 

other phases of reflectivity discussed thus far by evidence of participants' validity testing 

in both the instrumental and communicative leaming domains. This questioning or 

testing of perceptions, thoughts, feelings, and actions in participants' discourse took the 

form of validity testing (reflection) on process in the instrumental leaming domain and 
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validity testing (reflection) on content in the communicative domain. That is to say. this 

precritical interrogation phase of reflectivity targeted hoM' questions in the instmmental 

domain and M'hat questions in the communicative domain. A presentation of findings 

associated with the instrumental domain and related to validity testing in this precritical 

interrogation phase of reflectivity will precede those relating to the communicative 

learning domain. 

4.2.4.2 Findings 

The selection to follow is cast in critical incident format (see Appendix H) and 

was taken from a teacher's reflective joumal. The discourse ofthe selecdon is archetypal 

of instrumental process reflection ofthe sort which characterized the precritical 

interrogation phase of reflectivity. 

p2j038851k Incident: I inidated a new seating 
arrangement today. Alberto did not want to sit on the front row and 
remarked with obscenities. . . . Feelings: I felt frustrated because I was 
getting no cooperation. What a way to start the day! I felt a need to be in 
control. Thoughts: I thought that I was desperately needing to get my 
way. I thought I had allowed the class to get out of control and if I didn't 
regain control, I would have a miserable, horrible year. . . . Leaming's: 
Maybe things would have gone more successfully if I had either spoken 
with the boys before or I had moved everyone in the class around. 
Application: Prepare for all changes in order to make them mn more 
smoothly. 

The phrases, "I felt frustrated." "I felt a need," and "I thought that I was desperately 

needing," in this the selection reflect the sort of awareness and examination necessary as 

precursors to validity testing (see Figure 3.1 for an explicadon of relationships between 

awareness, validity testing, challenging and confronting with respect to reflectiv ity). 
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The phrase which reads "Maybe things would have gone more successfully if I had either 

spoken w ith the boys before or I had moved everv one in the class around." reflects 

validitv testing as related to actions inextricablv tied to issues and concems of 

instmmental control. For example, there are three references to the word "control" in the 

full excerpt. 

Although not the most salient, instmmental control was one predisposition of 

participants' discourse indicadve of instmmental process reflection in the precritical 

interrogation phase of reflectiv ity. The following two selections are also representativ e of 

this inclination toward instmmental control. 

p2p058851k Leaming must go beyond this curriculum, and this 
year of Algebra 1-4 or Phvsical Science. I must present this material in 
such a wav that students want to leam. . . . For me this mav- mean 
leaming new wavs of teaching through workshops, classes, books, and 
observing other teachers. . . Students must feel free to leam, 
unhampered by dismptions from other students and in a safe atmosphere. 
In my classes, this may mean changing my teaching style to increase 
effectiv e classroom management, thus eliminating disruptions. 

It also means greater attention must be spent in increasing 
mv feedback, supportive encouragement, and correction of off-task 
behavior. . . . In addition, I need to effectively incorporate time 
management. I need to be selective in my choice of tasks. 

For this participant, control means freedom to leam in a safe atmosphere, free of what she 

interprets as disruptions from other students. W ho these "other" students are is not clear. 

The selection to follow is also indicative of instmmental control as a predisposidon of 

participants' discourse in this phase of reflectiv ity. 

p3j017532k R. G. is an eighth grade Hispanic male in my 
fourth period class. . . . The students that R. seems to 'perform' for were 
in ISS [in-school suspension], but still had the rest ofthe class. . . . As 
we were vvalking toward the computers, I see R. in the reflection of 
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my display case making hand gestures toward mv rear with his tongue 
hanging out. . . . I'd had it with R. so . . . I wrote him up on a pink 
slip. . . . R. makes me feel very angry. I try hard not to let him see my 
anger and fmstration. . . . I believe that I handled it in the right way. 
1 really don't know how I could have handled it any different. 

As proposed by this selection of participant discourse, the "pink slip" was a recurrent 

topic in participants' instrumental process reflections throughout this phase of reflectiv ity. 

This was particularly true where these reflections were focused on issues of instrumental 

control such as the hoM' (process reflection) of student behavior management. 

Additionally, this participant's references to "anger" and "frustration" are indicative ofthe 

generally negative tone ofthe teacher's instrumental process reflection. However, the 

primarily negative character of discourse associated with instrumental process reflection 

in the precritical interrogation phase of reflectivity was generally less marked than the 

ratio of negative to positive excerpts associated with instmmental reflection in the 

concatenation phase of reflectivity. 

A second focus of instrumental process reflection indicated by participants' 

discourse in the precritical interrogation phase of reflectivity was more indicative of 

causal reasoning. This inclination toward instrumental process reflection centered on 

implications of cause and effect relationships. 

plOvOOOOOk I have very high expectations for ni) 
Mexican-American students. I don't let them slack off or goof around and 
then give me excuses that they don't understand. I alwav s remind them of 
my experiences at school and tell them that I am trying my best to 
understand where they are coming from but that they have to understand to 
where I am leading them. . . . Most importantly I try to emulate the 
behavior I want from my students. I love science. . . . I speak frequently 
about the advancements in science that were brought about by Hispanic 
scientists. I speak passionately about my topics because I feel passionately 
about what I teach. 
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This representative excerpt from participants' instmmental process reflection in the 

precritical (indicative of validity testing but not also indicative of a challenging or 

confronting of presuppositions in prior leaming) interrogation phase of reflectiv ity is 

focused on issues and concerns related to the hoM' (process reflection) of classroom 

management (instrumental domain). Additionally, the discourse ofthe excerpt proposes 

that a cause-effect relationship exists between "slacking off or "goofing around" and 

failure to understand the teacher's lesson. 

As with instrumental awareness or reflection in most ofthe phases of reflectivity 

identified in this case study, problem solving was also a recurrent inclination in educators' 

discourse associated with instrumental process reflection in the precritical interrogation 

phase of reflectivity. The following selection from participants' discourse is indicative of 

this problem solving. 

plj082816k One of my students, Carlos, seems to be distracted 
most of the time. Really doesn't matter what activity we are doing. I 
could be reading, writing, illustrating, putting a booklet together, he seems 
to have a short attention span. . . . I have thought about my activities in 
class. Are they maybe too long? . . . I decided to move him out front, 
really close to me, but he still turns around, and gets somehow distracted. 
So, I talk to him nicely during break time. . . . I guess my only other 
resource would be to talk to one of my colleagues to see what he/she 
suggests. 

The problem: "Carlos seems to be distracted most of the dme." The reflecdon: "1 have 

thought about my activities in class. Are they maybe too long?" The solving: "I decided 

to move him out front, really close to me." Since the passage indicates, not just 

awareness/examination of problems in practice, but also validity testing on thinking about 

solutions; this passage like, others associated with the precritical interrogation phase of 
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reflectivity, exemplifies participants' increasingly reflective approaches to instrumental 

problem solving. 

In the precritical interrogation phase of reflectivity, perhaps the most salient, and 

certainly the most frequent, inclination of participants' instrumental process reflections 

was proactive strategic action, as differentiated from reactive problem solving. Although 

this concem with instrumental, strategic action or planning took many fomis in the 

discourse of teachers, counselors, and secondary administrators; reflectivity was regularly 

expressed as instrumental process reflection in these selections of reflective discourse. 

The following passage taken from a teacher's reflective progress report is illustrative 

issues and concerns indicative of strategic planning/action. 

plr042377k Lottery: My thoughts on 'The Lottery' and the 
message that it portrays to school practitioners is that the prejudices that 
we each have are hidden from our view and those around us. Even though 
we have leamed new techniques and practices to reach our children. Do 
we use them? At times, teachers unknowingly resort to the way they 
learned and how they were successful and push these onto their kids. 
When an outsider comes in, instances of professionals not practicing what 
they preach are obvious. 

The reflectivity indicated by the passage is germane to the instrumental domain since it 

focuses on strategic action in the form of "techniques and practices" necessary to "reach" 

the students. The selection is indicative of process reflection since the teacher has 

engaged in validity testing as to whether new techniques and practices leamed are "used" 

in practice. In addition to the strategic planning inclination in instrumental process 

reflection indicated by the passage, the discourse also provides evidence premise 

reflection (as in the phrases, "Even though we have learned new techniques and practices 
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to reach our children," and "Do we really use them?" and the inherent questioning ofthe 

assumption that because techniques are available they are used). Indeed, indications of 

premise reflection sometimes accompany process and even content reflection in either 

learning domain. However, process reflection was the most salient (as indicated by 

intersubjective ratings ofthe associated discourse) brand of reflectivity in the 

instrumental domain associated with participants' discourse in the precritical interrogation 

phase. 

The precritical interrogation phase of reflectivity was also evinced by participants' 

discourse indicative of reflection in the communicative leaming domain. Specifically, 

much of participants' discourse in this phase of reflectivity tended toward communicative 

content reflection; that is, reflections on the M'hat of perceptions, feelings, thoughts, and 

actions in dynamics such as communication, interaction, understanding, and negotiation 

with others. This communicative content reflection in the precritical interrogation phase 

of reflectivity, was most saliently directed toward issues and concerns between educators 

within the school. The following excerpt taken from the transcript of a videotaped 

reflection group session illustrates this communicative content reflection in participants' 

discourse associated with the precritical interrogation phase of reflectivity. 

p8v000000k What do 1 care what J. B. or S. S. [teachers in the 
reflection group at Valverde] do with their kids in their classrooms? It's 
been my experience that each teacher must develop their own style and 
their own way if their gonna be in control in their own classroom. And, 
uh, after all that's the important thing in this school. 

This excerpt taken from a teachers' reflection group discourse is illustrative of reflectivity 

in the communicadve learning domain tlirough its emphasis on intentions and nomis as 
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shared or not shared between school educators. The flrst and second sentences ofthe 

excerpt reflect awareness of, or examination of, thoughts and impressions (as in the 

phrases, "What do I care," and "It's been my experience") as precursors to validity testing 

(as reflected in the phrase, "each teacher must develop their own style and their own way 

if their gonna be in control in their own classroom"). The first sentence ofthe excerpt is 

also indicative of validity testing about other participants' discourse regarding the idea of 

sharing (the M'hat ofthe reflection) with respect to professional practice, especially the 

idea of shadowing, a topic of collaboration which was under discussion at the time. 

Other excerpts taken from the discourse of reflection group members at Valverde 

Junior High variously mirror this pattern of communicative content reflection, focused on 

issues and concems between school educators, in the precritical interrogation phase of 

reflectivity. 

poc014111k We're getdng to know each other better-growing 
together and working as a team toward a common goal. I'm realizing that 
I'm not alone, we're all in the same boat. We all have the same problems, 
we can help each other, and make the tough get easier for ourselves and 
each other. 

In this excerpt the phrase, "We're getting to know each other better-growing together and 

working as a team toward a common goal" typifies the participant's 

awareness/examination of intersubjective (see Figure 3.2 for a detailed explanation) 

reladonships and understandings developing between educators in the reflection group. 

The emphasis on teacher-teacher/educator-educator issues and concerns associated with 

this precritical interrogation phase of reflectivity is essentially evident throughout this 

excerpt taken from participants' discourse in this phase. The phrase," I'm realizing that 
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I'm not alone, we're all in the same boat-We all have the same problems, we can help 

each other, and make the tough get easier for ourselves and each other." indicates prior 

validity testing (reflection) on the M'hat of assumptions about isolation in practice; that is 

content reflection. 

The selection of discourse to follow is also indicative of this pattem (the emphasis 

on teacher-teacher issues and concems in participants' communicativ e content 

reflections). This selection was taken from the transcription of a v ideotaped reflection 

group session. 

p9v000000k You forget that we are really a new school and 
really just getting our feet wet. I have to question this whole idea that we 
are talking about, I mean the idea of collaborating, when most of us hardly 
know each other or what to expect from these kids. I think we're still 
dealing with a lot of adjustments and those adjustments will take time. 
Just because we teach in the same school doesn't mean we can teach 
together. 

In this selection, the phrase, "Just because we teach in the same school doesn't mean we 

can teach together." indicates communicative content reflection on teacher-teacher 

relationships and understandings. Indeed, communicative discourse in the precritical 

interrogation phase of reflectivity of which the preceding passages are typical, centered 

on teacher-teacher issues and concems versus teacher-student concerns by a ratio in 

excess of 2:1 (ratios derived from intersubjective ratings of participant discourse; a topic 

discussed in prior sections of this chapter). This pattem in participants' communicative 

discourse was in marked contrast to the same type of discourse associated with the prior 

phase of concatenation. The reader will recall that communicative discourse in this prior 

phase centered on teacher-student concerns (such as the way in which teachers believed 
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or surmised that they were perceived by their students). However, like the pattern for 

instrumental process reflection, participants' communicative content reflection in this 

precritical interrogation phase of reflectivity was (by a ratio of approximately 2:1) 

primarily negative versus positive (see the excerpt of participant discourse just presented 

for an example). 

Communicative content reflection noted in teachers' discourse and indicative of 

the precritical interrogation phase of reflectivity also variously stressed an increasing 

concern with teacher-student issues and relations. Many of these concems were 

indicative of an emerging awareness among reflection group educators ofthe cultural 

differences between most of them and their predominantly Mexican American student 

population at Valverde. The following excerpt provides one example of this emerging 

awareness among reflection group educators. 

plj057532k All in all, it has really been a bad day until I got to 
our class tonight!! I really thought that the activity you gave us tonight 
with the different cultures was very interesting! It was really fun for me to 
learn a 'culture' and act in that culture for a while and then have to go over 
to the other side and try to figure out the new rules. . . . I also learned 
something from it! Our students' culture does NOT really mix with 
school. Now I am not saying the Mexican-American culture shouldn't go 
to school. I guess I'm talking more about their environments. Some of 
our students don't have the support they need at home to be successful at 
school which, in a way, puts them in a different culture. When they come 
into our classrooms, we expect them to come in, sit quietly, and be ready 
to learn. This is not reality in most cases. 

In this excerpt, the phrase, "Our students' culture does NOT really mix with school," is, in 

many ways, indicative of how deceptively reflective teachers' communicative discourse in 

this phase could be where discussion turned to teacher-student relationships. 
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The phrase, "Our students' cuhure does NOT really mix with school" is indicative of prior 

validity testing (reflection) on the M'hat of a potential culture clash between the Mexican 

American enculturation that these students bring to school and the differing culture these 

students find at the school (especially Valverde; a topic which will be thoroughly 

discussed in Chapter V). However, the phrases: "Now I am not saying the 

Mexican-American culture shouldn't go to school. 1 guess I'm talking more about their 

environments," "Some of our students don't have the support they need at home to be 

successful at school which, in a way. puts them in a different culture." are typical of 

communicative reflection in this "precritical" interrogation phase of reflectivity since 

such discourse tended to be reflective (provided evidence of validity testing) but was 

typically less than critically reflective (failed to indicate ev idence of premise reflection on 

presuppositions and assumptions in prior leaming which might filter current experience 

and interpretation). For other teachers, their discourse indicated that communicativ e 

reflection on their relationship vv ith, and understanding of, their Mexican American 

students became a time for remembrances, a time for a reawakening of a sense of 

solidarity, of empathy. 

pocOl0000k Today, at our inservice meeting, we had J. C. talk 
to us about at-risk students. He talked about his being an at-risk student. 
He really made me think about my school experiences. We always 
lived in Anglo neighborhoods and, for most of my life, I was the only 
Mexican American student. I remember getting into school fights because 
1 was called a wetback and other such names. But what really bothered me 
were mv junior high vears. 1 was the A and B student who always worked 
in the library or the office. In junior high. I remember being 1 of 2 
Mexican American students on the honor roll. The other girl and 1 stuck 
together like glue especially at the honor society functions where we stood 
out like sore thumbs. 
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In high school. I worked in the counselors office. At my high 
school, we had 8 counselors and they all liked me v ery much, but not one 
ever talked to me about going to college, even though I consistently made 
A's and B's. One incident that really stands out because I was so hurt was 
the time that I passed out. I suffered from 'female' problems and usually 
passed out at the drop of a dime. Well. I passed out one day in French 
class. I was taken to the teacher's lounge because each subject had its own 
building. The teachers in the lounge thought that I was still unconscious 
and they were talking and saying that I was probably pregnant which was 
whv I had passed out. They 'expected' me to be pregnant because I was 
Mexican American. I was deeply hurt especially since those teachers 
knew that I was a good student. 1 didn't tell anyone not even my mother, 
whom I tell everything. 

College was a nightmare! I majored in English. I can't recall how 
many professors told me that I was not good enough to be an English 
major. Well. I showed them all. 1 feel I deserve a pat on the back today. I 
know why I made it. I made it because my mother was always there for 
me pushing and encouraging me! 

This particularly poignant, and somewhat negative, excerpt from a Mexican American 

teacher's discourse (eight members ofthe reflection group were self-reported Mexican 

Americans) in the precritical interrogation phase of reflectivity, reflects many ofthe 

misconceptions school educators may hold about the parents of Mexican American 

children (a topic to be discussed in Chapter V). It also proposes that for this teacher, her 

success in school was, sadly for her, less attributable, to her educators than to her parents. 

Other participants' communicative content reflections in the precritical interrogadon 

phase of reflectivitv were also grounded in their own biographies. The following excerpt 

is an example. 

pocO 14398k Book Review: Like Water for Chocolate - Despite 
the fact that I am Mexican-American I found some parts of the book hard 
to understand. Much of what was in the book was hard for me to relate to. 
Many of the traditions are unfamiliar to me mainly because of differences 
in socioeconomic status. The De La Garza family was verv wealthy and 
my familv was verv poor both in Mexico and when they first arrived in the 
United States. I think that this was a shock to me because I thought that 
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out of all the books I read this summer this book vv ould be the one 1 could 
most closely relate to. 

I felt V ery sorrv and verv angry because Tita could not many 
the man she loved. . . . I was angered at the mother for making Tita 
bake her sister's wedding cake as a punishment for talking back to her 
mother. . . . Tita and her mother shared manv similar experiences in their 
lives. If anyone, I thought Mama Elena would have better understood Tita 
and Tita's feelings for Pedro. 

I was most impressed with Tita and her self control I failed to 
understand how she could so calmly put up vv ith her mother. . . . Mama 
Elena even had power over Tita after her death. It was astonishing. 
Somehow it seems in most Mexican families the wav to control vour kids 
is through guilt. Mama Elena had the master technique when it came to 
making Tita feel guiltv. . . . My mother manipulates through guilt as 
well, in order to control mv emotions. 

The reader will note that this excerpt, once again, indicates v alidity testing (reflection) on 

anticipated similarities between persons often mislabeled as sharing a common culture 

and heritage, but fails to provide ev idence of critical (premise) reflection on the 

assumptions that might lead one to such inv alid assumptions. Participants' reflections in 

the precritical interrogation phase of reflectivity, like the excerpt just highlighted, were 

frequently grounded in their own biographies. Howev er. these reflections seldom made 

the connection between presuppositions (pre-experiential) and assumptions (experiential) 

deriving from prior socialization and extant interpretations of experience grounded in that 

socialization: that is. such reflections were, as the label ofthe phase implies, "precridcal." 

The subsection to follow will present discussion of this precritical interrogation phase of 

reflectivity the findings of which were just presented. 
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4.2.4.3 Discussion 

The preceding excerpts taken from the discourse of reflection group members at 

Valverde are illustrative of discourse from multiple data sources (such as audio tape 

transcripts, participants' reflective journals, video tape transcripts, and reflective progress 

reports) which define a phase of precritical reflectivity embracing mostly instmmental 

process reflection and. to a lesser extent, communicative content reflection. In both the 

instrumental and communicative leaming domains, participants' discourse is 

differentiated by reflectivity indicating more than awareness and examination, but less 

than critical or premise reflection (see the prior presentation; Subsection 4.2.4.3). 

Moreover, reflectivity in both leaming domains associated with the precritical 

interrogation phase indicates a questioning or empirical testing of perceptions, thoughts, 

feelings, or actions. 

Instmmental process reflection, the most notable reflectivity of the phase, 

connotes validity testing related to hoM' persons have performed the functions of 

perceiving, thinking, feeling or acting, especially an assessment of efficacy in that 

performance. Such validity testing has as its precursor an awareness of. or examination 

of. perceptions, thoughts, feelings, or actions (see Subsection 4.2.4.2). Strategic planning 

or action emphases as the focus of instrumental process reflection in this phase of 

reflectivity are consistent with instrumental and teclinocratic tendencies to conceptualize 

strategic planning and action in processual terms and frameworks (Mezirow, 1981: 

Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993). 
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Communicative content reflection, also a hallmark ofthe phase, connotes validity 

testing ofthe content of perceptions, thoughts, feelings, or actions between, or related to. 

two or more persons, ft too is preceded, in one way or another, by reflectivity at the level 

of awareness or examinadon (see Subsection 4.2.4.2). Having demonstrated evidence of 

heightened awareness of communicative concems and issues in the concatenation phase 

of reflectivity, given the facilitative aspect ofthe professional developmental 

intervention, one might well expect that participants' discourse in the precritical 

interrogation phase would turn toward a more reflective questioning or testing of 

communications, understandings, intentions, negotiations, and norms as related to that 

leaming domain. Such a pattem would certainly appear consistent with similar 

interphasial patterns indicated by participants' reflectivity in the instrumental domain 

(such as a pattem indicative of interphasial transitions toward progressively more 

inclusive reflectivity in the instrumental learning domain). Perhaps less likely is the 

tendency of participants' communicative content reflections in this phase to emphasize 

educator-to-educator issues and concems (such professional reladonships among school 

faculty members) more so than the emphasis on educator-to-student concems (such as 

what the nature of the relationship should be between Mexican American male students 

and school administrators) typical ofthe concatenation phase of reflectivity. 

Accordingly, one might be prompted to ask whether the interphasial pattems seeming to 
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operate in tandem vis-a-vis reflectivity in the instmmental and communicative domains 

would continue to hold in the problemadzadon phase of reflectivity, an overview of 

which follows. 

4.2.5 Problematization 

4.2.5.1 Overview 

Analysis of participants' discourse using the reflectivity categorization scheme 

detailed in Chapter III, indicated a phase of reflectivity distinguished by premise 

reflection, that is a challenging, confronting, or problematizing of presuppositions and 

assumptions in prior learning, in both the instmmental and communicative leaming 

domains. Accordingly, participants' discourse in this phase of reflectivity reflects 

recurrent questioning, challenging, and confronting ofthe M'hy behind perceptions, 

thoughts, feelings, actions, learnings, and applications as gennane to both the 

instmmental and communicative domains (as distinct from the M'hat of these [content 

reflection] or the hoM' of these [process reflection]). Since these trends were particularly 

evident in the communicative domain, findings related to premise reflection in the 

communicative learning domain will be presented first. 

4.2.5.2 Findings 

The following passage of participant discourse taken from a teacher's reflective 

journal, is prototypical of communicative premise reflection ofthe type which 
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exemplified the problematization phase of reflectiv ity. The discourse highlights this 

participant's reaction to an intercultural parable which was the focus of reflection group 

activides on the day of this discussion. 

p3j049148k Reaction to Parable: Basically, what I leamed 
is that because of our past experiences, the morals inflicted upon us 
since birth, and the different ways we look at situations, we have different 
perceptions or judgments of people. Sure, 1 sympathized with 
Geoffrey . . . but because of past experiences . . . I've realized that 
people make mistakes and . . . the best decision (although most times the 
most difficult) is to forgive and forget. Therefore, I perceived Geoffrey 
as closed minded and unworthy. And because of my moral upbringing. 
I felt that Rosemary and Sinbad were terribly wrong in their actions, but 
who am I to judge? Basically, I leamed . . . that we each hav e our own 
view of people and situations. We each have our own hopes and dreams. 
We each carry our own baggage, and we react to situations. As a teacher. I 
must be open minded to these differences among students, colleagues, and 
administrators. 

As denoted in this excerpt, the phrase, "I've realized that people make mistakes 

and . . . the best decision (although most times the most difficult) is to forgiv e and 

forget," indicates awareness/examination of thoughts, precursory to validity testing. 

The plirase which follows, "Therefore, I perceived Geoffrey as closed minded and 

unworthy," indicates previous validity testing regarding perceptions. The phrases, "And 

because of my moral upbringing, I felt that Rosemary and Sinbad were terribly wrong in 

their actions, but who am I to judge," propose that this teacher, at some point, has made 

problematic the influence of her biopsychocultural history on her perceptions regarding 

the parable. That is to say, the phrases offer evidence that she has challenged, on the one 

hand, the validity of her initial perceptions, and/or, on the other hand, assumptions or 

presuppositions in thinking originating from her biopsychocultural historv. 
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This illustradve passage of communicadve premise reflection typical of those 

which indicated and helped define the problematization stage of reflectivity is also typical 

of participants' increasing tendencies in this phase to move beyond communicative issues 

of teacher-teacher or teacher-student concerns into larger issues such as social (morals) 

and consensual norms (judgments) and the influence of those norms on the 

biopsychocultural history of an individual. Recurrent passages of participants' discourse 

common to this phase of reflectivity are demonstrative of this increasing tendency. The 

following passage is one example. 

p2p029095k To me. the 'big picture' defines my educational 
platform. The more I am exposed to other cultures, the more 1 wonder. 
Are there really any right or wrong answers to the mysteries of life? If we 
set a standard for values, who's v alues do we use as a measure? As we 
evolve as cultures and as a species, the nature of our morality itself is 
transient. . . . That is not to say that teachers shouldn't set rules and 
standards for their classroom: but we must care enough for each student 
to realize that he or she is first an individual with indiv idual needs and 
experiences. In a low-income, Mexican-American communitv, this is 
especially true. 

Certainly the phrase, "The more I am exposed to other cultures, the more I wonder. Are 

there really any right or wrong answers to the mysteries of life," in this passage is 

indicative of this participant's dilemma of whether his own cultural nomis. or those of any 

other group, should be considered the "right" way of doing things. The phrase which 

follows. "If we set a standard for values, who's values do we use as a measure." further 

submits that this participant has engaged in premise reflection gemiane to the 

communicativ e domain which has prompted him to challenge whether social nomis may 

be considered black and white, single right answer, issues. Other excerpts, such as the 
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following, are indicative of participants' increasing tendency to address more global 

communicative issues in this phase than just teacher-teacher or teacher-student 

reladonships and understandings. 

pllvOOOOOk I don't think h is possible to talk about another 
culture without evaluating that culture. I don't care how open-minded we 
believe ourselves to be, we each have certain prejudices toward other 
cultures, no matter what we think we believe. I have learned and I am 
learning everyday that no culture is better than another. Every culture has 
its good attributes and its bad ones. I have many good friends who are 
Anglo and I have many good, close Hispanic friends. I am ashamed to 
admit that I don't have many Black friends. 

I do believe that if we spent time with another culture, we would 
grow to better understand that culture. . . . I believe, though, that it starts 
with a one-to-one relationship. For example, there have been people that 
at first sight I don't like because I've heard some bad things said about 
them or simply because I don't like the way he/she is dressed. But if I tmly 
get to know the person, his/her needs, desires, etc., I find I like that person. 
I believe the same applies to different cultures. 

In this excerpt, the phrases, "I don't think it is possible to talk about another culture 

without evaluating that culture," and " Every culture has its good attributes and its bad 

ones." are each indicative of a more global focus in communicative reflection; in this 

case, a focus on intercultural interactions and understandings. Concomitantly, the first of 

these phrases also indicates validity testing (reflection) with respect to these intercultural 

issues. Whereas, the phrase, "But if I truly get to know the person, his/her needs, 

desires, etc., I find I like that person," further indicates premise (challenging, confronting, 

problematizing) reflection on assumptions and presuppositions surfaced in validity 

testing. The pattem of challenging, confronting, and problematizing typical of 

participants' discourse and associated with the problematization phase of reflectivity is 
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evident in each ofthe passages of participant discourse just presented. This is especially 

true ofthe final excerpt presented. 

The tendency, among reflection group members, to take a more holistic view of 

reflection in the communicative domain was also typified by discourse defining the 

problematization phase of reflectivity. This discourse, albeit rarely, addressed concerns 

and issues related to teacher-parent and teacher-administrator relationships. The 

following selection taken from participants' discourse provides an example. 

p3p039737k All students must overcome obstacles to succeed. 
As teachers, we must notice these obstacles and we must give our students 
a boost. Wemustdo this with the help ofthe students and the parents. I'm 
a Mexican-American, when I was going through school, I felt that I had to 
deal with more problems than other students. I'm beginning to realize how 
much I've forgotten of that experience. I'm beginning to realize that I am 
guilty of assuming too much about these students and their needs. As 
teachers, we must help in building a bridge between parents, students, 
counselors, and, yes, even a bridge to college. We must serve as role 
models. We must teach them and let them become aware of the different 
opportunities that are out there for them and not make assumptions about 
their capabilities or their potential for certain opportunities. 

In this selection, the phrase, "I'm beginning to realize that I am guilty of assuming too 

much about these students and their needs," is one of several which indicates a 

challenging ofthe validity of assumptions in prior leaming with respect to what the 

teacher has thought about Mexican American students, their parents, and their potential, 

(including their potential to enter college). The phrase. "As teachers, we must help in 

building a bridge between parents, students, counselors, and, yes, even a bridge to 

college," is indicative ofthe sort of transformations in thinking, especially thinking about 

possibilities that may occur when adult leamers engage in critical reflection on premises 
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and assumptions associated with prior learning. As was illustrated in the prior passage, 

"bridge building" became a recurrent theme in participants' discourse once they began to 

critically reflect upon their teacher-parent and teacher-administrator relationships. A few 

ofthe teachers even discussed their cross-cultural and reflective practice platforms with 

school administrators in order to refine their long-range goals for practice. 

Interestingly, participants' discourse in the problematization phase of reflectivitv 

was almost equally divided between communicative premise reflection that focused on 

teacher-student communication and relationships and that which focused on the same 

communicative concems and issues between educators and other educators within the 

school. The following passage is tvpical of many which addressed an ongoing, 

communicativ e. debate relating to the assignment of blame when dilemmas arose in 

professional practice. 

plrO 14398k I realize that it is hard to look at myself first when 
there is a problem in my room and that 1 find it easier to blame the 
students. I find that in general it is difficuh for me to meet students in the 
middle and compromise some of myself to help out a situation. I always 
have to be right and I find it hard to be wrong. I know that these are 
problem areas that I need to correct. Reflective joumaling is a solution to 
many of these problems. 

This selection of participant discourse taken from a teacher's progress report reveals both 

awareness ("I realize") and validity testing ("it's hard to look at mv self when there is a 

problem in my room") in the first sentence. Additionally, both the first and second 

sentences also provide ev idence ofthe problematization ("I find it easier to blame the 

students" and "it is difficult for me to meet students in the middle") ofthe teacher-student 

relationship. 
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For this teacher (plr014398k). this premise reflection (that is reflection on the 

premise that the students are the ones at fault) has led to a conclusion that prior 

assumptions regarding the assignment of blame in previous dilemmas of practice have not 

proven valid. That is not to say that participants alwav s found prior assumptions and 

presuppositions in leaming invalid (indeed. Mezirow (1991) has noted that a decision to 

problematize does not necessarily connote a problem)-vv hat may be a problem, from the 

transformation theoretical perspectiv e is failure to challenge or confront certain 

assumptions in prior leaming). Nonetheless, this sort of problematization of 

teacher-student relationships was frequent in this phase of reflectivitv. 

Other recurrent instances of communicative premise reflection in participants' 

discourse associated with the problematization stage of reflectiv itv tended to center on 

how school educators felt they had approached teacher-student communication, 

intentions, norms, and relationships. Specifically, these reflections in educators' 

discourse often addressed the problematizadon of professionalism in practice v is-a-v is 

teacher-student relations and interactions in the communicativ e domain. 

p2r039148k 1 cannot help but think of the focus on the needs 
ofthe Mexican-American student when I hear the word 'professional' 
now. . . . I feel that we can be seeds about to germinate if we are willing 
to share and trv ideas. That is, if we can talk toward solutions and not 
defeats. . . . I feel a notch taller professionally in that I know that I will 
constantlv be reaching outward and upwards for solutions to the 
educational problems of the Mexican-American student. . . . My job is 
an obligation to my community and the Mexican-American community. I 
must employ all of mv ingenuity and skills in reaching the 
Mexican-American child in order to maximize successful teaching. 
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The first sentence of this illustrative passage taken from a teacher's reflective progress 

report is indicative of this communicative emphasis on reflectivity as related to 

professionalism in practice. Concomitandy. the sentence and the phrase. "My job is an 

obligation to my communitv and the Mexican-American community." adumbrates prior 

problematization ofthe teacher's perceptions and interpretations with respect to the 

professional relationship betw een herself as the teacher and her students as 

Mexican Americans (that is. this teacher's discourse indicates that she has problematized 

the relationship and has concluded that she owes an obligation to her communitv and the 

Mexican American community which surrounds the school). It is also worth noting at 

this point that the ratio of negative and ambiv alent communicative reflections to those 

which were intersubjectively rated as positive, was almost unitary for this phase of 

reflectivity (see Subsection 4.2.1 of this chapter for a thorough explication of this 

intersubjective rating scheme as utilized in this case study). 

Instances of communicative premise reflection in the problematization phase of 

reflectivitv- which addressed teacher-to-teacher (educator-educator) concems and issues 

were almost equally as frequent as those which centered on teacher-to-student relations. 

Manv passages in participants' discourse which indicated and defined this phase of 

reflectiv itv expressed participants' frustrations with, negativ ity toward, and anxiety about, 

the verv- emotional aspect professional development focused on reflective practice and 

especially, critical reflection. On occasion, these expressions were directed toward the 
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reflection group facilitator. In other instances these expressions were directed toward 

fellow members ofthe reflection group. 

plr012816k I have felt at dmes, some negativism or poor 
attitude on the part of some teachers at Valverde. Negativism, toward 
certain tasks that we have had to do that require effort and reflective 
thinking 1 have also noticed that at times, and only some teachers, seem to 
be very set in their own ways of thinking and doing things; not much of an 
open-minded mentality. . . . It may not seem as if changes in us have 
occurred, 'they have.' a group of students (teachers) are trying to 
communicate a little bit more than before; a group of people are trying to 
air things out that they never were willing to talk about before. 

In this teacher's reflective progress report, the first two sentences ofthe excerpt are 

indicative of this negativism (as in the plirase, "I have felt at times, some negativism or 

poor attitude") as directed toward the reflection group facilitator (as well those reflection 

group members who occasionally served as facilitators [as in the phrase. "Negativism, 

toward certain tasks that we have had to do"]). For this teacher, the phrases, "I have also 

noticed that at times, and only some teachers, seem to be very set in their own ways of 

thinking and doing things; not much of an open-minded mentality." and "a group of 

students (teachers) are trying to communicate a little bit more than before; a group of 

people are trying to air things out that they never were willing to talk about before." are 

indicative of her validity testing and problematizadon of these communicative concems. 

Instances of communicative premise reflection in the problematization phase of 

reflectivity, that is, instances which also addressed teacher-to-teacher (educator-educator) 

concerns and issues often reflected a participant's sense of encouragement or 

empowerment at the discovery that he/she was not alone in his/her problems or in the 
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dilemmas of practice. Many had previously considered such quagmires singular to theii 

situation. The following selecdon taken from participants' discourse is indicative. 

p2r018851 k I had often assumed that many of my problems this 
year were peculiar to me. In sharing I have found colleagues with 
problems similar to those that I face. It has resulted in my seeing how 
others handle conflicts. I have learned that sometimes 1 look at conflicts 
too seriously. Now if I can only leam to lighten up. This course has 
allowed me the opportunity to shadow other colleagues. . . . Through 
these experiences I have observed a variety of teaching and management 
skills. Now I can select the methods, especially methods of conflict 
resolution, for my own practice that I see will benefit my students and 
myself. 

Analysis of participants' discourse indicated that this particular participant was not onlv 

one of many who had assumed that her problems in practice were "peculiar" to her own 

classroom. She was also one of many who, after problematization of these 

communicative relationships, found that she had often taken conflicts in these 

relationships "too seriously." For this teacher, and other participants in the reflection 

group, shadowing and other experiential and collaborative activities associated with the 

professional developmental intervention provided a sort of safety net above which 

participants felt increasingly comfortable to, in the words of one participant, "trv new 

things" in their own classroom. 

As stated, participants' discourse in the problematization stage of reflectivity is 

indicative of recurrent questioning, challenging, and confronting ofthe M'hy behind 

perceptions, thoughts, feelings, acdons, leamings, and applications. This 

problematization in participants' discourse has been illustrated for the communicative 

domain. However, this intraphasial trend is also evident, to a lesser extent, in the 
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instmmental domain. This trend is particularly salient with respect to participants' 

instmmental premise reflection on concems and issues related to control and to strategic 

planning and action in practice. 

pocO 14398k [Book Review: Like Water for Chocolate ] As 
administrators, teachers, and counselors we have to be sensitive to where 
children are coming from. What does their home life tell us about the 
child's behavior? Their mannerisms? Their abilitv' to trv at school? 
What's required of them at home as opposed to school? Are we teaching 
our students one thing and then the child goes home to leam something 
that falls in opposition to our lesson? Something else we have to keep in 
mind is that it may not matter if we are the same race as the child. Even if 
we are of the same race as the child, that does not mean that we come from 
the same background and the same understandings? . . . The De La 
Garza family was much wealthier than my family therefore many of their 
customs seemed foreign to me. . . . This is rather peculiar to me since 1 
am of Mexican descent. 

This selection of participant discourse taken from a teacher's discretionary, out-of-class 

project (book review), is indicadve of instrumental premise reflection on issues and 

concems of strategic planning and action ofthe type which distinguished and specified 

the problematization phase of reflectivity. Phrases ofthe selection such as "we have to be 

sensitive." and "we have to keep in mind," indicate awareness of or examination of 

thoughts and perceptions precursory to, or in conjunction with, validity testing. Phrases 

such as "What does their home life tell us about the child's behavior." and "What's 

required of them at home as opposed to school." indicate validity testing with respect to 

these thoughts and perceptions. The phrase beginning with "Are we teaching," indicates 

that this teacher has made problematic thoughts, assumptions, and/or presuppositions 

conceming the degree of consistency between what students are taught at school and the 

reinforcement of these lessons received at home. Similarly, the phrases beginning with 
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"Even if we are" and "The De La Garza family" indicate problematization of thoughts, 

assumptions, and/or presuppositions with respect to interracial commonalties between 

teachers and their students and the influences of class distinctions on shared cultural 

norms and assumptions. Although portions of the passage seem to address concems and 

issues that are more communicative than instmmental, as is typical of participants' 

increasingly holistic orientation in this phase of reflectivity, the passage appears most 

concemed with the application of lessons to be leamed from the book review to issues of 

strategic planning and action (instmmental issues) in public school practice. 

Other selections of participants' discourse in the problematization phase of 

reflectivity are indicative of instmmental premise reflection and a focus on matters of 

strategic planning and action. The following passage is prototypal: 

p2r013266k The most important change I have made as a result 
of this course is that I have leamed to reflect upon mv teaching 
philosophy, and my teaching methods. I have had to change the wav I 
look at education as a whole and most importantly the way I see mv 
students. I've leamed to be more empathetic and merciful. I have decided 
to use cooperative leaming more. It has been more successful now and I 
think my now positive attitude toward cooperative leaming has much to do 
with this success. 

For this educator, instmmental premise reflection in this phase of reflectivity (as in the 

phrase, "I have leamed to reflect upon my teaching philosophy, and my teaching 

methods") has suggested problematization of teaching philosophy, teaching methods, and 

the educator's perspective on education "as a whole." This challenging and confronting of 

prior assumptions in leaming (as in assumptions about teaching methods) has. for this 

educator, suggested more "empathic and merciful" teaching approaches. 
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The comparatively positive tone ofthe passage, as compared with participants' 

instrumental discourse in prior phases (such as concatenation) is indicative of a v irtually 

unitary ratio of positive to negative instrumental reflections noted for this 

problematization phase of reflectivity (as a result of intersubjective rating of discourse 

associated with the phase; a technique fully explicated in prior sections of this chapter, as 

well as Chapter II). Few passages associated with this phase were intersubjectively rated 

as ambivalent. 

Certain passages of participants' discourse which indicated instmmental premise 

reflection in the problematization phase of reflectivity were indicative of participants' 

realizations and discoveries associated with the application of theories of action dynamics 

(For a complete review ofthe complex topic of theories of action [Argyris & Schon, 

1978] the reader is encouraged to review applicable sections of chapter II]) especially, a 

comparison of their espoused theories (as stated in their professional, educational 

platforms) with their theories in use (as isolated through a number of techniques 

including critical debate, role playing, and simulations [see Chapter III]). The following 

selection is indicative of this pattern. 

p2r012143k I've started reflecting on what my goals and 
objectives are for the school and the reality of how much these are actually 
being achieved. More so, I've begun to question why my ideals for the 
school and its students are not being achieved. In my quest to find 
answers or solutions toward closing the gap between my espoused theories 
and my daily practice, I've first realized that greater changes inside me 
have to happen. There is always room for improvement. I must be willing 
to take the risks of doing and sharing that will be necessarv to change this 
school's way of doing things. 
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For this participant, instrumental premise reflection (as in the phrase, "More so, I'v e 

begun to question why my ideals for the school and its students are not being achieved") 

in this phase of reflectivity not only suggested problematization of isolated discrepancies 

between espoused theories and theories-in-use ("daily practice"), but also a perceived 

need to close the gap between the two. At this juncture, it is important to note that the 

reflections exemplified by this selection from participant discourse do not connote 

universal understanding of theories of action. Some participants required quite some time 

and quite extensive clarification ofthe concepts (to be used as a tool to prompt critical 

reflection) before they were able to identify discrepancies between their espoused theories 

and their theories-in-use. 

Still other passages of participants' discourse implying instmmental premise 

reflection on matters of strategic planning and action in the problematization phase of 

reflectivity exhibited a greater concem with perceived risks of experimentation in 

practice. An example of this pattem in discourse are as follows. 

p2p019148k I get excited about other cultures. I think that my 
enthusiasm is projected to mv students. If the students know that you 
appreciate the differences in your cultures, they open up to you and share. 
I was fascinated last year when we were studv ing Greek mvthology and 
superstition, and the Mexican American students shared personal stories of 
superstition and their culture. They told of the 'Witch Doctor' and the 
'Weeping Woman (of [a local] Lake)' (I dare not try to remember their 
terms in Spanish). We talked all period about these experiences. \\ as it 
wasted class time? Definitely not. It was the most valuable period I've 
had with a group of students. We bonded. We appreciated each other. 
They leamed than I'm human. 

For this teacher, risk of experimentation in practice connoted risk of time-on-task. This is 

ev ident in the phrase, "Was it wasted class time?" Howev er. through instrumental 
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premise reflection (as indicated by the phrases, "I think that my enthusiasm is projected to 

my students," "If the students know that you appreciate the differences in >our cultures, 

they open up to you and share," "Was it wasted class time," and "Definitely not") this 

teacher, like many others, came to question the validity ofthe supposition that 

modifications in classroom instruction and curricula which held Mexican American 

student interest were "wasted class time." The phrases, "Definitely not." and "It was the 

most valuable period I've had with a group of students," are indicative of this teacher's 

problematization of her interpretadons ofthe validity ofthe perceived risk. 

Equally recurrent in participants' discourse were passages indicative of 

instrumental premise reflection on matters of control in the school and in the classroom 

which, in part, indicated and specified the problematization phase of reflectivity. The 

following selection is indicative. 

p4j032816k I'm supposed to give a test to my student. Daniel 
[as in all cases, a pseudonym], the one who has not applied himself much 
this year. I said, 'Are you ready for it?' He said yes. He took the test and 
took longer than expected but that's O.K.. 

He did great on the test. The only thing that bothers me is that I 
had to threaten him by telling him that I would have to call his aunt if his 
performances did not improve. He had asked me not to do it and I gave 
him this chance before doing so. This is the first time that Daniel has 
shown me that he can study and accomplish things when he applies 
himself. 

If threatening was the only way I could get this student to work; 
Does this mean that I need to keep using this tool? I've talked to him 
several times in the past, and even though he has said he would try. the 
situation did not change prior to this test. When I told him that I had his 
aunt's phone number, who apparently is pretty loud or mean, he said he 
would start trying. I don't like to put that pressure on anyone, but perhaps I 
will have to use this tool when necessary. Daniel just doesn't take school 
seriously and he is getting behind in every subject. I think 1 have acted for 
his own good and well being. 
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This selection of participant discourse taken from a teacher's reflective joumal. is 

indicative of instmmental premise reflection (as indicated by such phrases as "If 

threatening was the onlv way I could get this student to work: Does this mean that I need 

to keep using this tool") focused on matters of control and tvpical ofthe problematization 

phase of reflectivity. The phrases beginning with "This is the first time," and "I don't 

like" are illustrative of awareness of (thoughts and feelings with respect to "Daniel's" 

abilitv to apply himself) precursor) to, or in conjunction with, validity testing (of which 

the phrase. "He did great on the test." provides evidence) and/or problematization (of 

which the phrase. "I think I have acted for his own good and well being." provides 

evidence). 

Other passages of participants' discourse associated with the problematization 

phase of reflectivity evince instmmental premise reflection concemed with issues of 

control. The following selection taken from participants' discourse is demonstrative. 

p3j094464k I often feel that we force students to adjust to our 
svstem. Especiallv in Junior High, we assume they know how things will 
be and we don't want to deal with any behav ior or work that doesn't abide 
by our standards. Often, this can limit a student's creativ itv and eventually 
he/she mav completely shut down. Also, schools often set mles for us as 
teachers that are fine as long as they applv to someone else. . . . Just as 
students rebel, we as adults often do the same. Its hard to adjust and to 
accept new ideas. We get so used to structure its alwavs 'worked for us.' 

The first two sentences of this selection immediatelv propose not only a concem with 

issues of student control, but also forced compliance with standards designed to enforce 

that control. Concomitantlv. these two sentences as well as the phrase. "It's hard to adjust 
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and to accept new ideas," indicate validity testing and subsequent problematization 

(premise reflection) of these control standards toward the participant's conclusion: "We 

get so used to structure its always 'worked for us." 

Certain passages of participants' discourse in the problematization phase of 

reflectivity also involved instmmental premise reflection on variously explicit 

cause-effect relationships. Such relationships are definidvely instrumental and the 

following selections are illustrative of this pattern in premise reflection. 

p3j 103266k 'The Lottery': The movie makes me think of how 
many times I have taught a lesson the same way because that is the way 
'We've always done it.' I sometimes know that the lesson needs to be 
modified to fit the students in a particular class but I don't. 1 am very 
guilty of thinking 'This is the way I've always done it, so why change?' I 
think this thought is particularly tme of our school I've heard it said many 
times that the system worked for us way back. Why can't it work for the 
younger generation? 

This selection of participant discourse excerpted from a teacher's reflective joumal. 

illustrates the pattem of instmmental premise reflection (as in the phrases, "The movie 

me think of how many times I've taught a lesson the same way because that is the way 

We've always done it," and "1 sometimes know that the lesson needs to be modified to fit 

the students in a particular class but I don't") variously focused on cause-effect 

relationships. The first sentence ofthe passage indicates awareness, examination, and 

V alidity testing of thoughts as related to tradition in practice. The second sentence is 

clearly indicative ofthe fact that this teacher has made these traditions, and their 

influence on her ow n practice, problematic. The third sentence is also indicative of 

problematization (premise reflection) with respect to assumptions and presuppositions 
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(as in the assumption that what has always worked in the past will work in the future) 

about teaching practice. 

As with all phases of reflectivity idendfied in this studv. instrumental reflectivity 

in this problematization phase also necessarily tended to deliver passages of participant 

discourse indicative of concems and issues related to problem solving. The following 

excerpt illustrates this recurrent pattem. 

p5t030000k Why do we find it difficuh to be able to look at 
ourselves? Generally, for myself especially, it has to do with ego. We 
don't like to admit that we have fears or doubts about ourselves. Also, we 
are so consumed with what's going on around us that we usually don't take 
time to think of what we are afraid of 

This excerpt of participant discourse taken from a counselor's statement is indicative of 

instrumental premise reflection ofthe type which characterized the problematization 

phase of reflectivity and centered on problem solving. The first and third sentences of the 

passage reflect awareness and/or examination of thoughts, feelings, and/or perceptions 

precursory to, on in conjunction with, validity testing or problematization. The first 

sentence ofthe passage reflects validity testing with respect to thoughts and perceptions. 

The third and fourth sentence submit that the counselor has made problematic (as in 

premise reflection) her unwillingness to engage in introspection. 

Similar instances of instrumental premise reflection focused on, but not limited to, 

problem solving in the problematization phase of reflectivity are typified in the excerpt to 

follow. 

p3j023266k The video on Paradigms was verv enlightening. 1 
see mvself as being boxed-in by mv own limitations and boundaries; 
boundaries I have set myself As I ponder why I don't take more risks and 
trv more innovativ e teaching techniques, the answer is fear. I am afraid of 
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losing control of my classes. The few times that I have tried, for example, 
cooperative learning, the class has seemed chaotic and out of control. 1 
feel that only a few students do the work while the rest ride on the coat 
tails of those few students. 

Another reason that 1 fail to be innovative is the time factor. As a 
wife and mother and Sunday School Teacher. 1 have little time for the kind 
of planning that is needed. 

The instrumentality of this discourse is reflected in the participant's concern with her 

teaching techniques and classroom control. Validity testing (reflection) is indicated by 

the phrase, "As I ponder whv I don't take more risks and trv more innovativ e teaching 

techniques." That premises were problemitized is evinced by the conclusion ofthe same 

phrase which reads: "The answer is fear," since that which was answered must have also 

been questioned (in this case assumptions were questioned). Finally, the phrase, 

"Another reason that 1 fail to be innovative is the time factor," is indicative of recurrent 

references among reflection group members to the notion of "time" as a delimiting factor 

in their ability to become truly reflective practitioners. Certain statements in participants' 

discourse associated with other phases of reflectivitv indicate that these disclaimers (that 

is the claim that lack of time precluded reflective practice) conceming time were often a 

matter of percepdon (see Sections 4.2.2.2. 4.2.3.2, 4.2.4.2. and 4.2.5.2 ). 

4.2.5.3 Discussion 

The aforementioned passages from the discourse of reflection group members 

indicated and helped to specify a phase of critical reflectiv ity distinguished by what 

Freire (1972) would characterize as problematization and what Mezirow (1991) would 

characterize as premise reflection. Accordingly, participants' discourse as associated with 
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this phase of reflectivity was typified by a willingness among participants to make 

taken-for-granted subjects, topics, and situations problematic, raising questions regarding 

their validity, and challenging and confronting assumptions and presuppositions inherent 

in them (see Subsection 4.2.5.2 for specific and examples). Building upon Freire's (1972) 

notion of problematizadon, Smyth (1989) has argued for a critical pedagogy of classroom 

practice prompted by professional development purposefully designed to uncover the 

nature ofthe forces that inhibit and constrain practitioners while working toward 

changing those conditions. Smyth argues that such development would involve 

at least four forms of action: describing (What do 1 do?), informing (What is the 

meaning behind my practice?), confronting (How did I come to be this way?), and 

reconstructing (How might I do things differently?). The phase of reflectivity indicated 

by participants' discourse and identified as problematizadon (terminology already 

discussed as consistent with Mezirow's [1991] conceptualization of premise reflection) 

in this study (see Subsecdon 4.2.5.2 for examples) is consistent with Smyth's notion of 

confronting forms of action in professional development designed to prompt a crhical 

pedagogy of classroom practice. For Smyth, confronting means questioning: 

(a) assumptions, values, beliefs, (b) where they come from, (c) what social practices they 

express, (d) what maintains personal theories, (e) what factors constrain personal theories, 

(f) connections between the personal and the social, and (g) whose interests are served 

(Smyth, 1989). By confronting (that {^problematizing), Smyth argues that we are asking 
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poignant questions about the assumptions and predispositions behind our actions, while 

untangling and reevaluating taken for granted regularities in practice. 

In both the instrumental and communicative learning domains, participants' 

discourse associated with the problematization phase of reflectivity is distinguished by 

premise reflection. According to the transformation theory of adult learning (Mezirow. 

1991) premise reflection, "involves our becoming aware of why we perceive, think, feel, 

or act as we do and ofthe reasons for and consequences of our possible habits of hasty 

judgment, conceptual inadequacy, or error in the process of judging " (p. 108). 

Accordingly, participants' discourse in this phase of reflectivity indicates, not just 

questioning of perceptions, thoughts, feelings, or actions: but a challenging and 

confronting of these as assumptions and presuppositions in prior leaming as they are 

rendered problematic. 

Communicative premise reflection, the most notable reflectivity ofthe phase, 

tended to center on teacher-teacher and teacher-student matters, as the foci of reflectivitv. 

almost equally throughout the phase (see Subsection 4.2.5.2 for specific examples). As 

distinguished from other phases, communicativ e reflectivity in the problematization 

phase also exhibited an increasing concem with teacher-parent and teacher-administration 

issues, as well as clearly identifiable concerns with social and consensual norms (see 

Subsection 4.2.5.2 for specific examples). According to transformation theory 
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(Mezirow, 1991), the most significant leaming in adulthood falls within the purview of 

the communicative leaming domain. Mezirow (1991) has explained: 

it involves understanding, describing, and explaining intentions; 
values; ideals; moral issues; social, political, philosophical, psychological, 
or educational concepts; feelings and reasons. All of these things are 
shaped decisively by cultural and linguistic codes, social norms and 
expectations, (p. 75) 

Accordingly, communicadve interactions are for Mezirow (1991) and for 

Habermas (1971) governed by binding consensual norms which (under ideal conditions 

which are seldom achieved but may be purposively approximated) specify reciprocal 

expectations and must be recognized and understood by at least two acting subjects. 

Social and consensual norms tend to be enforced through sanctions, their meaning 

objectified in the ordinary vemacular of communication. According to Habermas 

(1971), "the validity of social norms is grounded only in the intersubjectivity 

ofthe mutual understanding of intentions and secured by the general recognition of 

obligations" (p. 92). Since, unlike the instmmental domain, validity testing in the 

communicative domain is dependent upon the form or consensus reached through rational 

discourse (that is rational in the communicative sense), participants' predisposition toward 

these concems of social and consensual norms in the problematization phase of 

reflectivity is not surprising. 

Communicative premise reflection concem with teacher-student matters in this 

problematization phase of reflectivity most often addressed an ongoing debate relating to 

the assignment of blame vis-a-vis dilemmas in professional practice or issues related to 

an emerging sense of professionalism as self defined or redefined by members ofthe 
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reflection group (see Subsection 4.2.5.2 for specific examples). With respect to the first 

of these, Rosenholtz (1989) in her seminal work on the social organizadon of school, has 

argued that the long standing primacy of teachers' control over students' leaming 

becomes readily apparent in low socioeconomic status [SES] schools such as Valverde. 

It comes as no surprise, therefore, that those who work in low SES urban 
schools, when compared to teachers in other settings, tend to blame 
students more than themselves for any lack luster . . . performance rely 
more heavily on punitive control tactics. . . . Strategically, these actions 
put teachers into something of a dilemma. Students react derisiv ely, 
seeing teachers' claim to complex professional knowledge weakened as a 
basis of status and control. . . . They therefore show even less respect for 
the school's moral authority, which seems likely to attenuate positive 
feedback to teachers and increases their uncertainty. (Rosenholtz. 1989. 
p. 108) 

For many reflection group members, the problematization phase of reflectivity, and 

the communicative premise reflection associated with it, served as a point of 

departure for their reassessment and reevaluation of their intersubjective relationships 

with their students (and their lack of familiarity with empirical and theoretical approaches 

to discipline). This was especially true as teachers reassessed their approaches to 

discipline and control and the assumptions and presuppositions inherent in those 

approaches (see Subsection 4.2.5.2 for specific examples). Interestingly, a query posed at 

one ofthe full class meetings ofthe reflection group revealed that none ofthe educators 

in the group, irrespective of experience or newness to the profession, had ever taken a 

theory based course in classroom management as related to discipline methods. 

Participants' communicative premise reflection on teacher-student issues related to 

personal definitions of professionalism in practice offered an interesting twist on debates 
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in the current literature. Recent research from the cridcal theoretical perspective has 

argued that notions of professionalism can actually get in the way ofthe process of 

confrontation or problemadzation (Bullough, Gitlin, & Goldstein, 1984; Lawn & Ozga, 

1986; Grace, 1978; Smyth, 1989). Basically, this line of argument asserts that in teaching 

there is considerable inertia that prevents challenges to the network of invisible controls 

such as (examination boards, curriculum guidelines, community pressures to achieve 

results, and so forth) that have come to surround teaching. According to Smyth (1989): 

"The problem with the apparently benign and unobtrusive nature of these controls is that 

teachers can be deluded into developing a mistaken belief as to the tme limits of their 

own autonomy" (p. 495). For Smyth, the limits are far more constraining than most 

"professionals" realize. 

On the other hand, Osterman and Kottkamp (1993) have argued that it is possible 

to facilitate and nurture a belief (see the credo for reflective practice, in Appendix F) and 

a confidence in reflective practice grounded in notions of self-defined and self-directed 

professionalism. Such confidence can profoundly influence reflective and transformative 

praxis (Giroux, 1988). The findings of this study would indicate that this latter view of 

the influence of professionalism on reflective and responsible practice is defensible. 

Communicative premise reflection which addressed teacher-teacher concems and 

issues in the problemadzadon stage of reflectivity most often dealt with issues of 

frustration and negativity often associated with the progress ofthe reflection group 

toward critical reflection as a means to personal and professional development. 
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This pattern of frustration, anxiety, and negativity was common to participants' discourse 

in all phases of reflectivity. However, no where was this pattem more ev ident than in the 

problematization phase of reflectivity and the associated challenges of premise reflection 

on fundamental assumptions and presuppositions in prior learning. 

Hargreaves (1994a) has asserted that teaching is an inherently emotional 

profession since both the rewards and frustrations of teaching are inextricably tied to the 

affective dimensions of teaching. Other recent research in education has mirrored this 

assertion (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986; Taafaki, 1993; Tickle, 1991) 

Tickle (1991) has found that, for beginning teachers, learning how to adjust to and 

manage emotional responses was "as important as learning how to conduct tasks, meet 

new experiences, make judgments, build relationships, or assimilate new knowledge" 

(p. 320). Tickle has maintained that the acquiring and using of classroom techniques, as 

well as the application of professional judgment, are fundamentally linked to the 

emotional aspect ofthe teacher's self 

Contrarily, Hargreaves (1994a) asserts that the dominant paradigms of teacher 

development, research, and practice tend to be instmmentally rational, calculated, 

masculine, managerial, and ignorant ofthe turbulence, excitement, and unpredictability of 

teachers' emotions. Hargreaves maintains that reason and purposive rationality, integral 

to the modern age and its focus on control, regulation, and centralization, have enjoyed 

theoretical and practical preeminence for centuries. Nonetheless, Hargreaves has written: 

Postmodernity is pressing us to accept complexity, diversity, 
and uncertainty as central to our professional and personal lives. In an 
increasingly post-rational societv, emotions that cannot easily be managed, 
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regulated, planned or controlled will become increasingly prominent and 
problematic features of our workplaces. In one sense, passion, desire and 
other intense emotions have always been central to teaching. But 
governments, bureaucracies and even professional developers have 
ignored them . . . or sought to tame and regulate them in the pursuit of 
technical efficiency. . . . Anxiety, frustration, and guilt have become 
wide spread consequences. . . . Emotions are pivotal to the quality of 
teaching. Teacher developers ignore them at their peril. (1994a, pp. 
28-29). 

Beyond these concerns regarding the emotional side of teaching, Hargreaves wams that 

professional developers must also be concerned with the fact that emotions are culturally 

loaded and can only be evaluated in context. Accordingly, Hargreaves points to the 

benefits of attending to the ongoing cultures, conditions, and contexts of teachers' work. 

For Hargreaves, creative collaborative environments which foster long-term, ongoing 

leaming and collegiality (collaborative workplace cultures) offer great promise as 

foundations for personal and professional development responsive to this affective side of 

teaching and teachers' work. 

From the beginning, transformadon theory (Mezirow, 1975, 1978, 1981, 1991) 

has acknowledged both the affective and cognitive dimensions of adult learning and 

professional development, as well as the transformational. Mezirow has written: 

Making a critical appraisal of the assumptions underlying our roles, 
priorities, and beliefs is usually tension producing and can be acutely 
threatening. We defend our social roles with the armor of our strongest 
emotions, for it is often through these roles that we have acquired our verv 
concept of ourselves and achieved our greatest satisfactions. Usually a 
dilemma must generate pressure and anxiety to effect a change in 
perspective. . . . Meaning perspectives are more than a way of seeing; 
they are ways to experience one's life which involve a decision to take 
action. Feelings and events are interpreted existentially, not intellectually 
as by an observer. . . . The will or determination to persevere in carrying 
out one's plans may require special support and assistance. (1978. p. 105) 
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Mezirow's comments point to the emphasis (in adult learning and professional 

development) placed on the leaming, dialogue, or reflection group (see Chapter II) by the 

transfomiation theorv of adult learning. Indeed, this reflection group, especially when 

fostered to nurture norms of collegiality and collaboration, can provide members, not just 

support and assistance through the trials and challenges of critical reflection, but a vehicle 

for social action based upon more inclusive, discriminating, integrating, and permeable 

levels of reflectivity. This perspective on adult learning and professional development 

demands new conceptions ofthe role ofthe professional developer markedly different 

than those associated with technocratic (McLaren. 1994). banking (Friere. 1972). and 

training (Varga, 1991) forms of inservice delivery. Mezirow (1991) explains: 

The relationship between educator and adult learner in this kind of 
learning is like that of a mentor trying to help a friend decide how to deal 
with a significant life problem that the friend may not vet have clearly 
identified as the source of his or her dilemma. The educator helps the 
learner focus upon and examine the assumptions—epistemological. social, 
and psychological-that underlie beliefs, feelings, and actions; assess the 
consequences of these assumptions: identifv and explore alternative sets of 
assumptions; and test the validity of assumptions through effective 
participation in reflective dialogue. . . . By doing this we may help 
others, and perhaps ourselv es. move toward a fuller and more dependable 
understanding ofthe meaning of our mutual experience, (p. 201) 

Mezirow's explanation points to the importance of both the professional developer as 

facilitator and the leaming or reflection group members as peers and/or colleagues who 

can, when called upon, prov ide support and assistance, but who also act to prompt and 

encourage reflectiv e dialogue (through perspectiv e taking) which ultimately tests the 

validity of assumptions and presuppositions in prior learning. 
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Participants' communicative premise reflections on teacher-teacher issues in the 

problematization phase of reflectivity were also indicative of a sense of encouragement or 

empowerment at the discovery that they were not alone in their problems or in the 

dilemmas of practice which they had previously considered unique to their situation. 

This finding is consistent with previous findings by Logan (1987) and Werner (1991) as 

well as Mezirow (1975, 1978, 1991) in his research on the transformation theory of 

adult leaming which served as the substantive theory for this professional developmental 

intervention and this research. Logan has written: "The leaming group distinct from 

location is the most apposite organizing centre for teacher development acdvides" (1987, 

p. 2). That is, the leaming group, whether housed in a school, a district office, or a 

university, and whether focused on dialogue, inquiry, or reflection, is the key to teacher 

and other professional development. Those groups focused on inquiry, a dialogue 

about common problems, and collaborative alternatives for action within the structure of 

the school are, according to Werner (1991), a powerful alternative strategy for 

professional development. The findings of this study are also consistent with those which 

indicate that a sense of identification and confirmation among organizational participants 

to professional development is often a necessary precursor to the sort of personal risk 

taking sometimes essential for personal development and organizational improvement 

(Ponticell, 1994; Ponticell, Olson. & Charlier, 1995; Smylie, 1988). That is, it is the 

individuals who comprise it that constitute the organization. Their personal growth and 

professional development are what will prompt meaningful organizational improvement. 
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Sometimes a sense of commaradarie or collegiality among these individuals is essential to 

these goals. For Mezirow (1991) the clarificadon of meaning and commonalities among 

cohorts of a developmental program centered around a small-group focus is an exercise 

the importance of which should not be underestimated. 

Instrumental premise reflection was also a hallmark of participants' discourse 

associated with the problematization phase of reflectivity. The foci of this instrumental 

premise reflection were primarily matters related to strategic action and to control with 

virtually equal frequency and to a lesser extent, matters of problem solving and 

cause-effect relationships. Participants' instrumental premise reflections related to 

concems and issues of strategic planning and action variously emphasized a range of foci 

from general strategic concerns to theories of action, to experimentation in professional 

practice (see Subsection 4.2.5.2 for specific examples). As with all premise reflection in 

this phase, both communicative and instrumental, participants' discourse indicated 

increasingly holistic orientations to the professional development. 

Certain passages of participants' discourse indicated instrumental premise 

reflection on issues of strategic planning and action indicative of personal realizations and 

discoveries associated with the application of theories of action concepts (one foci ofthe 

professional developmental intervention). Mezirow, in relating the dynamics of 

reflection outlined by the transformadon theory of adult learning to other theoretical 

frameworks for reflection, has compared transformation theory (Mezirow, 1991) to 

theories of action or "reflection in action" dynamics (Schon, 1983, p. 50). 
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In this comparison, Mezirow has submitted that the discrepancies between espoused 

theories and theories-in-use idendfied may serve as points of departure for premise 

reflection on professional frames of reference (meaning perspectives). According to 

Mezirow's interpretation, a professional may frame his or her role in such a way that 

professional knowledge may take on the character of a system. In Schon's (1983) words: 

"The problem he sets, the strategies he employs, the facts he treats as relevant, and his 

interpersonal theories of acdon are bound up in his way of framing his role" (p. 210). 

Mezirow maintains that these professional role frames consdtute sociolinguistic meaning 

perspecdves subject to premise reflection. In the extant, case study, participants' 

discourse in this phase of reflectivity frequently referred to gaps or differences between 

espoused theories and theories-in-use. Many of these reflections also discussed matters 

of role definition and perspectives on practice. Instrumental premise reflection in this 

phase of reflectivity often prompted reflection group members to reassess these roles and 

perspectives which they had defined for themselves and assess whether these definitions 

and these perspectives remained valid given new awareness of circumstances. 

Lastly, certain passages of participants' discourse in the problematization phase of 

reflectivity indicated instmmental premise reflection on issues of strategic planning and 

action indicative of experimentation in professional practice. Loucks-Horsley and her 

associates (1987) in their guidebook for professional development have suggested 

characteristics associated with successful professional development. Among these 

characteristics they suggest that one characteristic of successful professional development 
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is the encouragement or fostering of experimentation and risk taking in professional 

practice. However, Smith and Berg (1987) have submitted that organizations, including 

those educational, suffer paradoxes of risk taking (note that this notion of risk taking 

places a stronger emphasis on group and organizational risk taking than the sort of 

personal risk taking often essential to collegiation and collaboration which was previousl) 

discussed) that prevent certain innovation, experimentation, and risk taking. These 

paradoxes of risk taking surround the problems that groups and organizations face when 

they strive to break away from old patterns of behavior and attempt new manners of 

adaptation. The paradox of competence suggests that people, in order to feel competent, 

often become too comfortable with routines and therefore, tend to overlook important 

information or become reluctant to voice contrasting opinions or undertake nonroutine 

experimentation. The paradox of success suggests that groups and organizations in order 

to increase their success in environments of uncertainty must foster innovation and 

creativity while cognizant ofthe fact that increasing their success rate will necessarily 

increase their initial failure rate as well. Barge (1994), in his treatise on leadership in 

organizations, has suggested that organizational members can avert the paradoxes of risk 

taking by incorporating a healthy skepticism and second guessing into their daily practice. 

Premise reflection ofthe type undertaken by participants in the problematization phase of 

reflectivity (as identified by this microethnographic case study) is a heahhy skepticism 

which questions, tests the validity of challenges, confronts, and problematizes 

taken-for-granted assumptions about so-called routines or traditions of practice. 
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The findings of this study indicate that professional development focused on critical, 

premise reflection as the hallmark of developmental efforts is one way to foster an 

organizational environment capable of managing the paradoxes of risk taking. 

4.2.6 Intersubjectification 

4.2.6.1 Overview 

Analysis of participants' discourse using the reflectivity categorization scheme 

detailed in Chapter III, indicated a phase of reflectivity differentiated by validity testing 

on process in the communicative leaming domain. This quesdoning or testing of 

perceptions, thoughts, feelings, actions, learnings, and application in participants' 

discourse took the form of reflection on process. This phase was most distinguishable as 

a period of communicative process reflection in which participants were centrally 

concemed with questions of/zovv in relating to others, especially each other, not as 

objects of control and manipulation, but as agents capable of interrelation, collegiation, 

and collaboration in the pursuit of shared purposes. Jacob (1992) has defined 

intersubjectivity as "the degree that two collaborators on a task share the same definition 

ofthe task and its setting" (p. 309). This definition was equally applicable to the 

researchers in this case study who collaborated to intersubjectively rate participants 

discourse according to shared definitions ofthe task and the research setting. 

Accordingly, intersubjectification as a descriptive identifier of reflective activity 
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evident in this phase of reflectivity is consistent with postmodem (see Subsection 

5.2.2.2.4 of Chapter V for a complete discussion on this concept) and interpretive (see 

Subsection 2.1.2.2 of Chapter II for a thorough explicadon of this concept) 

conceptualizations ofthe term. 

4.2.6.2 Findings 

Conspicuously, communicative process reflection associated with this 

intersubjectification phase of reflectivity centered, almost exclusively on teacher-teacher 

concems (especially questions of collegiality and collaboration), in contrast to matters of 

intersubjecdvity between teachers and students. The precise ratio of reflections focused 

on teacher-teacher, teacher-student, and teacher-parent intersubjectivities was 17:4:3, 

respectively. The following excerpt is indicadve of this teacher-teacher concentration in 

participants' discourse. 

picO 13373k Maybe each of us as teachers ought to know more 
about what other teacher's roles are within the school. I have often felt that 
I am asked to assume a number of different roles in the course of a given 
school year here. I'm a subject teacher. I'm a homeroom teacher. I'm an 
activities coordinator. I'm a team member. Each of these roles takes me 
into a different range of activities and contact with other school staff on 
any given day. We, as teachers, could utilize the points at which our paths 
cross in our many different roles as possibilities for collaboration and 
sharing. 

This archetypal excerpt of participant discourse was taken from a teacher's in-class 

facilitadon of a cridcal incident and, as exemplified by the focus on collaboration and 

sharing among educators, the passage indicates reflectiv ity germane to the communicative 

learning domain (see Figure 3.2 for a through delineation of dvnamics germane to the 
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communicative learning domain). Both the first and last sentences ofthe excerpt indicate 

awareness (as in the phrase ofthe second which reads, "1 have often felt") conceming and 

examination of thoughts precursory to, or in conjunction with, validity testing. Just as the 

first sentence ofthe excerpt indicates validity testing, (as in the phrase, "Maybe each of us 

as teachers ought to know more about what other teachers' roles are within the school"), 

the last sentence indicates that validity testing has been focused on process issues and 

concerns ("collaboration and sharing"). 

Other excerpts from participants' discourse associated with this 

intersubjectification phase are illustrative of this pattern of communicative process 

reflection attentive to teacher-teacher intersubjectivity. The following is an example. 

p2r014398k Collegiality has nothing to do with getting along 
and working well with others. Teachers may get along very well and 
spend many social hours together but that does not mean that schools hav e 
collegiality. Collegiality to me means that there is a communication 
network between all ofthe people at school. 

The communicative nature of this discourse is indicated by the phrase, "Getting along and 

working well with others," as is the process character ofthe reflections. The entire 

phrase, "Collegiality has nothing to do with getting along and working well with others," 

is indicative ofthe communicative reflection (validity testing) on the meaning of 

collegiality. Additionally, this excerpt reflects a particular pattem evident in the 

discourse of participants during the intersubjectification phase of reflectivity. Following 

this pattern, participants' discourse tended to emphasize the notion that "collegiality does 

not just happen." Teachers discourse in this phase of reflectivity indicated, that for these 

school educators, this axiom was particularly valid. 
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Additionally, selecdons of participants' discourse in the intersubjectification phase 

of reflectivity expressed a recurrent emphasis on collaboration among colleagues at 

Valverde toward the attainment of a common goal or goals. Once again, these selections 

exhibited communicativ e process reflection relating to teacher-teacher intersubjectivitv. 

p2r014398k With collegiality there comes a sharing of ideas and 
a shared mission between all of the employees of the school. . . . To 
achieve collegiality, there has to be more than teachers getting together to 
socialize. Collegiality is when teachers get together for a purpose and 
work with one another until the goal is completed. 

This excerpt taken from a teacher's progress report prototypically illustrates the emphasis 

so many reflection group members placed on goal-based issues and teacher-teacher 

intersubjectivity in communicative process reflection associated with the 

intersubjectification phase of reflectivity. The second and third sentences ofthe passage 

indicate awareness and/or examination of thoughts and/or perceptions, precursory to. or 

in conjunction with validity testing. Fhe second sentence ofthe passage provides 

evidence of validity testing (as in the phrase, "there has to be more than teachers getting 

together to socialize") in the communicative learning domain centered on processual 

matters. 

Other passages from participants' discourse associated with communicativ e 

process reflection in the intersubjectification phase of reflectivity indicate an awakening 

of intersubjective understandings and collaborations between school educators based 

upon the identification of various bases of common ground and mutual lv shared interests. 
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The following excerpt taken from a secondary administrator's comments noted in a the 

transcript of a videotaped reflection group session is illustrative. 

pl2v00000k One tries to think of ways to improve. 
Sometimes you do it on your own, sometimes you can talk it out with a 
colleague. . . . I feel as if in this class we are slowly trying to be more 
open with each other and to function together as a group. Many of these 
teachers I've never had much contact with. 

The first and third sentences ofthe excerpt propose awareness/examination (as in the 

phrase, "One tries to think") precursory to, or in conjunction with validity testing. 

The first sentence provides indirect evidence of and the third sentence more direct 

evidence of prior validity testing on processual ("slowly trying") matters germane to the 

communicative leaming domain. Other excerpts taken from participants' discourse in the 

intersubjectification phase of reflectivity are indicative of this pattem of communicative 

process reflection highlighting an awakening sense of intersubjectivity between 

colleagues within the school at Valverde. The following excerpt is representative. 

p4j219148k Why do we always realize what we have when we 
lose it? How can we so easily take for granted all that we have? I'm 
feeling a little angry (at myself and others) for not opening up sooner, for 
being afraid to show others how I feel. I think we are conditioned to want 
what we don't have . . . and to take for granted all that we have, and 
appreciate it when it's gone. 

For this teacher, communicative process reflection has suggested realization ofthe 

taken-for-granted in professional relationships among teachers in a school. Her 

comments further highlight the tendency among many to focus on M'hat is missing (as in 

the phrase, "I think we are conditioned to want what we don't have") as opposed to M'hat 

is present (notable in the phrase, "Why do we always realize what we have when we lose 

it") as a foundation for intersubjectification, especiallv the intersubjectification of 
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teacher-teacher relationships. However, the various intersubjective teacher-teacher foci 

highlighted thus far in this review of findings as related to the intersubjectification phase 

of reflectivity were not the only matters upon which participants' reflections were 

centered in this phase of reflectivity. 

Although, much less conspicuous, certain selections of participants' discourse in 

this phase of reflectivity indicate communicative premise reflection attentive to 

teacher-parent concerns and issues. Ihe selection which follows is typical of this pattem. 

p2r024111 k I want to have more than a typical 
student-teacher relationship with my students and I do strive everyday to 
achieve this. . . . I have a very hard time making myself call or get in 
touch with them [students and parents]. Perhaps it is a 'fear of the 
unknown.' This is something I am trying to get over. I am currently 
making myself call one parent per week just to talk and let them know 
how much I enjoy having their child in my class. 

This selection is distinctively illustrative of communicative process reflection associated 

with participants' discourse in the intersubjectification phase of reflectivity and attentive 

to teacher-parent issues and concerns. The second sentence ofthe passage indicates 

awareness/examination (as in the phrase, "I have a very hard time") precursory to validity 

testing. The third and fourth sentences ofthe selection indicate validity testing (as in the 

phrases, "Perhaps it is a fear ofthe unknown" and "This is I'm trying to get over") of 

thoughts and feelings as related to processual and intersubjective matters of initiating and 

maintaining parent contact. 

Lastly, participants' discourse associated with and indicative ofthe 

intersubjectification phase of reflectivity occasionally indicated communicative process 

reflection emphasizing intersubjective issues and concerns between school educators and 
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their students. Certain of these passages revealed discoveries and revelations not ev ident 

in other phases of reflectivity. The following passage is an example. 

pi IvOOOOOk I can't recall the two last names ofthe people 
who came to talk to us about gangs in [the city] and how to identify 
them. . . . But I thought it was almost overwhelming to leam all that 
information in two hours. I myself felt kinda depressed since I knew so 
little about gangs and they're all around us. . . . I guess what I concluded 
out of this gloomy picture is that by maintaining family structure, 
providing love for the children, and keeping an eye on what's going on in 
their lives is about the only way to keep them away from gangs. But what 
can we do with the students in the school who already belong to a gang? 
Do we encourage them to get out? Should we be involved in that 
issue? . . . These issues were not really discussed. They did say that we 
are not in danger, but - I felt as if we were left with lots of questions and 
few answers in this short talk. 

This passage, in particular, is indicative of teachers' increasingly discriminatory 

expectations for professional development (as in the phrase, "I thought it was almost 

overwhelming to learn all that information in two hours") which were evident in their 

discourse throughout the problematization and intersubjectification phases of reflectivity. 

Apparently, participants' increasing willingness to question and challenge themselves 

prompted increased bravado in their expectations of others with respect to reflective 

thought and information deemed the product of reflective thought. 

4.2.6.3 Discussion 

The aforementioned passages of participant discourse indicated and helped to 

specify a phase of critical reflectivity differentiated by an emergent sense of 

intersubjectification among reflection group educators vis-a-v is their colleagues, their 

students, and the parents of their students. Perhaps the most salient aspect of this 
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intersubjectification was participants' emergent willingness to specify prev iously tacit 

definitions of context and tasks shared or not shared, central or peripheral, to educators' 

understandings of roles and missions within the school (see Subsection 4.2.6.2 for 

specific examples). Rosenholtz (1989) has argued that school professionals assign 

meanings to situations and to the actions of others and respond according to personal 

interpretations of those meanings. To understand what school professionals within an 

organization regard as rational is to understand what is taken-for-granted within that 

social organization (for example, at Valverde. it was taken-for-granted that the pink slip 

was a necessary evil essential to student control without which chaos would ensue). 

Rosenholtz assumes that what is important to these professionals in their context will 

manifest itself according to its frequency or saliency. as related to interactions taking 

place in daily organizational life (interactions which, for Valverde teachers, were 

reconstmcted in their discourse). Concomitantly, the communications in which these 

organizational professionals engage should yield a tacit understanding ofthe school as a 

social organization. 

For Rosenholtz (1989), the extent to which organizational professionals sense 

goals and purposes to be shared is a function ofthe extent to which these professionals 

perceive or experience supportive collegial voices. The findings of this 

microethnographic case study tend to support the argument posited bv Rosenlioltz since 

increasing intersubjectification of relationships and understanding between school 

colleagues in this study tended to be associated with an emergent awareness of 
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opportunities for collaboration, a sense that colleagues could share in common goals and 

purposes, and a reprioritization of shared commonalities over individual differences in 

viewpoints and philosophies. 

4.2.7 Summary 

This first section ofthe chapter introduced an intraphasial perspective on the 

findings and analyses of the research as related to five phases of reflectivity in the 

approximation of critical reflection. This was followed by presentation of an overview, 

findings, and discussion as related to each ofthe five phases of reflectivity identified. 

The next section ofthe chapter will, from an interphasial perspective, (that is, from 

another viewpoint on the phases) provide extended summarization of these five phases of 

reflectivity (the specifics of which are summarized in Figure 4.3), how they were 

manifested, and certain interrelationships indicated among phases. 

4.3 Five Phases of Reflectivity in the Approximation 
of Critical Reflection-Interphasial Summarv 

As discussed in the first section of this chapter. Figure 4.1 illustrates longitudinal 

changes in participants' discourse associated with this professional developmental 

intervention and five phases of reflecdvity idendfied in participants' approx imadons of 

critical reflecdon. This section ofthe chapter will, from an interphasial perspective, 

summarize findings and discussion as related to these five phases of reflectivity, as well 

as interrelationships indicated among them. The first distinct phase of reflectivity 
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associated with participants' discourse in this microethnographic case study, the 

perlustration phase of reflectivity, marked a departure in participants' discourse from 

basically nonreflective recapitulations of certain events or phenomena in practice to 

discourse associated with instrumental reflecdvity. Wildman and Niles (1987) in 

discussion of their research as related to the tensions between abstractions and realities in 

reflective pracdce have noted that teachers' initial descriptions of classroom events and 

phenomena regularly lack the focus and elaboration required for productive reflection. 

In general the departure toward participant discourse indicative of reflectivity 

observed in this case study was associated with participants' increasing comfortability 

with frameworks (such as the leaming wheel) designed to: (a) develop descriptive 

feedback skills, and (b) encourage the separation of feelings, thoughts, behaviors, 

leaming's and applications as a means to the development of reflective skills. Perhaps the 

most influential of these frameworks were those specifically designed for descriptive 

analyses, discourse, and feedback (see the learning wheel and the critical incident formats 

in Appendices G and H). From an interactive perspective, Osterman and Kottkamp 

(1993) have noted that such nonevaluative formats minimize defensiveness while 

encouraging open communication, dialogue, and introspection. From a postmodern 

perspective, these formats purposefully address the feelings and emotions teachers 

experience in practice; a side of teaching which Hargreaves (1994a) has argued is too 

often neglected in teacher development. From a self-reflective perspective. Nolan and 

Huber (1989) have proposed that such formats may enhance reflection by serving as foci 
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for reflection on acdon and reflecdon through recollecdon. Similarly. Brookfield (1986, 

1990) has observed that such frameworks prompt self-awareness, foster discriminatory 

analysis of situations and contingencies in context, encourage assumption checking, and 

may, under certain conditions, facilitate validity testing. 

Participant discourse associated with the perlustration phase was prereflective 

since it exhibited awareness/examination that fell short of validity testing. Reflectivity in 

this phase was limited to the instmmental domain and was usually associated with 

concems of strategic action or planning; although problem solving was also a less 

frequent focus of instrumental awareness/examination. That participants' initial trials at 

reflectivity should address the instrumental domain first could not be anticipated, a priori, 

but is not inconsistent with the highly instrumental character of most educators' 

professional biographies (Mezirow, 1981; Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993). Furthermore, 

the finding that, by a ratio of 7:5:3, participants' discourse in this phase could be 

characterized as negative, positive, or ambivalent, respectively is consistent with: 

(a) the very emotional dimension of reflective-transformative professional development 

(Mezirow, 1978, 1991; Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993), and (b) the observation that much 

of this instrumental reflectivity addressed issues of problem solving. 

Both the concatenation and precritical interrogation phases of reflectivity 

particularized in the prior section were reflective since participants' discourse associated 

with these phases indicated validity testing. Participants' discourse which characterized 

these two phases continued a pattem begun in the perlustration phase of reflectivity. 
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wherein, from a longitudinal perspective, the progression of reflectivity in the 

approximation of critical reflection tended to emphasize increasingly inclusive (as in the 

case of not just relationships between teachers and students, but teachers and other 

teachers as well), discriminatory (as in the case of discourse indicative of not just what 

teachers felt in regard to certain cridcal incidents, but also what they thought, what they 

did, and what they learned), and integrative thinking (as in the case of discourse 

indicative ofthe realization that behaviors in practice did not occur in isolation, but were 

associated with certain feelings or thoughts occurring precursory to, or in conjunction 

with, those behaviors), first in the instrumental domain, followed by similar thinking in 

the communicative domain at more distant points in the course ofthe intervention. Once 

again, purposes associated with the utilization of frameworks for reflectivity, such as the 

leaming wheel and critical incident formats, were consistent with the sort of focusing and 

linking in participants' reflectivity which was associated with the second phase, 

concatenation. 

Participants' discourse in the concatenation phase of reflectivity tended to feature 

validity testing on content in the instrumental leaming domain and less discriminatory, 

awareness/examination in the communicative domain. Instrumental content reflection in 

this phase was almost exclusively centered on issues and concems related to problem 

solving. This instrumental content reflection tended to be most associated (by a ratio 

of 6:1) with participant discourse intersubjectively rated as negadve versus positive. The 

attainment of an interactive comfort zone among participants to the reflection group was 
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probably a factor in their transition to discourse indicative of reflectivity in the 

communicative domain. Additionally, the professional developmental intervention 

during this phase of reflectivity heavily emphasized experiential leaming and active 

participation in such activities as critical debates, value auctions, and simulations. 

Participants' communicative awareness/examination in the concatenation phase of 

reflecdvity (by a ratio in excess of 2:1) centered around teacher-student issues and 

concerns versus those relating to teacher-teacher relationships. This finding relates to the 

informal culture of isolation and estrangement dominant within the school; a topic to be 

discussed extensively in the next chapter. Participant discourse associated with 

communicative awareness/examination in this concatenation phase of reflectivity was 

intersubjectively rated negative, positive, or ambivalent according to the following 

ratio: 8:3:4. This finding extended a pattern begun amidst instrumental reflectivities 

linked with the prior phase of perlustration. It too is consistent with the nature ofthe 

dominant, informal culture ofthe school to be discussed in the Chapter V. 

The transition from the concatenation to the precritical interrogation phase of 

reflectivity was most distinguishable according to evidence of validity testing as indicated 

by participants' reflecdve discourse in both the instrumental and communicative leaming 

domains. Nonetheless, participants' communicadve reflections were focused on 

questions of M'hat, while their instrumental reflections stressed questions ofhoM'. Indeed, 

this was a pattern common to each ofthe first three phases wherein discourse indicative 

of content reflection tended to precede that indicative of process reflection in both 
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learning domains. Participants instrumental reflectivity in this precritical interrogation 

phase had gravitated from the M'hat of strategic planning, control, and problem solving to 

issues ofhoM' these were pursued. This transition would seem consistent with the 

literature of reflective practice by proposing that participants had gravitated toward 

greater 'knowledge in action'; a process that requires practice to achieve (Argyris & 

Schon, 1978; Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993; Schon, 1983). Similarly, Duffy and Roehler 

in their study ofthe constraints on teacher change have argued that the fast pace of 

classroom life and the demands of being a good teacher predispose teachers' initial 

reflections on practice toward question of M'hat versus how and render questions of M'hy 

virtually unraised and unaddressed. One teacher's rationalization, as documented by these 

authors is noteworthy: "I do my best thinking when I don't" (Duffy & Roehler, 1986, 

p. 57). For this teacher, like many who participated in this research, her practice was 

simpler when she was free from the worry of making complex decisions about how to 

recast skills in terms of reasoning processes. Duffy and Roehler (1986) have concluded 

that this is partly a conceptual problem for teachers. Specifically, both their own 

experiences as students and their professional training prompt, not only the 

instrumentation of reflections, but also procedural-memorization (recipe) perspectives on 

curriculum and instruction to the exclusion of strategic cognitive-processing perspectives. 

Participants' instrumental process reflection in this precritical interrogation phase 

of reflectivity returned to a strong emphasis on strategic action and planning with lesser 

attention focused almost equally (as based upon the ratios of emphases developed via the 
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intersubjective rating system discussed in introductory sections of this chapter) among 

concerns and issues of problem solving, control, and cause-effect relationships. This 

instrumental process reflection was again primarily negative in character but less so than 

instrumental reflection in the concatenation stage of reflectivity. 

On the other hand, participants' communicative discourse in the precritical 

interrogation phase of reflectivity indicated that they were just beginning to focus on what 

they had in common, both among themselves and with their students, versus hoM' they 

might share those commonalities. Nonetheless, this trend in participants' discourse 

toward the identificadon of commonalities displayed virtually a complete reversal in 

accentuations from the prior concatenation phase of reflectivity. Unlike the prior phase, 

participants' communicative discourse centered more so on teacher-teacher issues and 

concerns versus teacher-student concerns by a ratio in excess of 2:1. It is likely that 

participants' instrumental content reflections during this phase of reflectivity, with the 

incumbent focus on process issues and concems, prompted participants' to speculate as to 

what their peers were perceiving, thinking, and doing with respect to similar reflectivity. 

Not unlike the pattem for instrumental process reflection, participants' communicative 

content reflection in the precritical interrogation phase of reflectivity (by a ratio of almost 

2:1) was primarily negative versus positive. This pattern was again associated with the 

culture ofthe school and will be discussed in the chapter to follow. 

Participants' discourse in the problematization phase indicated the most 

inclusive, permeable, discriminatory and integrative reflectivity (see Subsection 2.1.4.6 of 
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Chapter II for an extended discussion of these terms with respect to transformation 

theory) noted throughout the study. This critically reflective phase of reflectivitv was 

differendated by premise reflection in both the communicative and instmmental leaming 

domains. This phase also marked an important departure from the pattern observed in 

prior phases, wherein, intraphasial and instrumental reflectivity was consistently more 

inclusive and discriminatory than that associated with communicative reflectivity within 

the same phase (for example in the concatenation phase of reflectivity, instrumental 

reflectivity, instrumental content reflection, is indicative of reflection, whereas, 

communicative reflectivity associated with the phase, communicative awareness, is 

prereflective [see Figure 4.1]). 

Indeed this problematization phase of reflectivity was in many ways the "great 

equalizer" in participants' approximations of critical reflection. Not only was critical 

reflection achieved in both the instmmental and communicative domains as evidenced 

by participants' premise reflective discourse, but parity was a pattern evident in other 

areas analyzed as well. For instance, the foci of participants' instrumental premise 

reflections were almost equally divided between concerns and issues of control, as well as 

strategic planning and action. Moreover the ratio of negative to positive reflections 

within the domain was virtually unitary. Similarly, participants' communicative premise 

reflections placed almost equal emphasis on both teacher-student and teacher-teacher 

intersubjecdve relationships. Perhaps more importantly, these reflections were also more 

attentive to questions relating to social and consensual norms for understanding in a 
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variety of relationships including those between teachers and parents, as well as those 

between school educators and administration. Lastly, the ratio of negative and 

ambivalent communicative reflections to those which were positive was almost unitary. 

What prompted this pattem of equalization, especially with respect to premise 

reflection in both learning domains? It would seem that a common denominator was the 

notion of a confronting ofthe unknown. The findings of this case study have indicated 

that critical, premise reflection was, by and large, a new concept to these participants. 

Barer-Stein (1987) has studied learning as a process of experiencing the unfamiliar. 

She concludes that leamers are confl'onting when they come face-to-face with the 

unfamiliar, experience it as unknown, and recognize that it will not yield meaning. 

Because communicative leaming is so associated with the ideas of others, it frequently 

requires one to confront the unknown (Mezirow, 1991). Nonetheless, the findings of 

Barer-Stein (1987) would suggest that a purposeful resoludon ofthe many dilemmas that 

are surfaced when leamers are "confronting"; is possible only through reflection, 

validation, and/or judgment, irrespective of leaming domain. Accordingly, the pattems of 

equalization vis-a-vis the communicative and instrumental learning domains which were 

associated with the problematization phase of reflectivity in this case study would seem 

consistent with the nodon of confronting as idendfied by Barer-Stein (1987) and leaming 

as a process of experiencing the unfamiliar. 

Participants' transition to the fifth and final phase of reflectivity in this 

microethnographic case study was most notable for the trials of those participants toward 
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the intersubjectificadon of multiple relationships associated with professional practice, 

including those between themselves and their students. However, participants' 

communicative process reflection was most often focused on teacher-teacher norms, 

relationships, and understandings (the indicative ratio of reflections focused on 

teacher-teacher, teacher-student, and teacher-parent intersubjectivities was 17:4:3). Each 

of these patterns appeared to be an extension of discoveries and realizations made 

possible by critical reflections on assumptions and presuppositions in prior leaming, most 

of which took place in the prior, problematization phase of reflectivity. 

The aforementioned finding raises an interesting question. If problematization 

was the most inclusive, permeable, discriminatory, and integrative phase of reflectivity 

identified in this case study, why wasn't this phase the final phase identified by the 

research? By extension, why would reflectivity associated with the less advanced phase 

of intersubjectification follow the more advanced reflectivity associated with 

problematization? In part, the answer to both these questions involves the fact that 

teachers, unlike many other practitioners, never really escape an environment inextricably 

bound to the instrumental domain. As Mezirow (1981, 1990, 1991) has cautioned, the 

concept of education has for decades been deflned and operationalized in strictly 

instrumental terms. Secondarily, the answer to these two questions involves the powerful 

and pervasive influence ofthe culture ofthe school upon site-based professional 

developmental interventions, a topic which is the subject ofthe following chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 

FINDINGS AND DESCRIPTIONS: THE CULTURE OF THE 

SCHOOL AS A SUBLIMATOR OF REFLECTIVE-TRANSFORMATIVE 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOCUSED ON 

CRITICAL REFLECTION 

5.1 Introduction 

The primary research question which guided this microethnographic case study 

asked: What are the dynamics of critical reflection as a focus of 

reflective-transformative professional development for site-based, school-university 

partners? Two related subquestions were addressed. The first of these subquestions 

asked: How is critical reflection among small-group participants manifested in a 

reflection group structure for reflective-transformative professional development? 

The second subquestion asked: How do factors extemal to reflectivity influence critical 

reflection as the focus of site-based, reflecdve-transformative professional development? 

This chapter addresses the second of these subquestions. The findings of this 

microethnographic case study indicated a multiplicity of factors extemal to reflectivity 

which influenced critical reflection as the focus of reflective transformative professional 

development and each of which can be understood as elements ofthe culture ofthe 

school. Since those factors extemal to reflectivity which influenced critical reflection as 

the focus of reflectivity were emergent and not, a priori, anticipated, the first section of 
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this chapter provides an overv iew of and a theoretical grounding for later analv sis of this 

culture ofthe school as idendfied in the findings of this case study. The second section of 

the chapter brieflv presents the findings of and discussion related to an analysis of 

cultural elements associated with indirect sublimation of reflectiv itv. The third section of 

the chapter details the findings of and discussion related to more salient cultural elements 

associated with direct sublimation of reflectiv ity and illustrations ofthe ways in which 

these cultural elements influenced critical reflection as the focus of 

reflective-transformative professional development. The final section ofthe chapter 

draws conclusions as related to the prior sections ofthe chapter. 

5.2 Core Influence: Culture of the School 

Participant observation ofthe activ ities of reflection group members as well as 

analysis of members' verbal and written discourse in this microethnographic case study 

revealed a potent culture ofthe school capable of active and considered sublimation of 

site-based, reflectiv e-transformative professional development focused on critical 

reflection. This potent culture ofthe school was firmly entrenched despite: (a) the fact 

that the school itself had been in existence less than 14 months, (b) the fact that most 

teachers, counselors, and administrators had come to the school from disparate locales 

and prior experiences, and (c) the notable observation that this was a comparativ ely 

voung school faculty, especially as compared with other junior high schools in the 

district. The focus of this microethnographic case studv was not the culture ofthe school 
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and a complete description ofthe culture ofthe school addressed by this research is, 

necessarily, beyond the scope of this study. Nonetheless, anal} sis of data arising from 

participant observation and records generated by reflection group participants to this case 

study indicated elements of a culture ofthe school, which shared many ofthe norms of 

isolation and estrangement which Rosenholtz (1989) associated with a "stuck school" 

(p. 210). 

Consistent with the constmctivist perspective, Rosenholtz (1989) has maintained 

that teachers' definition of their work is guided by their subjective constmction of reality. 

Moreover, the sense that they make of their world is profoundly influenced by the nature 

of contextual cues and communications experienced in the course of daily workplace 

interactions. These social dynamics, including the assumptions, beliefs, values, and 

practices accepted by social group members, may be understood as the culture ofthe 

school as workplace. Rosenholtz found that school cultures tended to v̂ ary by building or 

campus and can be located on a continuum from highly cohesivQ, fomard-moving 

schools at one end, to those stuck schools associated with norms of isolation and 

estrangement at the other. 

5.2.1 Forward Moving Cultures 

Forward-moving schools (Rosenholtz. 1989) possess growth-oriented values and 

beliefs shared and supported by all educators at the school. These shared and overarching 

V alues serve as the guiding principles for decision-making and educationally appropriate 
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action within the school. Forward-moving school cultures, much like those of Model II 

organizations (as described bv Argyris & Schon, 1978). are characterized by shared 

information, open communication, and high levels of tmst among building professionals. 

The healthy organizational and cultural system which Rosenholtz (1989) 

associated w ith forward-moving schools suggests high goal consensus. Educators share a 

common definition of teaching and high levels of commitment: instmctional goals occupy 

a place of import within the organization. In these schools, collegial voices inspire shared 

goals amidst a sense of community focused on student leaming and continuous 

improvement. Triv ial differences among educators are subordinated to the attainment of 

shared school goals. 

Rosenholtz (1989) found that forward moving schools are also collaborative 

schools and leaming-enriched settings where requests for and offers of advice and 

assistance are treated with sincerity as a subject for thoughtful and deliberative action. 

Leadership in these schools recognizes the need for mutual encouragement, technical 

knowledge sharing, and enthusiasm for new and continuous leaming. Here, a nonroutine 

technical culture (Rosenholtz, 1989) constantly encourages the search for solutions and 

ways to help students, not for excuses or rationales for their failures. 

5.2.2 Cultures of Isolation and Estrangement 

According to Rosenholtz (1989). schools with cultures characterized by norms of 

estrangement and isolation are notable for a lack of goal consensus, teacher isolation. 
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environments that are often leaming-impoverished, and low levels of commitment. 

These low consensus schools tolerate broad professional latitude as to what constitutes 

teaching and leaming. According!}, teachers are free to define teaching in terms that fit 

their own needs and preferences, while a substantive dialogue about common purposes is 

conspicuously absent (Rosenholtz, 1989). 

Norms of isolation and estrangement also enable isolated schools where efforts at 

turf protection lead to cliques and ongoing power struggles. School educators come to 

perceive others as self-reliant and are reluctant to seek help, despite personal uncertainty 

about the dilemmas and frustrations of practice. Perceived norms of self-reliance 

encourage reductionist notions about leaming to teach which do little to foster efforts 

toward ongoing improvements in practice. Ultimately, teachers in isolated schools striv e 

for safe, risk-free, conditions as they increasingly perceive the need to av oid 

self-disclosure (Rosenholtz, 1989). 

Cultures of isolation and estrangement also tend to encourage routine technical 

norms within the school, wherein, teachers tend to rely on their own observations, find 

solace in the location of sources of blame, maximize honor in privacy, and place little 

faith in a body of technical knowledge. This routine of skepticism and scapegoating onh 

reinforces tendencies toward low commitment and a letting go ofthe responsibilit} for 

student learning (Rosenholtz, 1989). 
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Thus, school cultures which embrace norms isolation and estrangement eschew 

shared school goals, especially those which emphasize teacher leaming. Concomitantly, 

these cultures embrace routine technical norms which place little value on teacher 

collaboration despite tendencies toward low commitment to teaching and leaming among 

school practitioners. 

5.2.2.1 A Cuhure of Isoladon 
and Estrangement—Indirect Elements 

Figure 5.1 outlines the findings of this study which indicated a culture of 

isolation and estrangement operant within the school; a culture which embodied elements 

that were both direct and indirect sublimators of reflectivity as targeted in this 

professional developmental intervention and examined in this microethnographic case 

study. The most salient elements of this culture ofthe school were the direct sublimators 

of reflectivity and, therefore, these elements of this culture of isolation and estrangement 

necessarily became the focus of data analyzed in this case study. Nonetheless, the 

following cultural elements associated with indirect sublimation of reflectiv it} are worthy 

of mention: a strict focus on order and rule systems, a strong emphasis placed on 

conformity, a distinct self consciousness about the image ofthe school, an omnipresent 

and proscriptive grapevine, and pervasive scapegoating. These elements of this culture of 

isolation and estrangement often appeared to serve primarily as a sort of background for 

or infrastructure through which more direct sublimation of reflectiv it} was enabled. 

Therefore, these elements of this culture of isolation and estrangement were purposiveh 
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CORE INFLUENCE 
CULTURE OF THE SCHOOL 

A Culture of Isolation and Estrangement 

I. Elements Of; As Suggested By This Case Study: 

A. Indirect Sublimators Of Reflectivity: 

a. Strict Focus on Rule Systems ^ 

b. Strong Emphasis Placed on Conformity 
c. Distinct self-consciousness About the Image of the School 
d. Omnipresent and Proscriptive Grapevine I 
e. Pervasive Scapegoating | 

B. Direct Sublimators Of Reflectivity: | 

a. General: | 

i. AT ~ Antitheoretical & Antiempirical Predispositions Among 
Faculty 

ii. AB -- Low Tolerance for Ambiguity Among Faculty 

b. Phase Transitional: 

i. Barriers to Collegiality 

1. SR - Split Faculty J 
* ad -- organizational/administrative origins ^ 
* h -- faculty placement origins (Honors, | 

Elective, et al.) -
* t - academic team origin ; 
* an -- animosity origin > 
* u -- unspecified etiology 

I 

2. CC - Competition I 

3. N " Negativity 

4. CR -- Change Resistance i 

5. CS -- Creative Subversion | 

* csu -- modus: vanable/unspecified 
* csj - modus: implied judgment 
* csrt - modus: implied risk-taking/liability 

e 199S SBxrrsi o s vxi Figure 5.1: Sublimators of Reflective-Transformadve Professional 
Development Focused on Critical Reflection. 
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characterized as indirect sublimators of reflecdvity. For example, the strong emphasis 

placed on conformity seemed to apply, not only to the students ofthe school, but to 

school educators as well. Moreover, participants' discourse indicated that this emphasis 

on conformity was inextricably related to more direct sublimators of reflectivit}, 

especially change resistance and creative subversion. As excerpts of participants' 

discourse to be discussed in the secdon reladng to direct sublimation of reflectivity will 

illustrate, participants in the reflection group were often cautioned that to contemplate 

change or departure from certain norms of conformity was to risk job liabilit}. 

Similarly, the omnipresent and proscriptive grapevine indicated b} the findings of 

this study regularly served as a channel through which certain school faculty members 

would attempt to creatively subvert the course of participants' increasingly inclusive, 

discriminatory, permeable, and integradve approximations of critical reflection on 

professional practice. Moreover, this channel was not without carefialh crafted 

connections to school administration. 

These indirect sublimators of reflectivity are consistent with the findings of 

Rosenholtz (1989) conceming a culture ofthe school which emphasizes norms of 

isolation and estrangement. This is particularly true with obsen^ations regarding 

pervasive scapegoating. As discussed, school cultures of isolation and estrangement 

encourage routine technical norms which, among other things, persist in the isolation of 

blame for instructional and leaming failures. Common scapegoats referred to in the 

discourse of participants to this study ranged from students, to prior teachers, to parents. 
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Similarly, albeit less explicitly, participants' focus on order and mle systems is consistent 

with the finding by Rosenholtz that school cultures of isolation and estrangement favor 

safe, risk-free environments which often maximize teacher certainty at the expense of 

student leaming. 

5.2.2.2 A culture of Isolation and 
Estrangement—Direct Elements 

Of greatest interest to the questions addressed by this microethnographic case 

study of a professional developmental intervention which purposefully targeted critical 

reflection, were those elements ofthe culture ofthe school which operated to directly 

sublimate reflectivity. As outlined in Figure 5.1, two of these cultural elements, 

antitheoretical/antiempirical predispositions and low tolerance for ambiguity among 

school faculty, were variously influential throughout the five phases of reflectivity 

identified in this case study. 

5.2.2.2.1 General: Antitheoretical and Andempirical 
Predispositions Among School Faculty-Findings 

The first of these general but direct sublimators of reflectivity in this case study 

was a pervasive and persistent tendency identified in the discourse of reflection group 

participants which indicated a willingness to articulate, especially in reflection group 

meetings, a distinct preference for antitheoretical and sometimes antiempirical 

approaches to professional practice. Antiempirical, as used in this presentation, connotes 

a distinct bias against the findings and conclusions of research, especially research on 
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teaching practice (as well as information or discoveries that might be gained through 

teachers' direct observadon of their own students or each other in practice). Moreover, 

those approaches indicated by the professional developmental intervention which were 

theoretical or explicitly based upon the findings of research were frequently treated as 

inapplicable to the site, if not incredulous. The following passage of participant discourse 

taken from a teacher's reflective journal is representative: 

alj056006k I have often sat through classes where professors 
have presented theories that they had read about or heard about and they 
would present these gems like throwing pearls to swine! I'd like to see 
some of these professors address these children on a neighborhood street 
corner or better yet, face them alone — 30 to 1 — with back up no where in 
sight. 

This teacher's phrasing of her antitheoretical observadons ("I have often sat through 

classes where professors have presented theories that they had read about or heard about 

and they would present these gems like throwing pearls to swine,") in terms more 

indicative of a patrolman's report ("with back up no where in sight") than a teacher's 

journal is also indicative of participants' frequently punitive discourse as related to their 

students. Indeed, participants' discourse routinely emphasized order, rule systems, and 

control in reladon to discussions of affiliated concerns and issues. 

Other instances of participants' antitheoretical and occasionally antiempirical 

discourse routinely highlighted school educators' proclivity for approaches and 

information considered practical or the product of what participants considered practical 
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vindication by trial in practice. The following passages from participants' discourse are 

indicative of this bias toward the practical: 

a2r014464k In college, they teach all the theory in the world and 
you really begin to think those things will work in the classroom. 
Unfortunately, the first day of class, you realize that most of those theories 
are not practical. 

As this first passage proposes (especially in the phrase, "you realize that most of those 

theories are not practical") this teacher, as well as others in the group, maintained that 

what was practical was also antitheoretical. Moreover, her comments propose that "those 

theories" taught in college classrooms are inapplicable to practice in the public school 

classroom. A second passage taken from a teacher's reflective joumal is no less 

indicative of teachers' bias for the practical. 

a3j018057k I want new ideas, new ways to teach, this motivates 
me. I get tired of talking theory - I love to leam! But it modvates 
me — only when it is useful! 

For this teacher, theory is not only nonmotivating it is also not useful and presumably 

impractical. As the excerpt to follow proposes teachers' bias for the practical could also 

indicate the perceived inapplicability of research findings to the public school classroom. 

a3j09063Ok This contains what should have been in my 
platform. This year 1 have been one mean bastard. I didn't really teach for 
the first two weeks of school. I gave busy work and established my 
discipline policy. I was reacting to the fear and dread of retuming to a 
place that had been a waking nightmare just a few months earlier. Last 
year, I ended most days with badly shaking hands. I had decided that my 
life would not be like that again. 1 became a mean bastard. Things are 
going well this year. The kids are responding very well. Kids who are 
giving other teachers hell are trying very hard to do their work and to 
please me. I have been very stern, hard and consistent, and its working. 

I have been pondering my success. From working with the kids, 
and from experiences in my own life, 1 have leamed that the 
Mexican-American culture is incredible patriarchal. Why am I 
experiencing success? I am the patriarch. I present myself as a stem. 
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immovable father figure. The kids are on task, on time, and they are doing 
good work. 

Last year I tried compassion, leniency, and modification. I lived to 
regret it. I know that most research suggests that I'm doing this wrong, but 
its working. The rougher a kid is, the better he/she seems to do in my 
class. 

In this excerpt taken from a teacher's reflective joumal the final paragraph ofthe excerpt 

is most indicadve ofthe participant's antiempirical bias. This teacher's own observation 

that his methods went against the findings of research seemed to pale against his 

perception of success in practice, despite what research would suggest on the subject. 

The researcher's observation that these currently effective, but antiempirical, methods 

might not prove effectual on a longitudinal basis seemed to have litde impact on this 

participant's convictions in his antiempirical biases. 

Participant's mostly antitheoretical and sometimes antiempirical discourse also 

exhibited a proclivity toward arguments which recurrently failed to differentiate between 

the applicability of theory or research findings to a particular classroom setting as 

opposed to misapplication or improper application of these to a singular classroom 

environment. The citation to follow is archetypal. 

a7t260000k I mean like my situadon was, when I went to 
[a local university], and I went to education classes, I did a lot of 
cooperative leaming. And, uh, I had a lot of fun, had a good time, and it 
was a lot of fun leaming that stuff But when you come out to school, you 
leam that you can't treat these kids like that in your classroom. . . . In a 
sense, there's a difference in a group learning loud and one out of control. 
And I guess, as we go along, more and more teachers are being trained-so 
I think it's not so much out of control leaming as we're used to because you 
can go down the hall and you can hear a class just beginning and you can 
usually tell if they are out of control or if they are group leaming. 
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To begin with, the phrase, "And, uh, I had a lot of fun, had a good time, and it was a lot of 

fun learning that stuff," would seem to cast doubt on the faith which this teacher placed in 

theories of cooperadve learning in the first place. Secondly, the phrase, "In a sense, 

there's a difference in a group learning loud and one out of control," strongly indicates 

this teacher's lack of success with cooperative learning. However, this teacher's discourse 

conspicuously fails to analyze whether her lack of success with cooperative learning arose 

from an inapplicability ofthe theoretical concept to her site or the misapplication ofthe 

construct to the classroom. Such conspicuous omissions in participants' antitheoretical. 

and occasionally antiempirical, discourse were not uncommon. 

Still other passages of participants' antitheoretical, and occasionally antiempirical 

discourse not only indicated loosely structured arguments but seemingly incoherent 

discussion as well. The excerpt to follow is an example. 

a7v000000k I think one of the problems is that philosophies and 
theories are built on just that, philosophy, and as theories grow so do the 
philosophies — but these things are not easily implemented — and it's a 
massive undertaking of one's soul and uh I don't know if it's worth it 
because all the time we are talking about values. . . . I guess the point 
that I want to make is that a lot of these things that you see in practice just 
can't be discovered and for the theories, unless you just truly understand 
theory development, just won't work out here in the real world. 

As the excerpt illustrates, problems with coherency are evident from the first sentence of 

the passage; as in the phrase, "I think one ofthe problems is that philosophies and 

theories are built on just that, philosophy." The circularity of this loosely structured 

argument is self evident. Equally problematic is the phrase which reads: "as theories 

grow so do the philosophies - but these things are not easily implemented - and it's a 
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massive undertaking of one's soul." Precisel} why the implementation of theories in 

practice consdtutes a "massive undertaking of one's soul" is neither coherently articulated 

in the discourse, nor self evident. 

Sdll other passages of participants' antitheoretical and sometimes antiempirical 

discourse are illustrative of their proclivity for approaches or infomiation considered 

practical by virtue of vindication in practice. Once again, these arguments and this 

discourse propose that what is practical for the classroom may not also be theoretical (or 

in some cases, in any way, the product of research). The selections taken from 

participants' discourse with follow are indicadve of these prod iv ities. 

a2p034398k Most Hispanic students are tactile-kinesthetic 
learners. Because of this, I have greatly restructured the way I teach my 
students. The classroom techniques that I use to benefit the 
Mexican-American student have come by trail and error and by 
suggestions from other teachers. . . . I find that the conventional vv ay of 
teaching does not work for these students. The biggest asset I hav e is ni} 
own personal vv ay that I learned and I try to use to help the students leam. 

This first selection of antitheoretical discourse taken from a teacher's educational 

platform is indicative of arguments posited by manv reflection group members; 

arguments which asserted that "techniques" beneficial to Mexican American and other 

students were not those grounded in theor} or the findings of research, but those 

vindicated by "trial and enor" in practice. 

Yet another example of participants' procliv ities for approaches or information 

considered practical by virtue of vindication in practice is provided by the excerpt 

to follow. Concomitantl}, this excerpt does much to indicate the strength of participants' 

antitheoretical and sometimes antiempirical convictions. 
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r2j063266k Today's class discussion really had my stomach in 
knots. I just can't seem to get my ideas and feelings to correlate with the 
research. 1 think I know what the professors and authors are tr} ing to sa}, 
but I just can't agree. Are we (the school's, educators) supposed to bend 
the rules to accommodate each and every student. Each student has his 
problem. Every student needs the rules bent for them. 1 just can't see this! 
No one bent the rules for me. . . . Eventually, we all have to follow the 
rules if we plan to succeed in this society. Even, [name withheld] had to 
leam to follow rules. She tells me that a teacher bent the rules for her 
because she was a migrant student. I understand and I am happy that 
someone helped her out. But the bottom line is that she eventually had to 
follow the rules set by our society or she wouldn't be the success she is 
now. Am I being close-minded? 

Indeed, the strength of this educator's antiempirical convictions is evident in the first 

phrase ofthe excerpt: "Today's class discussion really had my stomach in knots." That 

the educator holds antiempirical convictions is indicated by the second phrase ofthe 

passage: "I just can't seem to get my ideas and feelings to correlate with the research." 

Finally, this excerpt is also illustrative of how participants' antitheoretical and 

occasionally antiempirical discourse was often cast against a backdrop of more indirect 

sublimators of reflectivity such as teachers' strict focus on order and rule systems. 

5.2.2.2.2 General: Antitheoredcal and Antiempirical 
Predisposition's Among School Faculty-Discussion 

The findings of this study with respect to antitheoretical and antiempirical 

predispositions as elements ofthe school culture are consistent with the findings of prior 

research and analyses in education. For example, Hammersley (1980) concluded that 

staff room debunking of educational research and those who carry it out was a cultural 

strategy designed to neutralize perceived threats to criticism of teachers' existing routines. 

Lieberman and Miller (1984) concluded that two ofthe most important nomis ofthe 
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culture of teaching were quite simply stated: "Be practical. Be Private" (p. 7). Wilson 

(1990) found that a commonly shared belief among students in teacher education classes 

was that experience would teach them ever} thing that they would need to know to 

function as teachers in practice. Wilson wrote: "I want them to question that 

assumption, for, to paraphrase T. S. Elliot, we can hav e the experience but miss the 

meaning" (1990, p. 208). Hargreaves (1984) proposed that educadonal theory and other 

non-classroom grounded explanations were excluded from teachers discourse primarily 

"because teachers deem them to be culturally inadmissible" (p. 248). More specificalh, 

Rosenholtz (1989) found that such antitheoretical and antiempirical predispositions are 

characteristic of low consensus schools and school cultures with routine technical norms. 

The finding that these antitheoretical and antiempirical predispositions sublimate 

reflectivity is also consistent with prior research and analyses in education. Lieberman 

and Miller (1984), for example, found that veteran teachers tended to treat reflective 

self-criticism as idealistic versus practical; a notion best associated with youth rather than 

the aduh "real world" of teaching (p. 9). Smyth (1989) found that personal inertia and an 

unwillingness to question the origins of accepted teaching practices tended to suggest 

certain teaching actions as "natural or common sense, and to that extent unquestionable" 

(p. 498). Wildman and Niles (1987) studied the tensions between abstracdons and 

realities in prompting reflection among teachers. They found that teachers were, after a 

time, willing to appreciate the importance of research to practice, but, two years into the 

study, were unwilling to allow the research base to assume a center stage role in their 
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professional development. The findings of this research indicated that antitheoretical and 

empirical predispositions among school practitioners at the site were similarl} situated 

throughout the tenure of this case study. 

5.2.2.2.3 General: Low Tolerance for Ambiguity 
Among School Faculty-Findings 

The findings of this case study also indicated a very low tolerance for ambiguity 

among reflection group participants, a characteristic which seemed to operate 

hand-in-hand with antitheoretical and antiempirical inclinations among these school 

practitioners. This low tolerance for ambiguity, generally evident in participants' 

discourse throughout the tenure ofthe study, was often expressed as a distinct preference 

for recipe learning approaches to professional development in contrast to the intentional, 

and self directed aspects ofthe extant intervention. The following excerpts from 

participants' discourse are indicative: 

a3v000000k I know, for myself, 1 never expected this class to be 
so vague, so ambiguous. I expected that I would come in here and seek 
help with the difficulties we have with this student population - and 
'YOU' would give me the answers. I never expected to be asked to look at 
myself for the answers! 

a5vl40000k 1 took this class because I wanted to learn what to 
do — because I expected you to provide me the answers. And possibly, 
what your saying is, 'we can exchange what we've done and reflect on 
what we've learned in our own classrooms' . . . I don't know, that's what 
I'm here for - to find out if you guys can help me. 

In the first of these excerpts, the phrases, "I know, for myself, I never expected this class 

to be so vague, so ambiguous," and "I expected that I would come in here and seek help 

with the difficulties we have with this student population - and 'YOU' would give me the 
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professional development. The findings of this research indicated that antitheoretical and 

empirical predispositions among school practitioners at the site were similarly situated 

throughout the tenure of this case study. 

5.2.2.2.3 General: Low Tolerance for Ambiguit} 
Among School Faculty-Findings 

The findings of this case study also indicated a very low tolerance for ambiguity 

among reflection group participants, a characteristic which seemed to operate 

hand-in-hand with antitheoretical and antiempirical inclinations among these school 

practitioners. This low tolerance for ambiguity, generally evident in participants' 

discourse throughout the tenure ofthe study, was often expressed as a distinct preference 

for recipe learning approaches to professional dev elopment in contrast to the intentional, 

and self directed aspects ofthe extant intervention. The following excerpts from 

participants' discourse are indicativ e: 

a3v000000k I know, for myself, I never expected this class to be 
so vague, so ambiguous. I expected that I would come in here and seek 
help with the difficulties we have with this student population - and 
'YOU' would give me the answers. I never expected to be asked to look at 
m} self for the answers! 

a5v 140000k I took this class because I wanted to leam what to 
do — because I expected you to prov ide me the answers. And possibly, 
what }our saying is, 'we can exchange what we've done and reflect on 
what we've learned in our own classrooms' . . . I don't know, that's what 
I'm here for - to find out if you guys can help me. 

In the first of these excerpts, the phrases, "1 know, for myself I never expected this class 

to be so vague, so ambiguous." and "I expected that I would come in here and seek help 

vv ith the difficulties we hav e with this student population - and 'YOU' would giv e me the 
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answers," are indicative of both low tolerance for ambiguity and an expectation of recipe 

learning approaches to professional development. The first sentence ofthe second 

excerpt, especially the phrase, "I expected you to provide me the answers," is no less 

indicative of this low tolerance and this expectation. 

In other cases, this low tolerance for ambiguity was expressed as the product of 

personal discovery or as a preference for didactic, as contrasted with experiential, forms 

of professional developmental delivery. The following excerpts taken from participants' 

discourse yield a flavor of this low tolerance for ambiguity notable among school faculty. 

alrO 14398k I have discovered that I have an intolerance for 
ambiguity and that I myself am ambiguous at times. I know that most of 
my students have an intolerance for ambiguity and that I need to 
understand that my students often have similar feelings and that I share 
more things in common with my students than things that are uncommon. 

This first excerpt taken from participants' discourse, especially the phrase, "I have 

discovered that I have an intolerance for ambiguity and that I myself am ambiguous at 

times," is particularly indicative of personal discovery with respect to a low tolerance for 

ambiguity. In this case, this discovery seemed the product of this teacher's reflections on 

a comparison of her performance as a student in professional development with the 

performance of her own kids as junior high school students. A second excerpt is 

illustrative of comparisons one educator made between her own understandings and the 

understandings she perceived among her fellow reflection group members. 

a4j099148k Ironically, one of the things this course was to ^ 
provide (as per our expectations) was a way to meet the individual needs 
of our students, but as a course, I don't think it's meeting the individual 
needs of us as students. It's virtually impossible to do so-it's impossible 
to 'mainstream' all teachers with different experiences, needs, and 
backgrounds. The frustrations you're feeling weekly with us are those we 
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face dail}/liourly in the classroom. Unfortunately, at this point, there are 
no 'clear-cut' answers. 

This teacher's discourse highlights the ambiguity of expectations many participants' 

experienced as they discovered differences between the self-reflective emphasis of 

reflective-transformative professional development and the didactic emphasis of staff 

development (to which they were accustomed). A final excerpt is especially illustrativ e 

of how a low tolerance for ambiguity could serve as a sublimator of reflectivity. 

a5j022143k As a teacher with plenty of experience with staff 
development and inservice workshops I have found that most staff 
development classes are geared toward a specific class objective as needed 
in the process of teacher improvement. At first the indirectness and lack 
of specifics I discovered in this class was not acceptable. I believe I felt 
this way as a result of expectations I held as a result of other staff 
development and other approaches to teacher problems. Nonetheless, I 
believe that my experience with this class is only the beginning of a fresh 
start and outlook on my teaching practice. 

In this excerpt, the phrase, "At first the indirectness and lack of specifics I discovered in 

this class was not acceptable," is indicative ofthe response many participants exhibited in 

their initial adjustment to reflective-transformative professional development and the idea 

of critical self-reflection as a means to personal and professional development. 

Nevertheless, the phrase. "Nonetheless, I believe that my experience with this class is 

only the beginning of a fresh start and outlook on my teaching practice," is indicative of 

this participant's critical reflection on expectations he held prior to the extant intervendon. 

This critical reflection ultimately allowed him to assume more inclusive, discriminatory, 

and integrative views on professional development (see Chapter II for an explication of 

such views). Other reflection group members were not always as willing to reflect upon 
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their tolerances for ambiguity. For many, this unwillingness remained evident for more 

than nine weeks ofthe fifteen week intervention. 

5.2.2.2.4 General: Low Tolerance for Ambiguity 
Among School Faculty—Discussion 

Hargreaves (1994a) has argued that postmodernity is pressing educators to accept 

increasing ambiguity, complexity and diversity as central to both their professional 

practice and their personal lives. He has suggested that this prospect points to the 

benefits of attending to the perpetual cultures and conditions of teachers' work 

environments. Similarly, Rosenholtz (1989) following her study of teachers' workplace 

cultures, has argued that ambiguity is endemic to teaching and may be diminished by two 

conditions: (a) feedback to teachers about their performance and (b) the mobilization of 

resources necessary to assist teachers in moving toward more nonroutine technical 

cultures. Ironically, the arguments which Rosenholtz posits for the amelioration of 

ambiguity among educational professionals support the findings of this study that a low 

tolerance for ambiguity among school faculty tends to go hand-in-hand with 

antitheoretical and antiempirical biases. That is to say, Rosenholtz's arguments seem to 

suggest that increasing teachers' cultural acceptance of a theoretical and research base for 

practice could attenuate the influence of ambiguity in teaching as professional practice. 

The notion of a low tolerance for ambiguity as an element ofthe culture of 

schools and teaching which is also capable of sublimating reflectivity is supported by the 

findings of Wilson's (1990) experiences with student teachers. Wilson found that such 
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cultures of schools and teaching seldom demand that teachers find their own voice. 

Specifically, Wilson found that teachers confronted with the "why" of instructional 

practices were rarely able to articulate a rationale for thinking and action in their 

practices. For example, teachers prompted to explain the M'hy of a recommendation that a 

particular discipline model would be appropriate in a certain classroom environment 

could not articulate either their rationale for use ofthe model or the premises upon which 

the model was based. More specific to the findings of this case study. Wildman and Niles 

(1987) in drawing conclusions from their study which compared the tensions between the 

abstractions and realities of prompting teachers' reflection on practice have suggested that 

locus of control (the degree to which a person believes that his or her action can influence 

his or her outcomes) in teacher reflection is an important consideration. Consistent with 

the findings of this research, their findings have indicated that teachers find facilitated 

reflection, as contrasted with didactic instruction about reflection, disconcertingly 

ambiguous. 

Similarly, Wildman and Niles (1987) found that locus of control was an important 

consideration in prompting reflection among teachers. These authors found that teachers 

reacted with an approach-avoidance attitude toward a reflective environment where 

teachers were asked to set their own reflective agenda. That is. these teachers appreciated 

opportunities to reflect on their own practice but were distinctly uncomfortable with the 

uncertainty of having to select their own foci for reflection. 
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5.2.2.2.5 Phase Transitional: Overview 

Perhaps the most influential elements of this culture of isolation and estrangement 

as indicated by the findings of this case study were those elements ofthe school culture 

which appeared to sublimate (reflectivity and the course of participants' approximations 

of critical reflecdon) at particular transitions between the five phases of reflectivity 

defined by participants' discourse in their approximations of critical reflection. Figure 

5.2 illustrates the primary influence of these phase transition sublimators of reflectivity 

according to the phase transition impacted and those cultural elements most influential at 

a particular phase transition. (Note: the differentially crosshatched cells ofthe figure 

which are outlined in bold represent phases of reflectivity, the differentially crosshatched 

cells above those cells which are outlined represent sublimators of reflectivity.) The 

vertical, leading edge of each ofthe outlined frames within the figure represents phase 

transitions. For example, the vertical, leading edge ofthe white (light toned) frame in the 

lower left-hand corner ofthe figure (a frame which ranges from the column labeled IJ to 

the column labeled IR) designates the transition from participants' nonreflective 

discourse to discourse associated with the perlustration phase of reflectivit}. As an 

additional example, the figure further illustrates that a split faculty and negativity were 

the most influential sublimators of reflectivity at the transition between participants' 

discourse associated with the perlustration and concatenation phases of reflectivity (a 

transition represented by the vertical leading edge ofthe second frame from the bottom of 

the figure; that is the concatenation phase of reflectivity). 
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As the legend to Figure 5.2 specifies, the excerpts of discourse indicating a split faculty 

and associated with this phase transition (perlustration to concatenation) tended to 

suggest multiple etiologies for this split or indicated the split without specifying a likely 

etiology. Similarly the excepts of discourse indicating negativity and associated with this 

phase transition tended to adumbrate either multiple etiologies for this negativity or 

indicated this negativity without specifying a likely etiology (as in the legend label which 

reads: "Split Faculty-Etiology: Variable/Unspecified"). 

A perusal of Figure 5.2 reveals that instances of reflectivity observed or noted 

within a particular phase (central diagonal and outlined cells ofthe figure) are frequent at 

the onset of a particular phase, gradually diminish as the phase continues, then are again 

frequent at the close of the phase (this trend is particularly evident for the phase of 

problematization which also bears the label "crifical reflection," in Figure 5.2). This 

figure also illustrates that this gradual diminishing of instances of reflectivity associated 

with a particular phase follows the primary influence of phase transition sublimators (note 

the manner in which instances of reflectivity associated the problematization phase of 

reflectivity diminish just after the influence ofthe three combined sublimators: split 

faculty, competition, and creati\e subversion). Accordingh. the diagram clarifies the 

finding that various elements ofthe school culture operated to sublimate the course of 

participants' approximations of critical reflection according to the phase of reflecti\ ity 

examined at a point in time over the course ofthe professional developmental 

intervention. The delay between initial and frequent instances of reflectivity noted within 
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a particular phase, and the subsequent diminishing of these instances as the phase 

continued, indicates that, although the culture ofthe school required a period of time to 

adjust to the nuances of this form of professional development and the progression of 

reflective thought this de\ elopment sought to foster, there was a particular sublimating 

response or group of responses to each new phase of reflecti\ it\ attributable to the culture 

ofthe school. Figure 5.3 illustrates the distribution of these sublimating, 

phase-transitional influences according to the phase transition impacted and the cultural 

element or elements most active at particular transitions. The findings of this case study 

submit that each of these phase transition elements associated with the culture of isolation 

and estrangement were as much barriers to collegiality and collaboration as sublimators 

of reflectivity. These and other findings will be presented and discussed in forthcoming 

sections ofthe chapter. The subsection to follow will begin with phase transition one: 

that is. the transition from nonreflective discourse to perlustration. 

5.2.2.2.6 Phase Transition Sublimafion. Transidon One: 
Nonreflecti\ e Discourse to Perlustration 

Figure 5.4 illustrates the particulars of these phase-transition influences on 

reflectivit} associated with the culture of isolation and estrangement indicated by 

participant obser\ation of reflection group activities, as well as participants' discourse in 

the approximation of critical reflecdon. As the figure illuminates, the first transition 

between participants' nonreflective discourse (such as recurrent recapitulations ofthe 

day's events) and perlustration was directly influenced by two sublimators of reflecti\ity 
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associated with the culture ofthe school--a split faculty and creative subversion. The 

influence of these two sublimators of reflectivity on this transition is represented in 

Figure 5.4 in two ways: (a) the two vertical columns labeled " 1T & 1V" and "IJ & 3V" 

broadly represent the influence of phase transition sublimators on the transition from 

nonreflective discourse to perlustration. (b) four light toned cells represent the specific 

influences of a split faculty and creative subversion on that transition: two ofthe four 

light toned cells correspond to the horizontal designation CGSPU (split faculty of 

unspecified etiology as a sublimator of reflectivity in the transition) and two other light 

toned cells correspond to the horizontal designation CSU (creative subversion of 

unspecified modus as a sublimator of reflectivity in this transition). For the reader's 

convenience, this format for the representation of these influences on reflectivity (in 

Figure 5.4) holds for each ofthe five phase transitions to be presented and discussed in 

this chapter. 

5.2.2.2.6.1 Split Faculty—Etiology: Variable/UnspeciFied-Findings. As was 

outlined in Figure 5.1, one very important characteristic of this culture of isolation and 

estrangement operant at the site was a split or fragmented school faculty. Participants' 

discourse indicated that the etiology of this split faculty related to at least four factors 

including a school structure which utilized academic teams, from which certain school 

educators were functionally excluded. Other origins of this split faculty indicated by 

participants' discourse included: organizational/administrati\ e arrangements. acti\ ities, 

and structures; faculty placements; and animosity between facult\ members. 
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The following excerpts are indicative of this culture-related sublimator (see Figure 5.1 for 

a summarization of this concept) of reflectivity associated with participants' discourse 

which proposed a split faculty, but did not specify a likel} etiology. 

alr012816k We, teachers, generate the school climate. . . . I 
think the group at Valverde remains very individualized and divided right 
now, so that to talk about coming together as a group is pretty difficult at 
the present time. 

alvOOOOOOk We were talking about how -- you know -- how 
being in a group is great and all that. But sometimes you don't know who 
you can trust -- You know there are always snitches in any group. And 
you have to be careful what you say. 

alj019148s Our students are very different. . . our 
faculty . . . our administrators. We have different past experiences and 
goals. However, we all have two common needs (1) to be loved and 
accepted, and (2) to be successful. As an educator, I must try to find the 
bridges that close the gaps so that my students and colleagues may feel 
accepted, loved, and successful. 

In the first of these excerpts, the phrase, "I think the group at Valverde remains very 

individualized and divided right now," is highly indicative of fragmentation among 

faculty at the site. The phrase, "to talk about coming together as a group is pretty difficult 

at the present time," further submits that this "individualized and divided" faculty is 

operating as a barrier to collegiality among faculty members within the school 

(collegiality which might prompt reflection on possibilities for school improvement, as 

well as, collaboration among teachers). 

The second of these highlighted excerpts which adumbrate a split faculty at the 

site, also hints at the omnipresent and proscriptive grapevine previously discussed as an 

indirect sublimator of reflectivity and as an element ofthe culture ofthe school. 
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more 
Such indirect sublimators of reflectivity served as an infrastructure, through \shich 

direct sublimation of reflecfivity took place (see Section 5.2.2.1). Indeed, teachers' 

concerns about what circulated through the school grapevine often appeared to keep 

certain faculty members apart and this consequential split among faculty members 

seemed to act as a barrier to both collegiality and collaboration. 

In the last of these excerpts, the phrases, "Our students are very different.. . our 

faculty . . . our administrators, and "We have different past experiences and goals." once 

again, indicate fragmentation among the school's faculty. The phrase. "As an educator, I 

must try to find the bridges that close the gaps so that my students and colleagues may 

feel accepted, loved, and successful. The phrase further reflects the influence of this 

sublimator (a split or fragmented school faculty) on both collegiality among facult> 

members and the prospects for collegiality as a foundation for reflections on school and 

instructional improvement among faculty. Discussion to follow will elaborate on these 

findings with respect to a split or fragmented faculty as a barrier to collegiality and as a 

sublimator of reflectivity. 

5.2.2.2.6.2 Split Faculty—Etiology: Variable/Unspecified-Discussion. 

Lieberman and Miller (1984) have argued that the culture ofthe school or faculty culture 

presents some major dilemmas for school educators. One such dilemma is that of 

identification. Specifically, Lieberman and Miller argue that the faculty culture is the 

source of rewards for some teachers and opposition for others. This faculty culture is a 
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haven for some teachers who are freed from total dependence on the feedback of students: 

students from whom Lieberman and Miller argue most teachers' deri\ e their rewards in 

practice. On the other hand, this culture also has its own set of rules, norms, 

expectations, and sanctions which may be in opposition to, or coexist with, the rules of 

the formal school organization. Thus, teachers may face a crisis of identit> \ is-a-vis the 

faculty culture and the school hierarchy. Therefore, the findings of this case study 

indicate a powerful and potent culture of isolation and estrangement operant at Valverde. 

Whereas numerous memos and flyers regularly circulated throughout the school indicated 

a more formal school organization, the rhetoric of which consistently emphasized the 

notion of Valverde faculty as family. Given this dichotomy, a split faculty arising from 

multiple and divergent etiologies is not altogether an unexpected finding. Indeed. 

Lieberman and Miller (1984) argue that those teachers who reject the norms of such a 

faculty culture are regularly treated as "loners" and are often disdainful of their colleagues 

(p. 49). Moreover, these "loners" may engage in a form of iterative verbal "jousting" with 

cohorts, especially within the school's nonclassroom environments (Lieberman & Miller, 

1984, p. 51). Accordingly, animosity and a fragmented school faculty may indeed 

become characteristic elements of a school culture wherein isolation and estrangement are 

norms. 

Rosenlioltz (1989) found that school faculties fragmented along divergent lines of 

origin were characteristic of school cultures wherein isolation and estrangement were 

norms. She found that this was particularly true of low consensus schools. 
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In low consensus schools, teachers took their pedagogical explorations 
in entirely different direcfions. Because of their unprogramatic 
acti\ity. these schools were not colonies but stranded hinterlands or 
closed-off empires. . . . New entrants were cut adrift to disco\ er and 
define in their own ways. In this way. norms of self-reliance became 
moral imperati\es - collecfively arrived at. colIecti\ely shared, and 
collecfively enforced. (Rosenholtz. 1989. p. 39) 

For Rosenholtz. both the lack of consensus characteristic of a fragment school faculty and 

the fragmentation itself are often the product of tacit norms ofthe faculty culture which 

favor isolation and self reliance. Rosenholtz goes on to argue that these norms of 

self-reliance, isolation, and estrangement undermine teachers' collegiality and efforts 

toward collaboration. She found that such faculties "fracture into atoms with entirely 

separate orbits" (1989. p. 18). Rosenholtz likens their disconnectedness to that of 

commuters in a train station. Most importanth. Rosenholtz found that these norms in 

low consensus schools prompted teachers to de\ alue reflections upon and discussions 

about their work as education professionals. 

5.2.2.2.6.3 Creative Subversion-Modus: Variable Unspecified-Findings. 

Creati\e subversion, defined as the acti\ e and premeditated effort to undermine or 

sublimate, was another element ofthe culture of isolation and estrangement operant 

w ithin the school which served as the focus of this case study. As outlined in Figure 5.1, 

this creati\e sub\ersion \ariously sublimated the course of participants' reflecti\ity during 

the extant professional de\ elopmental intervention. Figure 5.4 details the points in time 

at which this creati\e sub\ersion was most pronounced including this first transition from 

participants' nonreflective discourse to evidence of perlustration (see the light toned cells 
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in the first two columns ofthe figure which correspond to the horizontal designation 

CSU). This active and often premeditated sub\ ersion of professional developmental 

efforts targeting critical reflection took a variety of forms over time ranging from efforts 

to interrupt or preclude the contributions of certain facult\ during reflection group 

discussion, to efforts on the part of certain participants to convince others that the 

professional developmental facilitator had come to the school as an outsider, sitting in 

judgment ofthe school's faculty. 1 he following passages are indicative of these creati\e 

subversive influences: 

a2r013266k Collegiality to me has always meant a group of 
teachers who had the same goals and desires for a particular set of 
students. That is a closeness, almost a family kind of group that results 
from having the same experience in teaching and in leaming. But, as the 
years have passed. I have found that this definition is not necessarily true. 
Not all teachers have their students' best interest at heart. Some teachers. 
I ha\e leamed, have come into the profession thinking that it was an easy 
way to make a living. I have also leamed that culture affects our 
viewpoint toward education and students. 

Collaboration means a working together. Administrators, teachers, 
parents, students; All of these elements need to work together to pro\ ide 
our children the best possible education. I've alwa\s known that 
collaboration is essential for success and this course has confirmed it. 

I feel a closeness with the colleagues who took this course that I 
have ne\er felt in working here before. I feel as if we ha\e joumeyed 
together and have endured hardships that have made us stronger and wiser. 
It is unfortunate that I cannot sa> this is true of all teachers or all the 
colleagues at Vah erde, but for the most part I can. 

Being able to share with my colleagues my hopes, frustrations, and 
successes has been a wonderful experience. It is gratifying to know that 
man> others feel the same frustrations as I do and even more gratif\ ing to 
know that we also share the same aspirations and desires for our students. 
It is uplifting to know that 1 am not alone in m\ problems. I feel 1 have a 
safety net and can now tr\ new things in the classroom - that whether I 
succeed or fail, I have someone that will understand and rejoice with me or 
provide a shoulder if 1 need it. 
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In this first passage, the phrases, "Not all teachers ha\ e their students' best interest at 

heart," and "Some teachers. 1 ha\ e learned, have come into the profession thinking that it 

was an easy way to make a li\ ing," and "I have also leamed that culture affects our 

viewpoint toward education and students." indicate: (a) the perceived influence of 

culture-based sublimators on teachers' thinking and approaches to their students, and 

(b) the indication that these influences have had detrimental effects on both teachers' 

thinking (including reflection on their approaches) and on the w ay students are 

approached by their teachers. The passage to follow is equally indicative of these creative 

subversive influences. 

pi 3v00000k Today. 1 got a parent phone call. It was 
Manuel's mom and she wanted me to call her back. . . . All I knew was 
that progress reports had gone out about a week ago and her son was 
failing my class . . . because of missing assignments. I didn't know what 
to expect. Once I called her. she just wanted to know why he wasn't 
passing and what she could do to help. I suppose I had no reason to be 
nervous about talking to her. . . . I guess \ou start remembering all the 
stories from other teachers about talks w ith parents that tumed out to be 
nightmares. Once I called her. 1 felt better. She was VERY concemed 
about Manuel. I wished I hadn't listened to so many people. I need to 
form my own opinion and not let other people influence how I feel or what 
I think. 

In this excerpt, the phrases. "I didn't know what to expect," and "I suppose 1 had no 

reason to be nervous about talking to her. . . . I guess you start remembering all the 

stories from other teachers about talks w ith parents that tumed out to be nightmares." 

each adumbrate creati\ e subversi\ e influences on teachers thinking w ith respect to the 

relationship possible between Valverde teachers and the parents of their Mexican 

American students. Fortunately, the phrases, (a) "Once 1 called her. I feh better. 
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(b) "She was VERY concemed about Manuel," (c) "I wished I hadn't listened to so man\ 

people, and (d) "I need to form my own opinion and not let other people influence how 1 

feel or what I think." indicate not only the influence these creative sub\ ersive influences 

had on this teacher's reflectivity with respect to these relationships, but the phrases also 

indicate that the disconfirming evidence which the teacher experienced in contact w ith 

the parent prompted her to transcend these subversive influences in her conclusions about 

the incident (the disconfirming evidence which this teacher experienced is but one 

example of such evidence which teachers discover in conjunction with the many acti\ ities 

of this professional developmental intervention). 

The selection to follow which was taken from a teacher's reflective joumal 

illustrates the influences of both creative subversion as a direct sublimator of reflectivity 

and an omnipresent and proscriptive school grapevine as an indirect sublimator of 

reflectivity (see Section 5.2.2.1 for differentiation between these terms, direct and 

indirect). 

a4j037532k I have really enjoyed the class the last two weeks! I 
have to be honest. Last week after class (after 1 had talked to other people) 
I was very upset. I know that I have not been the model student in my 

work!! But the things we were hearing were very disturbing. People did 
get their feelings hurt. And it being passed through the grapevine did not 
help. To be honest (again), I am not sure what was said and what wasn't. 
After talking in class today I felt better and there is no reason to dwell on 
misunderstanding. I do appreciate it being addressed and now its over. I 
do want you to know that I feel very good and positi\e about the 
discussions we've had. Thanks! 

The final selection of this group of passages not only reflects creative subversion at work 

among members ofthe reflection group (as in the phrases, "I was very upset," 
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"But the things we were hearing were very disturbing," and "People did get their feelings 

hurt,") it also alludes to the infrastructural role ofthe omnipresent and proscripti\e school 

grapevine previously discussed as an indirect sublimator of reflectivity (as in the phrases. 

"And it being passed through the grapevine did not help." and "To be honest (again). I am 

not sure what was said and what wasn't"). Veritably, this school grapevine served as a 

readily available and frequently utilized channel for creative subversion as attempted at 

various junctures ofthe professional developmental intervention. 

Other references to creative subversion noted in participants' discourse are 

considerably more explicit. These references also provide a flavor ofthe range of 

acfivities attempted in these subversive efforts. 

a3j057041k In today's class, I observed the behavior of teachers 
and 1 noticed something very interesting. Here we are talking about 
students and what we can do about them - what about teachers? If we do 
not start at the top, what can we expect from the bottom? A teacher 
stopped everyone from talking. She had to make her point and direct it to 
another teacher with far more years of experience than herself She was, 
from my point of view, 'rude'. If we do not have respect for each other, 
how can we expect to transmit it to the kids? Hispanics li\e with 
tremendous respect for their parents and grandparents, but it is mostly 
demonstrated at home. We as teachers show our character and transmit it 
to the kids. Disrespect between faculty and staff or staff and staff will 
show. 

In this selection, the phrases, (a) "A teacher stopped everyone from talking," (b) "She had 

to make her point and direct it to another teacher with far more years of experience than 

herself" (c) "She was, from my point of view, 'rude'," and (d) "If we do not have respect 

for each other, how can we expect to transmit it to the kids," clearly indicate the influence 

of creative subversion on teachers' thinking, reflectivity, students, and collegiality. 
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Concomitantly these phrases connote expectations of conformity with respect to a 

hierarch) of experience among school facult\. Thus, the passage illustrates the manner in 

which indirectly sublimating cultural elements (see Figure 5.1). such as an emphasis on 

conformity, could sen e as an infrastmcture through which more direct sublimation of 

reflectivity was attempted. For example, certain teachers enjoyed power positions in the 

cultural hierarchy, as well as sufficient influence so as to effecti\ely intermpt or even 

sublimate the course of teachers' discourse in the reflection group, especially discourse 

indicati\e of reflecti\e thinking about such issues as the relationship between teachers 

and their Mexican American students. 

Such influences, especially the subversion and sublimation of reflecti\e 

discussions in the reflection group, are further illustrated by the following excerpt. 

aIrO 14398k The activity that I found most beneficial was 
joumaling. B\ joumaling. I can objecti\ ely e\ aluate a situation and tr}' to 
figure out why that situation occurred whether or not the situation was 
good. I ha\ e also enjoyed the open discussions. I found them informative 
and indicati\ e of what is taking place in our school building. I am always 
shocked by what is said in those discussions. . . . I don't think people 
take well to suggestions. 

Once again the phrases. "I am always shocked by what is said in those discussions." and 

"I don't think people take well to suggestions." are indicati\e. not only of attempts to 

sublimate and subvert reflection group discussions, but also indicati\e ofthe response of 

certain reflection group members to suggestions which implicated reflections 
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on the need for change or improvement within the school. The excerpt to follow is 

equally indicafive of such subversive influences. 

a2r029148k Since coming to Valverde, 1 have leamed that there 
are those who are willing to collaborate with others, and there are those 
who simply aren't. In this course, several people have been unwilling to 
share their ideas, unwilling to participate, unwilling to collaborate. These 
people have not benefited from this course at all. . . . I saw a billboard 
the other day that said, 'Those who are through growing are those who are 
through.' 

The first and second sentences of this excerpt are particularly expressive ofthe creative 

subversion of attempts among certain reflection group members to encourage idea 

sharing, participation in the facilitation of reflective thinking on issues of professional 

pracfice, and efforts on the part ofthe facilitator to encourage collegiality and 

collaboration among school faculty. Discussion to follow will elaborate upon these 

creative subversive influences on both participants' efforts toward collaboration and the 

course of their reflectivity in this professional developmental intervention, especially in 

their transition from nonreflective discourse to the phase of perlustration. 

5.2.2.2.6.4 Creative Subversion-Modus: Variable/Unspecified—Discussion. 

Certainly the notion of subversion as a cultural element which may militate against 

professional developmental efforts implemented at the building level is not without 

precedent. Although the findings of this study extend and specify the notable 

characteristics ofthe phenomena in situ, Ponticell (1991) first mentioned the phrase 

creative subversion in conjunction with her study of collegueship in the urban high 

school. Wu's (1988) meta-analysis of barriers to change in staff development documents 

the evidence of several research studies which encountered subversion as an obstacle to 
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change initiatives. Passive subversion was a particularly recurrent obstacle in the studies 

cited by Wu. Discussion to follow will differentiate between active and passi\ e 

subversion. 

Wildman and Niles (1987), in their study ofthe tensions between abstractions and 

realities in prompting reflection among teachers, were, after a time, actually prompted to 

question their own theme of teacher as reflective practitioner. Consequentially, they 

have noted that the idea has great potential for failure. 

Reflection on a complex task such as teaching is not easy. Substantial 
training, additional resources, and large doses of patience and trust are 
required just to get started. (Wildman & Niles, 1987, p. 26) 

These authors found that teachers' initial forays into reflective practice are surrounded b\ 

feelings of inadequacy and vulnerability to the judgments of others. Much of this 

perceived vulnerability may relate to the fact that teachers' first trials at analysis of 

persons and events in their own practice tend to be cast in language which is also highly 

judgmental and only marginally descriptive (Wildman & Niles, 1987). Instead, 

"judgments are often taken to be observations and are treated as such" (Wildman & Niles. 

1987, p. 27). In fact, these authors found that teachers' initial analyses regularly exhibited 

a bias toward evaluation and judgment despite regular feedback on their descriptive skills, 

as well as, ample opportunities for practice. 

Joyce and McKibbin (1982) in their study of teacher growth states and school 

environments found that some teachers exhibit notable "entrenchment" as a growth state: 

They will seldom take courses unless there is a material benefit, such as a 
salary increment. Innovations that change the way the school's curriculum 
operates are usually viewed with suspicion, particularly if they might result 
in a change that would suggest current classroom practices are inadequate. 
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Change to them means they are not doing a good job and therefore are 
tlireatened. When in that state they may see themselves as one ofthe best 
teachers in the school. Any question of current practice will generally be 
rebuffed. In the informal domain, entrenched teaching is manifested by 
the use ofthe informal system ofthe school to control and stifle, (p. 39) 

Joyce and McKibbin found that these entrenched teachers tended to use this "informal" 

system ofthe school in one of three ways: acfive opposition, surrepfitious opposition, or 

withdrawal. Teachers in this case study who engaged in such opposition, planned and 

carried out through the cultural system ofthe school, most often engaged in active 

opposition, that is, creative subversion. This finding was somewhat ironic given the fact 

that the professional developmental intervention was conducted at the request of school 

educators and focused on topics and issues in which site-based educators had indicated 

specific interests. 

However, Joyce and McKibbin (1982) wam that such entrenched teachers appear 

to operate at the middle of Maslow's hierarchy; that is, "they may 'talk' the self-actualizing 

'game'.' but when something alters the way the school functions they revert to a survival 

orientation bent on sublimafing anything that threatens their position" (p. 39). Consistent 

with these authors' caveat, certain reflection group members, as the study progressed, 

appeared to have participated in the professional developmental intervention, less 

because they were interested in professional development per se. than because they 

wanted to ensure their awareness of any intervention activities which might threaten 

the status quo within the school or their status in the school's informal, cultural hierarchv. 

More importantly, as these entrenched teachers began to sense that the course of teachers' 

reflectivity might threaten these traditions, they, indeed, did appear to revert to a survival 
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orientation bent upon sublimating the course of that reflecti\ ity. Nonetheless, since this 

approach toward reflective-transformati\e professional de\elopment was so foreign to 

their experience, they were, despite their best efforts, only marginally able to anticipate 

the phases of reflectivity through which participants progressed. Accordingly, this 

explanation seems to account for the fact that instances of participants' reflectivity in a 

given phase were initiall\ frequent, gradually diminished, then retumed to high lev els of 

frequency commensurate with phase initiation. In each case, this diminished reflectivitv 

following phase initiation invariably followed various forms of direct sublimation. 

5.2.2.2.7 Phase Transition Sublimation. Transition Two: 
Perlustration to Concatenation 

The phase transition from perlustration to concatenation, as illustrated in 

Figure 5.4, was sublimated bv two elements ofthe culture of isolation and estrangement 

operant within the school: a split faculty and pervasive negativ ity (an explication of this 

latter term will be provided in presentations of findings which follow) among school 

faculty. Participants' discourse conceming the influence of a split faculty as a sublimator 

of reflectiv ity during this interphasial transition most often and most saliently referred to 

etiologies of that split or fragmentation which related to intersubjective animositv (an 

explication of this term will be provided in presentations of findings which follow) 

among school facultv. That pervasiv e negativ ity among facultv members should also 
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prove a considerable topic of participants' discourse during this transition is perhaps not 

particularly surprising given participants' concem with intersubjective animositv among 

school faculty. 

5.2.2.2.7.1 Split Faculty -Etiology: Intersubjecdve Animosity—Findings. One 

distinctively powerful and direct sublimator of reflectivity during this interphasial 

transition in participants' reflectivity, from discourse indicating perlustration to that 

indicating concatenation, was the influence of a split or fragmented school facultv. 

Blatant animosity between and among educators within the school (that is intersubjectiv e 

animosity) appeared to be the most salient origin of this fragmented school faculty 

recurrently referred to in participants' discourse during this interphasial transition. 

aljO 14398k I was asked to write about my feelings for this class, 
however, my feelings conceming this class are positive it is the class 
members I am worried about. Some of the students in [the reflection 
group] I do not respect professionally or in any manner. We had an 
activity in which people were to write down what they didn't like about 
groups. It seemed odd but that activity irritated me because some groups 
wrote down things that irritated them that they, themselves, do all the time. 
I went home tonight mad and fmstrated about the people taking the course. 
I realized however that I am paying for this class If I don't agree 
with something that is said in class I can disagree. I have that right. 

This intersubjective and blatant animosity among educators within the school is clearly 

evident in the phrases of this first excerpt taken from a teacher's reflective joumal. 

phrases which read: "I was asked to write about my feelings for this class, howev er. my 

feelings concerning this class are positive it is the class members I am worried about." 

and "Some ofthe students in [the reflection group] I do not respect professionally or in 

any manner." The influence of this animositv on teachers' abilities to be reflective 
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participants' in group discussions is indicated by the following phrases. "It seemed odd 

but that activity irritated me because some groups wrote down things that irritated them 

that they, themselves, do all the time," and "I went home tonight mad and frustrated about 

the people taking the course." 

A final excerpts from participant discourse is equally indicative of this 

intersubjective animosity as an etiology of a split or fragmented school faculty; 

fragmentation which sublimated the course of participants' reflectivity and operated as a 

barrier to collegiality. 

alj024398k I have a good feeling about this class even if I think 
that before the year is over I might get very frustrated with some people 
and probably want to kill them. . . . I hope that I learn to bite my tongue 
when some people think that they understand the Mexican-American 
culture more than what they do. Sometimes people don't even understand 
their own culture but are quick to put down other cultures. 

In this excerpt, the phrase, "I have a good feeling about this class even if I think that 

before the year is over I might get very frustrated with some people and probably want to 

kill them." is hardly suggestive of collegiality and offers little promise that such 

collegiality will lead to shared reflection on possibilities for change and improvement 

within the school. 

As these excerpts have illustrated, participants' discourse was indicative of blatant 

animosity between faculty members from the first day ofthe professional developmental 

intervention. Moreover, this element ofthe culture ofthe school, a culture which adhered 

to norms of isolation and estrangement, also acted as a notable barrier to any sort of 
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spontaneous collegiality [that is the sort of noncontrived collegiality which Hargraeves 

and Dawe (1990) have associated with collaborative school cultures]. 

5.2.2.2.7.2 Split Faculty-Etiology: Intersubjective Animositv—Discussion. The 

findings of this microethnographic case studv submit that blatant animositv between and 

among members of a school faculty can prove a powerftil etiologv of a split or 

fragmented faculty culture. This fragmented faculty culture then acts as both a barrier to 

any sort of spontaneous collegiality and as a sublimator of reflectivity. These findings are 

consistent with prior research and analyses regarding the culture ofthe school and the 

social context of instruction in school. As discussed, Lieberman and Miller (1984) found 

that the dilemma of identification with the faculty culture could suggest the division of a 

school's faculty along ideological lines. Further, these divisions could prompt verbal 

jousting among faculty members, some of whom become openly disdainful of their 

colleagues. Similarly. Huberman (1990) in his analysis ofthe social context of 

instruction in schools has suggested that the many constraints to collegialitv render the 

V ision ofthe school house as a bonded communitv a far more volatile and brittle goal 

than is often apprehended. 

We appear often to be in a soap opera, in an interpersonallv dense 
combustible social hot house in which staff can use and abuse one another 
with few real consequences. . . . in fact, it may well be the case that in 
the current organization of schooling, functional interdependencies among 
staff are not strong enough to weather the multitude of small crises and 
conflicts, but not weak enough to allow each actor to get on with her work 
without hav ing to accommodate constantly to the demands of others. 
(Huben-nan, 1990, p. 2) 
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For Huberman hundreds of flare ups between faculty members, unintended and often 

unpardoned slights, are but part ofthe very emotional and sometimes animose context of 

teaching which militates against collegiality in many school environments. 

Where goals are ambiguous, where socialization and evaluation provide no clear 

sense of direction, and where no common purpose exists, Rosenholtz (1989) argues that 

teachers suffer uncertainty. Under such conditions (conditions which Rosenholtz has 

associated with cultural norms of isolation and estrangement), requests for help are often 

interpreted as clear evidence of performance inadequacy. Troubled and uncertain 

teachers receive little or no collegial support and, instead, frequently become the victims 

of collegial banter and ridicule. That blatant animosity on the part of those ridiculed 

should develop as an outcome of such cultural conditions is not surprising. 

Interestingly, there is evidence that animosity between and among faculty 

members may also emerge in the course of teachers' reflective practice skills 

development. Wildman and Niles (1987) have written: 

Teachers are used to working in a relatively safe environment where 
personal beliefs and theories lie submerged in a 'one right answer' world. 
We have shown how vulnerable teachers can become when asked to 
examine actions against beliefs, and we know that teachers inevitably 
encounter situations where those feelings will not be sensitively handled, 
(p. 29) 

As discussed in Subsection 5.2.2.2.1 of this chapter, teachers' recipe learning 

orientations, as surfaced in the findings of this case study, frequently prompted hostility, 

if not animosity, toward those, including the facilitator, who suggested more reflective 

approaches to leaming. These findings would seem to support the conclusions of 
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Wildman and Niles (1987) cited above. The conclusions of these authors clearly point to 

the need for descriptive feedback stmctures (I.e., The "I" Message, [Osterman & 

Kottkamp, 1993] or the leaming wheel, see Appendix G) as a means to the diffusion of 

such anxieties and animosities. Additionally, the findings of this study indicate that 

teachers, especially those who exhibit a low tolerance for ambiguity, may require an 

extended period of time to adjust to the use of these stmctures as well. 

5.2.2.2.7.3 Negativity-Findings. A second sublimator of reflecfivity, a direct 

cultural influence which seemed quite consistent with participants' propensities toward 

intersubjective animosity, was operant during this interphasial transition in participants' 

reflectivity, from discourse indicating perlustration to that which indicated concatenation. 

This direct (that is phase transitional, see Figure 5.1) sublimating influence, pervasive 

negativity, was characteristic ofthe culture of isolation and estrangement indicated by 

participants' discourse and is evident in the following excerpts from such discourse: 

alj065986s I began writing today with this question: 'What do 
we do with teachers in this school who have such negative attitudes about 
students and the school?' I've come to realize that what's wrong with so 
much of education today has a lot to do with teachers. Today I had a 
specific purpose in mind which was to observe and document things that 
teachers said to other teachers, students, and administrators. I heard the 
following comments: (1) These kids are so dumb, I literally gave them 
the test. (2) All he wants is to be in control. (3) I've had enough of this 
place, I'm leaving exactly at 3:30. (4) They (students) are so stupid! (5) 
The cafeteria is like a bam. (6) Another one of my kids in ISS. I'll have 
one less dummy today. (7) I wanted to tell my kids 'shut up,' I swear. I 
want to kill them! (8) Why do I continue to try teaching? (9) Parents don't 
have a clue. (10) [Valverde] Junior High School - school ofthe future -
yeah right - future criminals! These are not all, but, I thought you would 
get the idea. I didn't even realize so much negativity was going on! We 
must work on being positive!! 
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As this first passage elucidates, this pervasiv e negativity frequently related to both 

students and to relationships between and among facult}' members within the school. 

Thus, it was not surprising to find that this element of school culture operated as much as 

a barrier to collegiality and collaboration as it did to sublimate reflectiv ity. This 

pervasive negativ ity differed from intersubjective animosity in that: (a) it operated as a 

direct, phase transitional, sublimator of reflectivity rather than as an etiology of direct 

sublimation, and (b) it was not limited to relationships between two or members ofthe 

school faculty; that is, this negativity could be directed toward such phenomena as student 

potential, student performance, school administration, scheduling arrangements. 

Other selections from teachers discourse during this interphasial transition are 

equally indicative of this pervasive negativity. 

a3j029148k I would like to address the topic of'negativity' and 
the domino effect mentioned in class last night (regarding this course and 
other aspects of life). I too have heard many negativ e comments about the 
work load etc., required for this course. My feelings (this may be leaming 
toward the leaming wheel all of a sudden) about this are strong. It has 
been my experience (unfortunately) that when teachers get together a 'bitch 
session' seems to automatically occur. I have stopped meeting colleagues 
for happy hour for this reason. What's 'happy' about gripping about 
everv thing? I also steer clear ofthe 'lounge' for the same reason. 1 am, by 
nature, an optimist. It brings me down to hear constant negativity. Sure, 
on Wednesdays I am tired and often dread the three extra hours which I 
have to stay for class. . . . This is probably the 'butt' of the negativity. 
But I have enjoyed everv' discussion, simulation, and class time we'v e met 
together. . . . I have 'bonded' with several teachers that I nev er had the 
chance or took the time to get to know. Like a member of our class stated, 
we 'are' a culture. We need this opportunitv to discuss, reflect, and leam. 
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I hope that this image of negativity does not weigh heavilv on vour 
conscience. I have found that teachers behave as badly as their students in 
a classroom setting. . . . We choose the lives we lead - life is doing unto 
us only what we allow. This day is mine fully to delight in or to dread. 
The decision is always mine. I think we often make the wrong decision. 
Thanks for your hard work!. 

In this selection, pervasive negativ ity is indicated bv the following phrases: (a) "I would 

like to address the topic of'negativity' and the domino effect mentioned in class last night 

(regarding this course and other aspects of life)." (b) "I too have heard many negative 

comments about the work load etc.. required for this course." (c) "It has been m> 

experience (unfortunately) that when teachers get together a 'bitch session' seems to 

automatically occur." and "I have stopped meeting colleagues for happy hour for this 

reason." (d) "What's 'happy' about gripping about everything." (e) "I am. by nature, an 

optimist," and "It brings me down to hear constant negativity." (f) "Sure, on Wednesdays 

I am tired and often dread the three extra hours which I have to stay for class. . . . This 

is probably the 'butt' ofthe negativity." and (g)" I hope that this image of negativity does 

not weigh heavily on your conscience." Additionally, the phrases. "We need this 

opportunity to discuss, reflect, and leam," and "1 have found that teachers behave as badly 

as their students in a classroom setting." indicate the direct and sublimating influence of 

this pervasive negativity (as a cultural element) on participants' reflectivity in the course 

of this professional developmental intervention. 

The last excerpt of participant discourse to be presented was taken from a 

teacher's reflective progress report. 

alr0341 Ilk I feel my students do respect me and would do a lot 
for me. . . . I feel even more sure about this after working with the 
reflective journal. Good or bad - I'v e seen a lot of negativ ity toward this 
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school and the students by teachers (of all colors!). I've decided this could 
be a positive point in my teaching career by looking at it as something 1 
'refuse' to ever get bogged down with. I vow that if 1 ever get that sick and 
tired of teaching. I'll quit for the kids sake! 

Once again, the influence of pervasive negafivity on the course of participants' reflectivity 

in this intervention is evident from the third sentence ofthe passage. The phrase. "I've 

seen a lot of negativity toward this school and the students by teachers (of all colors!)." is 

indicative. This final excerpt of educators' discourse associated with participants' 

transition from the phase of perlustration to the phase of concatenation also adumbrates 

the sort of pervasive scapegoating characteristic ofthe school culture. This pervasive 

scapegoating tended to operate as an indirect sublimator of reflectivity by serving as a 

background for more direct sublimation of reflectivity (in the case of this particular 

excerpt, the negativity toward students to which the teacher refers frequently tended to 

take the form of assertions that students' poor attitudes were the cause of teachers' 

problems at the school). The objects of this pervasive scapegoating varied from the 

professional developmental facilitator, to students, to administrators, to parents. 

Discussion to follow elaborates on these and other findings associated with reflection 

members' transition from the perlustration to the concatenation phase of reflectivity, 

especially negativity as a sublimating cultural element. 

5.2.2.2.7.4 Negafivitv-Discussion. The final passage of participant discourse 

indicative of pervasive negativity and highlighted in the previous subsection also does 

much to elucidate those findings illustrated in Figure 5.2. Those findings illustrated in 

Figure 5.2 detail how initial sublimating influences on reflectiv ity within a particular 
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phase were, through participants' reflectivity on those sublimating influences, overcome 

such that the frequency of instances of reflectivity at the close of a particular phase 

paralleled that noted at the onset ofthe phase ((see Subsection 5.2.2.2.4 for a review of 

this pattem in participants' reflectivifies). In Figure 5.2, the reader will note: (a) the 

numerous instances of reflectivity associated with, for example, the initiation ofthe 

problematization phase of reflectivity and represented where the column labeled "IR & 

OC" intersects the phase, as compared with (b) the lesser number of instances of 

reflecfivity represented where the columns labeled "lOT. lOV, OC & IC" and labeled "2P 

& 1IV" intersect the same phase, as compared with the retum to a large number of 

instances of reflectivity associated with the close ofthe problematization phase and 

represented where the columns labeled "4J & 12V" and "2R" intersect the phase. As 

represented in Figure 5.2, this pattem was particularly strong in the problemitization 

phase of reflectivity. Nonetheless the pattem is also evident in both phases applicable to 

the interphasial transition under discussion; that is, the transition from perlustration to 

concatenation. 

Interestingly. Rosenholtz (1980) in her study of teachers' workplace environments 

found evidence that a strict focus on control and rule systems, pervasive scapegoating. 

and pervasive negativity tended to go hand-in-hand in those school cultures of isolation 

and estrangement (such as the one examined by this research) where routine technical 

norms were evident. As discussed in the prior overview of Rosenholtz's research. 
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the purportedly self-reliant isolation and the subsequent uncertainty engendered in such 

cultures were associated with: 

more punitive and standardized treatment of students, less parent 
involvement, collective faculty complaints about poor student attitudes 
that pinned their origins to the home, beliefs about students' fixed learning 
potential, and with all of this, external attributions that tended to relieve 
teachers ofthe need to shoulder personal responsibility for solving student 
problems. Principals appear to influence these patterns by either 
unequivocal noninvolvement or by unwitting exacerbation's of the 
relafionship between the home and school. (Rosenholtz, 1989, p. 138) 

That is, the isolation created by teachers' own self-reliant norms predispose these teachers 

to increasing uncertainty which, in turn, predisposes their students to increasingly 

punitive and standardized treatment as teachers grasp for a degree of certainty in their 

teaching environment. Rosenholtz further argues that many ofthe negative attributions 

teachers impute to both parents (for example: "Mexican American parents are more 

interested in a welfare check than in their child's education.") and students (for example: 

"These students have one purpose in being here and that is to disrupt the classroom.") in 

such cultures may relate to the intransigent treatment of parents by the school. 

Rosenholtz (1980) found this an especially strong argument vis-a-vis low SES schools. 

The findings of this study propose that educators in the low SES school environment 

addressed by this research believed that greater knowledge of recipes (see Subsection 

5.2.2.2.1) for working with their low SES, predominantly Mexican American (75 

percent), student population would provide the tools necessary for a mechanistic solution 

to problems they perceived among their Mexican American students. The professional 

developmental intervention implemented in this case study, which first prompted these 
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teachers to examine their own perceptions of and awareness about this predominant! v 

Mexican American student population, sent many of these teachers reeling in a 

pervasively negative diatribe of disclaimers and attributions The foundation for this 

scenario already seemed to exist, but was exacerbated by intervention which prompted 

them to examine their own thinking for solutions to their problems of professional 

practice in this school setting. The finding that none ofthe reflection group participants 

had ever made a personal, one-on-one, home visit to a Mexican American student's home 

was particularly telling ofthe school's relationship with the parents of Mexican American 

students. This was so, since reflection group members were particularly vocal in assuring 

the facilitator of their exceedingly close relationship with the parents of their Mexican 

American students. 

5.2.2.2.8 Phase Transifion Sublimation, Transition Three: 
Concatenation to Precritical Interrogation 

The transition in participants' discourse from the concatenation phase of 

reflectivity to the phase of precritical interrogation marked the emergence of reflective 

discourse in both the instrumental and the communicative domains. This interphasial 

transition was again sublimated by creative subversion. This influence is illustrated in 

Figure 5.4. Findings related to that influence are presented in the subsection to follow. 

5.2.2.2.8.1 Creative Subversion-Modus: Risk/Liability for Change-Findings. 

In the interphasial transition from concatenation to precritical interrogation, the modus of 

creative subversion, unlike that associated with other inteiphasial transitions, most often 
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related to attempts, on the part of certain cultural matriarchs (presentations to follow will 

explicate this term) in the reflection group, to convince other reflection group members 

that certain brands of thinking or discourse were, in effect, risk taking, and in some cases, 

risk taking sufficient to threaten job security. The following passages from participants' 

discourse are illustrative of those which indicated this cultural element as a direct 

sublimator of reflectivity. 

a5v000000k Many kinds of change are possible. I have no 
argument with that. But. really. How do we know what risk we are 
taking? These kids are adolescents and they 'demand' consistency. 

Risk taking discourse is clearly evident in this first passage according to the phrase, "But 

really. How do we know what risk we are taking." That the passage was sublimating is 

indicated by the phrase. "Many kinds of change are possible." which is subsequently 

followed by the warning that to contemplate such change is risk taking (as in the phrase, 

"These kids are adolescents and they 'demand' consistency," 

Creative subversion according to the modus of risk taking is also evident in the 

following passage. 

a5v000000k I'm fmstrated! We can talk and talk and talk about a 
different attitude and different approaches to our problems in here. But we 
have some teachers in this school who aren't in this class. How about 
them? How do we know that they will go along with all these changes 
we're talking about for the good ofthe students? 

According to this discourse, teachers not only have to worr>' about students getting out of 

control amidst change (see the previous excerpt) they must also worry about the risk that 

other teachers in the school will not prove as intrepid as those who contemplate change in 

the reflection group. Yet. another recurrent ploy of this creative subversion associated 
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with a modus of implied risk taking was to assert that the district would not stand behind 

those teachers who discussed such change. The following passages are illustrativ e. 

a6v000000k Show me one clear sign that the district will back us 
if we make these changes. We're talking about major risk here and. you 
know, talk is one thing, back-up is another! 

a7v000000k You know it's not too difficult to come in from the 
outside and say what ought to be done when your not responsible for any 
of the risk of putting it into action. How many times have we dealt vyith 
outsiders, especially those sent by the district, who come in here and say 
'Try this!' Then six months later their gone and we're the one's left 
responsible. 

In the first ofthe passages the discourse submits that to contemplate change is to entertain 

not just risk, but "major risk" since one can never be sure that the district will provide 

"back-up" when this "major risk" comes to fmition. In the second of these passages, the 

associated and sublimating discourse seems to propose that to reflect upon change is to 

ultimately, be "held responsible," even if the district has suggested the need for such 

reflection upon change and improvement. 

The passage to follow further proposes that such reflections upon change are 

revolutionary. 

a5y000000k It's something else to really revolutionize and 
change - you know! It's not exactly a supportive environment, whether it 
comes from the state filtered down to the district or the district filtered 
down to our campus - it just isn't that conducive to change. Change is not 
rewarded. Risk is not rewarded. And you just barely keep your head 
above water. Then you wonder if you'll come out alive. And the reward 
that a person gets that it is a little bit successful is they just get a whole 
bunch of work dumped on them. They have to go teach someone else how 
to do it or take on more responsibility - Your in charge! 

According to this discourse, such revolutionary talk, not only risks the wrath ofthe 

district, but that ofthe state as well (as in the phrases. "It's something else to really 
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revolutionize and change - you know." and "It's not exactly a supportiv e env ironment. 

whether it comes from the state filtered down to the district or the district filtered down to 

our campus - it just isn't that conducive to change." 

A final passage taken from participants' discourse associated with creativ e 

subversion in this transition from the concatenation to the precritical interrogation phase 

of reflectivity indicates, not only creative subversive discourse taking place within 

reflection group sessions, but also active resistance to change as a foundation for that 

discourse. 

a5t 120000k Somebody has to be receptive for any 
communication to take place and 1 think there are too many instances 
where they are not receptive to hearing it. I mean I'm seeing people 
actively resist change. They feel like their way is the way. And it's, it's a 
control issue. And its a very difficult situation when you feel like there's 
something that you can do to share that you hav e something that you could 
offer to help, and you run into a stone wall. 

This participants' discourse submits his perception of both the creative subversion of 

efforts to reflect upon change and active change resistance as a basis for that subversion, 

that sublimation of such discourse, and such reflectivity. The phrases, (a) "Somebody has 

to be receptive for anv communication to take place and I think there are too many 

instances where they are not receptiv e to hearing it." (b) "I mean I'm seeing people 

actively resist change." (c) "They feel like their way is the way." and (d) "And it's, it's a 

control issue," are indicative of creative subversion. 

These patterns wherein change and even collegiality were redefined in terms of 

risks and liabilities were common characteristics of matriarchal discourse during this 

interphasial transition. As each of these passages from audiotaped and videotaped 
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session reviews illustrate, such discourse was most often offered persona non grata 

amidst other, less vocal, discourse noted in a particular reflection group meeting. 

The most influential efforts associated with the culture ofthe school and directed 

toward the sublimation ofthe course of participants' reflectivity in this case study were, 

either, through direct participant observation or through analysis of participants' 

discourse, attributable to the aforementioned cultural matriarchs. This influence was 

primarily instigated directly through or at the behest of three veteran teachers at the site. 

These efforts ranged from unsolicited counterdiscourse (to that which indicated 

reflectivity on the need for change and improvement at the school) amidst reflection 

group discussions, to the interruption (as in the cessation of a flow of discussion) of 

reflection group discussants who had strayed into discourse considered improper, to 

personal intervention with school administration in an attempt to have the professional 

developmental intervention prematurely suspended. These matriarchs, when approached 

about their apparent positions of influence within the school organization, claimed to 

eschew roles of influence and responsibility, while suggesting that, despite their best 

efforts to suppress it. certain school faculty variously perceived them as mentors, mother 

figures, or matrons. The following passages of their matriarchal discourse are indicative 

of both their roles and their influence. 

a5v0000000k Personally. I have all that I can handle without taking on 
responsibility for others' discipline and instruction. Myself 1 prefer to be 
left alone to my classroom affairs and my children. But, whether 1 like it 
or not. some of our younger teachers see me as kind of second mother to 
them and I have to show them the ropes. With the kind of children we 
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have in this school. I guess it's kind of inevitable that thev would need the 
guidance of someone more experienced, someone who knows the meaning 
of control and consistency. I don't have the time for it, but I do what 1 can. 

The following phrases of this first passage of matriarchal discourse are indicative of 

personal role definition: (a) "Personally, 1 have all that I can handle without taking on 

responsibility for others' discipline and instruction," and (b) "But, whether I like it or not. 

some of our younger teachers see me as kind of second mother to them and I have to 

show them the ropes." 

Other phrases ofthe passage of indicative of matriarchal infiuence: (a) "With the 

kind of children we have in this school. I guess it's kind of inevitable that they would 

need the guidance of someone more experienced, someone who knows the meaning of 

control and consistency," and (b) "I don't have the time for it, but I do what I can." The 

passage to follow is more indicative ofthe sort of influence being exerted. 

alp026006k It has always been a weakness of mine to want to help 
people, whether they wanted help or not. When I graduated from college, 
my first experience was on the Navalio Indian Reservation. My noble 
reasoning was that I could help the underprivileged savages to become 
better citizens. 

The phrase of this passage which reads: "whether they wanted help or not." is 

demonstrative ofthe more realistic interpretation (as indicated by prolonged and 

persistent observation ofthe reflection group) ofthe relationship which existed between 

these cultural matriarchs and many ofthe young (and not so young) teachers at Valverde 

who participated in the reflection group. 

A final passage of matriarchal discourse proposes, not only the degree of 

influence these cuUural matriarchs had over reflection group teachers, their propensities 
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toward reflectivity, and their inclinations toward collaboration; but also what their 

viewpoints were on professional development which focused on critical self reflection as 

a means to personal and professional growth and school improvement. 

a5j036006k Buying in versus Selling out: Many of our faculty 
in this course bought into the espoused theory that Hispanic children are 
different from any other ethnic group in the world. . . . What a clever 
bunch teachers are at playing the game required for survival in the 
academic worid. Telling the professor what he wants to hear is such a 
time honored academic strategy. . . . As my Oklahoma kinfolk say. 'I'm 
just funning ya'll!' . . . Tolerance is important to me, but that does not 
mean I'm buying in. . . . Tolerance: a sympathy or indulgence for 
beliefs or practices differing from one's own. 

As the first sentence of this passage indicates, cultural matriarchs were, among other such 

efforts, indefatigable in their creatively subversive efforts to convince reflection group 

members that to discuss and reflect upon the notion of instructional or curricular 

accommodation for "Hispanic" (Mexican American) students was. to quote the phrase. 

"Selling Out" to outsiders who had no valid conception of what these kids needed. That 

their influence (at least for a time) held sway over many teachers is indicated bv such 

innuendoes in discourse as. "What a clever bunch of teachers we are at playing the game." 

and "Tolerance is important to me, but that does not mean I'm buying in." Regrettably, 

these matriarchs never really grasped the subtle, but important difference, between the 

rhetoric of "tolerance" and the genuineness and empathy necessary for "acceptance and 

celebration" ofthe diversity and cultural sententiousness that Mexican American students 

brought to the school. 
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Contrary to their own discourse, the discourse of certain other reflection group 

participants variously referred to these matriarchs as "know-it-alls," "opinionators." or 

"steam rollers." Although this discourse was considerably less free-spoken and was 

especially rare in actual meetings ofthe reflection group, it tended to indicate a 

perception of these cultural matriarchs as considerably less than benevolent mentors. 

p3j082816k I would like to go over what happened in our class 
last night. After the counselor described an episode, I was left reflecting 
upon a sentence that she had said. One ofthe teachers in the class had said 
to her that she would teach the way she wanted and that nobody could 
touch her or tell her how to run her own show. That statement made me 
think of the many times when I've heard other Valverde teachers saying 
the same thing, more specifically, two teachers who were present in class 
that night who seem to have an attitude of'KNOW-IT-ALL.' 

I think it is one thing to feel secure and good about your job. it is 
something else to have this arrogant attitude rarely based on the reality of 
teaching in our school. In the second case, I hope the person referred to by 
the counselor has taken the time to reflect upon his or her commentary to 
realize that 'one cannot treat every student the same way.' I was trying to 
see, from what the counselor had to say, whether the person referred to 
appreciated the importance of his or her comment and took it as something 
to reflect upon, or listened to the counselor's comments about it, all the 
while, saying to himself/herself 'I'll keep things my way. that's the way I 
run my show.' 

I hope this teacher does not have that attitude with our students. 1 
hope that she can talk at their level because I think I know this person and 
she always tries to 'choose her words' very carefully around us, and 
sometimes, 1 am lost wondering what she is saying. I do not dislike this 
teacher, I just wonder certain things. I hope she is capable enough to 
reflect upon an instructive critique and, from there, see if she can teach all 
kids the same way, or if things might be better done in a different way 
according to what the students need. 

This excerpt from a teacher's reflective journal is indicative of a pattern perculiar to 

matriarchal discourse and influence vis-a-vis reflection group meetings. Specifically, it 

was noted (in participant observation of reflection group meetings and in reviews of 
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participant discourse) that it seemed to matter less whether what these matriarchs were 

saying made sense (even from a grammatical perspective) than it did that "they" were 

saying it. This was particularly true of matriarchal discourse in the first half of the 

professional developmental intervention. 

Other, similar excerpts from participants' discourse are indicative both of this 

matriarchal influence and of participants, albeit subvocal, perceptions of it. Excerpts, 

such as the first of three to follow, illustrate that these relationships existed from the first 

meeting of the reflection group. 

alt020000s Setting Norms for Group Discussion: O.K.., we 
have people in here who don't pull their weight, people who complain or 
are negative, personality conflicts, people who think they know all the 
answers every single time, people who are too serious, and people who are 
to opinionated. 

This first excerpt, taken from the second meeting ofthe reflection group, illustrates that a 

group perception of matriarchal influence (as in the phrases, "people who complain or are 

negative," and "people who think they know all the answers") was notable from the 

beginning ofthe professional developmental intervention. The excerpt to follow provides 

similar illustrations. 

alt020000k There are people [in the reflection group] who talk 
negativity within the group, who are steam rollers who think only their 
way is the right way and are forever close-minded to other people's 
suggestions, those who . . . try to get everyone else 'off task,' and those 
who lack responsibility. 

This excerpt taken from an audio tape transcript of an eariy reflection group session is 

equally illustrative of group perceptions of matriarchal influence (as in the phrases, 

"There are people who talk negatively within the group," and "who are steamrollers who 
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think only their way is the right way and are forever close-minded to other people's 

suggestions," and "those who . . . try to get everyone else'off task). The last excerpt of 

this group illustrates less subvocal percepfions of matriarchal influence. 

p3j 112816k We watched the movie The Land Before Time in my 
beginners class. My students watched the movie closely and we took time 
to summarize the story and analyze the movie. . . . One of my students 
said that she didn't agree with the mother of the three homed dinosaur 
when she said: 'Three homs did not mix with Long Necks.' I said to her. 
what is she trying to say in real life? She said that races shouldn't mix. 1 
asked if she agreed with that statement. She said no. I asked them, 'How 
did the movie end?' Could Sera complete the joumey on his own? 'Of 
course not,' she said. They all had to help each other when problems 
arose, they all stood together . . . to reach their goal, 'The Great Valley.' 

Doesn't this apply to so many aspects of our life? In our school, if 
we could all get rid of selfish feelings, competition, 'I'm better than you 
are' or 'I know it all' attitudes, if we could all share more of our leamings, 
we could go further than if we continue struggling, each on our own. I 
think I made this comment to another Valverde teacher, the other day. 1 
guess she thought about it and told others because they seem to be 
including me into more of their activities. Sometimes you have to let 
people know that you are there too, that you want to collaborate, and that 
from one grain of sand can come a mountain. 

This final excerpt from participants' discourse exemplifies that not all perceptions of 

matriarchal discourse and influences were entirely private or subvocal. In fact, 

participants' postcritical (that is to say discourse which followed evidence of critical 

reflection on matriarchal influence within the group and within the school) reflections 

on their intersubjective relationships with their colleagues were increasingly captious (see 

the examples provided above) of these matriarchal influences. Many of these reflections 

were increasingly discriminatory, permeable, and inclusive, as well (that is they reflected 
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an increasing tendency to analyze the source and nature of these influences, as well as. the 

presuppositions and assumptions inherent in them). Some school educators, such as this 

elective teacher, took the initiative and forged their own brand of postcritical. collegial 

relationships and purposeful collaboration. 

5.2.2.2.8.2 Creative Subversion-Modus: Risk/Liability for Change-Discussion. 

Even a cursory review ofthe literature considering the social context of education 

provides iterative evidence of research and analyses arguing the need for strong norms of 

continuous classroom experimentation (toward change and improvement) in efficacious 

school cultures (Barth, 1984; Fullen & Stieigelbauer, 1991; Good & Brophy, 1987; Little, 

1981; Rosenholtz. 1989). Certain matriarchal discourse regularly noted in reflection 

group meetings proposed traditions ofthe school culture which would violate these 

touchstones of experimentation advocated in the normative literature. Nonetheless, the 

conclusions of Lieberman and Miller (1984) would indicate that these cultural traditions 

being espoused in matriarchal discourse are consistent with both the practicality rule and 

the privacy rule which these authors found characteristic of many teaching cultures. 

To be practical means to concentrate on products and processes; to draw 
on experience rather than research; to be short-range and not predictive in 
thinking or planning. . . . To be practical, in this sense, is to accept the 
school as it is and to adapt. Striving to change the system is idealistic; 
striving to make do is practical. . . . Being practical saves one from 
shame and doubt. It is a useful rule to follow. 

The practicality rule has a corollary; that is. be private. In effect, it 
is practical to be private. . . . It means not sharing experiences about 
teaching, about classes, about perceptions. (Lieberman 8c Miller, 1984, 
p. 8) 
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Lieberman and Miller (1984) maintain that, the decision to follow these mles. especiallv 

the privacy mle, is a tradeoff between collegiality and the opportunity to showcase 

classroom success versus the security gained in not having to risk an unmasking of 

failures or a losing of face. Cultural matriarchs in this microethnographic case study 

regulariy polificized (as in assertions that district or state norms might be violated) and 

exacerbated the potential risks of this and other tradeoffs as they endeavored to subvert 

and sublimate teachers reflectivity on these issues and their willingness to share openly as 

colleagues in practice. 

The findings of this study which indicate a potent school culture of isolation and 

estrangement powerfully swayed by the discourse and influences of three cultural 

matriarchs is not without precedent in the literature regarding the social context of 

education. Research on teacher growth states and school environments conducted by 

Joyce and McKibbin (1982) highlights a school culture in which informal groupings 

among school faculty, especially groupings which Hargreaves (1994b) would interpret as 

Balkanized, were each intersubjectively related to a triad of core individuals who served 

as a point of convergence (and in many cases sanctions) for informal communication and 

networking within the school. These authors have discussed the most influential member 

of this core triad, Matilda: 

Matilda had achieved the position of'gatekeeper' ofthe social system. She 
used that position to discredit initiatives for innovation that came from any 
and all sources. Ridicule was her primary device. If a teacher would 
describe something she was doing, Matilda would suggest that the person 
was showing off. . . . Matilda was a master at suggesting that whatever 
was being suggested was simply a new version of something that had been 
tried before and been found wanting. . . . The alienating effect on the 
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infomial system of the group was profound. . . . We concluded that a 
resistant person had become the most powerful person in the informal 
system and was using her power to protect herself and, hence, insulate the 
entire school from attempts to improve it. . . . Collective action was 
impossible so long as Matilda remained the 'gatekeeper' of avenues to 
innovafion. (Joyce & McKibbin, 1982, pp. 40-41) 

The parallels between the findings of Joyce and McKibbin with respect to the 

triad/Matilda and the findings of this research vis-a-vis the triad of cultural matriarchs at 

Valverde, are ineluctable. Just as Matilda's gatekeeping power inhibited teachers' 

discussion of that which was new and that which could be shared, cultural matriarchs at 

Valverde inhibited and subverted: (a) the efforts ofthe professional developmental 

facilitator to prompt critical reflection among members ofthe school faculty, (b) teachers' 

reflections concerning a broad range of topics, and (c) the efforts of school educators to 

find intersubjective commonalties as a basis for collegiation. 

5.2.2.2.9 Phase Transition Sublimation, Transition Four: 
Precritical Interrogation to Problemitization 

The influence of culture-based sublimators of reflectivity was most salient in the 

interphasial transition from precritical interrogation to problematization. Recall that this 

latter phase of reflectivity also marked a transition in participants' discourse from 

precritical to critical reflections on perceptions, thoughts, feelings, and actions as related 

to person and practice. This premise reflection problematized assumptions and 

presuppositions as variously related to each of these. Accordingly, it is perhaps 

congruous that the culture ofthe school would prove most active in the transition to a 
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phase of reflecfivity in which participants began to challenge, confront, and problematize 

tacit understandings, taken-for-granted assumptions, and consensual norms. 

Participants' discourse during this interphasial transition indicated that the 

following cultural elements were most active in the sublimation of this transition: a split 

faculty, pervasive negativity, creative subversion, and change resistance. These 

influences are illustrated in Figure 5.4. The etiology of a split or fragmented faculty as a 

culture-based sublimator of reflectivity in this interphasial transifion was (according to 

participant observation and analysis of participants' discourse during this transition) 

associated with intersubjective animosity. Findings and analyses as related to (a) 

intersubjective animosity as an etiology of a split faculty, and (b) both a split faculty and 

negativity as a sublimators of reflectivity, have been discussed in conjunction with prior 

interphasial transitions. Findings and analyses as related to creative subversion and 

change resistance as sublimators of reflectivity and barriers to collegiality during this 

interphasial transifion, will be discussed in the following subsections. 

5.2.2.2.9.1 Creafive Subversion-Modus: Implied Judgment—Findings. The 

influence of creative subversion as a culture-based sublimator of reflectivity and as a 

barrier to collegiality was again evident in participants' discourse during the interphasial 

transition from precritical interrogation to problematization. However, the modus of 

creative subversion operant in this transition was, if nothing else, novel. Participants 

throughout the intervention exhibited a predisposition to blame students (and in many 

cases, studenfs lack of responsibility) for many ofthe problems that were experienced by 
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these educators in reaching and mofivating these, predominately Mexican American, 

students at the site. However, during this interphasial transition, cultural matriarchs 

actively engaged in efforts to persuade reflection group members that in-session 

discussions of such realizafions as discrepancies between espoused theories and 

theories-in-use discovered among reflection group participants were evidence that 

the facilitator of reflective-transformative professional development at the site, as 

an indifferent outsider, was "sitting in judgment" ofthe educators at the school. 

The following selections taken from the discourse of reflection group participants' 

are illustrative. 

plr018057s Reflection does allow me to critically view my 
actions and my practices. Do I do as I say? Or, as the old adage goes. 
Don't do as I do — Do as I say. It takes time — it takes stepping back 
which is not always easy. . . . Personally, I have been surprised at the 
insistence of instructors to make this class a cultural issue — at times 
demanding ownership of the hardship. I feel each student comes with the 
unique set of experiences and expectations or lack there of I have 
increased my awareness of affirming each child wherever they are, at 
every possible opportunity. . . . Personally - more stress - just 
something else that has to be done, added to a long list of responsibilities. 

In the first of these selections, the phrase, "Personally, I have been surprised at the 

insistence of instructors to make this class a cultural issue - at times demanding 

ownership ofthe hardship," is particularly indicative of this teacher's matriarchal efforts. 

These recurrent efforts, of which this excerpt is but one example, sought to prompt an 

interpretation ofthe facilitator as an outsider indifferent to these educators' hardship in 

pracfice, as well as a facilitator who was "demanding" attention to factors that might be 

contributing to these "hardships; factors that these matriarchs steadfastly refused to 
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acknowledge (factors such as the potential for a culture clash between Mexican American 

students and teachers who acknowledged no cultural differences among students). 

Just how far these subversive efforts could go is indicated by the following 

selection from matriarchal discourse. 

alr016006k The Valverde staff has been united in large part by 
this class. It is almost like being united against a common enemy this 
body of thought that somehow implies that the problems with schools 
should be laid at the feet of teachers, and that the teachers are the front line 
in the big battle, has drawn us all a little bit closer together. 

I am willing to acknowledge that I have become very skeptical. I 
have discovered that I am not open to change at this time. 1 am willing to 
acknowledge that there is a common need but I have bought 
wholeheartedly into so many programs that were suppose to 'fix it,' and 
worked myself to exhaustion, and watched the program fizzle, that I also 
know that I am unlikely to buy into anything again until someone on site 
can show me that it works. I have realized that I am not as self confident 
as I perceived myself to be and that other people have the power to destroy 
my sense of contentment. 

One thing that has changed for me is that I am sleepier, 1 lay awake 
'reflecting on' things that I can't fix'. . . . On a positive note. I do still 
believe that we, as teachers, have the capacity to come together and effect 
change. All we need is a Joan of Arc to inspire us to all start moving in 
the same direction. She will have to be prepared for her inevitable fate, 
but the movement will begin. I have also been much more tuned in to 
opportunities for self evaluation and evaluation of my classes. 

The very emotional aspect of reflective-transformative professional development is 

indicated by this excerpt which highlights the many personal challenges educators' face in 

a willingness to entertain critical reflecfion on presuppositions and assumptions in prior 

learning. For cultural matriarchs, facilitators of such reflection (including group members 

who occasionally served as facilitators of critical incident analyses) came to be perceived 

as antagonists if not enemies ofthe cultural status quo that cultural matriarchs enjoyed 

and perpetuated in the school's informal, workplace culture. The phrases, "The Valverde 
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staff has been united in large part by this class," and "It is almost like being united against 

a common enemy, this body of thought that somehow implies that the problems with 

schools should be laid at the feet of teachers, and that the teachers are the front line in the 

big battle, has drawn us all a little bit closer together," are indicative. 

This final selection, in addifion to highlighting creative subversive efforts, also 

exemplifies a recurrent tendency in matriarchal discourse to stress the futility of change. 

The following phrases exemplify this tendency: (a) "1 am willing to acknowledge that I 

have become very skeptical," (b) "I have discovered that I am not open to change at this 

time," (c) "I am willing to acknowledge that there is a common need but I have bought 

wholeheartedly into so many programs that were suppose to 'fix it.' and worked myself to 

exhaustion, and watched the program fizzle, that I also know that 1 am unlikely to buy 

into anything again until someone on site can show me that it works." and (d) "I have 

realized that I am not as self confident as 1 perceived myself to be and that other people 

have the power to destroy my sense of contentment." This finding is consistent with the 

myth of changelessness that may exist in Balkanized teaching cultures (see Subsection 

5.2.2.2.10.4 for a thorough discussion of this argument). 

5.2.2.2.9.2 Creative Subversion-Modus: Implied Judgment-Discussion. The 

findings of this research with respect to implied judgment as a creative subversive ploy 

are remarkably consistent with the seminal literature on change. Zander (1961) in his 

seminal work in change dynamics argued that participants who perceive either real or 
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imagined change will frequently interpret the change as an indication of prior substandard 

performance. The findings of this research (see Subsecfion 5.2.2.2.9.1) indicate that 

cultural matriarchs may have sensed this rather spontaneous tendency among group 

participants, whereupon, such perceptions were exploited in order to sublimate the 

inifiative. Indeed, Hargreaves (1994a) has argued that emotions are a pivotal quality of 

teaching; one that professional developers ignore at their own peril. Perhaps more to the 

point. Watson asserted that "few psychological traits of human beings are so universal as 

that of suspicion and hostility toward strange outsiders" (1966, p. 496). This, despite the 

fact that most change bears upon organizations from the outside. 

Concomitantly, Zander (1961) has contended that still other participants to a 

change initiative will perceive the change as threat to existing status and power positions 

they may hold within the formal or informal organization. Accordingly, these persons, 

such as the cultural matriarchs identified in this study, will defend those positions with 

the zeal of an extremist. 

5.2.2.2.9.3 Change Resistance-Findings. The influence of change resistance on 

new initiatives in professional development is not a neoteric phenomenon and this 

intervenfion was certainly no exception. The influence of change resistance on this 

interphasial transition is evident in the following excerpts from participants' discourse. 

alr053373k Because 1 have taught for 26 years, I'm not going to 
change a great deal in any one year. Each year that I have taught, I have 
changed a little. I take bits and pieces and incorporate them into my 
teaching every year. I do think that I am more aware of differences in my 
students today. 
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This excerpt from a teacher's first reflective progress report, was one of manv like it 

which indicated few prospects for changes in thinking and practice as the professional 

developmental intervention got underway. The phrase, "Because I have taught for 26 

years, I'm not going to change a great deal in any one year," was an especiallv 

disheartening one for the facilitator to note as part of a first reflective progress report. 

Equally disheartening was the excerpt of discourse follow. 

rlrO 14464k This school's culture is set and just like anyone's 
culture it is not easily changed. Remember people resist change. 
Therefore, a tremendous amount of time, energy, and planning must be 
done in order to bring about change in a culture. Time, energy, and 
planning that we are not willing to invest at this point. With the school 
still 'new' we are still trying to keep our heads above water. 

Given the norms of isolation and estrangement endemic to this school's culture, the first 

sentence of this excerpt ("This school's culture is set and just like anyone's culture it is not 

easily changed.") seemed a particularly grim prospect for the facilitator. That change 

resistance would be encountered was evinced by the second sentence of this excerpt and 

many others like it in participants' discourse. 

Some participants' discourse, although somewhat more reflective about change 

resistance among reflection group members, was no less indicative ofthe finding that 

change resistance sublimated the course of participants reflectivity in this interphasial 

transition from precritical interrogation to problematization. The following excerpt is 

demonstrative. 

a3j 100630k Shiriey Jackson's 'The Lottery.' As teachers, many 
of us are the old man in the story. We are the teachers that we knew when 
we were students. We hear about radical new methodologies in far away 
places and we reject these approaches without giving them any thought. 
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We are comfortable with what we do and have little time or energy for 
change. . . . 1 know that these things exist and often laugh with my 
contemporaries about the dinosaur teachers here, but we are those to a 
lesser degree. Rocks and fossils change little when stuck in the strata. 

In this excerpt the phrases, "We hear about radical new methodologies in far away places 

and we reject these approaches without giving them any thought." and "We are 

comfortable with what we do and have little time or energy for change," are indicativ e of 

change resistance. However, these phrases also resurface concerns about antitheoretical 

and antiempirical biases among teachers as well. A final excerpt taken from a teacher's 

reflective journal follows a similar pattern indicating reflection on change and adaptation 

while highlighting the degree of change resistance notable among reflection group 

members at Valverde; change resistance particularly evident in this interphasial transition 

from precritical interrogation to problematization. 

aocO 19148k We need to change our attitude toward the 
Mexican-American student. We need to meet the needs ofthe 
Mexican-American student, become aware of relevant differences, and 
celebrate them in our classroom. These students are being taught that 
speaking Spanish is bad, that living by their parent's tradifions is wrong. 
We need to accept and embrace these differences. We need to teach these 
students that being bilingual is special and being exposed to two cultures 
is a gift. We must plan and be prepared for the changes which American 
schools 'will' experience. . . . Teachers must be trained in cultural 
awareness. This class is a perfect example of what must happen in our 
schools. 

Although no less indicative of change resistance among certain faculty at Valverde. this 

excerpt of participant discourse was at least somewhat encouraging to the facilitator with 

regard to the prospects for reflective practice as a viable and interculturally sensitive 

approach for these teachers and their instructional interactions with the predominantly 
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Mexican American population at the site. The final phrases ofthe excerpt are particularlv 

indicative: "Teachers must be trained in cultural awareness." and "This class is a perfect 

example of what must happen in our schools." 

The aforementioned excerpts from participants' discourse in this interphasial 

transition from precritical interrogation to problematization reflect both change resistance 

as perceived by certain group members and change resistance as exemplified in certain 

participant discourse. As illustrated, much ofthe change resistance noted centered 

around awareness of acceptance of or celebration of cultural differences between the 

mostly White, monocultural teaching staff and the predominantly, Mexican American 

student population. Some participants, especially cultural matriarchs, were vehementlv 

adamant in their refusal to acknowledge cultural differences between themselv es and their 

Mexican American students, particularly cultural differences which might impact 

assumptions, expectations, or responses with respect to instruction. 

a3j016006k I'm sick of thinking about cultural differences. 1 see 
a lot more things the same than 1 do different. Many of the things that are 
perceived as cultural—are to me characteristics of a socially deprived, 
economically depressed neighborhood. I am continually hearing of things 
that are supposed to be unique to the Hispanic culture that are also ev ident 
in other cultures I'm familiar with. My ancestry is Irish - potato famine 
immigrant. My father's family was first generation German American. I 
married a Dane and my work experience has included 4 different minority 
ethnic groups. In my experience. I see many more similarities than 
differences. I am really starting to feel like, 'Been there - Done it - Heard 
i t -Seen it' So What? 

This prototypical excerpt of matriarchal discourse illustrates this refusal to acknowledge 

cultural differences; a refusal recurrent in participant discourse. The following phrases of 

the excerpt are demonstrative: (a) "I'm sick of thinking about cultural differences." 
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(b) "I see a lot more things the same than I do different." (c) "Many ofthe things that are 

perceived as cultural - are to me characteristics of a socially deprived, economically 

depressed neighborhood," and (d) "I am continually hearing of things that are supposed to 

be unique to the Hispanic culture that are also evident in other cultures I'm familiar with." 

A discussion of this sort of change resistance and well as that highlighted in prior 

excerpts of this subsection, is provided in the subsection to follow. 

5.2.2.2.9.4 Change Resistance-Discussion. Rosenholtz (1989) has argued that 

teachers' susceptibility to change is a funcfion ofthe degree of certainty and success 

experienced in practice. Accordingly, the high degree of uncertainty and the lack of 

opportunities for positive feedback from colleagues which she associated with routine 

technical norms in cultures of isolation and estrangement (such as the culture indicated at 

Valverde) appear to militate against change, while encouraging change resistance as an 

important element ofthe school culture. Further, the powerful traditions of self-reliance 

operant within these cultures provide reason to doubt whether teachers in these cultures 

are either willing or prepared to surrender their isolationism for the sort of collegial and 

collaborative relations which might increase the degree of certainty and the extent of 

positive feedback experienced in practice (Rosenholtz, 1989). Indeed, Rosenholtz cites 

the results of research by Ashton and Webb (1986) and Kasten (1984) which found that 

isolated teachers regularly denied any professional ill-effects suffered as result of their 

solitary existence. 
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Additionally, change resistance as an important element ofthe school culture is of 

relevance to professional developmental interventions which target critical reflection. 

Since the approximation of crifical reflection connotes increasingly inclusive, 

discriminating, integrating, and permeable levels of reflectivity (see Figures 4.1 and 4.3 

of Chapter IV for a detailed explication of this assertion), an acceptance of change 

potentials is essential to the constmct (Mezirow, 1975. 1981, 1991). Conversely, change 

resistance is antithefical to reflectivity and the approximation of critical reflection as a 

means to personal and professional development. Consequently, change resistance 

sublimates reflectivity. 

Wu's (1988) meta-analysis of change and staff development asserted four sources 

of change resistance relevant to the extant analysis: (a) Variable perceptions among 

those who are party to the change. Wu highlighted prior research suggesting that change 

readiness within an organizational system may vary by subgroup. Thus, the 

aforementioned, Balkanizational, characteristics ofthe school culture at Valverde. may 

account for some ofthe observed change resistance, (b) Initial change trials are 

frequently fmstrating and unsuccessful. Prior discussion has detailed Valverde teachers' 

initial perceptions of reflective-transformative professional development as foreign to 

their prior experience. In some ways, this observation seemed advantageous in that 

cultural matriarchs were less adept at anticipating, and subsequently sublimafing, the 

course of participants' reflectivity. In other respects, participants' generally low tolerance 

for ambiguity vis-a-vis reflective-transformative professional development focused on 
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critical reflection seemed, in manv ways, related to the initially high levels of frustration 

noted among participants (see Subsection 5.2.2.2.7.3 of this chapter), (c) Many 

innovations in recent educational memory hav e proven a flash in the pan). 

Unfortunately, this observation proved a recurrent theme in cultural matriarch's 

subversive, reflection group, discourse (see Subsection 5.2.2.2.8.1). (d) Participants' 

degree of comfort affects change. Wu's analysis (1988) recalled an old adage 

which observes: "A person may need a new pair of shoes but still enjoy the old pair 

more" (p. 12). Unfortunately, when it came to critical reflection upon professional 

practice, certain reflection group participants preferred " their old shoes." 

5.2.2.2.10 Phase Transition Sublimation, Transition Five: 
Problemitization to Intersubjectification 

The final transition in participants' reflective discourse identified in this 

microethnographic case study indicated the application of certain realizations and 

discoveries associated with critical reflection in the problematization phase of reflectivity 

to intersubjective relationships among participants to the educativ e process, especiallv 

relationships of collegiality and collaboration between school educators. Given the 

isolationist culture ofthe school indicated by the findings of this study, it is perhaps not 

astounding that several culture-related sublimators of reflectivity, which were also 

barriers to collegiality, should hav e been involved in this interphasial transition. 

Sublimating influences at work during this transition included: creativ e subversion, 

a split faculty, and competition or the perception of competition between and among 
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faculty members. The influence of these sublimators is illustrated in Figure 5.4. Findings 

and analyses as related to the creative subversive sublimation of reflectivity and barriers 

to collegiality have been discussed in conjunction with prior interphasial transitions. 

Findings and analyses relevant to the influence of a split or fragmented faculty which 

have not already been discussed in conjunction with prior interphasial transitions, will be 

discussed in the first ofthe following subsections. Findings and analyses germane to 

participant discourse indicating competition between and among school faculty will be 

discussed last. 

5.2.2.2.10.1 Split Faculty-Etiology: Organizational / Administrative-Findings. 

Organizational and administrative issues appeared to contribute to a split among faculty 

members within the school studied by this research and participants discourse indicates 

that this split or fragmented faculty operated as a sublimator of reflectivity and a barrier to 

collegiality during this final interphasial transition. For example, teachers and other 

school faculty who participated in the reflection group frequently made references to a 

lack of inspired commonalties among school faculty. The following passages from 

participants' discourse are illustrative. 

a2r048345k There are a number of people in this class that I had 
not previously known or even had any contact with during the course of 
my teaching assignment here. . . . I feel that it will take more for these 
sort of relationships to develop. A collegial relationship does not just 
happen. 

al 3v00000k I think it all starts at the top. The main administrator 
should have an interest in his faculty. When there is a split faculty things 
do not work. We all have to be at the same level of thinking toward what 
is good or not for the students, be together, work together, share together, 
help the students together. 
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In the first of these passages the phrase. "I feel that it will take more for these sort of 

relationships to develop." references, not only the lack of commonalties perceived among 

school faculties but also indicates that the problem may be perceiv ed as one 

organizational or administrative (or at least out ofthe purview of teachers' power to 

inspire). The first two phrases ofthe second excerpt. "I think it all starts at the top." and 

"The main administrator should have an interest in his faculty." lend additional support to 

this inference. More explicit confirmafion of this inference is provided by the following 

passage taken from a teacher's educational platform. 

a3p074398k If the administration does not provide one true 
leader that has a clearlv defined vision for the school, then the school 
cannot achieve high goals nor be successful. Valverde must have a tme 
leader that will motivate the followers to higher levels. A tme leader 
embodies the spirit of the school an the leader's followers must buy into 
the vision ofthe leader or there is chaos. If the vision ofthe school is not 
stated by the leader at the beginning of the year, or especially when 
teachers are hired, then there is no unifomi direction for members to 
follow the result becomes several different individuals achieving only 
individual goals. The school experiences distrust and there is no 
congeniality among members ofthe staff Therefore. 1 think that the goals 
of the school should and must be clearly defined at the beginning of the 
year and in this manner: those who cannot abide the v ision mav leave. . . 
. A vision must and should be clearly stated for all who work in the school 
and members ofthe school staff should decide if they are for this vision or 
move to another area. A school does not and should not hav e to put up 
with teachers who do not support a common v ision for the school. 

As this passage and the prior passages taken from participants' discourse illustrate, 

various splits among facultv appeared to interfere with teachers' own reflections about the 

possibilities for collegiality and collaboradv e relationships (as in the phrase. "The school 

experiences distmst and there is no congeniality among members ofthe staff"). Many of 

these teachers attributed the problem to the absence of a unifXing vision or purpose in 
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their workplace. Discussion to follow will elaborate on this finding of organizational and 

administrative issues and arrangements as an etiology of a split facultv operant in the 

interphasial transition from problematization to intersubjectification. 

5.2.2.2.10.2 Split Facultv-Etiologv: Organizadonal/Administrative-Discussion. 

With regard to organizafional/administrative etiologies of split or fragmented school 

faculdes, Hargreaves (1990) in his study of individualism as a component of teacher 

culture, discussed three broad determinants of individualism: elective individualism, 

strategic individualism, and constrained individualism. Elective individualism describes 

the principled choice of a school pracdtioner to work alone. Strategic individualism 

refers to those individualistic patterns of working that educators actively constmct and 

create vis-a-vis the daily contingencies ofthe workplace. According to Hargreaves. 

constrained individualism, "occurs where teachers teach, plan and generally work alone 

because of administrative and other situational constraints which present significant 

barriers or discouragement's to their doing otherwise" (1990, p. 15). Hargreaves found 

that these constraints included noninvolving styles of administration, egg carton school 

structures, a proliferation of segregated portable classrooms, teacher scheduling, the 

unavailability of released partners in small schools, and complications brought about by 

split-grade classes in both large and small schools. Participants' discourse analyzed in 

this microethnographic case study indicated that the sort of constrained individualism 

discussed by Hargreaves was at least a contributing factor in the fragmented school 

faculty which sublimated the course of participants reflectiv ity from nonreflective 
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discourse to intersubjectification. This was especially the case with regard to recurrent 

pattems of participant discourse which lamented the absence of an administratively 

articulated and unifying vision or purpose for the school which involved and encouraged 

school educators toward specific collaborations and clearly defined goals of education. 

5.2.2.2.10.3 Split Faculty—Etiology: Teacher/Educator Placements—Findings. 

Given the increasing body of prescriptive literature suggesting the many benefits to 

coordination and efficacy in the delivery of educational services which have been 

associated with academic teaming, it is somewhat ironic that efforts toward academic 

teaming, as well as teachers' general placements within the school, should hav e appeared 

to contribute to a fragmented school faculty at this site. Nonetheless, the following 

selections from participants' discourse indicate that efforts toward academic teaming 

within the school either functionally excluded certain faculty or were interpreted as 

ill-defined, and therefore, contributed to a split school faculty. 

alOvOOOOOk I am an elective teacher and teach six of the seven 
class periods and 1 am not assigned to a team. I therefore do not have one 
team to work with, but must use my own judgment in contacting team 
members about students. I sometimes feel left out since I do not belong to 
a team. I think these feelings are common among all elective teachers. 

For this teacher, being an elective teacher at Valverde meant exclusion from assignment 

to an academic team, which in tum, lead to feelings of alienation. The following phrases 

are indicative: "I sometimes feel left out since I do not belong to a team," and "I think 

these feelings are common among all elective teachers." Still other selections of 

discourse are indicative of teacher/educator placements as an etiology of a split faculty. 
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Much of this discourse referenced the notion of academic teaming as the following 

selection illustrates. 

a2r037130k I feel if many of us could put aside our negativism, 
or tum our negatives into positives, we could generate a much better 
school climate. I also feel that we should ask ourselves: 'What I'm I 
doing or not doing that is causing this child to fail mv classes or to have 
such a high failure rate?' I would like to see us make better use of our 
academic teams. Manv still need training and 1 hav e brought that issue to 
[the school principal]. I feel that [the school principal] needs to allow 
teachers to go beyond 'normal' teaching procedures in order to reach our 
students. 

For this school counselor, the notion of academic teams as a means to student success and 

collaboration among faculty has proven less than effectual. Still other selections from 

participants' discourse submit that many school educators, because of faculty placements, 

especially honors teachers, felt a sense of alienation both from particular and complex 

issues of professional practice discussed by the reflection group, and from proposals for 

increased collegiality and collaboration among members ofthe school's facultv. The 

following excerpt taken from a teacher's reflective joumal is prototvpical. 

a4j089l48k If I share a problem in class. I feel that many of mv 
peers will be thinking, 'Yeah, but you have honors class; how does that 
help me?' There seems to be bittemess or hostility toward teachers who 
have honors students. My situation is unique. I wish somehow we could 
rotate those students, so that other teachers could share my joys, could 
have an entire class acknowledge 'leaming' rather than that handful of 
students who look at you as a teacher with that 'Yes, 1 understand' look. It 
must be terribly fmstrating to be in the 'survival' mode in class. These 
teachers actually cannot tum their backs, spend much of their time handing 
out supplies . . . wridng out absentee s l i p s . . . . or lunch detention 
slips. . . . I 'feel' for these teachers, but I have a hard time labeling this a 
Mexican-American issue. This is why teachers are often frustrated with 
your 'answers.' Your theories and philosophies are not applicable for these 
teachers. . . . So they're frustrated and you're frustrated. 
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Given the culture of isolation and estrangement operant within the school, it is perhaps 

not surprising that most ofthe honors teachers appeared to suffer notable uncertainty and 

ambiguity as to whether the frustrations and dilemmas they experienced in daily practice 

were as consequential as those suffered by regular teachers and. therefore, w orthy of 

discussion in the reflection group. As the selection above illustrates, these teachers were 

most likely to interpret their dilemmas in practice as either inconsequential or unworthy 

of reflection group discussion. 

5.2.2.2.10.4 Split Facultv-Edology: Teacher/Educator Placements-Discussion. 

A school culture characterized by a split or fragmented faculty, and faculty placements or 

teaming arrangements as etiologies of that fragmentation, are each findings consistent 

with Hargreaves' (1994b) discussion of his findings regarding the Balkanization of 

teaching. Hargreaves found that educators in Balkanized cultures conform to pattems of 

interaction and interrelationship where teachers work, neither in isolation, nor with most 

of their colleagues as a whole school. Instead, teachers interact in smaller subgroups 

within the school community such as: team teachers as contrasted with elective teachers, 

honors teachers as contrasted with regular teachers, junior as contrasted with primarv' 

division teachers in the elementary school, or secondary school differentiation along lines 

of subject or department. 

However, for Hargreaves. Balkanization constitutes more than teachers' 

subgroupings. Balkanized cultures have four additional qualities which are congruous 

with the findings of this case study: (a) Balkanized cultures exhibit low permeability. 
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Accordingly, multiple group membership is rare among Balkanized teachers who tend to 

identify with one group, such as elective teachers, more than any other. Teachers' 

professional leaming also occurs mainly within their own subgroup, (b) Balkanized 

cultures exhibit high permanence. Balkanized teachers come to view themselves, not as 

teachers in general, but as team teachers or honors teachers, specifically, (c) Balkanized 

cultures are characterized by personal identification. Socialization into particular 

subgroups constructs teachers' identities along particular lines. Active subgroup 

membership in a particular school setting adds to these identities widely shared sets of 

assumptions about teaching, learning, feasibility, instruction, innovation, and change. 

Subgroup traditions and shared understanding become paramount as willingness to reflect 

upon or understand larger, whole group issues within the school is deemphasized. (d) 

Balkanized cultures have a political complexion. Teachers' subcultures provide more 

than a source of identity and meaning; they also act as repositories of self interest. 

Frequently, status, resources, and promotion are inextricably related to subgroup 

membership. Accordingly Balkanized cultures tend to suggest win-lose relationships and 

power struggle dynamics, both of which exacerbate faculty fragmentation while 

discouraging any sort of noncontrived or spontaneous collegiality. Indeed, Hargreaves 

found that the influence of Balkanization perpetuates a myth of changelessness in the 

school community which "masks the individual initiadve that many teachers posses to 

improve their knowledge and skills, and restricts the opportunities for teachers to learn 

from each other" (1994b, p. 222). Ironically, teachers in Balkanized school cultures often 
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appear obliv ious to mutually shared interests and mutually common potentials for 

collegiality precisely because these teachers identify' with div ergent subcultures. 

5.2.2.2.10.5 Competition-Findings. As the follow ing excerpts taken from 

participants' discourse illustrate, the transition from a culture of isolation and 

estrangement to postcritical trials at collegiation and collaboration is sometimes fraught 

with questions of insecurity, invidy. and competition. 

al3vOOOOOK For me. the level of competition 1 sense among 
members of our group worries me. Can we ev er really hope to collaborate 
on projects like this? 

al2v00000k Oh. uh. I was just going to say its set up to where its 
all. uh. its all just focused so much on yourself for you to perform - its 
such a pressure on you to do the job - maximizing winning, minimizing 
losing, so that you do the same thing when you do fail. Whether other 
people are or are not, if you fail then its going to feel like ev erv bod> 's 
looking at you - you didn't perform the vv ay you should have. 

al3v00000k Oh, I just don't always feel comfortable interacting. 
Like the Star Power simulation showed us. we can be so competitiv e at 
this school. 

In the first of these excerpts, the phrase." Can we ever really hope to collaborate on 

projects like this." is clearlv indicative ofthe perceived influence of competition upon 

collegiality and collaboration among Valverde educators. In the second of these excerpts, 

the phrase, "if you fail then its going to feel like everv body's looking at you - you didn't 

perform the wav you should hav e." proposes not only competition among school faculty 

as a sublimator of reflections on change and improvement, but also inv idy as a 

complicadng factor in the influence of compethion on both reflectivity among 

participants and collegialitv among members ofthe school's facultv. 
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The phrase, "Like the Star Power simulation showed us, we can be so competitive at this 

school," in the last of these excerpts illustrates that this competition among school facult> 

members was no less evident in reflection group simulations than it appeared to be in 

daily interaction among Valverde teachers. References to competition among members 

ofthe school's faculty were also evident in teachers' concerns about negativity within the 

school. 

a2r038851k Colleagues at Valverde, were they open to such 
input, could benefit from discussing incidents in a positive light, reflecting 
on how a situation was handled, seeing others points of view, and offering 
support rather than competition or critique by examining the strengths or 
weaknesses of how a situation was handled and what might have been 
constructively changed. 

The sublimating influences of both negativity and competition on the course of 

participants reflectivity in this interphasial transition from problematization to 

intersubjectification is especially evident in the phrase, "Colleagues at Valverde, were 

they open to such input, could benefit from discussing incidents in a positive light, 

reflecting on how a situation was handled, seeing others points of view, and offering 

support rather than competition or critique." The reader should note that this final 

selection from participant discourse epitomizes a pattern common to much of participants' 

reflection group and related discourse. According to this pattem. elements ofthe school 

culture often acted in concert to sublimate a particular phase transition in the course of 

participants' reflectivity. As a prime example, prototypical selection highlights the 

influences of both competition between and among faculty members and pervasive 

negativity as sublimators of reflectivity and as barriers to collegiality. 
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5.2.2.2.10.6 Competition-Discussion. As the aforementioned passages of 

discourse emblematize, simply bringing a group of educators together for the purposes of 

dialogue, grounding, personal and professional growth, does not a collegial group make. 

Formidable assumptions and presuppositions surround school educators' 

interrelationships in practice, many of which act both as sublimators of reflective practice 

and as barriers to collegiality and collaboration. 

Rosenholtz (1989) found that seemingly competitive relations between and among 

school faculty members were often indicative of a low consensus school wherein routines 

of isolation and estrangement were the norm. Rosenholtz has argued that such 

workplace norms prompt thoughts of inadequacy which, in tum. prompt teachers to recast 

their work in terms of social relations with peers. Accordingly, status questions become 

paramount such that offers of assistance to colleagues are interpreted as implications of 

superior competence. "Further, once the definition of work is recast in nonproductive 

terms, teachers who lay claim to classroom triumphs may suffer severe social censure 

from colleagues for appearing boastful and conceited" (Rosenholtz, 1989. pp. 42-43). 

This scenario proposes not only progressive deterioration of potentials for collegiality but 

inhibition, if not sublimation, of teachers' occasional reflections upon classroom 

successes. The findings of this study indicate that the scenario is potent even under 

professional developmental conditions where school educators are encouraged to share 

their successes in practice, under the protective umbrella of consensually derived norms 

for group discourse. 
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5.3 Chapter Summary 

Summarization of this chapter will be undertaken in two parts. The first will 

recapitulate the major secdons ofthe chapter that were presented and will serv e as a 

prelude to the second part ofthe summary. This, second, portion ofthe chapter summary 

will provide the reader with a more detailed summarization of chapter content toward the 

development of an answer to questions raised in the final section ofthe prior chapter; that 

is. Chapter IV. 

The first section of this chapter provided an overview of, and a theoretical 

grounding for, later analysis ofthe cuhure ofthe school as identified in the findings of 

this case study. As discussed, Figure 5.1 outlines the findings of this study which 

indicated a culture of isolation and estrangement operant within the school studied; a 

culture which embodied elements that were both direct and indirect sublimators of 

reflectivity as targeted in the extant, professional developmental intervention. The second 

section ofthe chapter briefly presented the findings of, and discussion related to, an 

analysis of cultural elements associated with indirect sublimation of reflecdvity. The 

third section ofthe chapter detailed the findings of, and discussion related to, more salient 

cultural elements associated with direct sublimation of reflectivity and illustrated ways in 

which these cultural elements: (a) influenced critical reflection as the focus of 

reflective-transformative professional development, and (b) concomitantly operated as 

barriers to any sort of spontaneous collegiality among members ofthe reflection group. 
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Figure 5.4 illustrates these direct sublimational influences, especially the influence of 

phase transidonal sublimators on the course of participants' reflectivity. 

This chapter summary also provides a useful venue for more detailed 

summarization of chapter content as a means to the development of an answer to 

questions raised in the final section ofthe prior chapter. This, more detailed 

summarization, follows. 

Participant observation ofthe activities of reflection group members, as well as, 

analysis of members' verbal and written discourse in this microethnographic case study 

revealed a potent culture ofthe school, a culture of isolation and estrangement 

(Rosenholtz, 1989), capable of active and considered sublimation of site-based, 

reflective-transformative professional development focused on critical reflection. Since 

the culture ofthe school was not, a priori, the focus of this case study, Rosenholtz's 

(1989) study and analysis ofthe teacher's workplace provides a useful benchmark for 

understanding with respect to this culture of isolation and estrangement. According to 

Rosenholtz, school cultures which embrace these norms of isolation and estrangement 

eschew shared school goals, especially those which emphasize teacher learning. 

Concomitantly, these cultures embrace routine technical norms which place little v alue on 

teacher collaboration despite the finding that these teachers typically suffer low 

commitment to teaching. 
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The most salient elements of this culture ofthe school were the direct sublimators 

of reflectivity and, therefore, these elements of this culture of isolation and estrangement 

necessarily became the focus of data analyzed in this case studv. Nonetheless, the 

following cultural elements associated with indirect sublimation of reflectivity are 

notable: a strict focus on order and mle systems, a strong emphasis placed on conformitv. 

a distinct self consciousness about the image ofthe school, an omnipresent and 

proscriptive grapevine, and pervasive scapegoating. These indirect elements of this 

culture of isolation and estrangement appeared to serve as a sort of background for. or 

infrastructure through which, more direct sublimation of reflectivity was enabled. For 

example, the school's omnipresent and proscriptive grapevine (a cultural element and an 

indirect sublimator of reflectivity) frequently served as a sort of infrastmcture through 

which pervasive negativity (a cultural element and a direct sublimator of reflectivity) 

permeated the workplace. 

Of greatest interest to the questions addressed by this microethnographic case 

study of a professional developmental intervention which purposefully targeted critical 

reflection, were those elements ofthe culture ofthe school which operated to directly 

sublimate reflectivity. Two of these cultural elements were variously influential 

throughout the flve phases of reflectivity identified in this case study: (a) antitheoretical 

and antiempirical predisposition's among school faculty, and (b) low tolerance for 

ambiguity among school faculty. 
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Perhaps the most influendal elements of this culture of isolation and estrangement 

as indicated by the findings of this case study were those elements ofthe school culture 

which appeared to sublimate at particular transitions between the fiv e phases of 

reflecfivity defined by participants' discourse in their approximations of critical reflection. 

The first transition between participants' nonreflective discourse (such as recurrent 

recapitulations ofthe day's events) and perlustration was directly influenced by two direct 

sublimators of reflectivity associated with the culture ofthe school-a split faculty and 

creative subversion. 

A split or fragmented school faculty was one very important characteristic ofthe 

schools' culture. Participants' discourse indicated that the edology of this split faculty 

related to at least four factors including a school structure which utilized academic teams, 

from which certain school educators were functionally excluded. Other origins of this 

split faculty indicated by participants' discourse included: organizational/administrative 

arrangements, activities, and structures; faculty placements; and animosity between 

faculty members. Rosenholtz (1989) found that school faculties fragmented along 

divergent lines of origin were characteristic of school cultures wherein isolation and 

estrangement were norms. She found this particularly true of low consensus schools. 

Rosenholtz has also argued that the norms of self-reliance also typical of these schools 

undermine teachers' collegiality and their efforts toward collaboration. Most importanth. 

Rosenholtz found that these norms in low consensus schools prompted teachers to 

devalue reflections upon and discussions about their work as education professionals. 
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Creativ e subversion, defined as the active and premeditated effort to undermine or 

sublimate, was another element ofthe culture of isolation and estrangement operant 

within the school. This active and often premeditated subversion of professional 

developmental efforts targeting critical reflection took a variety of forms over time 

ranging from efforts to interrupt or preclude the contributions of certain faculty during 

reflection group discussion, to efforts on the part of certain participants to convince others 

that the professional developmental facilitator had come to the school as an outsider, 

sitting in judgment ofthe school's faculty. Common among each of these forms of 

creative subversion were efforts to sublimate reflectivity; efforts which also tended to 

impede collegiality among reflection group participants. These findings are consistent 

with prior research and analyses in education including Wu's (1980) meta-analvsis of 

barriers to change in staff development, as well as, research by Joyce and McKibbin 

(1982) regarding so-called entjenched teachers and their use ofthe school's informal 

system to subvert either real or perceived threats to that system. 

The second of participants' phase transitions, that from perlustration to 

concatenation, was sublimated by two elements ofthe culture of isolation and 

estrangement operant within the school: a split faculty and perv asive negativity among 

school faculty. This pervasive negativity frequently related to both students and to 

relationships between and among faculty members within the school. Thus, it was not 

surprising to find that this element of school culture operated as much as a barrier to 
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collegiality and collaborafion as it did to sublimate reflectivity. Similarly. Rosenholtz 

(1989) in her study of teachers' workplace environments found evidence that a strict focus 

on control and rule systems, pervasive scapegoating, and pervasive negativity tended to 

go hand-in-hand in those school cultures of isolation and estrangement (such as the one 

examined by this research) where routine technical norms were evident. Rosenholtz 

further argues that many ofthe negative attributions teachers impute to both parents and 

students in such cultures may relate to the intransigent treatment of parents by the school. 

Rosenholtz found this an especially strong argument vis-a-vis low SES schools such as 

the one which served as the site ofthe extant research. 

The third transition in participants' discourse, that from the concatenation phase of 

reflectivity to the phase of precritical interrogation, marked the emergence of reflective 

discourse in both the instrumental and the communicative domains. This interphasial 

transition was again sublimated by creative subversion. However, in this intraphasial 

transition, the modus of this creative subversion most often related to attempts, on the 

part of certain cultural matriarchs in the reflection group, to convince other reflection 

group members that certain brands of thinking or discourse were, in effect, unnecessary 

risk taking, and in some cases, risk taking sufficient to threaten job security. The findings 

of this study which indicate a potent school culture of isolation and estrangement 

powerfully swayed by the discourse and influences of three cultural matriarchs are not 

without precedent in the literature regarding the social context of education (Joyce & 

McKibbin, 1982; Liebennan & Miller, 1984). 
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The influence of culture-based sublimators of reflectivity vyas most salient in the 

fourth interphasial transition, that from precritical inteiTogation to problematization. This 

latter phase of reflectivity, problematization. also marked a transition in participants' 

discourse from precritical to critical reflections on perceptions, thoughts, feelings, and 

actions as related to person and practice. This premise reflection problematized 

assumptions and presuppositions as variously related to each of these. Accordinglv, it is 

perhaps congruous that the culture ofthe school would prove most active in the transition 

to a phase of reflectivity in which participants began to challenge, confront, and 

problematize tacit understandings, taken-for-granted assumptions, and consensual norms. 

Participants' discourse during this interphasial transition indicated that the following 

cultural elements were most active in the sublimation of this transition: a split faculty, 

pervasive negativity, creative subversion, and change resistance. 

The influence of change resistance on new initiatives in professional development 

is not a novel phenomenon and this intervention was certainly no exception. Much of this 

change resistance noted in participants' discourse centered around awareness of, 

acceptance of or celebration of cultural differences between the mostly White, 

monocultural teaching staff and the predominantlv. Mexican American student 

population. Some participants, especially cultural matriarchs, were vehemently adamant 

in their refusal to acknowledge cultural differences between themselves and their 

Mexican American students, particulariy cultural differences which might impact 

assumptions, expectations, or responses with respect to instruction. 
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Rosenholtz (1989) has argued that teachers susceptibility to change is a function 

ofthe degree of certainty and success experienced in practice. Accordingly, the high 

degree of uncertainty and the lack of opportunities for positixe feedback from colleagues 

which she associated with routine technical norms in cultures of isolation and 

estrangement (such as the culture indicated at Valverde) appear to militate against 

change, while encouraging change resistance as an important element ofthe school 

culture. Further, the powerful traditions of self-reliance operant with these cultures 

provide reason to doubt whether teachers in these cultures are either willing or prepared 

to surrender their isolationism for the sort of collegial and collaborative relations which 

might increase the degree of certainty and the extent of positive feedback experienced in 

practice. 

The fifth and final transition in participants' reflective discourse identified in this 

microethnographic case study indicated the application of certain realizations and 

discoveries associated with critical reflection in the problematization phase of reflectivity 

to intersubjective relationships among participants to the educative process, especiallv 

relationships of collegiality and collaboration between school educators. Given the 

isolationist culture ofthe school indicated by the findings of this study, it is perhaps not 

astounding that several culture-related sublimators of reflectivity, which were also 

barriers to collegiality. should have been involved in this interphasial transition. 

Sublimating influences at work during this transition included: creativ e subversion, a 

split faculty, and competition or the perception of competition between and among 
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faculty members. The flndings of this microethnographic case study indicate that 

formidable assumptions and presuppositions surround school educators' interrelationships 

in practice, many of which act both as sublimators of reflective practice and as barriers to 

collegiality and collaboration. 

Rosenholtz (1989) found that seemingly competitive relations between and among 

school faculty members were often indicative of a low consensus school wherein routines 

of isolation and estrangement were the norm. Rosenholtz has argued that such workplace 

norms prompt thoughts of inadequacy which, in tum, prompt teachers to recast their work 

in terms of social relations with peers. Accordingly, status questions become paramount 

such that offers of assistance to colleagues are interpreted as implications of superior 

competence. This pattern in relations indicated not only progressive deterioration of 

potentials for collegiality, but inhibition, if not sublimation, of teachers' occasional 

reflections upon classroom successes. 

In summation, the findings of this microethnographic case study as related to 

sublimators of refiective-transformative professional development purposefully focused 

on critical reflection are relevant to the question: If problematization was the most 

inclusive, permeable, discriminatory, and integrative phase of reflectivity identified in 

this case study, why wasn't this phase the final phase identified by the research? The 

findings of this case study submit that various elements ofthe culture ofthe school 

influence the course of participants' reflectivity amidst professional development focused 

on critical reflection. These elements operate not only as sublimators of that reflectivity 
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but as barriers to any sort of spontaneous collegiality among participants to the 

intervention. These findings further indicate that the problematization of certain critical 

assumptions and presuppositions about intersubjective understandings, intentions, 

relations, and nomis germane to the communicativ e domain are a necessarv prerequisite 

to the intersubjectification of relevant interpersonal relationships educators have or ma> 

aspire to have with significant others in their professional environment, including 

students, parents, and fellow educators. It appears that this is particularly the case for 

their relationships with fellow educators within the school with whom these practitioners 

might collaborate. Accordingly, the sort of reflectivity associated with participants' 

discourse in the "intersubjectification" phase of reflectivity was. for these participants, 

unlikely without prior "problematization" of that is critical premise reflection on, certain 

norms, assumptions, and traditions that were part and parcel ofthe culture ofthe school. 

In the words of one participant: "Collegiality does not just happen!" 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS. AND IMPLICATIONS 

FOR FURTHER INQUIRY 

6.1 Introduction and Overview 

The purpose of this microethnographic case studv was to observe, document, 

describe, and interpret the professional development activities and discourse of a 

reflection group open to teachers and other educators in a public school setting. 

Consistent with a reflectiv e-transformative perspective on professional development, 

critical reflection served as the focus of professional development activities undertaken 

bv this group of teachers, counselors, and secondarv administrators. This comparatively 

long-term, site-based, professional developmental interv ention w as enabled by the 

school's participation in a school-university partnership, the conceptualization of which, 

drew upon Goodlad's (1988) notion ofthe deliberate joining of school districts and their 

schools with universities for the purpose of targeting improvement of schooling and 

education. 

In keeping with the purpose of this case study, this chapter will: (a) present a 

general summary ofthe case study: (b) present a summary of major findings and related 

discussion; (c) draw conclusions as related to findings and discussion presented in the 

prior two chapters, and the primary research question; and (d) raise questions for further 

inquirv and implications for professional practice and scholarship. 
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In keeping with a goal of perspicuity, the research problem addressed by this 

microethnographic case study may be resummarized as follows. Professional 

development opportunities organized by school districts for teachers and other educators 

are tv picallv teclmocratic in theory and practice and, despite more than a decade of 

reforms in education, remain largely ineffectual. Professional development opportunities 

designed for adults and specifically focused on critical reflection as the central leaming 

strategy are rare, despite the fact that the prescriptive literature on the desirabilitv of 

reflective practice is well known. Nonetheless, this prescriptive literature demonstrates 

an inadequate grounding in empirical evidence. An empirical grounding is essential, not 

only to inform practitioners in professional development, but also to inform adult leaming 

theory. Concomitandy, Goodlad (1988) and Sirotnik (1988) have argued that a 

school-university partnership can become an effectual vehicle for professional 

development which values inquiry, dialogue, and reflection. Having reestablished the 

foundation upon which this study was initiated, the following section will present an 

overview ofthe literature rev iew. research questions, and the research design as a prelude 

to a summarization of major findings in the following section. 

6.2 Summarv ofthe Study 

This general summary ofthe extant, microethnographic case study will begin with 

an overv iew ofthe relevant literature revievy. In the interest of reader continuitv. 



a restatement ofthe research questions will be provided. This recapitulation will be 

followed by an overview ofthe research design. 

6.2.1 Literature Review 

This summary ofthe relevant literature review will be presented in two parts. The 

first part will summarize the empirical and prescriptive literature. The second part will 

summarize the literature review as related to the substantive, theoretical framework for 

the research. 

6.2.1.1 Background of the Research 

A series of reform agendas prominent throughout the 1980s, reforms which Pearl 

(1991) has characterized as "a conservative claim on education" (p. 290), awakened a 

technocratic consciousness (McLaren . 1994) in the educational arena. This technocracy 

of education variously emphasized: a deference to experts, a teacher-proofing ofthe 

curriculum, a devaluing and deskilling of teachers, and an alienation of teachers and 

site-based administrators from both the decision-making process and their own 

professional destinies (Hargreaves, 1991; McLaren . 1994). By 1986, twenty-five states 

had mandated programs of professional development designed to implement the many 

reform agendas (Cooley & Thompson, 1985-1986). The orientation emphasized by most 

of these programs may be characterized as a technocratic-instrumental perspective on 
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professional development, a perspective which remains dominant in modem educational 

administration. 

Three foundations characterize the technocratic-instmmental perspective on 

professional development. The terminological foundation ofthe perspective embodies 

a plethora of inadequately grounded and conceptualized terms including inservice. 

staff development, training, and retraining (Neil. 1985: Orlich. 1989; Pink & Hyde, 

1992). The theoretical foundation ofthe technocratic-instrumental perspective on 

professional development is grounded in the structural functionalist meta-theoretical 

paradigm (Neil, 1985; Pink & Hyde, 1992). Meta-theoredcal paradigms in the social 

sciences encompass like theories which share both a philosophy of science and a theory 

of society (Burrell & Morgan, 1979). The technocratic-instrumental perspective, as 

grounded in the structural functionalist meta-theoretical paradigm, variously emphasizes: 

a positivist (Pink, 1990), conservative (Peari, 1991; Varga, 1991) reliance on behavioral 

change orientations (Hargreaves, 1991; Newmann, Onosko, & Stevenson. 1990; 

Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993). effective schools philosophies (Hargreaves & Dawe, 1990; 

Robertson, 1991). training models (Sparks & Loucks-Horsley. 1990), and delimiting 

extensions of child-centered leaming theories vyhich fail to account for the developmental 

needs of adult learners (Barth. 1990; Logan, 1987; Olson, Butler, & Olson, 1991). 

Finally the methodological foundations ofthe technocratic-instrumental perspective on 

professional development have been characterized as "a standardized dog-and-pony blitz" 

(LeCompte & Dworkin, 1991, p. 218) that typically takes the form of site-independent 
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topic selecdon (Fullan & Stiegelbauer. 1991); an expert orientation (Richardson & 

Benton, 1990); one-size-fits-all programs (Pink, 1990): and one-shot treatments or 

workshops (Roberts & Massey, 1993), which are typically prescriptive (Hillkirk & Nolan. 

1990), fragmented (Love, 1991; Sleeter, 1990), non-interactive (Blair, 1988). cost 

inefficient (Little, 1989; Tumposky, 1987), and generally ineffectual (Calabrese & 

Bowser, 1988; Fullan & Sfiegelbauer, 1991; LeCompte & Dworkin. 1991). 

A recent and national study conducted by Newmann and colleagues (1990) which 

surveyed the opinions of professional development specialists at the university, agency, 

and project levels, found that several specialists adumbrated the need for a general 

paradigm shift (p. 53) in the philosophy of administration, especially with respect to 

professional development. Indeed, an emerging body of literature in educational 

leadership provides at least three persuasive arguments for a new orientation best 

characterized as a reflective-transformative perspective on professional development. 

First and foremost, professional development may be defined as the totality of formal and 

informal learning experiences occurring over the course of one's career which promote 

the transformative intellectualism necessary for scholarly reflection and practice (Fullan 

& Sdegelbauer, 1991; Giroux, 1988). Accordingly, this new perspecdve submits that 

professional development and reflective practice are reciprocally related. "Reflective 

practice [may be] viewed as a means by which practitioners can develop a greater 

self-awareness . . . an awareness that creates opportunities for professional development 

and growth" (Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993, p.l9). Secondly. Pink (1990) has argued that 
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the importance of destroying the myth of one-size-fits-all professional development 

cannot be overemphasized. The work of Pink and Hyde (1992) has submitted that a new 

perspective emphasizing constructivist theoretical and interpretiv e meta-theoretical 

nodons of collaboration, collegiality, and context-specificity could prove the linchpin for 

sustained school improvement. Finally, professional development is inherentlv adult 

education (Logan, 1987; Mezirow. 1985b: Olson et al.. 1991; Oriich. 1989). Therefore. 

Olson and colleagues (1991) have urged that effectual professional development must 

incorporate such research findings as: the multiplicity of leaming styles exhibited by 

adult leamers. the biopsychocultural and historical influences on adult learners, and the 

need to facilitate self-motivated and intentional learning among adult participants to the 

process. 

6.2.1.2 Theoretical Framework for the Research 

This study elected to view transformation theory of adult leaming (Mezirow, 

1975. 1981. 1990. 1991) as a promising theoretical framework for professional 

development undertaken within the rubric of a reflective-transformative perspective (see 

Figure 2.1). At the terminological level, transformation theory delivers a more 

appropriate focus on the personal and professional development of indiv iduals. a factor 

increasingly recognized as pivotal vis-a-vis organizational improvement (Argyris. 1993: 

Sarason, 1990). At the theoretical level, Mezirow (1990, 1991) has developed a 

constructivist theoretical framework for personal and professional development which is 
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grounded in the interpretive meta-theoretical paradigm and explicates an adult theorv of 

leaming and development. Ultimately. Mezirow's transformation theorv of adult learning 

(1990, 1991) furnishes a sound theoretical framework (Brookfield, 1992) through which 

developers may address many ofthe methodological inadequacies extant in 

technocratic-instrumental practice including topic dependence, inadequate site-based 

specificity, ineffectual structures for collaboration and collegiality. and inadequate 

opportunities and frameworks for reflection. 

Transformation theory redefines leaming as a human endeavor considerably more 

labyrinthine than behavioral change. In the realm of transformational thought, learning is 

understood as: "The extension of one's ability to make explicit and elaborate (to spell 

out), contextualize (to make associations within a frame of reference), validate (to 

establish the truth or authenticity of an assertion), and/or act (to perform) upon some 

aspect of one's engagement with the world" (Mezirow, 1985a, p. 142). Transformation 

theory holds that the most significant leaming experiences in adulthood involve critical 

reflection, "reassessing the way we have posed problems and reassessing our own 

orientation to perceiving, knowing, believing, feeling, and acting" (Mezirow, 1990, 

p. 13). Mezirow (1990. 1991) and Broughton (1977) have argued that the hallmark of 

adult cognition is the emergence of a theoretical self-consciousness capable of 

recognizing paradigmatic assumptions in thinking. For Mezirow. critical reflection 

connotes the challenging ofthe validity of presuppositions in prior leaming and is viewed 

as "the most significant developmental task of adults in a modem society" (1991. p. 61). 
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Most importantlv. Mezirow's seminal work with women in college re-entr\ programs 

(1975. 1981) has indicated that critical reflection on either an accretional or epochal 

series of events can enable a more inclusive, discriminating, and integradve perspective 

on personal experience and professional practice. 

6.2.2 Questions Addressed b> the Research 

The following research question guided this microethnographic 

case study: 

> What are the dynamics of critical reflection as the focus of 
reflectiv e-transfomiative professional development in a site-based 
reflection group? 

Two subquestions read as follows: 

• How is critical reflection among small-group participants manifested in a 
reflection group structure for reflectiv e-transformative professional 
development? 

• How do factors extemal to reflectivitv influence critical reflecdon as the 
focus of site-based, reflecdve-transformative professional development? 

6.2.3 Design ofthe Research 

6.2.3.1 Pilot Study 

A ten-month pilot study conducted at a bellwether junior high school in the 

south-central United States suggested: the purpose, research question, site, and 

methodologies for the extant studv. The pilot studv. enabled bv a school-univ ersitv 

partnership structure, afforded the researcher opportunities for field testing of participant 



observation strategies, audio and video taping equipment. The pilot study facilitated the 

researcher's familiarity with the site and site-based gatekeepers. 

Additionally, this pilot study suggested both foci for site-relevant and site-specific 

professional development and reflectiv e-transformative intervention structures and 

strategies likely to benefit the site-based group of participating educators. Accordingly, 

reflective transformative professional development, focused on critical reflection was 

formulated to address the interests of site-based educators in cross-cultural dynamics and 

notions of reflective practice as a means to personal and professional growth (the 

theoretical and practical dvnamics ofthe structure and strategies employed are 

summarized in Appendix E). 

Furthermore, the pilot studv suggested that the focus of reflective-transformative 

professional dev elopment for site-based school-university partners should, for purposes 

of initial research and investigation, emphasize critical reflection rather than the 

perspective transformation as adumbrated by the transfomiation theorv' of adult leaming 

(Mezirow. 1975. 1981. 1990. 1991). Despite the primary'focus of transfomiadon theory 

and prior research by Mezirow (1975) on perspective transformation, and the limited 

theoretical exploradon of critical reflection as a focus of personal and professional 

development, the ten-month pilot study undertaken as a prelude to this microethnographic 

case study indicated critical reflection as the most suitable focus for professional 
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mven: 
dev elopment in this context. This indication was particulariv cogent gi 

(a) participants' expressed interest in reflective practice particulars, (b) the limited 

understanding of process thinking and reflective practice dynamics evinced in the 

discourse of pilot participants, and (c) indications noted in participants' discourse which 

indicated processual orientations to the approximation of critical reflection in the course 

ofthe ten-month pilot study. 

Hence, the pilot study suggested relevant, etic. coding families (Bogdan & Biklen. 

1992) to be utilized in ongoing data analysis, including the process and event coding 

familv. This scenario further suggested applicable, etic coding categories taken from the 

substantive theoredcal literature (see Section 3.7 of Chapter III). 

6.2.3.2 Site Selection 

A bellwether junior high school in the south-central Ignited States in its second 

academic year of operation was selected as site for the study, according to the sampling 

strategy ofthe same name (Goetz & LeCompte. 1984). Bellwether selection is one 

sampling strategv of criterion-based sampling as delineated bv Goetz and LeCompte 

(1984). Criterion-based sampling suggests that the investigator establish criteria, bases, 

or standards necessary for units to be included in the investigation. In bellwether 

selection the researcher develops a profile of an instance that would be the best, most 

efficient, most effective or most desirable of some population and then locates a 

real-world situation that most closelv matches the profile (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984). 
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According to the findings ofthe pilot which preceded this case study, the site chosen was 

bellwether for the area according to the following criteria: (a) participation in a 

school-university partnership agreement, (b) demands placed upon school educators as a 

result of challenging school structures and student population, and (c) willingness to 

experiment with alternative professional development perspectives and approaches. 

6.2.3.3 Sample Selection 

One self-selected group of educators who elected to participate in ongoing, 

site-based, dialogic, interactive, and reflective professional development constituted the 

reflection group for the pilot study. A similar, but much larger, 22 member group 

comprised the reflection group for the extant, research investigation. This latter group 

was composed of teachers, counselors, and educators at the chosen site who. under 

certain circumstances, also served as secondary school administrators. Five of these 

educators were male and 17 were female. These educators faced formidable challenges 

associated with high-technology, magnet-school curricula and instruction at this site as a 

predominantly Mexican American student population (75 percent ofthe school's student 

population) posed new challenges for many ofthe comparatively young educators (over 

67% ofthe educators in the reflection group had less than ten years of educative 

experience) at this school. 
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6.2.3.4 Research Strategies 

The research was initiated as an interpretive, microethnographic case study of a 

reflective-transformative, professional developmental intervention. Constant with the 

notion of a case study, this research resulted in an intensive, holistic, and multifaceted 

description and analysis of a bounded phenomenon using qualitative research methods 

(Merriam, 1988; Orum, Feagin, & Sjoberg. 1991). The reflection group studied was 

bounded to the extent that the final membership ofthe group, as well as the duration of 

the group itself were circumscribed. The case study was microethnographic in the sense 

that it focused on a quite specific organizational activ ity (professional development) 

within a verv' small unit (the reflection group) of an organization and relied upon 

extensive participant observation as the primary data collection methodologv (Bogdan & 

Biklen, 1992). This was an interpretive case study in the sense that descriptive data were 

generated and were used to develop conceptual categories and illustrate, support, or 

challenge substantive theoretical assumptions (Mertiam. 1988). Because the interpretive 

case study was qualitative, the model of analysis was inductive. 

6.2.3.5 Data Collection Methods 

Data were collected through participant observation and through participant 

records. Data collection via participant observation emphasized how teachers and other 

educators reflected on their own professional development and interacted on the basis of 

the meanings they generated. The researcher's participant role v aried as dictated by the 
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demands ofthe reflecdons and the setting ofthe research (Jorgensen. 1989). Participant 

observation of 15 reflection group sessions was augmented by field notes taken by the 

researcher, as well as audiotaping and videotaping of all reflection group discourse. 

Records (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) generated by group participants constituted an 

additional source of research data and, inter alia, included: daily reflective journals; 

cross-cultural and reflective, educational platforms; reflective progress reports; concept 

maps; reaction papers; critical incident summaries; video reviews: and certain other 

discretionary projects as submitted by reflection group participants. 

6.2.3.6 Data Analysis 

Coding (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982, 1992) was used to initiate data analysis. 

Relevant coding families (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982, 1992) were suggested bv the prior, 

ten-month, pilot study. These coding families and the pilot study suggested relevant 

coding categories taken from the substantive theoretical (Mezirow, 1975, 1981, 1990, 

1991) and related literature. 

Data processed through data analysis were also intersubjectively rated and 

subsequently categorized by the researcher and a colleague familiar with the site, the 

participants, the intervention, and the research study. This was accomplished according 

to categorization protocols. Using these protocols, categories were developed through 

such families as the process and event coding family (Bogdan & Biklen. 1992). As data 
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from such families were categorized according to a protocol, they were simultaneous!) 

and intersubjectively rated, excerpt by excerpt, on a scale ranging from I-IO. wherein, 

those excerpts intersubjectively considered the most indicative of a particular type of 

phenomenon or event, for example content reflection, were giv en the rating of" 1 " on the 

scale. These protocols, and the intersubjective rating systems used in conjunction with 

them, were developed by the researcher in order to enhance the thoroughness of coding 

and data analysis. 

The coding families utilized, the substantive theoretical and related literature 

summarized, and the coding categories employed, then suggested relevant coding 

subcategories (such as the instmmental and communicadve leaming domains). Emic 

commonalities identified among these subcodes, using the constant comparative method 

(Bogdan & Biklen, 1982; Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Patton. 1990), then suggested themes 

(such as phases of reflectivity). Supplementation ofthe etic coding perspective with that 

which is emic allowed the researcher to discover principles that represented and 

accounted for the way in which the particular domain was organized in the mental life of 

the participants to the study (Pitman & Maxwell. 1992). Finally, a comparison of these 

themes, thus identified, with the time line for the intervention suggested relevant, 

processual dynamics (such as the influence of phase transition sublimators). 
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6.2.3.7 Credibilitv 

The credibility of findings was a constant focus of this research and was targeted 

through: prolonged engagement, persistent observation, triangulation. member checking, 

peer debriefing, and referential adequacy (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

A prolonged period of participant observation in situ and sustained engagement 

with reflection group participants were essential elements ofthe case study and served to: 

(a) enable the investigator to capture the character of contextual human actions through 

firsthand contact (Hammersley, 1990), (b) enable a reconciliation of personal 

distortions arising from in situ social interactions and distortions introduced by the 

respondents themselves (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). and (c) enable an improved quality of 

field data facilitated by trusting and cooperative relationships with people in the field 

(Jorgensen, 1989). 

This microethnographic case study employed multiple sources of data and 

multiple methods of data collection as a means to the triangulation (Lincoln & Guba. 

1985) of emergent research findings. At the macro level, the study combined participant 

observation and participant records as data collection methods. Audiotaped. videotaped, 

field noted, and record-based data were compared and contrasted in data analysis. 

Member checking in the extant case involved the recycling of data and 

interpretations back to the reflection group members from whom thev were derived in 

order that these participants might question them as to the plausibility of interpretations 

and derived constructions (Merriam. 1988 ). This was most often accomplished through 
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various reciprocal feedback loops, especially with respect to participant generated records 

and provided opportunities for editing and clarification. Lincoln and Guba (1985) have 

argued that member checking is perhaps the most crucial strategv for establishing 

credibility. 

Peer debriefing between the investigator and those familiar w ith the site was 

regularly undertaken in order to enrich the tmstworthiness of research findings. This was 

particularly true with respect to intersubjective ratings and categorization undertaken with 

a colleague familiar with the site, the research, and the participants. These intersubjective 

ratings and categorizations were integral to data analysis. Peer debriefing helps the 

researcher establish credibility through a process of explaining himself to peers in order 

to explore aspects ofthe inquiry that "might otherwise remain only implicit within the 

inquirer's mind" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 308). 

Referential adequacy involves the archiving of selected data collected from a site, 

data which are recalled after tentative findings have arisen from data analysis (Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985). The researcher, or those not associated with the inquiry, may then utilize 

such materials in a determination of the meaningfulness of findings and interpretations 

derived from research data. In the extant research, pilot study data were archived until 

primary data analysis was complete with respect to extant research data. Archived data 

were then analyzed according to identical techniques in order to assess the adequacy of 

data analysis undertaken to date. The adequacy of those techniques was established. 
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6.3 Summary of Major Findings 

This general summary ofthe major findings issuing from this microethnographic 

case study of a reflective-transformative, professional developmental intervention will be 

presented in two parts. The first subsection \yill summarize the major findings as related 

to five phases of reflectivity observed and noted in participants' approximations of critical 

reflecdon. The second subsection will summarize the major findings germane to the 

culture ofthe school, barriers to collegiality, and the sublimation of 

reflective-transformative professional development focused on critical reflection. 

This latter subsection will recapitulate major findings associated with both indirect and 

direct sublimating elements of this culture ofthe workplace. 

6.3.1 Five Phases of Reflectivity in the Approximation 
of Critical Reflection 

Figure 4.1, as highlighted in prior discussion, provides a useful benchmark for a 

summarization ofthe major findings of this case study which are relevant to the subject of 

reflectivity. Specifically, Figure 4.1 illustrates longitudinal changes in participants' 

discourse associated with this professional developmental intervention and fiv e phases of 

reflectivity in the approximation of critical reflection. The perlustration phase of 

reflectivity was prereflective since participants' discourse associated with this phase 

exhibited awareness/examination that fell short of validity testing. Reflectiv ity in this 

phase was limited to the instrumental domain and usually associated with concems of 
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strategic action or planning; although, problem solving was also a less frequent focus of 

instrumental awareness/examination. By a ratio of 7:5:3, reflectivity in this phase were 

characterized as negative, positive, or ambivalent, respectivelv. 

Both the concatenation and precritical interrogation phases of reflectivitv were 

reflective since participants' discourse associated with these phases indicated validity 

testing. Participants' discourse which bracketed these two phases continued a pattem 

begun in the periustration phase of reflectivity, wherein, from a longitudinal perspective, 

the progression of reflectivity in the approximadon of critical reflection tended to 

emphasize increasingly inclusive, discriminatory, and integrativ e thinking first in the 

instrumental domain, followed by similar thinking in the communicativ e domain at more 

distant points in the course ofthe intervention. 

Participants' discourse in the concatenation phase of reflectivity tended to 

emphasize validity testing on content in the instrumental learning domain and less 

discriminatory, awareness/examination in the communicative domain. Instrumental 

content reflection in this phase was almost exclusively centered on issues and concems 

related to problem solving. This instrumental content reflection tended to be most 

associated (by a ratio of 6:1) with participant discourse intersubjectiv elv rated as negative 

versus positive. 

Communicative awareness/examination in the concatenation phase of reflectiv ity 

(by a ratio in excess of 2:1) centered around teacher-student issues and concems versus 

those relating to teacher-teacher relationships. Participant discourse associated with 
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communicative awareness/examination in this concatenation phase of reflectivity was 

intersubjectively rated negative, positive, or ambivalent according to the ratio, 8:3:4. 

The precridcal interrogation phase of reflectivity was most distinguishable by 

validity testing as submitted by participants' reflectiv e discourse in both the instrumental 

and communicative learning domains. Participants' instmmental process reflection in this 

phase of reflectivity returned to a strong emphasis on strategic action and planning with 

lesser attention focused almost equally among concerns and issues of problem solving, 

control, and cause-effect relationships. This instrumental process reflection was again 

primarily negative in character but less so than instrumental reflection in the 

concatenation stage of reflectivity. 

Participants' communicative content reflection in the precritical interrogation 

stage of reflectivity surprisingly revealed virtually a complete reversal in emphases from 

the prior, concatenation phase of reflectivity. Unlike the prior phase, participants' 

communicative discourse (by a ratio in excess of 2:1) centered on teacher-teacher issues 

and concerns versus teacher-student concems. Not unlike the pattern for instrumental 

process reflection, participants' communicative content reflection in the precritical 

interrogation phase of reflectivity (by a ratio of almost 2:1) was primarily negative versus 

positive. 

Participant's discourse in the problematization phase indicated the most inclusiv e. 

permeable, discriminatory and integrative reflectiv ity noted throughout the study. This 

critically reflective phase of reflectiv ity was differentiated by premise reflection in both 
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the communicative and instrumental leaming domains. I his phase also marked an 

important departure from the pattern observed in prior phases, wherein, intraphasial. 

instrumental reflectivity was consistently more inclusive and discriminator) than that 

associated with communicative reflectiv ity w ithin the phase. 

Indeed, this problematization phase of reflectivit) was in man) ways the great 

equalizer in participants' approximadons of critical reflection. Not only was critical 

reflection achieved in both the instrumental and communicativ e domains as evidenced b) 

participants' premise reflective discourse, but parity was a pattem ev ident in other areas 

analyzed as well. For instance, the foci of participants' instrumental premise reflections 

were almost equally divided between concems and issues of control, as well as strategic 

planning and action. Moreover the ratio of negative to positive reflections within the 

domain was virtually unitary. Similarly, participants' communicative premise reflections 

placed almost equal emphasis on both teacher-student and teacher-teacher intersubjectiv e 

relationships. Perhaps more importanth. these reflections were also more attentive to 

questions relating to social and consensual norms for understanding in a variet) of 

relationships including those between teachers and parents, as well as those between 

school educators and administration. Lastly the ratio of negative and ambivalent 

communicative reflections to those which were positiv e was almost unitarv. 

The fifth and final phase of reflectiv ity in this microethnographic case stud) was 

most notable for participants' trials toward the intersubjectification of multiple 

relationships associated w ith professional practice, including those between themselv es 
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and their students. However, participants' communicative process reflection was most 

often focused on teacher-teacher norms, relationships, and understandings (the ratio of 

reflections focused on teacher-teacher, teacher-student, and teacher-parent 

intersubjectivides was 17:4:3). Each of these intraphasial trends appeared to be an 

extension of discoveries and realizations made possible by critical reflections on 

assumptions and presuppositions in prior learning most of which took place in the 

problematization phase of reflectivity. 

As noted in Chapter IV. the aforementioned finding raises a prov ocativ e question. 

If problematization was the most inclusive, permeable, discriminatory, and integrative 

phase of reflectivity identified in this case study, why wasn't this phase the final phase 

identified by the research? By extension, why would reflectivity associated with the less 

advanced phase of intersubjectification follow the more advanced reflectivity associated 

with problematization? In part, the answer to both these questions involv es the fact that 

teachers, unlike many other practitioners, never really escape an env ironment inextricably 

bound to the instrumental domain. As Mezirow (1981, 1990, 1991) has caudoned, the 

concept of education has for decades been defined and operationalized in strictly 

instrumental terms. Secondarily, the answer to these two questions also inv oh es the 

powerful and pervasive influence ofthe culture ofthe school upon site-based professional 

developmental interventions, a topic which was discussed in Chapter V, the major 

findings of which are summarized in the subsection to follow. 
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6.3.2 Influences on Reflectivity and Collegiality 
Associated with the Culture ofthe School 

Participant observation ofthe activities of reflection group members, as well as. 

analysis of members' verbal and written discourse in this microethnographic case stud) 

revealed a potent culture ofthe school capable of active and premeditated sublimation of 

site-based, reflective-transformative professional development focused on critical 

reflection. This potent culture ofthe school was firmly entrenched despite: (a) the fact 

that the school itself had been in existence less than 14 months, (b) the fact that most 

teachers, counselors, and administrators had come to the school from disparate locales 

and prior experiences, and (c) the notable observation that this was a comparatively 

young school faculty. Although, the focus of this microethnographic case study was not 

the culture ofthe school and a complete description of it is beyond the scope of this 

study, analysis of data arising from participant observation and records generated by 

reflection group participants to this case study indicated elements of a culture ofthe 

school, which shared many ofthe norms which Rosenholtz (1989) has associated with a 

culture of isolation and estrangement. 

6.3.2.1 A Culture of Isolation and Estrangement: 
Indirect Elements 

As noted in Chapter V, Figure 5.1 outlines and summarizes the findings of this 

study which indicated a culture of isolation and estrangement operant within the school; a 

culture which embodied elements that were both direct and indirect sublimators of 

reflectivity as targeted in this professional developmental intervention and examined in 
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this microethnographic case study. A strict focus on rule s) stems, a strong emphasis 

placed on conformity, a distinct self-consciousness about the image ofthe school, an 

omnipresent and proscriptive grapevine, and pervasive scapegoating were elements of 

this culture of isolation and estrangement and served primarily as an infrastmcture 

through which more direct sublimation of reflectivity was enabled. Therefore, these 

elements of this culture of isolation and estrangement are best characterized as indirect 

sublimators of reflectivity. For example, the omnipresent and proscriptive grapevine 

indicated by the findings of this study regulariy served as a channel through which certain 

school faculty members would attempt to creatively subvert the course of participants' 

increasingly inclusive, discriminatory, permeable, and integrative approximations of 

critical reflection on professional practice. Moreover, this channel was not without 

carefully crafted connections to school administration. 

6.3.2.2 A Culture of Estrangement and Isoladon: 
Direct Elements 

Of greatest interest to the questions addressed by this microethnographic case 

study of a professional developmental intervention which purposefully targeted critical 

reflection, were those elements ofthe culture ofthe school which operated to directly 

sublimate reflectivity. As outlined in Figure 5.1, two of these cultural elements were 

variously influential throughout the five phases of reflectivity identified in this case stud). 

The first of these was a pervasive and persistent tendency identified in the discourse of 

reflection group participants which indicated distinct antitheoretical and antiempirical 
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biases toward practice. Moreover, those approaches indicated by the interv ention which 

were theoretical or explicitly based upon the findings of research were frequenth treated 

as inapplicable to the site if not incredulous. Secondly, the findings of this case study 

indicated a very low tolerance for ambiguity among reflection group participants, a 

characteristic which seemed to operate hand-in-hand with antitheoretical and 

antiempirical inclinations among these school practitioners. This low tolerance for 

ambiguity was often expressed as a distinct preference/w recipe learning approaches to 

professional development in contrast to the intentional, and self directed aspects ofthe 

extant intervention. In other cases, this low tolerance for ambiguity was expressed as a 

preference for didactic, as contrasted with experiential, forms of professional 

developmental delivery. 

Perhaps the most influential elements of this culture of isolation and estrangement 

as submitted by the findings of this case study were those elements ofthe school culture 

which appeared to sublimate at particular transitions between the five phases of 

reflectivity defined by participants' discourse in their approximations of critical 

reflection. Figure 5.2 summarizes the primary influence of these phase transition 

sublimators of reflectivity, sublimators which also operated as barriers to collegiality. 

according to the phase transition impacted and those cultural elements most influential at 

a particular phase transition. A perusal of this diagram reveals that instances of 

reflectiv ity observed or noted within a particular phase (central, diagonal cells ofthe 

diagram) are frequent at the initiation of a particular phase, taper-off as the phase 
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condnues, then again become frequent at the close ofthe phase. Ihis diagram al< 

illustrates that this tapering-off of instances of reflectivity associated with a particular 

phase follows the primary influence of phase transition sublimators. Accordingl). the 

diagram illustrates the finding that various elements ofthe school culture operated to 

sublimate the course of participants' approximations of critical reflection according to the 

phase of reflectivity examined at a point in time over the course ofthe professional 

developmental intervention. The delay between initial and frequent instances of 

reflectivity noted within a particular phase and the subsequent tapering-off of these 

instances as the phase continued, submits that, although the cuhure ofthe school required 

a period of time to adjust to the nuances of this form of professional development and the 

progression of reflective thought this development sought to foster, there vyas a particular 

sublimating response to each new phase of reflectivity attributable to the culture ofthe 

school. Figure 5.3 summarizes the distribudon of these sublimating, phase-transitional 

influences according to the phase transition impacted and the cultural element or elements 

most acdve at particular transitions. The flndings of this case study indicate that each of 

these phase transition elements associated with the culture of isolation and estrangement 

were as much barriers to collegiality and collaboration as sublimators of reflectivity. 

Finally, Figure 5.4 summarizes the particulars of these phase-transitional 

influences on reflectivity associated with the culture of isolation and estrangement 

indicated by participant observation of reflecdon group activities, as well as participants' 

discourse in the approximation of critical reflection. As the figure illustrates, the 
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continues, then again become frequent at the close ofthe phase. This diagram also 

illustrates that this tapering-off of instances of reflectivity associated with a particular 

phase follows the primary influence of phase transition sublimators. Accordingly, the 

diagram illustrates the finding that various elements ofthe school culture operated to 

sublimate the course of participants' approximations of critical reflection according to the 

phase of reflectivity examined at a point in time over the course ofthe professional 

developmental intervention. The delay between initial and frequent instances of 

reflectivity noted within a particular phase and the subsequent tapering-off of these 

instances as the phase continued, submits that, although the culture ofthe school required 

a period of time to adjust to the nuances of this form of professional development and the 

progression of reflective thought this development sought to foster, there was a particular 

sublimating response to each new phase of reflectivity attributable to the culture ofthe 

school. Figure 5.3 summarizes the distribution of these sublimating, phase-transitional 

influences according to the phase transition impacted and the cultural element or elements 

most acdve at particular transitions. The findings of this case study indicate that each of 

these phase transition elements associated with the culture of isolation and estrangement 

were as much barriers to collegiality and collaboration as sublimators of reflectivity. 

Finally, Figure 5.4 summarizes the particulars of these phase-transitional 

influences on reflectivity associated with the culture of isolation and estrangement 

indicated by participant observation of reflection group activities, as vycll as participants' 

discourse in the approximation of critical reflection. As the figure illustrates, the 
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transition between participants' nonreflective discourse (such as recurrent recapitulations 

ofthe day's events) and perlustration was directly influenced b) two sublimators of 

reflectivity associated with the culture ofthe school-a split faculty and creative 

subversion. As was outlined in Figure 5.1. one very important characterisdc of this 

culture of isolation and estrangement operant at the site was a split or fragmented school 

faculty. Participants' discourse submitted that the etiology of this split faculty related to 

at least four factors including a school structure which utilized academic teams, from 

which certain school educators were functionally excluded. Other origins of this split 

faculty submitted by participants' discourse included: organizational/administrative 

arrangements, activities, and structures; faculty placements; and animosity between 

faculty members. 

Creative subversion was another, powerful, cultural element which variousl) 

sublimated the course of participants' reflectivity during this professional developmental 

intervention. Although this active and often premeditated subversion of professional 

developmental efforts targeting critical reflection took a variety of forms, participants' 

discourse, especially at particular points ofthe intervention, was indicative of its 

influence. 

The phase transition from perlustration to concatenation, as illustrated in 

Figure 5.4, was sublimated by the following elements ofthe culture of isolation and 

estrangement operant within the school: a split faculty and pervasive negativity among 

school faculty. This pervasive negativity frequentl) related to both students and to 
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relationships between and among faculty members within the school. Thus, it was not 

surprising to find that this element of school culture operated as much as a barrier to 

collegiality and collaboration as it did to sublimate reflectivit). 

The transition in participants' discourse from the concatenation phase of 

reflectivity to the phase of precritical interrogation was again sublimated bv creative 

subversion. This influence is illustrated in Figure 5.4. However, in this transition, the 

modus of this creative subversion most often related to attempts, on the part of certain 

cultural matriarchs in the reflection group, to convince other reflection group members 

that certain brands of thinking or discourse were, in effect, risk taking, and in some cases, 

risk taking sufficient to threaten job security. Pattems wherein change and even 

collegiality were redefined in terms of risks and liabilides were common characteristics of 

matriarchal discourse during this interphasial transition. Such discourse was most often 

offered persona non grata amidst other, less vocal, discourse noted in a particular 

reflection group meeting. 

The influence of culture-based sublimators of reflectivity was most marked in the 

interphasial transition from precritical interrogation to problematization This latter phase 

of reflectivity also marked a transition in participants' discourse from precritical to critical 

reflecdons on perceptions, thoughts, feelings, and actions as related to person and 

practice. This premise reflection problematized assumptions and presuppositions as 

related to each of these. Therefore, it is perhaps not surprising that the culture ofthe 

school would prove most active in the transition to a phase of reflectiv ity in which 
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participants began to challenge, confront, and problematize tacit understandings, 

taken-for-granted assumptions, and consensual norms. Participants' discourse during this 

interphasial transition indicated that the following cultural elements were most active in 

the sublimation of this transition: a split faculty, pervasive negativity, change resistance, 

and creative subversion. These influences are summarized in Figure 5.4. The influence 

of change resistance on new initiatives in professional development is not a novel 

phenomenon and this professional developmental intervention was certainly no 

exception. 

The modus of creative subversion operant in the interphasial transition from 

precritical interrogation to problemadzation was, if nothing else, novel. Participants 

throughout the intervention exhibited a predisposition to blame students and students' 

lack of responsibility for many ofthe problems that were experienced by these educators 

in reaching and motivating these predominately Mexican American students at the site. 

However, during this interphasial transition, certain cultural matriarchs (chiefly a triad of 

veteran teachers) actively engaged in efforts to persuade reflection group members that 

in-session discussions of such realizations as discrepancies between espoused theories 

and theories-in-use were evidence that the facilitator of reflective-transformativ e 

professional development at the site, as a disinterested outsider, was "sitting in judgment" 

ofthe educators at the school. 
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The final transition in participants' reflective discourse identified in this 

microethnographic case study indicated the application of certain realizations and 

discoveries associated with critical reflection to intersubjective relationships among 

participants to the educative process, especially reladonships of collegiality and 

collaboration between school educators. Given the isolationist culture ofthe school 

submitted by the findings of this study, it was perhaps not astounding that several 

culture-related sublimators of reflectivity, which were also barriers to collegiality, should 

have been involved in this interphasial transition. Sublimating influences at work during 

this transition included: a split faculty, competition or the perception of competition 

between and among faculty members, and creative subversion. The influence of these 

sublimators is summarized in Figure 5.4. As clarified in Chapter V. participants' 

transitions from a culture of isolation and estrangement to critically reflective trials at 

collegiation and collaboration was sometimes fraught with questions of insecurity, invid). 

and competition. 

Indeed, simply bringing a group of educators together for the purposes of 

dialogue, grounding, personal and professional growth, does not a collegial group make. 

Formidable assumptions and presuppositions surround school educators' 

interrelationships in practice, many of which act both as sublimators of reflective practice 

and as barriers to collegiality and collaboration. 
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As noted in Chapter V, the findings of this microethnographic case study as 

related to sublimators of reflective-transformative professional development purposefullv 

focused on critical reflection are also relevant to the question: If problematization was 

the most inclusive, permeable, discriminatory, and integrative phase of reflectivity 

identified in this case study, why wasn't this phase the final phase identified by the 

research? The findings of this case study submit that various elements ofthe culture of 

the school influence the course of participants' reflectivity amidst professional 

development focused on critical reflection. These elements operate not only as 

sublimators of that reflectivity but as barriers to any sort of spontaneous collegialit) 

among participants to the intervention. These findings further submit that the 

problematization of certain critical assumptions and presuppositions about intersubjective 

understandings, intentions, relations, and noiTns germane to the communicativ e domain 

are a necessary prerequisite to the intersubjectification of relevant interpersonal 

relationships educators have or may aspire to have with significant others in their 

professional environment, including students, parents, and fellow educators. This is 

particularly the case for their relationships with fellow educators vv ithin the school with 

whom these practitioners might collaborate. Accordingly, the sort of reflectivity 

associated with participants' discourse in the "intersubjectiflcation" phase of reflectivity 

was, for these participants, unlikely without prior "problemitization" of that is critical 
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premise reflection on, certain norms, assumptions, and traditions that were part and parcel 

ofthe culture ofthe school. In the words of one participant: 

Doesn't this apply to so many aspects of our life? In our school, if we 
could all get rid of selfish feelings, competition. 'I'm better than you are' or 
'I know it all' attitudes, if we could all share more of our leamings. we 
could go further than if we continue struggling, each on our own. I think 1 
made this comment to another Valverde teacher, the other da). I guess she 
thought about it and told others because they seem to be including me into 
more of their activities. Sometimes you have to let people knovy that ) ou 
are there to, that you want to collaborate, and that from one grain of sand 
can come a mountain. 

6.4 Conclusions From the Study 

The findings of this microethnographic case study of reflective-transformative 

professional development focused on critical reflection answer the primary research 

question: What are the dynamics of critical reflection as the focus of 

reflective-transformative professional development in a site-based reflection group? 

These flndings first indicate that the targeting ofthe intervention based upon the 

preliminary findings ofthe pilot study (that is, the decision to focus the intervention on 

critical reflection rather than perspective transformation) was purposeful. As explicated 

in discussion ofthe theoretical framework for the study. Figure 2.1 details the most 

relevant dynamics ofthe transformation theory of adult learning (Mezirow. 1975, 1978. 

1981, 1990, 1991) as related to reflective thinking and practice. The findings of this study 

indicate that transformation theory does provide a purposeful framework for both the 

implementation and study of reflective-transformative professional development ofthe 
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type trialed in this research. Nonetheless, at the normative level, the d)namics detailed in 

Figure 2.1 would also suggest that perspective transformation should be the relevant 

target ofthe sort of professional developmental intervention implemented here. 

Consistent with the preliminary findings ofthe pilot study which preceded this 

intervention and this research, the findings of this microethnographic case stud) indicate 

that the implementation of reflective-transformative professional development with 

educational practitioners presents the professional developer with formidable challenges 

to this normative ideal. 

On the one hand, these findings implicate the formidable and inextricabl) 

instrumental, biopsychocultural history which educators bring to professional 

development. Despite inroads toward change, education, from the kindergarten 

classroom to the postsecondary arena, remains exceedingly instmmental. Perspective 

transformation as the target of group-oriented professional development is fundamentall) 

grounded in the notion of perspecdve taking (Mezirow, 1978, 1981). This nodon of 

intersubjectification submits that small-group participants, through a willingness to 

embrace the perspective of others, can problematize their own. such that, more inclusive, 

permeable, discriminatory, and integrative personal and professional perspectives are 

enabled. However, this intersubjectification. as illustrated by the findings of this stud), is 

significantly a communicative, not an instrumental, undertaking. 
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On the other hand, the findings of this study are consistent with those of 

Hargreaves and Dawe (1990). That is to say, "collegiality does not just happen." The 

findings of this study indicate that purposeful intersubjectification ofthe professional 

relationships among educational practitioners requires prior problematization ofthe 

understandings, intentions, relations, and norms that exist between and among these 

practitioners. Furthermore, the culture ofthe school may prove both a potent sublimator 

of this problematization and a challenging barrier to collegiality and collaboration among 

practitioners. Contrived collegiality ofthe sort challenged by Hargreaves and Dawe 

(1990) fails to address prior assumptions and presuppositions in leaming which subvert 

and sublimate. Problematization of these is key to the sort of spontaneous 

intersubjectification of professional relationships required for meaningful collegialit) and 

collaboration. 

Like collegiality, the findings of this microethnographic study also indicate that 

critical reflection "does not just happen." As was detailed in Chapter IV, Figure 4.1 

indicates five phases of reflectivity in the approximation of critical reflection, only one of 

which adumbrates transformative potential. All other phases found are meaning scheme 

bound and require problematization (premise reflection) for perspectiv c transformation 

(as was illustrated in Figure 2.1 and Figure 4.1). Once again, the culture ofthe school is 

intimately involved in the dynamics ofthe approximations. The culture ofthe school 

influences where practitioners enter this process, their rate of progression toward more 

discriminating and integrative reflectivity, and the degree of regression experienced in 
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participants' approximations of critical reflection. These findings also submit the 

importance of communicative elements in professional development designed for 

practitioners in the educational arena. 

The findings of this study can be compared to those of Rosenholtz (1989) 

according to the powerful influence ofthe culture ofthe school on change and 

improvement initiatives. This was found to be especially true for a school culture which 

reinforces norms of isolation and estrangement. Elements of such a culture, including a 

split faculty, pervasive negativity, competition between and among facult), change 

resistance, and creative subversion can sublimate the course of practitioners' reflectivity 

on practice and act as barriers to collegiality and collaboration. Moreover, the findings of 

this study indicate that such a culture may become entrenched within a school with 

frightening rapidity. Nonetheless, practidoners' progression through the phases of 

reflectivity identifled in this study, despite the sublimational influences of a potent culture 

ofthe school, would submit that reflective-transformative professional development 

purposefully focused on critical reflection can sufficiently problematize such cultural 

norms that the intersubjectification of potentially collegial and collaborative, professional 

relationships is facilitated. 

The notions of collegiality and reflecdon are ineluctably two ofthe most discussed 

concepts in the recent literature of education (Brookfield, 1990; Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 

1991; Hargreaves, 1992, 1994a, 1994b; Mezirow. 1990. 1991; Norris, 1994; Osterman & 

Kottkamp, 1993; Taafaki. 1992). To a lesser extent, various conceptions of a cridcal 
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pedagogy, critical thinking, and critical reflection have increasing!) come to fore in recent 

discussions ofthe social context of education (Knoblauch & Brannon. 1993; McCaleb. 

1994; McLaren. 1994; Mezirow. 1990. 1991; Smyth. 1989). In the same vein, perhaps 

the most pertinent conclusions to be derived from this microethnographic case study of a 

reflective-transformative, professional developmental intervention are inextricably bound 

to nodons of collegiality and cridcal reflection. Figure 6.1 provides a useful condensation 

of these conclusions in the context of recent and seminal literature with respect to these 

two arresting concepts; collegiality and critical reflection. 

Each ofthe upper and lower halves of Figure 6.1 appropriately begins analysis 

with the individual practitioner in isolation. As was detailed in the literature review 

which focused the interests of this case study, an increasing body of knowledge asserts 

that organizational improvement must begin with the individual (Argyris & Schon. 1974. 

1978; Argyris, 1993; Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993; Sarason. 1971, 1990). Osterman and 

Kottkamp (1993) have explained: 

Although organizadons certainly exert powerful influences on the people 
who inhabit them . . . organizations are human creations guided b) 
human intentions and decisions. . . . Thus, if organizations are human 
constmctions, the people in them should be the ones to determine what is 
needed and how to bring about meeting those needs. . . . Organizational 
change is a result of people changing themselves. (Osterman 8c Kottkamp. 
1993, p. 6) 

For these authors, the key to organizational improvement is individual dev elopment. 

Similariy. Argyris (1993) has argued that neither resource development nor organizational 

dynamics may be improved without a fiinctional comprehension ofthe notion that the 

individual is the basic and relevant unit of social structure. 
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Beginning with the individual practitioner in isolation. Figure 6.1 illustrates 

alternative paths to critical reflection and collegiality. respectively. The reader will note 

that collegiality, as refen-ed to here, denotes intersubjective!) defined collegiality. As 

Litfle (1990) has observed, the concept of collegiality has remained, "conceptually 

amorphous and ideologically sanguine" (p. 509). Little has argued that the notion may be 

thought of as a condnuum of collegial relations ranging from independence to 

interdependence. Accordingly, collegiality, for some, may be embodied in simple 

storytelling or scanning for ideas. Others may equate collegiality with the ready 

availability of mutual aid or assistance. Still others may feel that sharing is required 

before collegiality has been achieved. Uldmately. there are those who must witness joint 

work as evidence of true collegiality. Little's analysis of teachers' professional relations 

submits that what constitutes collegiality among these professionals is a function ofthe 

situated meaning or value educators attach to various interactions and levels of interaction 

indicated by the continuum presented. Likewise, the findings of this microethnographic 

case study submit that what constitutes collegiality among school professionals will be a 

product of their own intersubjectively defined conceptualizations of what is personally 

and mutually meaningful and/or valuable to them in context. 

The lower half of Figure 6.1 illustrates two altemative paths to this 

intersubjectively defined collegiality. The frame, central to the passiv e. unfacilitated path 

to collegiality summarizes current, nonnative literature, including Little's (1990) analysis, 

with respect to the character of conditions or contingencies which will lead to an) sort of 
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spontaneous, yet intersubjectively defined, collegialit). Basically this frame is the core of 

the passive, unfacilitated track to collegiality as defined here. 

The findings of this microethnographic case study submit a more direct path to 

intersubjectively defined collegiality is possible under certain conditions. First, 

reflective-transformative professional development ofthe t)pe trialed in this study, can 

proactively, facilitate, through five phases of reflectivity, critical reflection. Secondly, 

this critical reflection can sufficiently problematize those presuppositions and 

assumptions which surround teachers' professional relations that intersubjectification of 

those relationships, as a means to collegiality, is facilitated. The reader will note, 

however, that this is not a contrived path to collegiality. The content of teachers' meaning 

systems in context, their values, or their beliefs is not taken for granted in the pursuit of 

certain collegial norms thought conducive to professional development. Instead, 

facilitation is focused on reflectivity and cridcal reflecdon such that neither questions 

about ends, goals, and values in teaching nor the personal and emotional dimensions of 

teachers' professional interactions are preempted. 

Concomitantly, the upper half of Figure 6.1 illustrates two altemative paths to 

critical reflection. The frame, central to the passive, unfacilitated path to this critical 

reflection summarizes current normative and seminal literature, including the literature of 

transformation theory, with respect to the sorts of conditions or contingencies which will 

lead to comparatively acynosurial, yet critical, reflection. Essentialh. this frame is the 
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core ofthe passive, unfacilitated track to critical reflection, as defined by transformation 

theory (Mezirow, 1975, 1981, 1990, 1991). Necessarily. Schon's conception of reflection 

in acdon would seem an anomaly in a path to critical reflection which has been labeled 

passive and unfacilitated. However, although Schon's concept may be both an active and 

a facilitated path to reflection, it is not also, explicitly, a path to critical reflection as 

defined in this case study; that is, a challenging ofthe validity of assumptions or 

presuppositions in prior learning. 

As submitted in conjunction with the discussion ofthe theoretical framework for 

this case study, transformation theory (Mezirow, 1975, 1981. 1990, 1991) proposes a 

more direct path to critical reflection. Specifically, transformation theor} posits that an 

adult leaming environment premised upon the conditions for ideal discourse (Mezirow, 

1991; see Figure 2.1) can foster the sort of intersubjective collegiality necessary for 

perspective taking among participants to that environment. This perspective taking 

(Mezirow. 1978, 1991) is more than simple role taking. Instead, it connotes a willingness 

to recognize differences between one's own viewpoint and that of others as a means to 

validity testing and problematization ofthe former. Since this perspective taking can 

prompt, not only validity testing, but problemitization, as well, this path may serv e as a 

more direct, more proactive, path to facilitated, critical reflection as illustrated in 

Figure 6.1. 
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However, the findings of this case study indicate that these relationships, at least 

in educational environments, are powerfully mediated b) the culture ofthe workplace. 

For example, transformation theory would propose that an adult learning env ironment. 

premised upon conditions of ideal discourse can foster the sort of intersubjective 

collegiality necessary for perspective taking and subsequent, critical reflection. 

Nevertheless, the findings of this research also submit that elements ofthe culture ofthe 

school, especially phase transitional elements, may operate as barriers to such collegiality. 

thus frustrating that proactive path to critical reflection. 

Similariy, the findings of this study indicate that facilitated, 

reflective-transformative, intervention can, through various phases of reflectivity, prompt 

critical reflection as a means to personal and professional development. In tum, such 

critical reflection can prompt, subsequent, intersubjectification of teachers' professional 

relations such that an intersubjectively determined level of collegiality is facilitated. 

However, the findings of this study do not submit that such critical redirection 

will, in every case, lead to this intersubjectively determined collegiality. Indeed, more 

firmly entrenched cultures ofthe school than that encountered in this case study could 

fmstrate this proactive path to collegiality at any one of several junctures. In particular, 

the findings of this research caution that a more firmly entrenched culture could 

sufficiently sublimate the course of teachers' reflectivity that critical reflection was not 

facilitated. Similariy, had the extant, intervention in reflectiv e-transformative 

professional development not been first secured v ia a mutually negotiated. 
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school-university partnership, it is quite likely that certain participants' creativ e 

subversive sublimation would have persuaded school administrators to prematurel) 

suspend the intervention. 

Summarily, Figure 6.1 emblematizes the findings of this microethnographic case 

study with respect to reflective transformative professional development and the manner 

in which such development can provide a proactive, facilitated path to either critical 

reflection or intersubjectively defined collegiality. Yet, it is important to recognize that 

each of these paths is interrelated with the other. That is, both the findings of this study 

and those of Mezirow (1975. 1978, 1991) submit that intersubjectively defined 

collegiality may, through perspective taking, enhance professional developmental efforts 

toward critical reflection. Concomitantly, the extant findings indicate that critical 

reflection may, through problemitization and subsequent intersubjectification, enhance 

collegiality. Accordingly, reflective-transformative professional development which 

simultaneously targets both the facilitadon of intersubjectively defined collegiality and 

the facilitation of critical reflection should prove comparably superior to that which 

targeted only the one. 

However, the findings ofthe extant research also adumbrate certain notable 

caveats. First, for collegiality to serve as an enhancement to critical reflection, according 

to the path detailed in Figure 6.1, that collegiality. as targeted by the professional 

developmental effort, must not prove a contrived collegiality. As previously discussed, 

conclusions arising from the findings of this case study are in accordance with those of 
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Hargreaves and Dawe (1990) on this subject. Secondly, professional developmental 

efforts which target reflection but do not also encourage critical reflection are unlike!) to 

enhance the sort of intersubjective collegiality necessary for what Hargreaves (1992) has 

referred to as a "collaborative culture" (p. 226). In such collaborative cultures: teachers 

are more united than divided, more tmsting and helpful by routine, more sharing of 

failure and uncertainty than protective and defensive. Finally, both critical reflection 

and intersubjective collegiality may be powerfully influenced by the culture ofthe 

workplace; a culture which sublimates reflectivity and critical reflection among its 

members as it thwarts their inclinations toward any sort of spontaneous and 

intersubjective collegiality. Indeed, this culture ofthe workplace may. for man) 

organizations, prove the pivotal factor in professional developmental efforts which seek 

to move beyond technocratic instmmentalism toward more reflective-transformative 

perspectives on organizational success. 

6.5 Questions for Further Inquiry and Implications lor 
Professional Practice and Scholarship 

The purpose of this study was not to argue that reflective-transformative 

professional approaches are the one best way to professional development, nor was it to 

argue that the dynamics of critical reflection as the focus of reflective-transformative 

professional development constitute certain fixed and sequential phases of reflectiv it): 

nor was it to argue that certain factors extemal to reflectivit) are necessarily the limit of 

relevant influences upon a site-based implementation of such an intervention. 
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Instead, the purpose of this microethnographic case study was to expand the base of 

understanding as related to reflective-transformative professional development focused 

on critical reflection and factors extemal to reflectivity which might influence the course 

of that development. 

Research ofthe type undertaken here is specificall) focused on the study of 

bounded phenomena in context. The product is a thick description, the tmstworthiness of 

which has been the focus of constant effort throughout the study. On the one hand, this 

thick description, as with all qualitative research, provides but the data base which 

enables judgments of transferability on the part of potendal appliers (Lincoln & Guba, 

1985). On the other hand, this thick description does not constitute an offering of 

universally applicable and prescriptive models or frameworks for action. Rather, this 

case study raises additional questions pertinent to evolving inquiry and thinking germane 

to the topics addressed by the research. Although, they are certainly not exhaustive of 

such questions, the subsections to follow will raise certain questions for further inquiry 

indicative ofthe range of possibilities useful to professional developers, educational 

administrators, cross-cultural and multicultural educators, practicing teachers, and 

researchers. 

6.5.1 Professional Developers 

For professional developers this study raises sev eral questions. Giv en the 

increasing complexity, diversity, and uncertainty ofthe postmodem world, to what extent 
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must professional development begin to reflect the need for process thinking and 

reflectivity, if not cridcal reflection among developmental participants? If critical 

reflecdon is an effectual focus for postmodern perspectiv es on professional dev elopment. 

as the findings of this study would submit, how much more important does it become to 

develop approaches which simultaneously encourage noncontriv ed, intersubjectively 

defined collegiality as a means to perspective taking and, subsequent, critical reflection? 

Do technocratic approaches to professional development encourage collegiality as a 

means to personal and professional development? If so, in what ways do technocratic 

approaches encourage the sort of intersubjectively defined collegiality discussed here, or 

do they contrive collegiality? 

Research by Hargreaves and Dawe (1990) would suggest that many do contrive 

collegiality. Moreover. Mezirow (1978, 1981. 1991) has concluded that such leaming 

environments will not yield the sort of collegiality necessary for perspective taking and. 

subsequent, critical reflection. The inferences indicated by this case study tend to support 

that conclusion. This raises the question of whether technocratic instrumental approaches 

to professional development, as we have known them, will continue to prove increasingl) 

ineffectual in a postmodern world. 

At a more fundamental level, the absence of process thinking skills among school 

educators submitted by this case study raises questions about the likelihood that such 

educators will prove effective in the adaptation of technocratic, one-shot-treament. 

approaches to professional development to their particular, and increasingl) div ersified 
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teaching situations. More importantly: To what extent do such approaches, with their 

recipe learning orientations, predispose teachers toward antitheoretical and antiempirical 

biases? 

The interrelatedness of critical reflection and intersubjectively defined collegialit) 

in professional development that is truly reflective-transformative proposes the need to 

simultaneously target both in such interventions. However, this raises questions about the 

need for professional developers to remain attentive to, if not prediagnose. the culture of 

the workplace in conjunction with reflective-transformative interventions. Liebemian 

and Miller (1984) have cautioned that any effort to improve the organization must issue 

from a strong understanding about the social context ofthe workplace. The conclusions 

of these authors would recommend prediagnosis ofthe workplace culture prior to 

professional developmental intervention. Yet, what means of cultural diagnosis are most 

appropriate? 

Sathe (1983) recommends a diagnostic and organizational theoretical framework 

emphasizing the content, manifestations of and interpretations of the organization's 

informal culture. Necessarily data collection efforts are concentrated on the 

manifestations of that culture including objects, talk, behavior, and emotions. Is this 

open-ended, organizational theoretical, model appropriate to the educational environment 

or should the diagnostic employed prove more specific to educational settings? 
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Patterson, Purkey and Parker (1986) suggest a school culture inventor) which is a 

survey oriented diagnostic as contrasted with the open-ended framework recommended 

by Sathe (1994). Is this a more appropriate diagnostic ofthe workplace culture in 

educational organizations? Does the survey format suggest a reductionist orientation to 

cultural understanding? 

Lieberman and Miller (1984) propose a format that is both particular to 

educational organizations and open-ended with respect to data collection. This format 

focuses attention on such broad categorical questions as: (a) What is the general 

atmosphere ofthe school? (b) What is the nature ofthe student population? (c) How is 

power defined and allocated within the school? (d) Is the school an orderly env ironment 

for leaming and teaching? At face value, this cultural diagnostic would seem more 

consistent with relevant elements for attention suggested by Rosenholtz's (1989) anal) sis 

of workplace cultures, but is it? Is the format inclusive or merely suggestive? Moreover, 

should the professional developer be more concerned with such prediagnostics or with 

ongoing attention to the culture ofthe school as manifested in the course ofthe 

professional developmental intervention? 

Hargreaves' (1994a) analysis of development and desire in the postmodem world 

of education concludes that perhaps ongoing attention to the culture ofthe workplace is 

the more appropriate focus for professional developers. Yet. his anahsis is somewhat 

less than specific as to how one might focus such attention. Is such an approach less 
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proactive than it is reactive? What are the appropriate foci of attention to the ongoing 

culture ofthe workplace? 

Participants' discourse in this microethnographic case study submitted five phases 

of reflectivity in their approximations of critical reflection. This would seem to propose 

questions about whether the professional developer may assume that those professional 

developmental interventions which target reflective practice also address questions of 

critical reflection among participants. If such interventions do not. what does that sa) 

about the likelihood that any sort of spontaneous, intersubjectively defined collegialit) 

and collaboration may be associated with the product of such interventions? 

6.5.2 Educational Administrators 

The potentially devastating and powerfully subversive elements ofthe school 

culture identified by this study indicate that both direct and indirect pressures may be 

brought to bear on administrators who sponsor the sort of reflectiv e-transfomiative 

professional development which problematizes those taken-for-granted aspects of school 

culture considered inviolable or traditional. This raises questions about the involvement 

of such administrators in the totality ofthe professional developmental intervention. 

Given the very creative subversion which may surface in response to such interventions, 

should administrators be involved with, and understand the d) namics of such 

development and such influences from the outset? Barring other commitments to the 
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intervention, are they likely to resist such powerful coercion to suspend as surfaced in this 

case study? What about the potential contribution of their perspective to such 

developmental efforts? 

Should other school educators have the benefit ofthe administrative perspective 

in their deliberations about and reflections upon relevant issues of workplace dynamics 

and school improvement? Would their presence prove an inhibiting factor to teachers' 

reflective discourse about the challenges and dilemmas of reflective practice? Would 

their presence encourage others who have contemplated, but remained insecure about 

change initiation? 

The culture ofthe school as a barrier to collegiality and as a sublimator of 

reflectivity also raises questions about administrative understandings of that culture 

irrespective of current or contemplated, professional developmental initiatives. To what 

extent are building administrators encouraged to and provided the tools with which to 

diagnose their own workplace cultures? To what extent do they overlook these cultures 

in change and improvement initiatives? What are the consequences of such oversight? 

Would their involvement in reflective-transformative development initiativ es sufficiently 

enhance their cultural, diagnostic skills to have applicabilit) in practice long after the 

cessation ofthe extant intervention? To what extent are building administrators prepared 

to enhance and support teachers' postdevelopmental prowess in process thinking, 

reflectivity, and critical reflection? 
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When teachers begin to problematize long-standing cultural assumptions 

and presuppositions, when they begin the intersubjectification of their professional 

interactions, the findings of this study indicate that dramatic changes are possible 

with respect to collegiality, collaboration, and consensual nomis shared among practicing 

professionals. To what extent are comparativel) uninvoh cd administrators prepared 

for these byproducts of reflective-transformative professional development? Are they 

prepared to support the sorts of fundamental changes that may be submitted b) teachers' 

critical reflections on school structure or the culture ofthe workplace? Are they 

prepared to understand the requests if they have not also participated in the 

developmental process? 

6.5.3 School-University Partners 

The focus of this research was not the impact of a school-university partnership on 

the dynamics of critical reflection or reflective-transformative professional development. 

Rather, the partnership served to enable the site-based and site-specific foci ofthe 

intervention. Nonetheless, the very stringent tests to which school-university partnerships 

may be put as a result of creative subversive efforts to sublimate the course of 

reflective-transformativ e professional development has implications for this school 

university partnership. On the school side ofthe coin, the sorts of contingencies for 

which school administrators must be prepared has been discussed. Howev er, questions 

remain as to how well building-level administrators understand the implications of a 
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commitment to long-term, ongoing, professional development which is also 

reflective-transfonnative in character. The five phases of reflectiv it) in the 

approximation of cridcal reflection which were indicated b) this study adumbrate the 

necessity for long-term commitment to such development. Do administrators' prior 

experiences with technocratic-instrumental approaches variously labeled inserv ice. 

training, or staff development suggest understanding ofthe nature of 

reflective-transformative development emphasizing a professional commitment to 

ongoing, reflective practice and personal growth? Will these administrators doubt 

teachers' commitment to such initiadves? What level of tmst can administrators be 

expected to hold with respect to so-called "outsiders" as a result of their involvement with 

a school-university partnership? What knowledge might enhance these commitments and 

these levels of trust? 

On the university side ofthe coin, a commitment both to the partnership and to 

the potentially beneficial outcomes possible from a carefully crafted intervention in 

reflective-transformative professional development may prove a vary narrow tightrope 

indeed. Is meaningful change and/or improvement possible without risk? How should 

university partners assess the tradeoff? Are university partners knowledgeable about the 

culture ofthe school and are they prepared for the risks inherent in addressing 

presuppositions that site-based educators and administrators may hold with respect to it ? 

Are university partners prepared to serve as true facilitators? Are these partners equalh 

prepared for the long-term, ongoing commitment demanded b) reflective-transformativ e 
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professional development? What are their own experiences and what has been their lev c! 

of understanding with respect to the dynamics of reflectivit) and the culture ofthe 

workplace? 

Perhaps the most important implications for these university partners relate to 

certain ofthe school's structures often associated with school-university partnerships. 

Frequently such partnerships emphasize educator cohort groups such as academic teams 

or cadres or building leadership teams. The conclusions of this study are consistent with 

those of Hargreaves and Dawe (1990) in this regard. Specifically, a very fine line ma) 

exist between high potentials for collaboration among members of these cohorts and the 

sort of contrived collegiality which will quickly render these groups ineffectual, if not 

intemally antagonistic. The findings of this case study indicate that prior, 

problematization of these professional reladonships and potential interactions, if not 

intersubjectification of them, is required if meaningful collegiation and collaboration are 

to be facilitated. These conclusions raise important questions for these univ ersity 

partners. To what extent are these interactive dynamics taken into account in the design 

and structure of school-university partnerships? To what extent do single-site foci with 

respect to these enterprises increase the likelihood of culture-based barriers to collegiality 

and sublimation of professional developmental efforts? Are cohort arrangements 

inclusive of all school faculty or do they promote Balkanization? 
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6.5.4 Inservice Teachers in Cross-Cultural 
Multicultural School Enviromnents 

Forecasted demographic trends through the year 2015 adumbrate profound 

changes in the make-up of public school, student populadons (Hodgkinson. 1992; 

Rumberger, 1991). In many cases these populations will become increasingly 

muhicultural. In others cases, the student population vyill become disproportionately 

Mexican American. African American or Asian American as the school's teaching 

population remains predominately White, monocultural (Fuller. 1992) in the sense ofthe 

westem cultural canon (Nieto, 1992). Based on the site-specific requests of participants, 

this case study addressed the needs of site-based educators at the school who w ere 

experiencing problems as related to the latter, cross-cultural, scenario described above. 

The findings of this case study raise an interesting question as to w^hether these teachers' 

prior academic preparations or the culture operant at the school were more influential in 

the problems these teachers were experiencing with their predominately Mexican 

American students. In either case these findings call into question, as other researchers 

have done (Banks. 1988: Nieto. 1992: Sleeter. 1990). the efficac) of so-called, add-on 

programs in multicultural education, and especially multicultural staff development. Do 

such programs provide teachers vyith adequate opportunities for reflection conceming the 

influence of their own biopsychocultural historv on their approach to students whose 

cultural background is different from their own? Would teachers who have little 

experience with reflective thinking, reflective practice, and especially critical reflection 

prov ide responses to a prior needs assessment which in any way submitted that their own 
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cultural lenses might be a factor in their problems with their Mexican American students? 

Are teachers, especially veteran teachers, likely to question their presuppositions, 

assumptions, and potendal biases with respect to students of color without prior 

problemitization of related meaning and belief systems? Would the results of a typical!) 

technocratic-instrumental needs assessment have indicated that the culture ofthe 

workplace might be a pivotal factor in teachers' approaches to these students? 

6.5.5 Preservice Teachers 

The antitheoretical and antiempirical biases among teachers that were indicated by 

this study raise questions about what reflective and critical thinking skills preservice 

teachers are being taught in preparation for the powerfully sublimational and subversiv e 

influences they may encounter vis-a-vis the culture ofthe workplace. This study submits 

that such teachers are not learning process thinking skills in their preserv ice preparation, 

much less skills essential for reflective practice or critical thinking. Given the cultures of 

isolation and estrangement these teachers may encounter in their first educative position, 

shouldn't they prove already adept at personal skills of reflection and critical thinking? 

To what extent are they being prepared for the powerfully emotional side of teaching in 

an increasingly diverse and complex worid of postmodern education? Tickle (1991). in a 

study of beginning teachers, found that leaming how to handle emotional responses 

associated with the strains of becoming a new teacher was as important as leaming how 

to conduct tasks, confront new experiences, make judgments, build relationships, or 
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integrate new knowledge. Nonetheless. Hargreaves (1994a) in his analysis ofthe 

emotional side of teaching has concluded that the dominant paradigms of teacher 

development, research, and practice remain rational, calculative. predominantly 

masculine in character, and managerial. The findings of this case indicate that the 

unpredictability of teachers' actions which may be prompted by certain, entrenched, 

workplace norms may )ield a very turbulent, excitable, and emotional teaching 

environment w hich beginning teachers and teacher developers each ignore at their own 

peril. Moreov er. these findings raise questions about the need to provide preserv ice 

teachers with the skills to evaluate these emotional states in context, lo what extent do 

these conclusions reinforce arguments that preservice teachers must develop process 

thinking and reflectiv e practice skills? To what extent do these conclusions further 

suggest that critical thinking and critical reflection skills w ill prove essential to the 

success of these teachers amidst those workplace cultures which reinforce antitheoretical. 

antiempirical. and anticollegial. norms? 

The model of professional development trialed here and the d) namics associated 

with implementation of that model further submit that preserv ice teacher education 

models, if they are to foster skills of process thinking, reflective practice, and critical 

reflection, must restmcture toward less instrumental, more conmuinicativ e and 

transfomiativ e frameworks for pedagog). Additionally, the findings of this study indicate 

that teachers' lifelong experiences in leaming and teaching environments inextricably tied 

to instrumentalism may inhibit their propensities toward reflectivity, reflective practice 
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and critical reflection as a means to personal and professional development. If reflective 

practice is a goal worthy of consideration in teacher development, if critical pedagogy is a 

goal worthy of consideration for their students (Smvlh. 1989). wliy does preservice 

teacher development remain so bound to notions of rational cognition and 

instrumentalism? As Hargreaves (1994a) has cautioned: "Many vva)s of knowing, 

thinking, and being moral; not just rational, 'logical' ones, are coming to be seen as 

legidmate. not the least of which are the knowledge and moral judgment of women" 

(p. 28). If the preeminence of reason and purposive rationality are drawing to a close in 

this, postmodern age (Hargreaves, 1994a), what new kinds of knowledge, what new vya) s 

of knowing, what new models of reflectivity are we offering today's student and 

tomorrow's teacher? Are we providing preservice teachers with the know ledge and skills 

necessary to develop a network of critical friends through which they may weather the 

turbulence and storms of entrenched, cultures of isolation and estrangement they may 

encounter in those first critical months of practice as a professional? 

6.5.6 Researchers 

For researchers, this study raises questions about whether a similar stud) focused 

on critical reflecdon would identify the same five phases of reflectiv ity in participants' 

approximation of critical reflection. This study has concluded that these five phases are 

not necessarily sequential. However, it may be that a less entrenched culture ofthe 
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Balkanization and faculty fragmentation which may ensue, have we done enough to think 

through the implications of these structural decisions? Are certain presuppositions and 

assumptions about these models being taken-for-granted? Do we hav e a sufficient 

knowledge base concerning the impact of workplace cultures on these arrangements? 

Should participants be encouraged to problematize their professional relationships before 

participafing in these cohorts and, if so, do we have an adequate knowledge base about 

how such problemitizadon might be structured and implemented? 

The findings of this case study indicate that critical reflection plays an important 

role in prompting the sort of intersubjectively defined collegiality necessary for trul) 

collaborative school cultures. Had the study been longer term, had it been possible to 

structure continuous professional development, how might participants have progressed 

from the intersubjectification of their professional relationships toward notions of a 

collaborative school culture? Would this culture simply replace the predominant 

culture of isolation and estrangement, or would the school suffer a period of competing 

informal cultures? What do these dynamics say about the notion of school leaders as 

culture builders? Do we have a functional knowledge base on how school leaders might 

encourage, if not promote, the intersubjectification of teachers' professional relationships? 

This study submits that we need additional empirical knovyledge with respect to 

the potential role of intersubjectively defined collegiality in participants' efforts to 

approximate critical reflection as a means to personal and professional development. 
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Do we adequately understand the nodon of collegiality'? Little's (1990) analysis would 

suggest that we do not. What are the research implications of a reciprocal!) interrelated 

connecdon between intersubjecdvely defined collegiality and critical reflection? 

Some researchers may be intrigued with the idea that certain elements ofthe 

culture ofthe workplace can function as both barriers to collegiality and sublimators of 

reflectivity. Does this further suggest a reciprocal interrelationship between 

intersubjectively defined collegiality and critical reflection? Why were these cultural 

influences not more effectual in sublimating the course of participants' reflectivity or in 

precluding their intersubjectification of professional relationships as a prelude to 

spontaneous collegiality? What other elements of workplace cultures are potential 

sublimators of reflectivity and how might they differ by context? 

Finally, how might researchers approach the question raised by this stud) which 

submitted that teachers' prior experiences with so-called inservices, trainings, and staff 

development set them up for expectations which do not encourage truly professional 

development? To what extent are teachers' expectations for recipe learning tied to the 

inextricably instrumental influences of prior experiences with technocratic models of 

staff development? How might teachers' perspectives on professionalism and de facto 

professional development be influenced prior to the implementation of a more 

reflective-transformative approach? Are current conceptualizations of professionalism in 

education so inlierently instmmental that new perspectives are precluded? The follow ing 

passage of discourse taken from a teachers' reflective journal is exemplary of these 
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concerns with respect to our knowledge base regarding professional development and 

professionalism in education: 

p2r039148k I cannot help but think of the focus on the needs 
ofthe Mexican-American student when I hear the word 'professional' 
now. . . . I feel that we can be seeds about to germinate if we are \yilling to 
share and try ideas. That is, if we can talk toward solutions and not 
defeats. . . . I feel a notch taller professionally in that 1 knovy that 1 vyill 
constantly be reaching outward and upwards for solutions to the 
educational problems ofthe Mexican-American student. . . . Mv job is an 
obligation to my community and the Mexican-American community. 1 
must employ all of my ingenuity and skills in reaching the 
Mexican-American child in order to maximize successful teaching. 

Clearly, this teacher's discoveries provide us with a cogent reminder that professionalism 

in practice, like reflectivity, like collegiality, like collaboration, is a relative notion, a 

concept which when removed from context has no more meaning than did Conan Doyle's 

Musgrave Ritual without Holmes' sense of history and the Musgrave grounds. 

6.6 Concluding Remarks 

Have you ever noticed the things you tend to take for granted? Visual h 

examine an atom-absurd, right? Wrong, with the aid ofthe atomic microscope, it is 

possible, it has been done. Terrorists-the Middle East-right? Try Oklahoma Cit). try 

Japan. Visit East Beriin? Sure-through binoculars. Wrong, stay overnight if you wish! 

Social Security: eternally faithful? Perhaps bankrupt by the turn-of the-centur). 

Selena-a bright and rising star? Fallen star. Dowover lOOO-impossible? Per Contra. 

4000, and climbing. Perhaps these confounding phenomena and events are not really 
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paradoxical at all. In a volume called Knots, R. D. Laing (1969) has perspicaciously 

described the central problem: 

The range of what we think and do 
is limited by what we fail to notice. 
and because we fail to notice 
there is little we can do 
to change 
until we nodce how failing to notice 
shapes our thoughts and deeds, (p. 24) 

Could it be that we in education have also failed to notice: the rapidl) changing 

complexity and diversity of our postmodem worid, the weight of demographics that could 

crush our schools as they operate today, the fallacies of post hoc analyses and reductionist 

solutions to increasingly diversified educadonal challenges, fundamental inconsistencies 

between notions of a bounded rationality and a age of unbounded information and 

contextual contingencies. Will the range of possibility in educational leadership prov e. as 

Laing proposes, bounded by what we fail to notice? The conclusions of this study submit 

that critical self-reflection is the key to that which will be noticed, that vyhich will make a 

contextually relevant and empathetically meaningful difference in the lives of teachers 

and their students. 
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GLOSSARY 

Autarkic. Of or relating to, a policy of establishing economic self-sufficiency and 
independence (Hoy & Miskel, 1987). 

Biopsychocultural history. The totality of biological, psychological, and sociocultural 
influences on one's personal biography (Mezirow, 1978, 1981. 1991). 

Characterological. Of or relating to character or to the study of character and personalit) 
(Mezirow, 1991) 

Communicative competence. "Is the ability to participate in rational assessment ofthe 
evidence and arguments that support an implied or explicit claim ofthe validity of a 
linguistic communication act-that is to apply rationality to dialogue" (Mezirow. 
1991, pp. 68-69). 

Conation. "Involves both desire and volition, the intensity with which one wants to do 
something. It is conditioned by the tacit learning that occurs in the process of 
socialization. Behavioral intentions involve conative, cognitive, and affective 
dimensions" (Mezirow, 1991, p. 14) 

Conscientization. "The process by which leamers achieve a deepening awareness of both 
the sociocultural reality which shapes their lives and of their capacity to transform 
that reality through action upon it" (Freire, 1970, p. 27). 

Consensual validation. A form of validity testing pertinent to the communicative 
leaming domain which takes the form of consensus reached through rational 
discourse (Mezirow, 1991). 

Constrained vision. A view of human beings as hopelessly flawed which maintains that 
the best human kind can hope for is a perilous prosperity and a fragile peace which 
are most likely to be gained through the conservative adherence to tradition and the 
collecdve wisdom of society (Sowed, 1986). 

Culture codes. "The tacit regulatory principles that establish power relationships and the 
nature of appropriate discourse both within a given body of knowledge or area of 
specializadon and among such bodies and areas" (Mezirow. 1991, p. 7). 

Deduction. Reasoning from the general to the particular (Mezirow, 1991). 
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Determinism. A system of philosophy which denies liberty of action in the adherence to a 
holding that the will is not free, but is invincibly determined by motives (Milam. 
1991). 

Enable. To provide the means or opportunity for. that is. to make possible or provide 
the capacity with which to do or accomplish something else (Simpson & Weiner. 
1989). 

Facilitation of Reflective Practice. Osterman and Kottkamp (1993), following their 
extensive research with reflective practice as means to professional development, 
have concluded that reflection, although often thought of as a solitary meditative 
endeavor, is best developed through the guiding facilitation of another capable of 
engaging individuals in a challenging leaming process. Osterman and Kottkamp hav e 
succinctly summarized the importance of this facilitation through their description of 
the essential qualifications for an effectual facilitator: 

A person who's inherently curious, someone who doesn't have all the 
answers and isn't afraid to admit it . . . someone who is secure enough to 
make his or her thinking public and therefore subject to discussion; 
someone who's a good listener; someone who likes and trusts other people 
to make the right decisions if given the opportunity; someone who is is 
able to see things from another's perspective and is sensitive to the needs 
and feelings of others; someone who is able to relax and lean back and let 
others assume the responsibility for their own leaming. (p. 64) 

Of these essentials, these authors maintain that perhaps the most important is trust. 
For them, the key to trust, and therefore, facilitation, is the creation and nurturing of 
an environment conducive to reflection. 

Ideal Discourse. According to Mezirow (1991, pp. 11-1%), participants in an ideal 
discourse would: 

• have accurate and complete information 
• be free from coercion and distorting self-deception 
• be able to weigh evidence and assess arguments objectively 
• be open to altemative perspectives 
• be able to become critically reflective upon presuppositions and their 

consequences 
• have equal opportunity to participate, and 
• be able to accept an informed objective and rational consensus as a legitimate 

test of validity. 
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It is Mezirow's contention that these conditions supply the grounds for the 
determinadon of criteria by which one may judge the developmental level of 
meaning perspectives (perceptual filters), educational process, and social goals. 

Induction. Reasoning from the particular to the general 

Ideology. "A complex and contradictory system of representations (discourse, images, 
myths) through which we experience ourselves in relation to each other and to the 
social structures in which we live" (Newton & Rosenfelt, 1985. p. xix) 

Idiographic theories. Are those designed to explain events in a particular historical 
sequence, or behaviors and the beliefs of groups and individuals within specific 
cultural contexts. They are grounded in the selecdon of relevant instances (0mm. 
Feagin, «& Sjoberg, 1991). 

Invidy. Of or having to do with envy or differential comparisons and/or perceptions 
(Mezirow. 1991). 

Language games. "The tacit agreement that we share about the way language is to be 
used in specific contexts-the definition of words, the situations to which they 
pertain, and the results of using them" (Mezirow, 1991. p. 54). 

Meta-Theoretical paradigms. Families of like theories which share a common 
philosophy of science and a theory of society (Burrell & Morgan, 1979). 

Neurotic. Of or relating to a personality disorder typified by excessive anxiety or 
indecision which may cause problems for the individual in certain aspects of social 
adjustment (Gould, 1989). 

Nominalism. The philosophical doctrine that general notions [such as the notion of a 
tree] have no realities corresponding to them and have no existence independent of 
human cognitive construction and such symbolism as names or labels (Logan, 1987). 

Nomothetic theories. Those intended to represent general laws of human behavior which 
also require verification by comprehensive selection or probabilistic means to 
establish their universality (Hoy & Miskel, 1987). 

Ontogeny. The development of or developmental history of an individual organism 
(Mezirow, 1991). 

Personal contructs. Templates that human beings create and attempt to fit ov er their 
realities (Kelly, 1963). 
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Perspective Transformation. Perspective transformation is the fourth and most important 
form of aduh leaming described by Mezirow (1990) in his explication ofthe 
transformation theory of adult leaming. Mezirow has summarized the concept as 
follows: 

Perspective transformation is the process of becoming criticall) aware of 
how and why our assumptions have come to constrain the vyay we 
perceive, understand, and feel about our world; changing these structures 
of habitual expectation to make possible a more inclusive, discriminating, 
and integrative perspective; and finally, making choices or otherwise 
acting upon these new understandings. (1991, p. 167) 

Mezirow (1975, 1981, 1990, 1991) has presented a strong and mulddisciplinary case 
arguing that perspective transformation, a product of critical reflection on either an 
accretional or epochal series of events, is the central process of adult development. 
Indeed, Mezirow has shown the many parallels between his own conception of 
perspective transformation as intentional and Bmner's (1957) work on decentration 
as a developmental tendency toward higher cognitive stmctures capable of the 
reconciliation of disjunctions between conceptual schemes and experience. 

Phylogeny. The development, evolution, or evolutionary history of a group of organisms 
(Mezirow. 1991). 

Positivism. A family of philosophies characterized by an extremely positive evaluation of 
science and the scientific method. The perspective rests on three primary 
assumptions: (a) naive realism in the form of a belief in the existence of an extemal 
world that can be described in scientific language, (b) a universal scientific language 
which is intended to adequately represent science as an ideal linguistic system in 
which true propositions are in one-to-one relation to facts, and (c) a correspondence 
theory of truth which holds that science can capture the external facts ofthe world in 
propositions that are true if they correspond to facts and fail if they do not (Lincoln & 
Guba. 1985; Min. 1992). 

Postmodernism. A perspective which addresses the particular kinds of contexts and 
changes which educators and others are experiencing and encountering at this 
specific moment in history. Theories of postmodemity highlight the characteristics 
and consequences of an emergent postindustrial, postmodem age. Of postmodemity, 
Hargreaves (1994a) has written: 

In this period, old factory systems of mass production and consumption in 
an age of heavy manufacturing and standardized schooling s) stems that 
served it, are being replaced by flexible technologies in smaller units of 
enterprise These . . . are calling for more flexible skills among future 
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workforces, and flexible patterns of teaching, leaming, and schooling 
through which such skills can be developed. 

In postmodern organizations, fixed rules and segregated roles are 
replaced by a focus on tasks and projects. . . . Self managing schools . . . 
and professional development networks . . . are realizations of these 
emerging tendencies. 

Culturally and polidcally, the postmodem age is witnessing a 
collapses of moral, political and scientific certainties. . . . With the decline 
of singular certainties, more voices are able to make themselves heard 
throughout the culture - the voices of women, visible minorities, the 
disabled, (pp. 4-5) 

Accordingly, old missions are collapsing in the postmodem age as advances in 
telecommunications and the rapid dissemination of information are placing old 
ideologies and scientific traditions in disrepute. Instead, the emphasis has 
increasingly turned to new missions and new visions in organizational understanding 
and in building new school cultures grounded in flexibility, cultural diversity, high 
tolerance for complexity, and organizational fluidity. 

Praxis. The informed and creative implementation of a purpose (McLaren. 1994; 
Mezirow, 1991). 

Pseudonym. A fictitious name or designation (such as a code, label, or number) used to 
conceal or maintain the confidentiality of a person or an entity (Orum, Feagin, & 
Sjoberg, 1991). 

Realism. The philosophical doctrine that there is an immediate or intuitive cognition of 
external objects and that these external objects exist independently of human 
sensation or concepfions (Hoy & Miskel, 1987). 

Social norms. Expected patterns of behavior among humans in interaction at the level of 
the individual or the level ofthe group (Mezirow, 1991). 

Sociocultural. Of, pertaining to, or signifying the combination or interaction of social 
and cultural elements (Mezirow, 1981). 

Solidarity. Unanimity of attitude or purpose as between members of a group or of a 
social class (Mezirow, 1991). 

Symbolic models. Phenomena such as a siren, a clock ticking, Camelot, or Rhett Butler 
standing at the base ofthe balustrade, which we project imaginatively onto our sense 
impressions in order to construe meaning often incognizant of the knowledge that 
these are filtered through our meaning perspectives. (Mezirow, 1991). 
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Teleological. Of or relating to the doctrine that final causes exist (Min, 1992). 

Theory "A theory integrates pieces of information into a whole: it makes sense out of 
data; it summarizes what is known and offers a general explanation ofthe 
phenomenon under study" (Merriam, 1988). 

Typification. "Refers to the nonreflective review of and selection of constructs from prior 
leaming that are used to construe the meaning of a new experience" (Mezirow, 1991, 
p. 16). 

Voluntarism. Systems or approaches in accord \yith the will of participants and actions 
undertaken of participants' own volidon (Milam, 1991). 
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APPENDIX B 

META-THEORETICAL PARADIGM MATRIX 
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Subjective 
(Philosophy of 
Science 
Dimension} 

The Sociology of Radical Change 
(Theory of Society Dimension} 

Radical Humanist 

Emphasize 
! constraining 

organ i/.at ional 
; ideologies 

Interpretive 

Emphasize meaning 
perceptum. 

interpretation, and 
construction within 

the organjziition 

Radical Structuralist 

Emphasize the need 
lor radical 

organizational change 
• • • 

Functionalist 

Emphasize 
structuralism. 

systems. 
objectivity 

^ :| 

The Sociology of Regulation 
(Theory of Society Dimension} 

Objective 
(Philosophy of 
Science 
Dimension} 

Figure B.l: Meta-Theoredcal Paradigms-Families of Like Theories Which Share 
a Common Philosophy of Science and a Theory of Societ). <* I*")* kMt>v.\Ti«;\\i 
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APPENDIX C 

FOUNDATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS OF SELECTED 

THEORETICAL AND META-THEORETICAL 

PARADIGMS 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

People participate in the construction of realit). 
Constmction occurs witliin a context that influences people. 
Construction is a constant activity that focuses on change and noveltv rather than fixed 
conditions. 
Commonly accepted categories of understanding are socially constructed. 
Forms of negotiated understanding are integral!) connected with other human activities. 
The subjects of research should be considered as knowing human beings. 
Locus of control is within the subjects themselves, and complex action is constructed 
purposefully. 
Human interactions are based on intricate social roles, the rules governing which, are 
often implicit. 

Constructivist Assumptions Underlying Transformation Theory (Mezirow, 1991): 

a conviction that meaning exists within ourselves rather than in extemal forms 
a conviction that the personal meanings which we attribute to our experience are 

acquired and validated through human interaction and communication 
an understanding that our actions toward things are based on the meanings that the things 
have for us 
an understanding that these meanings are handled in and modified through an 
interpretive process that we use in dealing with the things we encounter. 

The Structural Functionalist Meta-Theoretical 
Paradigm (Adams, 1988; Burrell & Morgan, 1979): 

takes a realist, positivist, deterministic, & nomothetic approach to social science 
the social Theoretical Interests ofthe paradigm stress the status quo, social order, 
consensus, social integration, and cohesion 
operates on the assumption ofthe existence of an extemal social reality worthy of study 
organizational theorists ofthe paradigm seek to explain and predict behavior through the 
isolation of regular pattems of social relations and causal relationships among 
constituent elements 

The Interpretive Meta-Theoretical 
Paradigm (Logan, 1987; Burrell & Morgan, 1979): 

takes a nominalist, antipositivist, voluntarist, and idiographic approach to social science 
social theoretical interests continue to stress the status quo, social order and solidarity. 
but the paradigm denies the existence of a single, extemal reality 
interpretive research attempts to demonstrate how hard. real, and tangible aspects of 
organizational behavior are dependent upon the subjective interpretations and creations 
of individuals in context 
organizational reality is studied as constructed through words, symbols, and actions that 
members share as they communicate and derive meanings from these communications 
and their own acdons 
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APPENDIX D 

SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONAL FORMAT: 

PLATFORM WRITING 
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PLATFORM WRITING 

DEFINITION: 

"A platform is a written statement that expresses one's stated beliefs, v alues, 
orientations, goals, and occasionally, the assumptions that guide professional practice" 
(Osterman 8c Kottkamp, 1993, p. 67). A platfomi consists of a series of such 
assumptions and beliefs as expressed in a declarative fomiat (Sergiovanni & Stan-at, 
1983). These assumptions and beliefs deal with the way that students grow, with the 
purposes of schooling, with the nature of leaming. with pedagogy and teaching, with 
educational programs, and with school climate. Although platfomis establish one's 
position relative to educational practices, the writer must also look beyond surface 
behaviors to probe for the real consequences of diverse school practices (Sergiovanni & 
Starratt, 1983). 

NORMS FOR WRITING PLATFORMS: 
Platforms should be contextualized and grounded in real-life, and the day-to-day 

experiences ofthe writer. Platform writing should be considered a realistic, rather than a 
hypothetical experience (Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993). Those assumptions which the 
writer accepts and which serve as the basis for particular choices constitute perhaps the 
most important aspect ofthe writer's platform (Walker, 1971). 

CROSS-CULTURAL PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT: 
Collaborate with your colleagues in the small-group to which you are assigned in 

order to reflect upon your own cross-cultural platform for the academic, social, and 
psychological development of Mexican American students in your classroom or vow-
particular professional work environment at this campus. You will be provided with a 
diagram (Bamett & Brill, 1990) which is an example of a framework of relevant factors 
which administrators would address in the development of their platforms. Utilize your 
small-group discussion to suggest how this framework would change to address what 
you, as an individual, consider a relevant, yet inclusive, framework for personal platform 
development. Recall that your platform should be tailored to reflect your platform with 
respect to the academic, social, and psychological needs of your Mexican American 
students or clients. 

Essentially, you are utilizing small-group discussion to prompt a self-interview. 
This is not a test since there are not any definite right or wrong answers. Rather, it is an 
opportunity for you to state your intentions as a professional working with Mexican 
American students. It is an opportunity to also indicate areas that, for you, remain unclear 
and need further clarification. 

Listed on the page to follow are the nine areas (seven of which are explicitly 
included in the attached framework) administrators would consider when writing their 
personal platforms (Barnett & Brill, 1990; Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993). As a small 
group, adapt. delete, or add to these seven areas as you develop a cross-cultural platform 
indicative of your professional work with Mexican American students. Utilize your small 
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group discussions to stimulate ideas for similar factors to be considered in platfomi 
development. 

1. Student Outcomes: What are the types of skills, attitudes, and feelings you want 
students to possess? 

2- Instructional Climate: What type of climate is needed to support the student outcomes 
you listed above? What evidence will you have that the desired climate is in place? 

3- Instructional Organization: How will instruction be organized and delivered to 
support the type of climate and student outcomes you desire? 

4. Principal's Routine Actions: What activities will you engage in to insure that the types 
of instructional organization, climate, and student outcomes you desire actually occur? 

5. Community: How will you involve parents in the school's affairs? 

6. Beliefs and Experiences: What is year philosophy of educadon (e.g.. beliefs about 
leaming, students, teachers, parents)? How will you communicate this philosophy to 
students, parents, teachers, community members, and district personnel? 

7. Institutional Context: What types of support will you request from district personnel? 
What other outside sources of support will you try to obtain? 

8. Present Preparation: To this point in your professional preparation, what experiences 
and/or materials have influenced you development? Which have you found to be the 
most and least productive? 

9. Future Preparation and Development: What additional skills attitudes, and values do 
you feel you need to develop? What other experiences will you need to engage in to 
continue your professional development? 

SELECTED REFERENCES: 

Bamett, B. G., & Brill, A. D. (1990). Building reflection into administrative training programs. Joumal of Personnel Evaluation in 
Education.. 3, 2. 179-192. 

Osterman, K. F. & Kottkamp. R. (1993). Reflective practice for educators: Improving schooling through professional 
development. Newburv Park, C A: Corwin. 

Sergiovanni. T..I..& Starratt, R. J. (1983). Supervision: Human perspectives (3rd. ed). 
New York: McGraw-Hill. 

Walker, D. (1971. November). Naturalistic model for curriculum development. 
School Review, 80,51-65. 
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APPENDIX E 

INTERVENTION MATRIX: REFLECTIVE-TRANSFORMATIVE 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
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Table E.l: Intervention Matrix: Reflective-Transformative Professional Development 

KEY INDICATOR OF 
REFLECTIVE -
TRANSFORMATIVE 
{R-T} PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT BY 
DOMAIN 

CONCEPTUAL/ 
TERMINOLOGICAL 

Emphasis on 
Professional 
Development and 
Teachers as Learning 
Professionals 

A Focus on the Personal 
and Professional Growth 
ofthe Individual 

META-THEORETICAL 

A Developmental Program 
Grounded in an 
Ecological, or Interpretive, 
Meta-Theoretical 
Paradigm 

DOCUMENTATION / 
SOURCE OF 
ARGUMENT(S) 

(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 
1991, various); 

(Giroux, 1988, p. 122); 
(Logan, 1987, p. 14); 
(Osterman & Kottkamp, 
1993, p. 18) 

(Argyris, 1993, p. 36); 
(Argyris & Schon, 
1974, various); 
(Argyris & Schon, 
1978, various); (Bloom 
& Sheerer, 1992, pp. 
279-282); (Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, pp. 5). 

(Hargreaves, 1994, pp. 
2-4); (Logan, 1987, 
various); (Nowicki, 
1991, various); (Pink, 
1986, various); 
(Hargreaves, 1990, p. 
28).; (Pink, 1988, 
various); (Pink, 1992, 
various); (Werner, 
1991, p. 151) 

KEY ELEMENT OF 
THE INTERVENTION 
INCORPORATED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH 
KEY INDICATOR OF 
R-T PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Credo for Reflective 
Practice 

Critical 'Self-Reflection* 
as the Primary Target 
of Professional 
Developmental 
Activities 

Substantive Theory 
[Transformation 
Theory (Mezirow, 
1990, 1991)} of Adult, 
Personal and 
Professional 
Development, 
Grounded in the 
Interpretive 
Meta-theoretical and 
Constructivist 
Theoretical Paradigms. 

SOURCE FOR 
DETAILED 
EXPLICATION 
&/or 
DISCUSSION 
OF 
INTERVENTION 
ELEMENT 

(Osterman and 
Kottkamp, 1993, 
pp. 46, 48); [See 
Appendix E] 

(Hart, 1990, p. 
54, 56); (Wildman 
& Niles, 1987, pp. 
26,29-31); 
(Mezirow, 1990, 
pp. xv-xvi, 13) 

(Mezirow, 1981, 
p. 18, various); 
(Mezirow, 1990, 
pp. 1-4). 
(Mezirow, 1991, 
pp. xiii-xv, 1, 4, 
10,221). 
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KEY INDICATOR OF 
REFLECTIVE -
TRANSFORMATIVE 
{R-T} PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT BY 
DOMAIN 

A Contextualized 
Developmental Program 

A Phenomenological 
Approach to Research on 

iiî ^ 

DOCUMENTATION / 
SOURCE OF 
ARGUMENT(S) 

(Adams, 1988, p. 414); 
(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 
1991, various); (Gitlin, 

Bringhurst, Burns, 
Cooley, Myers, B, 
Price, Russell, & Tiess, 
1992, various): 
(Kremer-Hayon, 1991, 
various); (Sirotnik, 
1988, p. 176, 179, 
various) 

(Pink, 1992, various); 
(Sirotnik, 1988, pp. 
169-170; 172, 173, 
178) 

KEY ELEMENT OF 
THE INTERVENTION 
INCORPORATED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH 
KEY INDICATOR OF 
R-T PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Substantive Theory of 
Adult, Personal and 
Professional 
Development, 
Grounded in the 
Interpretive 
Meta-theoretical and 
Constructivist 
Theoretical Paradigms, 
Which Takes a 
Contextual Approach 
to Learning and 
Memory Through an 
Emphasis on Meaning 
as Interpretation in 
Context. 

Substantive 
Theoretical Focus, 
Grounded in the 
Interpretive 
Meta-theoretical and 
Constructivist 
Theoretical Paradigms, 
Which Considers 
Phenomenological 
Approaches the 
Relevant Methods of 
Inquiry As Related to 
Theory Development 
and Enhancement. 

SOURCE FOR 
DETAILED 
EXPLICATION 
&/or 
DISCUSSION 
OF 
INTERVENTION 
ELEMENT 

(Mezirow, 1981, 
p. 22); (Mezirow, 
1985a. p. 142): 
(Mezirow, 1991, 
pp. 9-25): 

(Mezirow, 1981, 
p. 11); (Mezirow, 
1991, various) 
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KEY INDICATOR OF 
REFLECTIVE -
TRANSFORMATIVE 
{R-T} PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT BY 
DOMAIN 

THEORETICAL 

A Developmental Program 
Grounded in a 
Constructivist Theoretical 
Paradigm 

Learning, and Theories of 
Adult Learning as Central 
Programmatic Elements of 
Professional Growth and 
Development. 

A Reflective Practice 
Orientation 

DOCUMENTATION / 
SOURCE OF 
ARGUMENT(S) 

(Nowicki, 1991, 
various); (Pink & Hyde, 
1992, various); 

(Barth, 1990, various); 
(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 
1991, p. 341-344); 

(Loucks-Horsley, 
Harding, Arbuckle, 
Murray, Dubea, & 
Williams, 1987, 
various); (Olson, 
Butler, & Olson, 1991); 
(Valencia & Killion, 
1988, p. 3) 

(Cochran-Smith & 
Lytle, 1993, various); 
(Osterman & Kottkamp, 
1993, pp. 31-40, 
43-55); (Schon, 1983; 
40-60, various); 
(Schon, 1987; various); 

KEY ELEMENT OF 
THE INTERVENTION 
INCORPORATED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH 
KEY INDICATOR OF 
R-T PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Substantive Theory 
[Transformation 
Theory (Mezirow, 
1990, 1991)1 of Adult, 
Personal and 
Professional 
Development, 
Grounded in the 
Interpretive 
Meta-theoretical and 
Constructivist 
Theoretical Paradigms. 

Transformation 
Theory (Mezirow, 
1975, 1981,1990, 
1991) provides a 
paradigmatic 
framework for adult 
learning and 
professional 
development which 
reconceptualizes 
learning, not as 
behavioral change, but 
as explication, 
elaboration, 
contextualization, 
validation &/or action. 

Transformation 
Theory (Mezirow, 
1990, 1991) is 
Evolving our 
Understanding of 
Critical Reflection as 
the Distinctively Adult 
Characteristic of 
Learning and Personal 
Development. 

SOURCE FOR 
DETAILED 
EXPLICATION 
&/or 
DISCUSSION 
OF 
INTERVENTION 
ELEMENT 

(Mezirow, 1981, 
p. 18, various); 
(Mezirow, 1990, 
PP.1,4). 
(Mezirow, 1991, 
pp. xiii-xv, 1, 4, 
10,221). 

(Mezirow, 1985a, 
p. 142); 
(Mezirow, 1985b, 
various); 
(Mezirow, 1990, 
pp. 1,9); 
(Mezirow, 1991; 
pp. 1-3, 7, 12-13, 
89-90; 93-94; 
103-104). 

(Mezirow, 1990, 
p. 12); (Mezirow, 
1991, p. 61; 
99-110. 112-114). 
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KEY INDICATOR OF 
REFLECTIVE -
TRANSFORMATIVE 
{R-T} PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT BY 
DOMAIN 

Transformation and 
Transformative Practice 

Clarification and 
Interpretation of Meaning 

Collegiality & 
Collaboration as both 
Precursors and Outcomes 
of Professional 
Development 

DOCUMENTATION / 
SOURCE OF 
ARGUMENT(S) 

(Basseches, 1984, 
various); (Giroux, 1988, 
various); (Marsick, 
1990, various); 
(Osterman & Kottkamp, 
1993, p. 6, various); 
(Sirotnik, 1988, pp. 
181) 

(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 
1991, pp. 8-10,30-46, 
351-352); (Gage, 
1989, various); 

(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 
1991, pp. 84, 131-137, 
141-142); (Goodlad, 
1988, various); 
(McCaleb, 1994, 
various); (Pink and 
Hyde, 1992, various); 
(Sirotnik, 1988, pp. 
169, 175-177); 

KEY ELEMENT OF 
THE INTERVENTION 
INCORPORATED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH 
KEY INDICATOR OF 
R-T PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Transformation 
Theory (Mezirow, 
1990, 1991) 
Conceptualizes 
Perspective 
Transformation as the 
Fourth and Most 
Important form of Adult 
Learning. 

A la Transformation 
Theory (Mezirow, 
1990, 1991): "Our 
need to understand our 
experiences is perhaps 
our most distinctively 
human attribute. We 
have to understand 
them in order to know 
how to act effectively" 
(Mezirow, 1991, p. 10). 

A la Transformation 
Theory (Mezirow, 
1990, 1991): "Where 
adults come together 
in response to the 
same existential 
dilemmas for the 
purpose of finding 
direction and meaning, 
projective instructional 
matenals may be 
unnecessary" (1991, p. 
19). 

SOURCE FOR 
DETAILED 
EXPLICATION 
&/or 
DISCUSSION 
OF 
INTERVENTION 
ELEMENT 

(Mezirow, 1990, 
pp. 
xvi,3,18,84-89); 
(Mezirow, 1991, 
p. 167; 184-185, 
202-203). 

(Mezirow, 1990, 
pp. 1-4, 9-11); 
(Mezirow, 1991, 
pp.4, 10. 13-15, 
157-158) 

(Mezirow, 1978, 
pp. 102, 104); 
(Mezirow, 1981, 
pp. 18-19,21-23); 
(Mezirow, 1991, 
p. 19). 
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KEY INDICATOR OF 
REFLECTIVE -
TRANSFORMATIVE 
{R-T} PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT BY 
DOMAIN 

Ideal of Self-Directed 
Learning 

A Framework for the 
Interrogation of 
Assumptions / 
Presuppositions 

Conative, as well as. 
Cognitive Dimensions 

v.•,y•^^^^^^V••^••^:,^^•;V.:,Vj-•a^i:W 
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DOCUMENTATION / 
SOURCE OF 
ARGUMENT(S) 

(Bloom & Sheerer, 
1992, p. 265): (Brockett 
& Hiemstra, 1985, 
various); (Brookfield, 
1985) 

(Cochran-Smith and 
Lytle, 1993, p. 64); 
(Osterman & Kottkamp, 
1993, pp. 92, 122, 

161). 

(Cochran-Smith and 
Lytle, 1993, p. 64 
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KEY ELEMENT OF SOURCE FOR 
THE INTERVENTION DETAILED 
INCORPORATED IN EXPLICATION 
ACCORDANCE WITH &/or 
KEY INDICATOR OF DISCUSSION 
R-T PROFESSIONAL OF 
DEVELOPMENT 

A la Transformation 
Theory (Mezirow, 
1985a, 1990, 1991): 
"Educational, 
economic, political. 
and social practices 
and institutions are to 
be judged and justified 
or challenged in terms 
of the ideal conditions 
of dialogue and 
self-directed learning" 
(Mezirow, 1985a, pp. 
149-150). 

Transformation 
Theory (Mezirow, 
1990, 1991): 
Articulates the 
process of becoming 
critically aware of how 
and why our 
assumptions have 
come to constrain the 
way we perceive, 
understand, and feel 
about our world 

Transformation 
Theory (Mezirow, 
1990, 1991), holds that 
learning must be 
understood in terms of 
five interacting 
contexts, including the 
line of action , through 
which the learner 
exercises her/his 
conative power. 

INTERVENTION 
ELEMENT 

(Mezirow, 1978, 
various): (Nolan 
& Huber, 1989, p. 
139); (Mezirow, 
1981, pp. 18. 21): 
(Mezirow, 1985a, 
pp. 149-150) 

(Mezirow, 1981, 
pp.22): 
(Mezirow, 1991, 
pp.4, 10, 
13-15,157-158) 

(Mezirow, 1991, 
p. 14). 

•- _ . • , . „ , » ^ 
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KEY INDICATOR OF 
REFLECTIVE -
TRANSFORMATIVE 
{R-T} PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT BY 
DOMAIN 

METHODOLOGICAL 

Facilitation vs. Instruction 

DOCUMENTATION / 
SOURCE OF 
ARGUMENT(S) 

(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 
1991, p. 342): 
Newmann, Onosko, & 
Stevenson, 1990, p. 
55): (Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, p. 43, 
45-57, 62-64, 98-99, 
170-171, 181). 

KEY ELEMENT OF 
THE INTERVENTION 
INCORPORATED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH 
KEY INDICATOR OF 
R-T PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

SOURCE FOR 
DETAILED 
EXPLICATION 
&/or 
DISCUSSION 
OF 
INTERVENTION 
ELEMENT 

Monitoring Norms for 
Descriptive Feedback 
Established for class 
Discussions 

Using Self-Disclosure, 
especially about 
Personal Fallibility 
to Foster Trust 

Channeling of 
Discussions Through 
the Learning Wheel 

Prompting Inquiry 
About What others 
Think, Want, or Feel 

(Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993. 
p. 57): 

(Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, 
p. 56): 

(Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, 
p. 58): [See 
Appendix F ] 

(Bolman & Deal, 
1991, p. 138): 
(Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, 
60): (Valencia & 
Killion, p. 3) 

Voluntary/Volitional 
Participation and Learning 

(Cochran-Smith and 
Lytle, 1993, p. 64): 
(Hargreaves, & Dawe, 
1990, pp. 229, 
239-240) 

Negotiated Consent Lincoln & Guba, 
1985, pp. 
253-259) 
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KEY INDICATOR OF 
REFLECTIVE -
TRANSFORMATIVE 
{R-T} PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT BY 
DOMAIN 

Dedicated Time 

Longitudinal/Ongoing 

DOCUMENTATION / 
SOURCE OF 
ARGUMENT{S) 

(Newmann, 1990, p. 
53); (Wildman & Niles, 
1987, pp. 25-31) 

(Jacullo-Noto, 1988, 
various); (Hargreaves, 
1984); (LeCompte & 
Dworkin, 1991, 
various); (Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, p. 
138) 

KEY ELEMENT OF 
THE INTERVENTION 
INCORPORATED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH 
KEY INDICATOR OF 
R-T PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Reflection Group 
Meetings, once/week. 
3 hours/meeting. 

Dedicated Reflective 
Discussion Periods, 
last 30-60 Minutes @ 
Meeting; including. 
Critical Incidents 

Reflection Group 
Development Cast in a 
Postsecondary Course 
of 15 Weeks Duration. 

SOURCE FOR 
DETAILED 
EXPLICATION 
&/or 
DISCUSSION 
OF 
INTERVENTION 
ELEMENT 

(Mezirow. 1991, 
p. 212); (Nolan & 
Huber, 1989, p. 
137) 

(Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, 
p. 44); (Nolan & 
Huber, 1989, p. 
132); (Brookfield, 
1990, pp. 31-34) 

(Mezirow, 1978, 
pp. 107-108); 
(Mezirow, 1991, 
pp. 168; 
210-213); 
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KEY INDICATOR OF 
REFLECTIVE -
TRANSFORMATIVE 
{R-T} PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT BY 
DOMAIN 

Interactive/Experiential 

Flexible/Experimental 

DOCUMENTATION / 
SOURCE OF 
ARGUMENT(S) 

(Blair, 1988, various); 
(Kolb, 1984, pp. 
161-207, various); 
(Osterman & Kottkamp, 
1993, pp. 26-28; 
122-124; 154) 

(Loucks-Horsley, 
Harding, Arbuckle, 
Murray, Dubea, & 
Williams, 1987, 
various); (Stallings, 
1989, pp. 3-4) 

KEY ELEMENT OF 
THE INTERVENTION 
INCORPORATED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH 
KEY INDICATOR OF 
R-T PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Discretionary 
Shadowing Projects 

Role Plays 
{Participant & Video} 

Discretionary Parental 
Involvement & Home 
Visit Projects 

Simulations 

Critical Debate/Panel 
Discussions/Role 
Reversals 

Discretionary, In-Class 
& Out-of-Class, 
Projects with Optional 
Avenues for 
Collaboration 

SOURCE FOR 
DETAILED 
EXPLICATION 
&/or 
DISCUSSION 
OF 
INTERVENTION 
ELEMENT 

(Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, 
p. 75) 

(Brookfield, 1987, 
p. 104); 
(Brookfield, 1990, 
pp. 123-128) 

(Grant & Sleeter, 
1989, p. 16); 
(McCaleb, 1994, 
pp. 3-28) 

(Brookfield, 1987. 
p. 107-109); 
Kierstead & 
Wagner, 1993. 
pp. 8-10, 12) 

(Brookfield, 1990, 
pp. 100, 129-130) 

(Mezirow, 1981, 
p. 21-23); 
(Brookfield. 1987, 
pp. 111-132) 
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KEY INDICATOR OF 
REFLECTIVE -
TRANSFORMATIVE 
{R-T} PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT BY 
DOMAIN 

Interinstitutional 
Collaboration 

Small Group/Dialogic 

DOCUMENTATION / 
SOURCE OF 
ARGUMENT(S) 

(Goodlad, 1988, pp. 
3-31); (LeCompte & 
Dworkin, 1991, 
various); (Newmann, 
etal., 1990, various); 
(Sirotnik, 1988, 
various) 

KEY ELEMENT OF 
THE INTERVENTION 
INCORPORATED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH 
KEY INDICATOR OF 
R-T PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

(Cochran-Smith & 
Lytle, 1993, various); 
(Logan, 1987, p. 2, 
various); McCaleb, 
1994, 48-56; (Werner, 
1991); (Valencia & 
Killion, 1988, p. 4); 
(Hargreaves, 1994) 

Negotiated 
School-University 
Partnership 
Enablement fostered to 
Promote Goal 
Integration, Modeling 
of Collegiality & 
Collaboration, 
Constant Inquiry. 
Infusion of new 
knowledge and 
Alternative 
Perspectives 

Reflection Group 
Structure, Focused on 
Constant Inquiry 

Critical Debate/Panel 
Discussions 

Dedicated Reflective 
Discussion Periods, 
last 30-60 Minutes @ 
Meeting; including, 
Critical Incidents 

Purposeful Effort to 
Foster the Conditions 
of Ideal Discourse 

SOURCE FOR 
DETAILED 
EXPLICATION 
&/or 
DISCUSSION 
OF 
INTERVENTION 
ELEMENT 

(Fullan & 
Stiegelbauer, 
1991, various); 
(Fullan, 1990, p. 
23); (Stallings, 
1991, various) 

(Mezirow, 1981, 
p. 19); (Mezirow, 
1991, p. 79, 
various); 
(Wildman & Niles, 
1987, various); 
(Wu, 1988; pp. 
12-13) 

(Brookfield, 1990. 
pp. 100. 129-130) 

(Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, 
p. 44); 
(Brookfield, 1990, 
pp. 31-34). 

(Mezirow, 1991, 
pp. 198,207-209) 
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KEY INDICATOR OF 
REFLECTIVE -
TRANSFORMATIVE 
{R-T} PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT BY 
DOMAIN 

Opportunities for 
Collegiality and 
Collaboration Purposefully 
Provided but not Contrived 

Topic Independence & 
Development Oriented 
toward Site-Specific 
Concerns 

DOCUMENTATION / 
SOURCE OF 
ARGUMENT(S) 

(Hargreaves & Dawe. 
1990. pp. 227-230); 
(Smylie, 1989, pp. 4-5) 

(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 
1991, various); (Joyce, 
Murphy, Showers, & 
Murphy, 1989, p. 71); 
(Silvernail and 
Capelluti, 1991, p. 76); 
(Duffy & Roehler, 
1986; pp. 57-58); 
(Hargreaves, 1994, pp. 
13-13). 

KEY ELEMENT OF 
THE INTERVENTION 
INCORPORATED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH 
KEY INDICATOR OF 
R-T PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Collaborative, but 
Discretionary, in -class 
and out-of-class 
Projects Designed to 
Encourage, but not 
Mandate Collegiality 

In-Class Small Group 
Discussions, 
Experiential Learning 
Projects, and Analyses 

Reflection Group and 
Postsecondary Course 
Foci were Established 
by Site-Based 
Participants via 
10-month Pilot Study; 
Including High 
Technology, 
Cross-Cultural & 
Reflective Practice 
{Postsecondary 
Course Conducted at 
the School-Site} 

SOURCE FOR 
DETAILED 
EXPLICATION 
&/or 
DISCUSSION 
OF 
INTERVENTION 
ELEMENT 

(Mezirow, 1981, 
p. 21-23); 
(Brookfield. 1987. 
pp. 111-132); 
(Valencia & 
Killion, 1988, p. 
4) 

(Brookfield, 1990, 
pp. 95-99, 107, 
100); (Mezirow, 
1981, p. 19); 
(Mezirow, 1991, 
p. 79, various) 

(Mezirow, 1978, 
p. 105); 
(Mezirow, 1981, 
pp. 21-23) 
(Valencia, 1991, 
various, 
Cross-Cultural); 
(Nieto, 1992, 
various 
Cross-Cultural); 
(Gudykunst, 
1994, various. 
Cross-Cultural); 
(Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, 
various, 
Reflective 
Practice); 
(Mezirow, 1990, 
various. 
Reflective / 
Transformative 
Dynamics) 
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KEY INDICATOR OF 
REFLECTIVE -
TRANSFORMATIVE 
{R-T} PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT BY 
DOMAIN 

DOCUMENTATION / 
SOURCE OF 
ARGUMENT(S) 

Reflective/Transformative 
Parti 

KEY ELEMENT OF 
THE INTERVENTION 
INCORPORATED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH 
KEY INDICATOR OF 
R-T PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 
1991, various); 
(Osterman & Kottkamp, 
1993, p. 19); (Pink & 
Hyde, 1992, various); 
(Zeicher and Liston, 
1987, various); 
(Hargreaves. 1994, pp. 
20-23) 

Daily Reflective 
Journaling/Reaction 
Papers 

Educational Platforms 

Progress Reports 

Parable Analysis 

Concept Mapping 

Critical Incident 
Recording, Discussion, 
Analysis 

Video Mirroring and 
Viewing 

SOURCE FOR 
DETAILED 
EXPLICATION 
&/or 
DISCUSSION 
OF 
INTERVENTION 
ELEMENT 

(Nolan & Huber, 
1989, p. 132-133): 
(Clift, Houston, & 
Pugach, 1990, 
various); (Coe, 
1992, pp. 18-24) 

(Barnett & Brill, 
1989, various); 
(Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, 
pp. 66-70): 
(Sergiovanni & 
Starratt, 1988, pp. 
193-197) 

(Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, 
pp. 102-108) 

(Hoopes & Pusch, 
1979, pp. 104-204) 

Deshler, 1990, pp 
336-353) 

(Brookfield, 1990, 
& pp. 31-34); 

(Wildman & Niles, 
1987, p. 26); 

(Hoopes & Pusch, 
1979, pp. 104-204); 
(Oja, 1980, p. 39); 
(Wildman & Niles, 
1987, p. 26) 
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KEY INDICATOR OF 
REFLECTIVE -
TRANSFORMATIVE 
{R-T} PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT BY 
DOMAIN 

Reflective/Transformative 
Part II 

DOCUMENTATION / 
SOURCE OF 
ARGUMENT(S) 

(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 
1991, various); 
(Osterman & Kottkamp, 
1993, p. 19); (Pink & 
Hyde. 1992, various); 
(Zeicher and Liston, 
1987, various); 
(Hargreaves, 1994, pp. 
20-23) 

KEY ELEMENT OF 
THE INTERVENTION 
INCORPORATED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH 
KEY INDICATOR OF 
R-T PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Theories of Action 
Dynamics 

Stop Action Journaling 

Critical 
Questioning/Inquiry 

SOURCE FOR 
DETAILED 
EXPLICATION 
&/or 
DISCUSSION 
OF 
INTERVENTION 
ELEMENT 

(Schon, 1987, 
various); 
(Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, 
pp. 13-17,24-27, 
66-67,98-100); 

(Osterman & 
Kottkamp, 1993, p. 
100); (Roderich, 
1986,305-335) 

(Brookfleld, 1987, 
pp. 92-97) 
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APPENDIX F 

CREDO FOR REFLECTIVE PRACTICE 
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^ 
CIIEDO FOR REFLECTIVE PRA CTLCE 

1. Everyone needs professional 
growth opportunities. 

2. All professionals want to improve. 

3. All professionals can learn. 

4. All professionals are capable of 
assuming responsibility for their 
own professional growth and 
development. 

5. People need and want information 
about their own performance. 

%6. Collaboration enriches professional 
development. 

5^4 

Source: Osterman & Kottkamp, 1993 
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APPENDIX G 

THE LEARNING WHEEL 
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Figure G.l: The Learning Wheel—A Descriptive Heuristic for the analysis of experience. 
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APPENDIX H 

A FORMAT FOR THE DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF 

CRITICAL INCIDENTS IN PRACTICE 
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CRITICAL INCIDENT FORMAT 
FOR FN-CLASS OR OUT-OF-CLASS PROJECTS 

Although the basic format is acceptable for the joumaling of critical incidents, 
the following, expanded, format should be used to develop critical incidents to be used 
for m-class or out-of-class projects. Remember that these critical incidents may relate 
to any aspect of classroom or school experience and are not limited to interactions 
between educators and students. Some useful interactions for analysis will occur 
between colleagues or between any school professional and a parent, communit> 
member, or district professional. Students may wish to read appropriate sections in 
Osterman and Kottkamp (1993) for more information on critical incidents. 

I. CRITICAL INCIDENT FORMAT (Modified from Sue & Sue, 1990}: 

1. Describe a cross-cultural or professional practice situation as >ou 
experienced it, witnessed it, or heard about it. 

2. Describe the events in sequence, indicating what, when, where, how, and why they 
occurred. 

3. List the ethnicity/culture ofthe persons involved (including yourself as applicable), 
giving the relationship of each to one another. 

4. Describe how you, the educator, the counselor, the administrator, or the main 
character handled the situation. 

5. What cross-cultural, intracultural, or reflective practice issues did this situation 
raise? 

6. How might you, the educator, the counselor, the administrator, or the main character 
have handled the situation and why? 

7. Please describe any additional information we might need in order to share this 
critical incident in group. 

Selected References: 
Ostennan, K.. & Kottkamp, R. B. (1993). Reflective practice for educators: Imprcn wvz schooling 

through professional development. Newbury Park. CA: Corvvin. 
Sue, D. W., & Sue, D. (1990). Counseling the culturally different (2nd ed.). 

New York: Wiley-Interscience. 
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